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The aim of this thesis is to investigate the highly moral 

ethic of social duty and responsibility which animates the work 

of Alejo Carpentier. In order to examine this theme, I have 

studied, in particular, the following six novels : El reino de 

este mundo, Los pasos perdidos, El acoso, El siglo de las luces, 

El recurso del metodo, and La consagracion de la primavera. In 

the Introduction, I have investigated the various philosophical 

questions raised by the concept of responsibility : the debate 

about freewill and determinism bas been examined, and the 

Existentialist philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre has been chosen as 

the most helpful in an investigation of Carpentier's theory of 

responsibility, due to a great coincidence of thought between the 

two writers. 

The protagonists of the novels in question have been grouped 

according to various distinguishing tendencies or characteristics, 

and have then been analysed in the light of the Sartrian concepts 

of good and bad faith. These groupings are as follows : "the 

deluded intellectual", "two tyrants", "the lesson of experience", 

and "the committed individual". The success, or failure, of these 



characters, in matching up to the goals of self-transcendence and 

responsible commitment posed by Carpentier has been charted 

throughout Chapters One to Four, and deductions have been made 

about the various forms ofJbad faith in which the characters 

indulge. 

The conclusions that I have drawn from this detailed 

investigation of characters in good and bad faith are, firstly, 

that Carpentier sees man's goal in life as the attainment of self

knowledge and the honest acceptance of responsibility for the 

self : once this state of good faith has been achieved, man is 

able to commit himself to the never-ending struggle for the 

improvement of the social situation. Acceptance of responsibility 

for the self is vital, in Carpentier's canon, for without such 

acceptance, positive commitment is impossible. Secondly, I have 

concluded that, according to Carpentier, commitment is an 

inevitable part of life, and that Carpentier's goal, then, is 

that we should actively commit ourselves to a positive cause 

through recognition of our responsibility for ourselves and our 

society, rather than tacitly accept the status quo through a 

passive or deterministic attitude. 
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Introduction : freewill, the philosophical debate. 

In this thesis, I intend to demonstrate that the works of 

Alejo Carpentier are motivated by a highly moral ethic of social 

duty and responsibility. In order to investigate this theory, 

we must first have a clear understanding of the philosophical 

concepts involved, for the question of responsibility cannot be 

discussed in a vacuum, as the subject draws, perforce, upon other 

concepts for its clarification. As we understand the term, 

"responsibility" implies choice, for we do not hold anyone 

responsible for an act over which he had no power of choice. 

Thus, the law turns to "diminished responsibility" as an 

extenuating circumstance in those situations where the guilty 

party can be said~o have been driven or compelled to act as he 

did, because of mental instability, for example. It seems to be 

generally accepted that for a man to be regarded as tlresponsible" 

for a given act, 'A', he must be believed to be free to choose 

either to do 'A', or not to do 'A', or, by extension, to do another 

act, 'B'. Inherent in the concept of responsibility is the concept 

of choice, and, in its turn, the concept of choice involves us 

in an examination of the tppics of freewill and determinism, 

because true choice is dependent upon the freedom of the will. 

A "choice" made under duress or threat is, obviously, not free; 

similarly, to speak of choice within the context of a wholly 

deterministic world-view is, to my mind, a misapplication of the 

term. Therefore, in order to accept the functioning existence of 
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responsibility, we must first accept the freedom of choice: if 

we cannot accept the freedom of the will and the concomitant power 

of choice in man, the concept of responsibility becomes, at best, 

devalued, at worst, meaningless. 

Since it is my contention that throughout his works, Alejo 

Carpentier expresses an intense belief in the importance of the 

responsibility of the individual, and the potential social good 

embodied therein, it is clearly of primary importance to this 

study to begin Qy examining in some detail the concepts of freewill 

and determinism, both in philosophical thought, and in Carpentier's 

work. 

The arguments in philosophical circles about the validity of, 

and the relationship between the concepts of freewill and determinism 

are almost endless in their complexity and sheer volume. Some 

schooas of thought hold that the two concepts are diametrically 

opposed - two sides of the same coin - while others, known as 

compatibilists, claim that a balance can be found between the two. 

The situation is further complicated by the fact that both 

determinists and libertarians appear to believe that their own 

attitude is so self-evidently true that it is hard for a meaningful 

dialogue to take place between the two schools of thought. NOW, 

it is not the intention of this study to further the debate on 

this subject; rather, I intend to define as clearly as possible 

the main streams of,~hbug~t on each side of the subject, and then 

continue to investigate the element that seems to me to be most 
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likely to shed light on Carpentier's thought. It is clear from 

my choice of responsibility as the subject of this thesis that I 

believe that Carpentier's attitude tends towards libertarianism, 

and in this introduction I intend to sUbstantiate that belief, and 

to define as narrowly as possible Carpentier's position on this 

subject. 

Definitions of determinism vary greatly in clarity and 

concision, but the basic premise of the concept may be summed up 

as the view that every event has a cause. This seemingly simple 

definition must, however, be clarified and expanded : for it to 

make any :real sense, we must understand what is meant by "event" 

and "cause". Kenny, in his discussion of the subject, includes 

among events the movements of human bodies and the thoughts of 

human minds, and defines "cause" as "sufficient antecedent 

condition C ••• ] a state or event preceding in time the event to 

be explained such that it is a sufficient condition far the 

occurrence of such an event." 1 Having defined his terms thus, 

he goes on to explain that 

if determinism is true, it will be the case for any event E 
that there was an antecedent event or state C such that there 
is a true covering law to the effect that whenever a situation 
such as C obtains, there will follow an event such as E. 
Every event will fall under a description such that there 
exists a law from which, in conjunction with a description 
of the antecedent conditions, it can ~2deduced that an 
event of that description will occur. 

It must be stressed that determinism is not a fact, it is a theory-

and a much-contested theory, at that. Allan Munn stresses this 
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in his definition of it, claiming that if present at all, determinism 

is to be found inside the pragmatic postulational structure 
of a world picture, specifying the kinds of relations that we 
are permitting to hold among elements of our representation 
of experience. When a person affirms his belief in 'determinism', 
what he actually means is that his semiotic world picture is 
structured in such a way that it is theoretically possible 
to make such a set of physical observations at one time, and 
to execute such a set of syntactic operations, that a single
valued prediction can be made for the result which would be 3 
obtained if some quantity were observed at any other time. 

The fact that the scale of knowledge required to make such predictions 

is almost unimaginable does not affect the validity or falsity 

of the theory, as Munn points out by his use of the qualifier 

"theoretically" in his definition. 

The fortunes of the theory of determinism have fluctuated 

throughout man's history. For Aristotle, the question never 

really arose, as he could not conceive of man being necessitated 

to do anything. The question first appears on a massive scale 

in a religious context, stemming from the concept of an omniscient 

God. This theological form of determinism claims that because the 

universe is the creation of an omnipotent and omniscient deity, 

everything in the universe happens of necessity. God's existence 

outside time, in eternity, and his knowledge of all things from 

all eternity have been used to postulate that everything must have 

been determined from all eternity. If not God's omniscience, then 

his omnipotence has been the basis of religious determinism, so 

that many have believed that all of human history, including even 

the most apparently free of human actions, have been foreordained 
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by God, and that God's free acts of will perforce deny such freedom 

to his creatures. Clearly, in the case of theological determinism, 

the objection raised above about the enormous scale of knowledge 

required to make accurate predictions is answered. The mechanistic 

view of the universe furthered the theory of determinism, by 

holding that the universe was a closed system in which every state 

was the result of previous states through the functioning of 

natural laws. The growth of knowledge, and the discovery of 

verifiable laws in physics all conspired to give greater force to 

the argument in favour of determinism. Determinism gained ground, 

and in the works of Freud and Marx, moved into fresh areas of 

application - psychology and socio-economics. The possibility of 

predicting future states in the existence of an individual or 

society, based on a knowledge of the environment, the socio-economic 

situation, and the relevant "laws" governing the individual or 

society, was accepted in principle by the disciples of these two 

thinkers, and was propagated in more or less pure forms, adding 

further weight to the argument in favour of determinism. 

HOW, then, in the face of such seemingly overwhelming support 

for determinism, is it possible to advance an opposing theory? 

The answer lies in the continuation of man's history: two of the 

bastions of determinism have, in the last century, been undermined, 

and have started to crumble. Firstly, although the discovery of 

laws in nature made by Newton and others like him supports the 

theory of determinism, there has been an advance in the study of 

physics which casts a shadow of doubt upon the symmetrical 
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certainties of the previous centuries. The development of 

microscopic physics, the elaboration of Einstein's Theory of 

Relativity, and the study of Quantum Mechanics have removed physics 

from the area of deterministic predictions. Munn explains this 

development thus : 

in contrast to the classical theory whose structure is such 
that (in principle) its predictions are of the form: at time 
It', the value of the observable quantity 'a' will be 'all; 
[ ••• ] a typical Quantum Mechanics prediction would be : at 
time 't', the possible values that will be obtained in a 
measurement of 'a' are 'aI', 'a " 'a ' ••• etc, and the 
probabilitl of getting 'al ' is ~l" Jf getting 'a2 ' is 'P2' 
etc. [ ••• J Since no mecnanism eXists inside Quan~um 
Mechanics permitting unique predictions of the classical 
deterministic type, we are up against a radically new sort 
of h sical theor and a new conce tual world icture seems 4 
to be required my italics • 

The second area in which determinsim seemed for a long time to be 

securely rooted, and which is now under attack, is the area of 

religion. The concept of an omniscient God is no longer accepted 

as a given fact of existence, and the death of God proclaimed by 

Nietzsche has opened the floodgates to the wave of agnostic and 

atheistic philosophies of our century. The non-existence of God 

reinstates man's freedom as a valid subject for discussion. As 

we shall see later, philosophers are divided on the question of 

the extent of this rediscovered freedom, which leads us to the 

question of a limited farm of determinism. It is at this point 

that the fine lines between freewill and determinism become blurred 

into a form of compatibilism which is itself the subject of much 

discussion and argument. 
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Marx, whose work has suffered much misinterpretation and 

vulgarisation since his death, has a concept of self-creating 

human nature. However, although by their labour men develop, 

change and create themselves, according to Marx they do not do so 

in a vacuum : 

men make their own history, but they do not make it just as 
they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen 
by themselves, but under circumstances~irectly encountered, 
given and transmitted from the past. 

It is possible to interpret this theory both in terms of complete 

determinism, and in a more libertarian spirit : if we accept that 

the circumstances to which Marx refers axe so persuasive and 

all-pervasive as to leave only one possible action open to the 

individual, then this is indeed a statement of complete determinism; 

if, on the other hand, we accept as valid the logical proposition 

that we are, to a certain extent, the product of our environment, 

we do not have to draw from this the immediate conclusion that we 

have no choice in the matter of action - we may still be able to 

choose from a variety of possibilities, and although our choice 

will be influenced by our environment, it need not be determined 

by it. Franklin claims that "no account of a man' s environment 

and external stimuli would usually enable us to know what he will 

do; the answer will depend on his own deliberation and choice. 

We might express this manifest ability of human beings to transcend 

a mere immediate reaction to stimuli by saying that they axe 

se lf -determined. II 6 Indeed, he goes further, and classifies 

self-determinism as "the only intelligent form of determinism." 7 
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The question of the role of the environment is a fraught one 

in the discussion of freewill and determinism. While some hard line 

determinists would interpret Marx's theory, quoted above, as a 

statement of total determinism stemming from historical and social 

phenomena, many less extreme philosophers would claim much less, 

on exactly the same data, while, at the other end of the scale, 

as we shall see, we have the libertarian philosophies of the 

Existentialists. It seems, however, that the weight of opinion 

comes down in favour of a certain, limited amount of environmental 

determinism. Thorp, whose book, Free Will, argues in favour of a 

libertarian theory, is willing to accept that 

whatever freedom we have to navegate among our surroundings 
and our desires, proclivities and talents, the general tenor 
of our lives is set by those surroundings, desires, proclivities 
and talents. [ ••• J We inherit our desires and our preoccupati.cms, 
and these, among other things, limit the range of alternatives 
before us at any time. We are thusavictims [ ••• ] of 
incomplete determinism at least. 

The theory of incomplete determinism depends, then, on the 

contention that although our attitudes, prejudices, beliefs etc. 

are unavoidably influenced by our environment, we do have the 

freedom to react in different ways to our situation. In this 

theory, human actions are dependent upon reasons, rather than 

causes, and this is obviously a very important distinction. 

Simply speaking, an event is determined by a cause, but an action 

is chosen for a reason. Kenny explains the difference between 

the explanatory power pf reasons and the operation of causes thus 

if there is present a perfectly adequate cause for an effect, 
then the effect cannot but follow : for a cause is sufficient 
antecedent condition for the effect, and if an alleged cause 
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is present and the effect does not follow, we know the 
cause is not a genuine one. On the other hand, there may be 
a perfectly adequate reason for performing an action, and 
yet that action not ensue, without9this fact casting any doubt 
on the adeqaacy of the reason. 

In a theory of incomplete determinism revolving around the 

acceptance of environmental influence, then, although we cannot 

choose our facticity - sex, height, genetic makeup - we ~ choose 

our reaction to that facticity, and we therefore enjoy a freedom 

whose parameters are defined Qy our own choices and reactions. 

This is very much the attitude of Jean-PauL.',sartre : in his early 

works, sartre argued for a total freedom, but later he came to 

accept the existence of certain limiting factors. Warnock analyses 

his attitude thus : 

a man's character and his actions, then, arise out of the way 
in which, perceiving the world, he evaluates it, and his 
evaluations are entire ly his own [ ••• ] It is certainly true 
that I cannot choose entirely what I am or who my parents 
were, or how strong I am. What I can choose is my reaction 
to my facticity. sartrel~ill countenance no further retreat 
into determinism. 

A discussion of Existentialism in general, and of sartre's 

philosophy in particular, will be entered into at a later stage 

of this introduction. The reference to him at this point is merely 

to show that even such champions of freedom as he can accept the 

limited determinism which we have been discussing. At this point, 

however, an analysis of freewill itself, similar to that 

undertaken of determinism, is in order. 

The concept of freewill is, by its subjective and introspective 
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nature, a nebulous one, and it is therefore not possible to define 

it with the precision for which we could wish. The main issues 

are covered by Munn's definition: 

an individual believing in it [freewill] believes that there 
exist not only a set of alternate actions physically possible 
for him in a given situation within the restrictions of his 
immediate environment, but also the possibility of his 
psychologically being able to choose anyone of them and the 
impossibility of any outside observer, no matter how knowledge
able, unvaryingl!lpredicting his particular subsequent course 
of action. 

Munn accepts "the restrictions of his immediate environment" as 

a limiting factor, and he also states that an action must be 

"physically possible". Basically, this amounts to an acceptance 

of facticity, but on two different levels. While I cannot - now -

speak Russian, there is nothing hindering me from doing so, 

except the fact that I have not learned to do so. Therefore, 

although my environment has made me an English speaker, I am also 

free to speak Russian or any othe r language of my choice. 

However, on another level, my facticity has determined my actions 

because of ,the physical makeup of the human body, I am not free, 

for example, to run a mile in two minutes, should I so desire -

I am limited qy what is physically possible, and therefore, to that 

extent, not free. 

In philosophical thought, freedom has been analysed in terms 

of "liberty of spontaneity" and "liberty of indifference", and 

these notions have been treated as differing, almost opposing 

concepts. "Liberty of spontaneity" is freedom of choice or 

desite : according to this notion, freewill is the capacity to 
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do what one wants; "liberty of indifference" conceives of freedom 

in terms of the ability to do otherwise - the power of alternative 

action in any given situation. This distinction between "liberty 

of spontaneity" and "liberty of indifference" is, to my mind, 

wholly arbitrary and misleading, for, as Kenny explains, these 

two concepts of freedom are inseparably linked : 

the type of power to do otherwise which is necessary for 
freedom is the power to do otherwise if one wants to [ •.• 1 
So liberty of indifference, rightly understood, involves 
liberty of spontaneity. On the other hand, it cannot be 
true that one has acted because one, wanted to unless one had 
in some measure and at some point the ability to act otherwise 
than one did. So that liberty of spontaneity is impossible 12 
for someone who does not enjoy liberty of indifference. 

It would seem, then, from our investigations so far, that 

the following are key issues in the notion of freewill-: firstly, 

the power of alternative action; secondly, the notion of choice 

or desire; thirdly, the accepted limitations of physical 

possibility; and fourthly, the basically unpredictable nature of 

human activity, in spite of a certain measure of environmental 

determination. From these basic points, we can state that a 

thing is done freely if the opportunity and ability to do otherwise 

exist. For example, if I have the skill (ability) to swim, and 

I am sitting beside a swimming pool (opportunity), I may choose 

to swim, but I may also choose not to, preferring, perhaps, to 

sunbathe, or to go indoors, etc. In such a-.case, I have the 

ability and the opportunity to do several things, and so the 

choice that I make is, according to libertarians, a free one. I 

am, therefore, responsible for that choice, as I had the ability 
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and the opportunity to do otherwise had I so wished. 

This entire discussion sprang from an investigation into the 

notion of responsibility. The concepts of freewill and responsibility 

are closely bound up, and it is in the philosophy of the 

Existentialists that we find them expressed with the greatest 

vigour. Because I believe that Existentialism, and, in particular, 

the thought of Jean-Paul Sartre, is especially relevant to an 

understanding of the notion of responsibility in Alejo Carpentier's 

works, I think that an investigation into the basic tenets of 

this philosophy will prove illuminating. 

Existentialist thought can be split into two distinct channels 

- religious and atheist. The religious thinkers, foremost among 

them Kierkegaard, Jaspers and Marcel, hold that God's existence 

is not a barrier to human freedom, while the atheist thinkers -

Heidegger, sartre - deny the existence of Goi completely, thus 

abolishing any potential supernatural limitation upon man's 

freedom. In spite of this fundamental split in their philosophies, 

however, the Existentialists have one basic thing in common : 

religiously motivated or not, the Existentialist is characterised 

Qy his defense of human freedom, uniqueness and self-transcendence. 

Far the purpose of this study, I intend to concentrate upon the 

atheist branch of Existentialist thought, with particular reference 

to the work of Jean-Paul Sartre, as it seems to me to provide the 

most helpful approach to the novels of Alejo Carpentier. 
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In general terms, Existentialism may be described as 

the form taken in a particular historieal epoch by the 
recurrent protest of the free individual against all that 
threatens or seems to threaten his unique position as an 
ex-sistent ~ubject, that is to say, as a free subject who, 
though a be1Dg in the world and so part of nature 13 at the same 
time stands out from the background of nature. 

Existentialists consider the woIid in terms of the environment 

of man : their viewpoint is that of the actor, rather than the 

spectator. Their primary interest is in human freedom, in man as 

a being capable of choice, and responsible for his actions. Man 

is to be set free from the alienating shackles of modern mass-minded 

authoritarianism, and regarded as an individual, unique and capable 

of self-transcendence. 

This view of man as an individual, valuable in himself and 

for himself, not just a cog in the wheel of some social collectivity, 

haS meant that Existentialism attacks most of the preconceptions 

of modern society. As a philosophy, Existentialism dates from 

the perioi when the Industrial Revolution had really taken a grip 

on society, and had altered the fundamental attitudes, relationships 

and values of human existence. With the growth of industrialisation 

in the nineteenth century, the individual became increasingly 

helpless in an environment ruled more and more by institutions; 

the process had continued into our own century, so that now 

human institutions such as the state, the government, the party 

and the trade union, have become wholly impersonal entities of 

enormous power, which seem to range themselves against the individual. 

From this situation arises the growing sense of anxiety, despair 
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and frustration which seems to have become an everyday part of 

modern life. In this environment, man lost a grip of his own 

individual value, and began to see himself in terms of a purely 

utilitarian commodity : in short, he suffered from alienation. 

Now, alienation may be described as 

a mode of experience in which the person experiences himself 
as an alien. He has become, one might say, estranged from 
himself. He does not experience himself as the creator of his 
own acts - but his acts and their consequences have become 
his masters, whom he obeys or whom he may even worship. The 
alienated person is out of touch with himself as he is out 
of touch with any other person. He, like the others, is 
experienced as things are experienced; with the senses and 
with common sense, but at the same time without being14elated 
to oneself and to the world outside productively. 

The aim of Existentialism, then, is to return man to the centre 

of his world and to relieve him of alienation, by asserting his 

value as an individual, free being. It is a protest against the 

modern tendency to evaluate human activity solely in terms of a 

collectivity - state, party - and to analyse the individual in 

terms of his social function - worker, taxpayer, voter etc. --The 

Existentialist seeks to return man to a productive and creative 

role in life, by awakening him to a sense of his own potential 

and responsibility, through an assertion of the freedom of the 

individual. Existentialism is not concerned with abstract 

postulations of Absolute values : it is interested in the 

inidividual, unique man, and in this adherence to the concrete, 

it finds itself in conflict with certain forms of rationalism 

which find it easy to assume that reality can be comprehended 

and analysed by intellectual means alone. Existentialism denies 
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that man can be explained and interpreted by the construction 

of a well-thought-out logical system, and rigorously attacks the 

petrification of individual effort concomitant upon such systems, 

which seem ,inclined to devote their entire attention to some 

"absolute'· or objectively valid principle, which, if accepted as 

true, has the effect of obviating the individual's need to strive 

towards his own fulfilment. The universal truths postulated by 

such systems eliminate the distinctive character of the individual, 

by absorbing him into some objective unity greater than himself. 

Existentialism, therefore, rejects the rational, intellectual 

approach, in favour of a more subjecti"re, emotional attitude. It 

is a philosophy of individual responsibility and endeavour, and 

has no truck with the anaesthetic concepts of absolutes. According 

to the atheist viewpoint, there ~ no absolutes, and no approved 

morality, because there is no arbiter of such values. Man must 

rely entirely upon himself, because, if there is no God, there is 

no universal, absolute moral law, and no absolute objective values 

or preconceptions on which to rely. Thus, the free individual is 

made wholly responsible : he must choose his own code of existence, 

his own values, and if life has any meaning, it is meaning that 

he has given it. Atheistic Existentialism addresses itself to man 

in this state of total loneliness and freedom. It is an appeal 

to man to take the responsibility for his own choices, to accept 

his freedom, and to assert himself, and to liberate himself and 

others from the alienation of external powers - to find his 

"authentic self". Freedom and responsibility are key words in 
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in the Existentialist philsophy : the doctrine that "l'existence 
, ... 

precede l' essence tt, which states that we are what we make of 

ourselves, places both our freedom of choice and our responsibility 

for that choice firmly on our own shoulders. Our reactions to 

that freedom and responsibility, and our endeavours to deny the 

former and evade the latter, form a central part of the thinking 

of Jean-Paul Sartre. I intend to turn now to an examination of 

some of the basic concepts of his rather difficult philosophy, 

with particular reference to those which will, I believe, cast some 

light on much of Carpentier's work. 

In a lecture entitled "L'existentialisme est un humanisme", 

first delivered in 1945, Sartre goes to some lengths to define 

clearly his position, and to clarify what is meant by the enigmatic 

catchphrase of modern Existentialist thought, "l'existence 

, " precede l'essence" : 

qu'est-ce que signifie ici que l'existence precede l'essence ? 
Cela signifie que l'homme existe d'abard, se rencontre, surgit 
dans Ie monde, et qu'il se definit apres. L'homme, tel que 
Ie con90it l'existentialiste, s'il n'est pas definissable, 
c'est qu'il n'est d'abard rien~ II ne sera qu'ensuite, et 
il sera tel qu'il se sera fait. Ainsi, il n'y a pas de nature 
humaine, puisqu'il n'y a pas de Dieu pour la concevoir. 
L'homme est seulement, non seulement tel qu'il se con90it, 
mais tel qu'il se veut, et comme il se con90it apres cet elan 
vers l'existence; l'homme n'est rien d'autre que ce qu'il se15 fait. Tel est Ie premier principe de l'existentialisme. 

In his later works, Sartre is unwilling to accord such total 

liberty to man : he progresses from an assertion of man's 

complete and absolute power to create himself to an acceptance 

of environmental conditioning. The incomplete determinism which 
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we discussed earlier is accepted into the canons of Sartrean 

thought, but such absolutes and abstractions as human nature 

and universal morality are forcefully rejected. The predictions 

of determinism are rejected and the edicts of a divinely-inspired 

moral law spurned : there is nothing before man or behind him 

to guide or control his choice. Thus, by claiming freedom as 

characteristic of man, Sartre also claims total responsibility 

si vraiment l'existence prec~e I 'essence , l'homme est 
responsable de ce qu'il est. Ainsi, la premiere demarche 
de l'existentialisme est de mettre tout homme en possession 
de ce qu'il est et de fairi6reposer sur lui la responsabilite 
totale de son existence. 

Such a view of life is clearly a very demanding one, and indeed, 

Sartre refers to his thought on this subject as "une morale 

d'action et d'engagement." 17 The enormity of the responsibility 

which Sartre claims for man inevi tal31y brings in its train 

intense fear and rejection - in Sartre's terminology, l'angoisse 

and mauvaise foi : anguish and bad faith. 

"Anguish" is the term Sartre uses to describe our reaction 

to our total responsibility in a world of no absolute values. It 

is brought on by our awareness that there is nothing to turn to 

for advice, excuse and justification,- we are the sole arbiters 

of our own decisions, because we are totally free and undetermined. 

The enormity of responsibility implied by this concept is such 

that we try to evade it, in various ways. Sartre classifies these 

various escape routes under the heading of mauvaise foi - bad 

faith. The function of bad faith, in all its forms, is to protect 

us from a realisation of our own responsibility : thus, for 
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example, Freuiian psychoanalysis can be interpreted in terms of 

bad faith, because it takes the responsibility for a man's 

character away from the actions of his own free choice. Bad 

faith denies our freedom of choice : it is a form of self-deception 

which allows us to behave as if we were determined by external 

causes, and, therefore, not responsible for our actions. 

Essentially, it is a denial of our freedom of choice. If we 
see ourselves as bound to act in a certain way, if we feel 
inclined to say 'I have no choice in the matter', then we are 
deceiving ourselves. Bad faith is a kind of self-deception. 
It involves playing a role, and regarding our behaviour as 
determined by the role we play. It is the failure to recognise 
that even what role to play has been originally been a matter 
of choice and that it remains igmatter of choice whether to 
continue in the role or not. 

It is, to my mind, clear that bad faith is of central importance 

in the novels of Alejo Carpentier. The novels swarm with 

characters who deny their freedom, their responsibility and 

their power of choice, who exist in the passive mood, and who 

refuse to see that it is by their own choice that they have made 

themselves what they are. By retreating into bad faith, they 

escape from the anguished awareness of man's aloneness and his 

total responsibility: they try to act as if'bhey were determined, 

static things, rather than free beings capable of change and 

self-transcendence. Sartre gives as an example the waiter who 

tries to be nothing more than a waiter, to become totally absorbed 

in his job/role, and who denies that it is possible for him to go 

beyond being the waiter whom his customers expect to see. He tries 

to objectify himself, to make his basic nature the same as the 

nature of trees, rocks, etc : he tries to take on the characteristics 
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of an en-soi, a being in itself, as opposed to a pour-soi, a being 

for itself. 

Some of Sartre's distinctions and examples are not easy to 

grasp on the subject of bad faith, but there is one element of 

the concept with which he does deal with great force and originality 

- Ie regard, or the look. The look of another forces an 

objective awareness upon us, and with this awareness come the 

subjective reactions of pride, shame, guilt etc. The example that 

sartre gives is of a man peering through a keyhole who suddenly 

becomes aware that he is being watched. He sees himself as the 

other sees him, as a sordid voyeur : he allows himself to be 

defined by the look of the~~ other, and sees himse lf as the other 

sees him. He is suddenly defined by another mind. : he is an 

object to the other, and if he accepts this objectivity, he is 

guilty of bad faith. By accepting himself as a static, defined 

object for the other - an en-soi, rather than a self-creating 

pour-soi, capable of acting otherwise - he rejects his responsibility 

for the act for which he has been made to £eel shame. 

Becoming aware of how I seem to others may, of course, be 
the origin of bad faith C ... ] To take seriously someone's 
view of you as incapable of altering your conduct by any 
number of promises or resolutions might lead you to feel that 
you were determined by your character to g~9on behaving as you 
always had; and this would be bad faith. 

Bad faith in all its various forms expresses a negative 

attitude to life, because it denies the possibility of change and 

progress, of the self ... transcendence of the individual. If the 

individual is to create change, he must accept the responsibility 
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concomitant upon his freedom to create, not deny that such freedom 

exists. Once we have accepted that we are free to make of ourselves 

what we will, that our essence derives from our own choices, we 

can also accept the possibility of self-transcendence - what 

Sartre calls Ie projet. 

Sartre is adamant that all action should be inspired by the 

thought of the future, rather than the deeds of the past, and 

although this is a point on which he and Carpentier are not in close 

agreement, it is relevant to his concept of Ie projet, and to his 

belief in man's ability to surpass himself, a point on which the 

two authors do agree. In L'existentialisme est un humanisme, 

sartre explains his views on transcendence clearly; I shall quote 

the relevant passage at some length, because it shows just how 

closely the minds of Sartre and Carpentier are linked on this subject. 

L'homme est constamment hars de lui-meme, c'est en se projetant 
et en se perdant hors de lui qu'il fait exister l'homme et, 
d'autre part, c'est en poursuivant des buts transcendants 
qu'il peut exister; l'homme etant ce depassement et ne 
saisxssant les objets que par rapport a ce depassement, est 
au coeur, au centre de ce depassement. II n 'y a pas d 'autre 
univers qu'un univers humain, l'univers de la subjectivite 
humaine. Cette liaison de la transcendance, comme constitutive 
de l'homme [ ••• ] c'est ce que nous appelons l'humanisme 
existentialiste. Humanisme, parce que nous rappe~ons a 
l'homme qu'il n'ya d'autre legislateur que lui-meme, et que 
c'est dans Ie delaissement qu'il decidera de lui-meme; et 
parce que nous montrons que ce n'est pas en se retournant 
vers lui, mais toujours en cherchant hors de lui un but qui 
est telle li~ration, telle realisation particuliere~oque 
l'homme se realisera precisement comme humain. 

Like Carpentier, Sartre rejects the possibility of transcendance in 

terms of another universe - he keeps us firmly in the realm of 

the Kingdom of this World, and demands that we go beyond ourselves 
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tp promote change and to find true self-fulfiibment. Compare 

sartre's declaration above with Carpentier's well-known remarks 

in Tientos y diferencias : 

el gran trabajo del hombre sobre esta tierra consiste en 
querer mejorar 10 que es. Sus medios son limitados, pero 
su ambicion es grande. Pero es en esta tarea en el Reino de 
es~e,Mundo donde podra2Incontrar su verdadera dimension, y 
qU1zas su grandeza. 

The theme of transcendence is not the only one upon which these 

two writers find themselves in agreement. As we have already 

noted, and shall see in greater detail at a later point, the 

concept of bad faith functions in Carpentier's novels, together 

with its concomitant rejection of freedom and responsibility. 

Naturally, there are points at which the minds of the two men 

diverge, but this does not invalidate the strong coincidence of 

thought which we shall also discuss. 

One of these points of divergence arises over the question 

of atheism. While Sartre accepts only the existence of a human 

universe, Carpentier is willing to accept the possibility of 

something beyond that, and he does not reject out of hand the 

concepts of a heaven and a life after death. However, he places 

them firmly in their prpper perspective at an early stage in his work : 

el hombre ans!a siempre una felicidad situada mas alIa de 
la porcion que Ie es otorgada. Pero la grandeza del hombre 
esta precisamente en querer mejorar 10 que es. En)imponerse 
Tareas. En el Reino de los Cielos no hay grandeza que 
conquistar, puesto que alIa todo es jerarqu!a establecida, 
incognita despejada, existir sin termino, imposibilidad de 
sacrificio, reposo y deleite. Por ello, agobiado de penas y 
de Tareas, hermoso dentro de su miseria, capaz de amar en 
medio de las plagas, el hombre solo puede hallar2~u grandeza, 
su maxima medida, en el Reino de este Mundo. 
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Whether or not some form of supernatural transcendence exists is 

not important to Carpentier : his domain is strictly limited to 

the Kingdom of this World, and it is here that he sees man 

fulfilling his potential. However, he does not appear to share 

Marx's view that religion acts as an opiate: although none of 

the novels assert a particular religious faith, it is noticeable 

that while in many cases the religious establishment comes under 

attack, individual religiously-motivated characters are frequently 

positive in their significance and function. Carpentier, unlike 

Marx and sartre, accepts that religious faith can playa positive 

role in life : it is the ossified institution of the Church itself, 

rather than the individual manifestations of faith, which comes 

under attack in his novels. 

The question of the importance of individual beliefs arises 

again with regard to the concept of revolution. In Carpentier's 

novels, as we shall see, the informed consent of understanding 

individuals is shown to be more potentially valuable than the 

eruption of terror and violence on the political scene. While 

revolutions whose basis is emotional fervour may succeed briefly, 

Carpentier leads us to be lieve that social movements based on the 

solid understanding of all involved prove, in the final analysis, 

to have achieved more, even in defeat. In the later novels, we 

see more and more stress being laid upon the acquisition of 

knowledge and understanding by the individual as being vital to 

the progress of a revolution : the dramatic fervour of Esteban 

in El siglo de las luces contrasts starkly with the clearly 
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thought out political philosophies of EI Estudiante in EI recurso 

del metodo~ 23 The situation is comparable to that of religion, 

discussed above : the reasoned comprehension and belief of a 

single individual is far more valuable than the unthinking 

adherence to dogma and doctrine of many. This leads us back to 

the question of choice, because knowledge and understanding of what 

is involved in any given situation are necessary in order to make 

a meaningful choice. On the subject of choice, Carpentier and 

Sartre are in agreement; Sartre claims that "choisir d 'etre ceci ou cela 

c'est affirmer en meme temps la valeur de ce que nous choissisons, 

car nous ne pouvons jamais ehoisir Ie mal",24 while Carpentier 

expresses almost the same point thus : "solo puedo rechazar 10 que 

conozco. Como, igualmente, solo puedo seguir en 10 que conozco 

por haberlo aceptado como bueno, despues de conocido." 25 The 

concept of choice seems to involve a moral position : choice asserts 

the value of the chosen. Both Carpentier and Sarire hold strong 

views on social and moral responsibility, in life and art, and 

both of them regard their vocations as writers in terms of a social 

duty. During a visit to Cuba after the triumph of the Revolution, 

Sartre addressed a group of writers with his belief that literature 

must always be committed : "ese arte que usted llama social y que 

yo llama comprometido, no hace mas que reflejar 1a situacion. Es 

10 que todos los escritores han hecho siempre, puesto que su 

26 silencio ha estado siempre tan comprometido como sus palabras." 

It is not enough for writers to describe any more : they must 

take sides in the fight, according to Sart:re. They must use their 
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literature to bring about understanding : "man lives in the midst 

of images. Literature offers him a critical image of himself [ ••• ] 

A critical mirror. If literature is to be engaged, it must reveal, 

demonstrate, represent. ,,27 Sartre sees the writer's role in terms 

of a social duty - a view echoed by Carpentier in his artice, 

"Papel social del novelista". The writer must reflect the situation 

around him, in the hope of inspiring action and commitment : 

ocuparse de ese mundo, de ese pequeno mundo, de ese grand!simo 
mundo, es la tarea del novelista actual. Entenderse con el, 
con ese pueblo combatiente, criticarlo, exaltarlo, pintarlo, 
amarlo, tratar de comprenderlo, tratar de hablarle, de hablar , , 
de el, de mostrarlo, de mostrar en el las entretelas, los 
errores, las grandezas y las miserias; de hablar de el mas y 
mas, a quienes permanecen sentados al borde del camino, 
inertes, esperando no se que, 0 quizas nada, pero que tienen, 
sin embargo, necesidad de que se les diga algo para removerlos. 
Tal es, en mi opinion, la funcion del novelista actual. 
Tal es su funcion2~ocial. No puede hacer mucho mas, y es 
ya bastante. 

Against the background of the unceasing debate about freewill 

and determinism, Carpentier's work stands forth as an expression 

of his belief in a free man, who, although influenced by his 

environment, has the power and ability to define himself, to 

choose his own acts, and to "mejorar 10 que es." Carpentier 

shows us a man who is responsible for himself in the most complete 

sensec'of the word, and he stresses that man's moral duty and 

responsibility to his society and species. The individual, 

according to Carpentier's philosophy, must be totally honest with 

himself, before he can function properly with integrity: he must 

find, to use Existentialist terminology, his "authentic self". 
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To this end, Carpentier shows us in his novels the various ways 

in which we try to evade our responsibility for ourselves, by 

hiding in bad faith and alienation : as we shall see in our 

examination of the novels, those characters who try to evade 

responsibility by retreating into deterministic catchphrases and 

mental passivity are the object of much authorial criticism. 

It is important to understand that in Carpentier's work, the 

success or failure of one's bid to "mejorar 10 que es" is not of 

primary significance. Naturally, a successful revolution is better 

than a failed revolution, but what is most important is that there 

should be a revolution, regardless of its outcome. I am using -
the term "revolution" here to include all political and all 

personal endeavours to change society for the better, on however 

small a scale. The urge for improvement is as important as any 

result it may have, because without that urge continually to 

surpass and transcend one's situation - to project oneself, as 

sartre would have it - there is only stagnation. Carpentier's 

works are demanding, for he demands responsibility as much from 

his :reader as:E'from his characters : his aim is to bring us, too, 

to an honest awareness of ourselves and of our moral and social 

duties and responsibilities, and to make each one of us yearn to 

"mejorar 10 que es" in the Kingdom of this World. 

In order to substantiate this theory I shall be examining in 

the course of this thesis the following works : El reino de este 
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mundo, Los pasos perdidos, El acoso, El siglo de las luces, 

El recurso del metodo and La consagracion de la primavera. 29 In 

spite of the fact that it does express, in a primitive form, many 

of Carpentier's later preoccupations, such as social and political 

injustice and corruption, I do not intend to embark upon an 

analysis of i Ecue-Yamba-O :,30 as Carpentier himself has chosen 

to distance this novel from his more matm-e work, describing it as 

"una obra de principiante, graciosa a veces, pero demasiado marcada 

por los giros y 'modos de hacer' de un 'vanguardismo' rebasado." .31 

The author's own awareness of the novel's shortcomings, and, in 

particular, of his failure truly to understand the psyche of 

the black individuals upon whom he based his characters, led him 

to oppose the reprinting of the novel until 197.3, when the 

appearance of a blackmarket edition, 

colmada de erratas, de l!neas saltadas, de empastelamientos, 
de la cual, para colmo, se elimina la mencion final de lugar 
y ano - 'Carcel de La Habana, agosto 1-9 de 1927' - con el 
evidente proposito de enganar al lector, haciendole creer que 
se trataba de una obra reciente, posterior a El siglo de las 
luces, y par 10 tanto, mas actual, .32 

caused him to change his mind and permit the publication of an 

authorised edition. This edition provides, as Carpentier intended 

that it should, an interesting documentation of his early work 

and thought : it also makes it very clear that while the young 

Carpentier was possessed of sufficient political conviction and 

moral fibre to be imprisoned for opposing the Machado regime, he 

had not, at twenty-three, developed the deep insight into human 

motivation, or evolved the strongly moral ethic of duty and 
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responsibility that so characterise his more mature works. 

Carpentier's short stories (Guerra del tiempo, El derecho 

de asilo 33) will not be analysed in this thesis either, as they 

represent virtuoso experimentations upon such themes as time and 

human universality, which, although fascinating and entertaining, 

are not, I would contend, centrally relevant to a study of 

responsibility in Carpentier's novels. Similarly, Concierto 

barroco and El arpa y la sombra 34 have been omitted from this 

study, because they both serve to give expression to individual 

issues of interest to Carpentier, rather than to add to the 

mainstream of his work. In Concierto, Carpentier investigates 

the vagaries of fame and fortune as expressed in the fate of the 

Italian composer, Antonio Vivaldi, and postulates the reasons 

behind the composition of his opera, Moctezuma, a subject which 

the author found fascinating and perplexing. Similarly, El arpa 

was bom out of his amazed infuriation at the attempt of various 

nineteenth century intellectuals - primarily Leon Bloy and Paul 

Claudel - to bring about the canonisation of Christopher Columbus. 

El arpa is Carpentier's "tongue in cheek" answer to the works of 

Bloy and Claudel : he himself emphasises its light-hearted intent 

when he describes the novel as merely 

una variacion (en el sentido11 musie.al del termino) sobre un 
gran tema que sigue siendo, por 10 demas, misterios1simo 
tema ••• Y dtga el autor, escudandose con Aristoteles, que 
no es eficio del poeta (0 digamos : del novelista), tel 
contar las cosas como sucedieron, sino como debieron 0 

pudieron haber sucedido.' 35 

It is significant that both of these novels were, like Guerra, 
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written simultaneously with works which express the basic themes 

of duty and responsibility that characterise Carpentier : Guerra 

was written during the same period of time as Los pasos and El acoso, 

while Concierto and El recurso appeared within five months of each 

other, and La consagracion predated El arpa in its completion b.Y 

a mere six months. Thus, while these "peripheral" works do not deal 

directly with the theme which I would contend is the central 

issue in Carpentier's work - social duty and responsibility - they 

do not represent a break in Carpentier's thought. They do not in 

any way contradict the theme which is expressed in the novels 

that I shall be discussing : they can be seen, I think, as 

digressions from the main theme which shed light on the multifarious 

areas of interest and knowledge that are always present in Carpentier's 

thought, while in no way detracting from the basic unity of theme 

and purpose expressed in his novels. This unity of theme and 

purpose is such that the same concepts and beliefs motivate novels 

so far apart in time as El reino and La consagracion : separated 

by thirty years, they nevertheless express the same moral ethic of 

the self-knowledge and social responsibility of the individual. 

Man, as Carpentier reveals him to us, is essentially the same 

through time and space; indeed, discussing El siglo with Cesar 

Leante, Carpentier expressed the belief that "no existe la 

modernidad en el sentido de que se Ie otorga, el hombre es el 

mismo en diferentes edades y situarlo en su pasado puede ser, 

tambien, situarlo en su presentee It 36 Although his technology 

and his religious beliefs may alter with the passing of the centuries, 
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the basic social duties and responsibilities of the individual 

remain the same, and in his wark, Carpentier gives us a strongly 

moral exposition and analysis of the individual and his reactions 

to these duties and responsibilities. 

Faced with the awesome weight of social responsibility, the 

individual has two options. Firstly, he can shoulder the burden, 

and strive to fulfil the tasks and duties concomitant upon his 

acceptance of himself as a positive, responsible being. Secondly, 

he can reject the burden, by denying its very existence, and thus 

escape the mental and physical struggle that it carries in its 

train. These two options correspond roughly to the Sartrean 

concepts of good and bad faith, and in Carpentier's exposition of 

human duty and social responsibility these concepts playa vital 

part. As the easier option, bad faith, it would seem, predominates 

in both literature and life : although certain characters do 

appear to exist wholly in good faith, the archetypal Carpenterian 

character only attains to good faith, if at all, after a struggle 

through the labyrinth of bad faith. Bad faith, as we have seen, 

essentially revolves around the denial of the freedom of the self, 

and, as such, is a refutation of the notion of responsibility. It 

is, as Caws puts it, "a natural condition of the uncritical 

for-itself, just as mauvaises herbes (i.e. weeds) are the natural 

product of unattended gardens. tt 37 

Bad faith, therefore, is a form of protection against the 

individual's awareness of his own freedom and responsibility. 

It expresses itself in a tendency to objectify the self : to regard 
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oneself as a fixed, stable being, acted upon rather than acting, 

an en-soi, rather than a pour-soi. In Carpentier's work, characters, 

as I intend to demonstrate, hide behind the shield of determinism 

- religious or otherwise - to deny this responsibility for their 

own lives and to their society. They cling to a causal philosophy 

of life which removes from their own actions any positive individual 

significance, relegating them to the status of mere effects, 

theoretically predictable, of antecedent causes. Thus, they seek 

to evade their responsibilities : they become alienated from 

reality by immersing themselves in culture, religion, or the cult 

of the self. In Carpentier's novels, we see characters gradually 

forced to reassess themselves in a new light, through contact with 

new people, situations or philosophies; this reassessment results 

in one of two things : either the characters refuse to accept the 

illumination that they have reached, and remain in bad faith, or 

they painfully accept the self-knowledge to which they have attained, 

and, with the acceptance of freedom and responsibility, move into 

good. faith. To return to Caws' analogy, they recognise the weeds 

for what they are, and uproot them. Carpentier's goal for man 

is the liberation of the individual from bad faith, as such 

liberation gives him the ability to function positively in the 

social struggle for change and improvement. Individual catharsis 

and renewal are not enough : the new man, having accepted 

responsibility for himself, must now, in whatever way he can, take 

up the social duties and responsibilities that are his human 

heritage, and strive to improve the world in which he lives. This 
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moral ethic is not confined to Carpentier's literary output : his 

works are the expression of the beliefs that motivate his life, 

and he does not, 

as some ungracious pastors do, 
Show [us] the steep and thorny way to heaven, 
Whiles, like a puff'd and reckless libertine, 
Himself the primrose path of dalliance treads, 
And recks not his own rede. 
(Hamlet, I, iii, 47ff.) 

Through his art, he, too, strives to change and improve society; 

the social respons~bility of the novelist, as he sees it, lies 

in stirring up "quienes permanecen sentados al borde del camino, 

inertes, espe~do no se que, 0 quizas nada, pero que tienen, sin 

embargo, necesidad de que se les diga algo para removerlos. It 38 

The author and his audience are as much involved in the search for 

self-knowledge and social improvement as are the characters : the 

novel, if it is to fulfil its social function, must 

violar constantemente el principio ingenuo de ser relato 
destinado a causar ~paa.cer estetico a los lectores', para 
hacerse un instrumento de indagacion, un modo de conocimiento 
de hombres y de epocas - modo de conOCimijnto que rebasa, en 
muchos casos, las intenciones del autor. 9 
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Chapter One. The deluded intellectual. 

The responsibility of the individual, and his role in society 

form the nexus of Carpentier's work, and the attitude of the 

intellectual, both to himself and to his social role is, therefore, 

of vital importance to an understanding of Carpentier's theme. As 

we have seen, this attitude can, in general terms, be either 

positive or negative: i.e. the individual can accept his 

responsibilities and duties, and set out to do his best to improve 

society, or he can, in various ways, deny these responsibilities 

and duties, and drift in useless ataraxia. These two attitudes 

correspond roughly to the actions of good·: and bad faith, and in 

Carpentier's work, characters may struggle from bad faith to good, 

they may remain in bad faith, or they may, rarely, be permanently 

in good faith. The first, arbitrary division to be made, therefore, 

is between the positive and negative poles - between those characters 

in good faith, and those in bad. While many characters attain to 

good faith by the end of the novel, only three characters of real 

significance are ~Presented as expressions of good faith throughout; 

firstly, EI Estudiante in EI recurso, secondly, Jean-Claude, and 

thirdly, Gaspar Blanco, both in La. consagracion. For bad faith, 

the list is longer : the protagonist of Los pasos, the acosado, 

vIctor Hugues, Sofra and Esteban, the Primer Magistrado, Vera and 

Enrique. Rosario, in Los pasos, does not fit into this scheme, 

because of the simplicity of her mental outlook : in that she 

accepts life and its duties without question, she could be described 
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as being in a form of good. faith, but because she has never 

entertained the questions and doubts wnich plague the other 

characters, her attitude cannot be judged by the same criteria as 

theirs. Her significance will be examined with reference to the 

character of the protagonist of Los pasos, where it will be made 

clear now and why her unique nature can function within the frame

work of Cazpentier's thought, without devaluing that framework. 

Ti Noel, too, is something of an anomaly : in all of the novels 

under discussion, only EI reino has a protagonist with no defined 

psychological persona. In all of the other novels, we examine 

the process of social change from the inside : we watch individual 

characters, the building blocks of society, struggle with the 

problems of life and either succumb to them or overcome them, and 

it is in watching these individuals, and in sharing their 

psychological dilemmas, that we come to understand what lies behind 

both social progress and stagnation. In El reino, however, we see 

the attempts at social change, without having any detailed under

standing of the forces at work in individual characters to bring 

them to this situation. Ti Noel is treated by Carpentier in a 

completely different manner from the characters in the later novels, 

and because there is an element of the archetype in him, I shall 

examine his role now, before proceeding further with the other 

characters. 
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i) Ti Noel eEl reino). 

In EI reino, Carpentier expresses the apparent circularity 

of bistory through the recurring oppression of one social group 

by another : at the beginning of the novel, the white colonists 

oppress the black slaves; then, the black despot, Henri Christophe, 

treats his own people with great cruelty; and finally, the mUlattoes, 

who take over after Christophe's overthrow, impose enforced labour 

on the long-suffering blacks. The attempted rebellions of Ti Noel's 

mentor, Mackandal, and his successor, Bouckman, and the uprising 

against Christophe, appear to have achieved nothing but to change 

the old masters for new ones. Ti Noel, who, throughout the novel, 

is a follower rather than a leader, never taking the initiative 

and lapsing into stolid inaction after each attempted rebellion, 

is finally sickened by what he sees as "ese inacabable retonar de 

cadenas" (139), and decides to use the magical knowledge that he 

gained from Mackandal to metamorphose into an animal, and thus 

escape from the human condition and all its misery. He decides 

to become a wild goose, but he is rejected by the flock: he has 

no part to play in its social unity. This rejection brings him 

to the realisati~n that he has been a coward, using his hypothetical 

lycanthropic powers for his own good alone, ra~her than as a tool 

to help his people in their sufferings. This acceptance of his own 

failure and weakness brings him to a moment of illumination and 

fulfilment. He is suddenly able to see the social struggle as a 

long-term progression towaras something better, and realises that 
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the struggle itself is valuable, in that it elevates man above the 

selfish concerns of everyday life. A prisoner of his time, Ti Noel, 

like SofIa, is unable to act fully in the socio-political arena. 

However, through his faith in the power of VOodoo, tIel lenguaje 

mismo de las frustraciones socio-histOricas del haitiano It (my 

italics), 1 he commits himself as far as he is able to the fight 

for social justice, and when he disappears in the onslaught of the 

great green wind which sweeps the island, Carpentier encourages 

us, through the ambiguous conclusion of the novel, to accept that 

Ti Noel's Itdeclaracion de guerra a los nuevos amos" (144) has 

actually borne fruit. This does not represent a statement of 

supernatural intervention : it is merely a suggestion that the 

untapped depths of man's potential can, if properly directed 

through an attitude of social commitment, achieve the apparently 

impossiole. 

It is only in the last few pages of the novel tnat Ti Noel 

develops any real, individual characteristics : at the moment when 

he, like Mac~andal and Bouckman before him, accepts his responsibility 

in life, and determines to act positively, rather than drift 

passively, Ti Noel takes on sufficient stature to express the 

fundamental beliefs that motivate this novel and all of Carpentier's 

work and life. He realises that man's greatest potential lies in 

"querer mejorar 10 que es. En imponerse Tareas" (143). The 

continuity of theme and purpose which I have attributed to Carpentier 

is proved by the fact that this theory is repeated, almost verbatim, 
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in "Papel social del novelista" - an article which first saw the 

light of day as a speech in 1967 - almost twenty years after its 

expression in El reino : 

el gran trabajo del hombre sobre esta tierra consiste en 
querer mejorar 10 que es. Sus medios son limitados, pero 
su ambicion es grande. Pero es en esta tarea en el Reino 
de este Mundo donde podra encontrar su verdadera dimension 
y quizas su grandeza. 2 

The understanding to which Ti Noel comes, that "la grandeza 

del hombre esta en querer mejorar 10 que es. En imponerse Tareas" 

(143), is, essentially, although couched in different terms, the 

conclusion that Esteban, Sofra, Enrique and vera reach, and that 

El Estudiante, Jean-Claude and Gaspar always accepted. The long-

term approach gives value to seemingly circular events, as the 

mistakes of the present may prove to be of positive value in the 

future, and the struggle of ~he individual towards personal and 

social change is, even if unfulfilled, better than the static 

passivity which demands nothing, and, equally, gives nothing. 

Having discussed the content of Ti Noel's moment of 

understanding, it is important also to examine its form, because, 

expressed in a variety of ways, Ti Noel's revelation becomes a 

formula which can be recognised in all of the other novels under 

discussion. The form of the revelation is as follows : Ti Noe 1 

experiences "un supremo instante de lucidez" (143), during which 

he relives the most important moments of his life; this sensation 

gives way to profound exhaustion, "cansancio cosmico" (ibid), in 

the face of what has been learned. He moves then to understanding 
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- "y comprendra ahora" (ibid) - and thence to action: "el viejo 

lanzo su declaracion de guerra a los nuevos amos" (144). The 

progression from bad. faith to good, therefore, falls roughly 

into this pattern : a moment of revelation, accompanied by a 

feeling of exhaustion aroused Qy the defeat of a lifetime's 

attitudes and_preconceptions; the dawning of true understanding, 

and the acceptance of responsibility for self and society, 

expressed in positive action. Of course, not all characters 

move smoothly through this pattern: some turn back halfway, 

rejecting and denying what they have learned, in favour of the 

anaesthetic attitude of bad. faith; however, Carpentier is essentially 

an optimist, and more of his characters go forwards than fall back. 

As we have seen, Carpentier, unlike sartre, does not dispense 

altogether with the concept of anl',afterlife, of a heaven and a 

hell. Rather, he puts such concepts firmly in their place : 

heaven may exist, but there is no need for commitment and action 

there - the rightful stage for man's acts is the Kingdom of this 

World. It is for this reason that Carpentier demythifies the 

death of Mackandal, by shewing the event from both a black and 

a white viewpoint. The slaves believe that Mac~andal has escaped 

("Mackandal sauve", p .41), but the hard facts are that he dies in 

the fire - "muy pocos 'tJieron que Mackandal, agarrado por diez 

soldados, era metido en el fuego, y que una llama crecida par el 

pelo encendido ahogaba su ultimo grito" (ibid). Any action which 

the slaves may undertake, believing themselves to be aided by 

supernatural means (i.e. the still-living Mac~andal), in fact 
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depend solely upon themselves : their successes and failures are 

the result of their own efforts. Carpentier does not want us to 

seek for help in the vague realms of superstition and religious 

belief : rather, he would remind us that God - if he exists -

helps those who help themselves. Although we may not see any 

positive result of our actions, the mere fact of wanting to 

improve society, and of trying to do one's best, however little 

that may be, is, in Carpentier's canon, the highest expression of 

humanity. There is more to this than vague idealism: our present 

efforts to improve society may, although unrewarded now, serve to 

further the cause of some future revolution. We must adopt a 

long-term view, rather than demand immediate and visible results; 

even our mistakes can have a value, as Soffa points out. Speaking 

of the French Revolution, she says "esos errores serviran de util 

ensenanza para el futuro" (254). It is better, in Carpentier's 

canon, to try and to fail, than never to have tried at all : it is 

for this reason that he speaks of "querer mejorar", and not simply 

of "mejorar". We must be willing to take em the duties and 

responsibilities of society, and endeavour to improve our world 

therein, according to Carpentier, lies the most valid goal of life. 

The conclusion reached by Ti Noel is echoed throughout 

Carpentier's work, and those characters who move from bad faith 

to good do so through reaching similar moments of understanding. 

Ti Noel's experieBce, therefore, can be seen as a sort of archetype 

in his later works, as we shall see, Carpentier examines more 

closely the psychological and sociological stages that bring the 
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individual to this moment of understanding and its concomitant 

acceptance or rejection. 

Now, while all of Carpentier's characters are united by the 

question of social responsibility, they are divided, as we have 

seen, by the basic response of the individual thereto: i.e. by 

the division between good faith and bad, a division which is not 

represented by Carpentier as immutable. Within the negative 

a~titude of bad faith, moreover, we can see further sub-groupings, 

according to the motivation and response of each individual. As 

we have seen, Carpentier believes that man is essentially the 

same through time and space, b~t he also believes in the freedom 

and uniqueness of the individual; this sounds paradoxical, but 

the paradox may be resolved thus : the basic questions that preoccupy 

mankind, the values and moral distinctions, remain more or less 

the same, while the response of the individual to these questions, 

values and distinctions, and his assessment of himself and his 

role within the framework of these questions.;, values and distinctions, 

is always free, unique and self-dertermined. Therefore, it is no 

paradox to say that man is essentially the same, but also, unique. 

NOw, it may seem that we are departing here from the Existentialist 

creed that there are no absolutes and no human nature, but in 

effect, we are not : Carpentier does not suggest that all men must 

accept the same values and beliefs; rather, he points out that 

experience has shown that the same values and questions tend to 
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arouse the inteESt of the majority because they are fundamental 

to a defini t~on of the self. This coincides with Sartre's dictum 

that existence preeedes essence : once a man exists, then he must 

define and give value to himself and his world, Qy his choices 

and beliefs - thus, he attains essence. 

This simultaneous universali ty and uni~tueness means that we 

can distinguish between various sub-groupings of characters 

without destroying the overall unity which binds them together. 

These sub-groupings are expressions of the various ways in which 

bad faith operates and the individual responds; in all of them, the 

characters are motivated by purposes other than those which they 

themselves recognise as their motivation. This self-deception is 

fuelled by several different things, and it is these agents of 

deception which give definition to the sub-groupings. The 

characters in the fi~st sub-group are united by a hyper-aative 

but misused intellect, and I have, accordingly, called this group, 

which compDises the protagonist of Los pasos, Esteban, Vera and 

Enrique, 'The deluded intellectual". I have called the second 

group, composed cDr V:lctor Hugues and the Primer Magistrado, "Two 

~ tyrants", and the third, which comprises the acosado and Sof~a, 

I have charactnised as "The school of experience". 

It is my contention, then, that bad faith operates in 

Carpentier through the influence of power, intellectual alienation 

and hyper-activity, and questionable motives and ideals upon the 

self-knowledge and integrity of the individual. Having defined 

these concepts in general terms, it is time to examine them in 
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operation, by undertaking character studies of each individual 

in each group, combined with an analysis of characters of 

secondary significance who give further definition to the 

protagonists. Taking the first group, "The deluded intellectual", 

and working in chronological order, we come first to the unnamed 

musicologist, protagonist of Los pasos. 

ii) The protagonist of Los pasos. 

In 1947, while living in Caracas, Carpentier made a trip up 

the Orinoco, and spent a month with the stone Age Indians whom 

he encountered there. The seeds that would later grow into the 

monumental novel, Los pasos, were sown : 

entonces surgio en m! la primera idea de Los pasos perdidos. 
America es el unico continente donde distintas edades .--
coexisten, donde un hombre del siglo veinte puede darse la 
mano con otro del Cuaternario, 0 con otro de poblados sin 
periOdicos ni comunicaciones que se asemeje al de la Edad Media 
o existir contemporaneamente con otro de provincia mas cerca 
del romanticismo de 1850 que de esta epoca. Remontar el 
Orinoco es como remontar e 1 tiempo. :3 

The protagonist of Los pasos undertakes a "journey back to the 

source", following in Carpentier's footsteps up the Orinoco, and 

the novel is written in the form of a personal journal of that 

journey, and of the protagonist's life before and after it. The 

protagonist tries to escape from his meaningless, alienated 

existence by fleeing from the twentieth century to the simpler 

way of stone Age life among the Indians. He discovers, however, 
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that the burden of cultural and historical awareness that he 

carries with him ties him inextricably to his own century : when 

he succumbs to the temptation to return to "civilisation" to collect 

certain things - paper and ink - that give his life value and 

meaning, he discovers that he has shut the door upon the simple 

life that he had found. At the end of the n:ovel, the question 

of what will become of the protagonist is left unanswered : it 

is not made clear whether or not he has learned enough about 

himself in the course of his experiences substantially to change 

his way of life. This is characteristic of Carpentier's work : 

few of his novels end on a note of unadulterated optimism, 

because it is no part of his intention to foster self-satisfaction 

in his readers,: rather, the outcome is left open, in the balance, 

leaving one with the impression that things may ~urn out all right, 

but that more individual effort is required, first. 

One of the most striking features of Los pasos is that it 

is written in the first person, as a personal journal. Immediately 

after his trip into the Venezuelan interior, Carpentier published 

various accounts of his journey, written in a purely autobiographical 

4 form, and in interviews, he has explained how personal Los pasos 

is in both inspiration and execution : 

toda novela es forzosamente un tanto aut obi ograrica, puesto 
que parte de experiencias persona1es. En mi primera version 
de los pasos perdidos e1 personaje que narra su historia 
es un fotOgrafo. Releyendo e1 manuscrito me di cuenta de 
que al no haber si<l.o fotograt'o, mal podia expresar los 
mecanismos mentales de alguien que ejerciera esta profesion. 
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Asi, el personaje se transformo en mUsico, por el hecho de 
que yo mismo he practicado la musica y siempre he vivido rode ad 0 
de mUsicos. 5 

We must, however, be on our guard when reading the novel : the "yo" 

whose thoughts we share is not Alejo Carpentier, but rather it is 

the unnamed protagonist of the novel. The account of what occurs 

in the novel is highly subjective : we have almost no abjeetive 

criteria by which to judge events. The prota@list stands between 

us and the actual events, and we can only see those events as they 

are reflected and refracted in his character : in this novel, we 

are dealing "ita, actions through reactions, and we cannot afford 

to take anything at face value • Although Carpentier's authorial 

presence is not as obvious in this novel as in others, it is still 

there, functioning through the narrative hierarchy of the novel; it 

is, to my mind, because so many critics have failed to distinguish 

between what the protagonist says, and what Carpentier might, 

indirectly, be saying, that Los pasos has been so frequently misinter-

preted. It . only through a clear understanding both of the J.s 

protagonist's character, and of Carpentier's attitude to the 

protagonist,I would contend, that an overall analysis of the novel 

and of its place within the framework of Carpentier's thought can 

be attained. 

Contradiction is the weapon with which Carpentier attacks our 

faith in the protagonist as a reliable witness. This contradiction 

functions on two levels : firstly, with~ the framework of the 
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novel, and secondly, with reference to Carpentier's beliefs 

expressed elsewhere. Wayne Booth refers to the first method of 

Wldercutting the protagonist as "internal cancellations", 6 and 

it is these contradict"ions within the text that I shall examine 

first. 

The novel abounds in examples of this technique, but only 

a few quotations will be necessary to clarify the point. The 

internal cancellations of which Booth speaks consist, basically, 

of the protagonist contradicting himself in word or deed, or, 

occasionally, in both at once. Sometimes the opposing sides of 

the contradiction are spaced widely through the novel, and sometimes 

they follow on each other's heels, but the effect is the same : we 

are led to question the protagonist's statements, and are made 

aware of the wholly subjective nature of his account. His character 

is revealed as much through internal and external cancellations 

as through the less blatantly subjective sections of narrative, 

and it is, therefore, of vital importance to be aware of these 

contradictions, and alert to their significance. 

One of the earliest internal cancellations in the novel 

occurs with reference to the protagonist's proposed trip to the 

jungle. Having rejected the opportunity out of cowardice, he is 

disgusted and outraged by the suggestion of his mistress, Mouche, 

that they should take the University's money., have a holiday, and 

return wi th artefacts forged by a friend. His rejection of the 

suggestion is instantaneous : 
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tan su~ia, tan denigrante me resulto la proposicion que la 
rechace con asco. La Universidad se irguio en mi mente con 
la majestad de un templo sobre cuyas columnas blancas me 
invitaran a arrojar inmundicias (35). 

His outrage and moral indignation are short-lived, however : 

faced with Mouche's insistence and the empty expanse of his 

holiday stretching out ahead of him, he shrugs his shoulders, and 

performs a complete volte face : 

yo no hab:la dado un paso hacia la mision propuesta. Todo me 
hab:la venido al encuentro, y yo no era responsable de una 
exagerada vaLoracion de mis capacidades. El Curador, en fin 
de cuentas, nada desembolsar:la, y en 10 que miraba la Universidad, 
dif:lcil ser:la que sus eruditos, envejecidos entre libros, sin 
contacto directo con los artesanos de la selva, se percataran 
del engano. Al fin Y al cabo, los instrumentos descri tos 
por Fray Servando de Castillejos no eran obras de arte, sino 
objetos de bid os a una tecnica primitiva, tcxlav:£a presentee 
Si los museos atesoraban mas de un Stradivario sospechoso, 
bien poco delito habria, en suma, en falsificar un tambor de 
salvajes (36). 

The protagonist justifies his new attitude by claiming that he is 

not responsible for what has happened, and, therefore, not to 

blame for the questionable morali ty of the plan. The change from 

moral indignation to total moral laxity is very sudden : the 

protagonist moves immediately from a positive defence of certain 

values to a wholly passive attitude in which he denies that any 

moral concepts are involved in Mouche's plan. The various other 

aspects of his character that are revealed in the above quotation, 

such as his determinism, his evasion of all responsibility, and 

his refusal to look honestly at the facts, will be discussed later 

an analysis of the character of the protagonist can only be 

undertaken, I would contend, once we have clearly defined where and 

. . 
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how the protagonist and the author are at variance. 

Another striking example of self-contradiction by the 

protagonist occurs when Fray Pedro de Henestrosa asks him when 

he intends to marry Rosario. The protagonist is contemptuous of 

this suggestion, claiming that a relationship such as his with 

Rosario needs no legalisation or sanctification. There is, also, 

although he does not admit it, the fact that he is already married, 

to Rutn, and that any marriage contract entered into with Rosario 

would therefore be null and void. To marry Rosario would be to 

base his life on a lie : "la mentira - si la acepto - echara 

abajo, con un acto grave, la rectitud de proceder que yo me habra 

propuesto como ley inquebrantable en esta nueva vida" (2~). It 

does not seem to occur to him that his silence on the subject of 

Ruth's existence is tantamount to a lie, albeit a passive one. 

However, within moments of making the grandiose claims above, he 

proposes to Rosario (221), and is astonished and disgruntled to 

be rejected : he breaks his "ley inquebrantable" to no purpose. 

The two examples above show contradictions taking place within 

the space of one or two pages : in the following example, the two 

sides of the equation are separated by over forty pages, but this 

in no way lessens the impact of the contradicti on. When the 

protagonist sees the Greeks' diamond mine, he rejoices over the 

disappointment in store for Mouche; in her romanticised imagination, 

she expects to see a glittering trove, Agamemnon's treasure, when 

in fact, the "mine" is nothing more than "un lecho de torrente, 
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cavado, escarbado, revuelto" (144). The protagonist regards this 

as proof that Mouche's attitude is over-intellectual, and that she 

is both unfit and incapable of adjusting to life outside her own 

environment. However, he himself is guilty of exactly the same 

over-intellectual, romanticised response to the concept of the 

Adelantado's city, Santa Monica de los Venados - what he sees 

certainly does not live up to his expectations : 

me de~engo, desconcertado. 10 que veo all!, en medio del 
pequeno valle, es un espacio de unos doscientos metros de 
lado, limpiado a machete, en cuyo extremo se divisa una casa 
grande, de paredes de bahareque, con una puerta y cuatro 
ventanas [ ••• ] Le confieso [a FraI Pedro 1 que la palabra 
'ciudad' me habra sugerido algo mas imponente 0 raro. 
'l Manoa ?', me pregunta el fraile con sorna (189). 

Mouche is frequently involved in the protagonist's contradictions: 

as shown above, he criticises her for something, and then proceeds 

to do exactly the same thing himself, showing that he is as 

unsuited to the hew environment as he claims that she is. The 

auth~r,ial criticism of the protagonist inherent in the mere fact 

of the contradiction is heightened by the fact that the protagonist 

has two great advantages over Mouche : firstly, he speaks the 

language of their new environment, and is therefore much better 

prepared than Mouche to become integrated; and secondly, Latin 

America is the land of his childhood, and he has memories that 

associate him with it. His failure to integrate is, therefore, 
~. 

\.I 

less excusable than Mouche's : Carpentier himself has said that 

an understanding of a country and its culture is dependent upon 

a knowledge of its language. Speaking of a trip that he made to 

China, he says 
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he visto cosas profundamente interesante. Pero no estoy 
seguro de haberlas entendido. Para entenderlas realmente 
- y no con la acquiescencia del papanatas, del turista que 
en suma he sido - hubiese sido necesario conocer el idioma 
tener nociones claras acerca de una de las culturas mas ' 
antiguas <!el mundo, conocer las palabras claras de I dragon 
y de la mascara. 7 

Thus, while Mouche cannot go beyond the level of an intellectual 

tourist, the protagonist, through his knowledge of the language, 

is free to reach greater depths of understanding. His criticism 

of Mouche is all the more unfair because of his advantage in this, 

and his own tendency to act as superficially as she does is all 

the more inexcusable. 

To conclude this investigation of internal cancellations, I 

have chosen an example which illustrates the points discussed 

above.: the protagonist cri ticises Mouche for an atti tude which 

he himself holds, and from whose expression he has been saved 

only by the integrating power of language and nostalgia. When 

he and Mouche go to the opera, the protagonist's attitude is one 

of intellectual snobbery and superiority, and his avowed intention 

is to ridicule and belittle the performanee. 

pensaba divertirme con los rid1culos de la opera que iba a 
representarse dentro de las grandes tradiciones de la bravura, 
la coloratura, la floritura. Pero ya se habra alzado el 
telon sobre el jard1n del castillo de Lamermoore, sin que 10 
de sus ad 0 de una escenograf1a de falsas pers~ctivas, mentideros 
y birlibirloques, estuviese aguzando mi ironra. Me sentra 
dominado mas bien por un indefinible encanto, hecho de 
recuerdos imprecisos y de muy remotas y ~ragmentadas anoranzas 
(47). 

Mouche, on the other hand, has no nostalgic memories to take the 

edge off her sardonic reaction to what she has seen : 
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llegado el intermedio, Mouche se habra declarado incapaz 
de soportar mas, pues aquello - decra - era algo asr como 
'La. Lucra vista. por Madame BOvary en Rouen.' Aun<)ue la 
o~servacion no carecra de alguna justeza, me sent~ irritado, 
subitamente, por una suficiencia muy habitual en mi amiga 
que la ponta en posicion de hostilidad apenas se vera en 
contacto con algo que ignorara los santos y senas de ciertos 
ambientes art!sticos frecuentados por ella en Europa. No 
despreciaba la opera, en este momento, porque algo chocara 
realmente su muy escasa sensibilidad musical, sino porque 
era consigna de su generacion despreciar la operac (48). 

Mouche's reaction is just what the protagonist's would have been, 

had he not been enchanted by memories of his youth and fantasies 

of his family's past : the criticism which he levels at her is 

equally applicable to himself. 

Moving on to those contradictions which require information 

from outside the text to make us aware of them, we come to what 

Booth refers to as "conflicts of be lief"; we are alerted, he says, 

"whenever we notice an unmistakeable conflict bewteen the beliefs 

expressed and the beliefs we hold and suspect the author of 

8 holding." In Carpentier's case, our task is considerably 

simplified by his extensive journalistic and other non-fiction 

works in which he discusses his beliefs and motives : in most cases, 

we do not need to "suspect" a disparity of belief, we can prove 

it qy textual reference and comparison. 

One of the central themes of the novel is, of course, the 

possibility and the desirability of temporal evasion. The 

protagonist, once assured of the possibility, never questions the 

desirability : for him, it is enough that there should be an 
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escape route from his society - whether or not he should use it 

never occurs to him. When he finds the door to the past closed 

to him, rather than question the validity of his attempted evasion, 

he rails against his profession, which he blames for his failure : 

~enten quienes dicen que el hombre no puede escapar a su 
epoca. La Edad de Piedra, tanto eomo la Edad Media, se nos 
ofrecen todav!a en el dia que transcurre'. AUn estan abiertas 
las mansiones umbrosas del Romanticismo, con sus amores 
dif:lciles. Pero nada de esto se ha destinado a It!, porque 
1& unica raza humana que esta impedida de desligarse de las 
fechas es la raza de quienes hacen arte (272). 

The protagonist of Los pasos has no interest in the responsibilities 

and duties of life, and so he tries to escape them through temporal 

evasion. Such an attitude is in complete opposition to the theme 

of Carpentier's work, and although Carpentier is willing to accept 

that, to a certain extent, temporal evasion is possible, he c 

leaves us in no doubt as to its moral desirability: 

todo hombre debe vivir su~',epoca, padecer su epoca, gozar su 
epoca - si gozos Ie ofrece - tratando de mejorar 10 que es 
[ ] ",,-• •• Y ya sabemos que el en s~, para s~, en la epoca 
presente, solo se logra en funcion de las contingencias que 
circundan al hombre actual, y de su actitud 0 comprometimiento 
frente (0 dentro) de tales contingencias. 9 

This attitude is, clearly, totally opposed to the way of life 

pursued by the protagonist, and is a perfect example of extra-textual 

contradiction • With each example , it becomes increasingly 

apparent that, rather than Carpentier's mouthpiece, the protagonist 

is the target of much authorial criticism. The intellectual 

distancing in which the protagonist indulges, describing the 

jungle in terms of cultural metaphors and similes, is another 

aspect of his behaviour for which we can find extra-textual 
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criticism; in one of Carpentier's autobiographical articles about 

his trip up the Orinoco, he admits to having felt the temptation 

to think in metaphors, but explains why he rejected such an 

attitude : 

las rutinas imaginativas de mi cultura occidental me hacen 
evocar el castillo de Macbeth 0 e 1 castillo de Klingsor. 
Pero, no •• _!ales image~es son inadmisibles, por 10 limitadas, 
en este r~non de la America virgen (my italics). 10 

The reality of America is too boundless to be reduced to fit into 

cultural boxes; Carpentier realises this, but the protagonist 

does not : it is almost as if for him, a thing has no value 

unless it can be compared with something of accepted cultural 

significance. As a result, he fails completely to understand or 

integrate, because, by imposing his worthless cultural comparisons 

on what he sees, he has distanced himself from reality. 

There are two other elements, fundamental to an underst'anding 

both of the protagonist and the message of the novel, in which 

the views expressed by the protagonist and the beliefs held by 

Carpentier are at variance ; Existentialism and determinism. 

These elements, however, are of such central importance that they 

must be dealt with at greater length than the previous examples 

of contradiction, discussed above. Having established that author 

and character are in frequent opposi tion, however, an examination 

of their varied attitudes with regard to these concepts may be 

included later in the character analysis, without risking 

misinterpretation due to identification of the protagonist with 
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Carpentier. 

Armed with the awareness that the protagonist is an 

unreliable witness, and that Carpentier is frequently critical of 

his attitudes and behaviour, we may embark upon an analysis of 

his character withou~ fear of being misled by his own highly 

subjective account. The single most obvious characteristic of 

the protagonist is his tendency towards evasion : almost every 

significant element of his character can be classified as evasion 

of some sort or another. The first distinction to be made is 

between physical and mental evasion, and as examples of physical 

evasion, are less frequent and marginally less important than those 

of mental evasion, I shall deal with them firs~. 

The protagonist of Los pasos is a total ~oral and physical 

coward. He is unable to cope with the stresses and strains of 

his life, and so seeks refuge in flight. On a physical leve 1, this 

flight is twofold : firstly, the pure and simple distancing of 

himself from distress and danger, and secondly, the temporal 

evasion that leads him to santa Monica de los Vena.dos. It never 

seems to occur to the protagonist to confront a danger or a 

problem : faced with the awful reality of Germany in the 1930s, 

he seeks refuge in the museums - "la epoca me iba cansando. Y 

era terrible pensar que no habra fuga posible, fuera de 10 imaginario, 

en aquel mundo sin escondrijos" (92). There is no question of 

endeavouring to act posi,tively to alter the situation: the only 
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solution is flight. Similarly, in the jungle, the protagonist's 

fear of some of the wilder aspects of Nature causes him to try 

to seek refuge with Rosario : 

perdida toda razon, incapaz de sobreponerme al miedo, me 
abrazo a Rosario, buscando el calor de su cuerpo, no ya con 
gesto de amante, sino de nino que se cuelge del cuello della 
madre, y me dejo yacer en el piso de la curiara, metiendo el 
rostro en su cabellera, para no ver 10 que ocurre, y escapar, 
en ella, al furor que nos circunda (168). 

Significantly, there is no question of the protagonist's protecting 

Rosario : his fear is all that matters to him, and Rosario, like 

the other women in his life, only exists for him as an object, 

a useful commodity. His attitude is wholly egocentric : having 

found release in Santa Monica de los Venados, he has no interest 

in the fate of twentieth century society. His own salvation is 

all that matters to him : 

voy a sustraerme al destino de S!sifo que me impuso el Mundo 
de donde vengo, huyendo de las profesiones hueras, el girar 
de la ardilla en tambor de alambre, del tiempo medido y de 
los oficios de tinieblas C ... ] la piedra que yo cargaba sera 
de quien quiera agobiarse con su peso inutil (196). 

The protagonist tries to escape from all of society's de.ands 

upon him : his way of life in the city is fundamentally selfish 

and unproductive, and his attitude is summed up by his reaction 

to the episode of the lotos-eaters in the Odyssey : 

siempre me habia molestado, en el maravilloso relato, la 
crueldad de quien arranca sus companeeros a la felicidad 
hallada [by eating lotos] sin ofrecerles mas recompensa que 
la de servirlo. En este mito yeo como un reflejo de la 
irritacion que causan siempre a la sociedad los actos de quienes 
encuentran, en el amor, en el disfrute de un privilegio 
f!sico, en un don inesperado, el modo de sustraerse a las 
fealdades, prohibiciones y vigilancias padecidas por los mas (197). 
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The fact that the happiness found by Odysseus' sailors is really 

drug-befuddled oblivion does not disturb the protagonist, because 

he, too, is accustomed to just such happiness, only finding life 

tolerable when he is protected by an alcoholic cocoon. His mental 

evasion is even more thorough than his physical attempts at 

flight from reality, and it is this crucial aspect of his character 

that I intend to analyse now. 

Throughout the novel, the protagonist makes scathing 

references to the cafe-existentialism practised by Mouche and her 

friends. He is infuriated by his mistress's "dogmatico apego a 

ideas y actitudes conocidas en las cervecer!as de Saint-Germain-des

Pres" (29), and this has led cri tics to assume that Carpentier 

himself rejects Existentialism. This, to my mind, is clearly not 

the case. Firstly , it must be remembered that it is the wlgarised 

Existentialism of sum charlatanS as XTH which the protagonist 

rejects : he has no rational understanding or experience of the 

philosophical concepts involved. Secondly, his rejection of 

Existentialism is based upon two factors within the novel itself : 

it cannot be logically extended outwith the framework of the novel, 

because these two fact:ors have no actual existence outside the 

novel. The first factor is that the Existentialism which Mouche 

and her coterie espouse manifestly does not bring them any of the 

spiritual and mental benefits that they claim for it. Even the 

protagonist, whose mental faculties have been dulled by years of 

disuse, can see that there is something lacking in this philosophical 
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hotchpotch whose adherents have clearly not attained any measure 

of mental or emotional stability. They are 

gente que beb!a diariamente para defenderse contra el desaliento, 
las congojas del fracaso,elldescontento de s! mismos, el 
miedo al rechazo de un manuscrito 0 la dureza, simplemente, de 
aquella ciudad del perenne anonimato dentro de la multitud, 
donde los ojos solo se encontraban par casualidad, y la 
sonrisa, cuando era de un desconocido, simepre ocultaba una 
proposicion (32-3). 

The lives of Mouche and her friends are, in themselves, proof of 

the superficial nature of their beliefs, and it is hardly 

surprising that the protagonist_is not impressed with what he 

sees. The second factor in his rejection of Existentialism is 

a direct result of his own attitude to life; as we have seen, 

the protagonist's policy for life is one of evasion: he rejects 

his duties and denies his responsibilities, and his mental 

attitude is one of ataraxia fostered by determinism. Throughout 

the novel, the protagonist finds ways in which to deny his 

responsibility, because he is terrified of accepting the burdens 

and duties concomitant upon that responsibility. It is, therefore, 

natural that he should contemptuously reject Existentialism, for 

a philosophy which arrogates to man almost total freedom and 

responsibility for his own life is an anathema to him. Thus, by 

showing us that the protagonist's rejection of Existentialism 

arises not from a considered study of the precepts of the 

philosophy, but from misinformation and moral cowardice, and that 

it is therefore faulty, Carpentier demonstrates that the concept 

has a positive role in his thought, and that it is significant 

to an understanding of Los pasos : rather than reject Existentialism, 
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he affirms its value. 

Armed with the knowledge that Existentialism, with its 

theories of freedom and responsibility, has a place in the conceptual 

framework of the novel, we can see that the protagonist is in 

bad faith. He denies that he himself had any part in shaping the 

person he has become, and blames various external agencies - the 

war, his job, etc. - far his present condition. NOW, as we have 

seen, Carpentier does not claim that man is wholly free : he does 

accept the limiting effect of environmental determinism. However, 

once that level of determinism has been accepted, Carpentier is 

adamant in claiming that everything that we do is .the result of 

our own prior actions, and that we cannot, therefore, deny our 

responsibility for ourselves. This claim might seem to limit 

freedom totally, but this is, I would contend, a misinterpretation 

of Carpentier's intention when he says that 

no somos - en cualquier transito de nuestras vidas - sino 
hechura de nuestro pasado. 10 que hacemos hoy no es, no 
puede ser, sino consecuencia de 10 hecho hasta ahora - aunque 
un comportamiento, una decision, inesperados, operen por 
proceso de reaccion, negacion 0 rechazo. Pero solo puedo 
rechazar 10 que conozco. Como, igualmente, solo puedo s~guir 
en 10 que conozco par haberlo aceptado como bueno, despues 
de conocido. 11 

This is not a philosophy of limitation and determinism : Carpentier 

expresses here the logicaa proposi ti'on that our past acts affect 

our present and future, but since our past acts are based upon 

the choices we made and the values we accepted in our leap from 

existence to essence, this is not an expression of determinism, 
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but, rather, of freedom. "Nuestro pasado" is the sum total, ever 

increasing, of our choices, desires and actions, based upon reasons 

which are the result of the moral outlook which we have formulated 

for ourselves. This is made clear by the unpredictability 

intrcxluced by "tm comportamiuto, una decision, inesperados" : as 

Kenny points out, one of the essential elements of free will is 

that while cause and effect are mutually imperative, "there may be 

a perfectly adequate reason for performing an action and yet the 

action not ensue, without this fact casting any doubt on the 

adequacy of the reason". 12 Our own moral atti tude to what we 

do is involved by Carpentier through the question of choice and 

knowledge, and thus the whole matter of the influence of our past 

is shown to be essentially one of freedom, not of determinism. 

Thus, it is clear that the self-exculpatory claims of the protagonist 

have no appeal or value in Carpentier's eyes. The protagonist is, 

although he denies it, free to react to the world around him : 

such overwhelming agents as war may be outwith his control, but 

his own reaction to· them is not. : 

~ " , 1 el en s~, para S1, en la epoca presente, solo se ogra en 
fUncion de las contingencias que circundan y solicitan al 
hombre actual, y de su actitud frente (0 dentro) de tales 
contingencias. I; 

The protagonist refuses to confront the situations in which 

he finds himself: he lives his life almost entirely in the passive 

mood. The following passage is typical of his attitude : seeking 

to excuse his failure to the Cur ad or , he represents himse If as the 
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passive victim of circumstance : 

el sabra como yo habra sido desarraigado en la adolescencia, 
encandilado por falsas noeiones, llevado al estudio de un 
arte que solo alimentaba a los peores mercaderes del Tin-Pan 
Alley, zarandeado luego a traves de un Mundo en minas, 
durante meses, como interprete mili tar, antes de ser arrojado 
nuevamente al asfalto de una ciudad donde la miseria era .-mas dura de afrontar que en cualquier otra parte (17, my italics). 

His continual denial of the freedom of his will, and his refusal 

to see himself as a positive agent, acting rather than acted upon, 

have atrophied his will, rendering him incapable of making a 

decision or performing a decisive action. His vacillations and 

self-contradictions have already been charted in our discussion 

of the discrepancies of belief between author and character : as 

we have seen, the protagonist has no moral backbone at all. The 

mental and moral effort required to reject Mouche's suggestion of 

an illicit holiday is more than he can muster, and spurred on 

by the prospect of three empty weeks of indecision, he denies 

his freedom as an individual to act positively, and lapses into 

self-exculpatory determinism : 

yo no habra dado un paso hacia la mision propuesta. Todo me 
hab:ra venido al encuentro y yo no era res onsable de una 
exagerada valoracion de mis capacidades 3 , my italics). 

The protagonist's decision to undertake the journey into the 

jungle, in spite of Mouche's protests, is his first positive act 

in the novel. Later, he decides to reject civilisation and stay 

in santa Monica de los Venados, but Carpentier shows Us how 

superficial this rejection is by haviag the protagonist 

immediately pick up a book, a product of the civilisation that 

he has supposedly rejected. His feverish work on the Treno is 
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further proof of the incompleteness of his renunciation, and his 

final return for paper and ink comes as no surprise. The one, 

positive act that might have committed him to his new life is the 

one from which he turns away : the shooting of Nicasio, the leper. 

His "journey back to the source" is essentia.lly a search for 

something in the past, and he is afraid of committing a definitive 

act in the present : 

una fuerza, en mr, se resistra a hacerlo, como si, a partir 
del instante en que apretara el gatillo, algo hubiera de 
cambiar para siempre. Hay actos que levantan muros, cipos, 
deslindes en una existencia. Y yo ten!a miedo al tiempo que 
se iniciarla para m! a partir del segundo en que yo me hiciera 
Ejecutor (226-7). 

Marcos, the Adelantado's son, seizes the gun and shoots Nicasio, 

and the chapter section ends symbolically with the short comment, 

"era Marcos, ahora, qui en llevaba el fusil" (227). Marcos commits 

himself to the present, by acting decisively in accordance with 

the communal need : Nicasio had become a danger to the society of 

Santa Monica de los Venados, and must be dealt with accordingly. 

The protagonist, thinking of himself, opts out of a social duty 

whose implieations frighten him : Marcos, thinking of the good of 

the community, acts. 

As in Carpentier's other novels, references to the mythical 

character of Sisyphus abound in Los pasos. Carpentier's apparent 

fascination with this character has been used by critics as proof 

of a pessimistic viewpoint : man is seen, they say, as Sisyphus, 

condemned to labour eternally and fruitlessly up the mountain of life. 
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To my mind, the significance of Sisyphus in Carpentier's work 

is quite different, and implies a positive, not a negative, point 

of view. It must be remembered that we must question the validity 

of what the protagonist of Los pasos says, in order to be sure 

whether or not we can safely accept his assessment of any givea 

situation. It is the protagonist who sees himself as Sisyphus 

by identifying himself with Sisyphus, he consolidates his 

deterministic attitude to life, and denies his responsibility 

for his actions and failures. Sisyphus' repetitious existence 

was imposed upon him as a punishment for overweening pride - a 

moral failing. The protagonist, claiming Sisyphus' punishment, 

does not consider that a punishment usually presupposes a crime, 

and that he is as morally blameworthy as Sisyphus : rather, he 

refers to his existence in terms of Sisyphean repetition in order 

to exonerate himself from blame and to deny his responsibility. 

Sisyphus' destiny has been imposed upon him : it is not his fault, 

therefore, ~hat his life is meaningless, repetitious and empty. 

Throughout the course of the novel, the protagonist sees his 

"Sisyphean rock" in tems of three different things : Mouche, his 

work, and his conscience. In the hotel in the South American city, 

he sees Mouche as "pena hembra cargada en e 1 lomo" (61), and 

later, sickened by her superficiality, he says that "su presencia 

comenzo a pesar sobre m! como un fardo que cada jornada cargar:la 

de nuevos 1astres" (109). When he learns of her infide Ii ty, he 

is delighted : "me sent!a ligero, sue1to, a1iviado por la infamia 
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sabida, como un hombre que acaba de arrojar una carga por demasiado 

tiempo llevada" (1)7). Mouche is a "pena hembra", a ttfardo", a 

"carga" - and yet, when he returns to the unnamed city - New York, 

it lIould appear - he returns to her bed. His re lationship 

with her is voluntary, and although she may be a millstone around 

his neck, he has only himself to blame far the relationship. 

The protagonist sees his work in similar terms : 

subiendo y bajando la cuesta de los d!as, con la misma piedra 
en el hombro, me sosten!a por obra de un impulso adquirido a 
fuerza de paroxismos - impulso que ceder!a, tarde 0 te~rano, 
en una fecha que acaso figuraba en el calendario del ano en 
curso (14). 

Later, when he decides to stay in santa Monica de los Venados, he 

utterly rejects his former lifestyle : 

voy a sustraerme al destino de S!sifo que me impuso el Mundo 
de donde vengo, huyendo de las profesiones hueras, el girar 
de la ardilla presa en tambor de alambre, del tiempo medido y 
de los oficios de tinieblas (196). 

His obsession with the materialistic circle of making and spending 

money.lias reduced him to a state of extreme spiritual poverty, and 

he rejects his former life and its futility. Unfortunately, 

although his assessment of his situation is fundamentally correct, 

his reaction to it is questionable. Carpentier never advocates 

the course of least resistance, and he never puts forward 

selfishness for praise. The protagonist's attitude is totally 

selfish : having - he thinks - achieved his own salvation, he does 

not care about the rest of twentieth century society - "la piedra 

que yo cargaba sera de quien quiera agobiarse con su peso inutil" (196). 
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It is with reference to his own conscience that the protagonist 

uses the most explicit allusions to Sisyphus' rock. He speaks 

of his conscience as a judge tthat he carries within him, almost 

a separate entity : 

parecia que ahora yo estuviera callado y el juez siguiera 
hablando, por mi boca. En un solo cuerpo conviviamos, el y 
yo, sostenidos par una arquitectura oculta que era ya, en 
vida nuestra, presencia de nuestra muerte (26). 

Having established the identity of this judge, the protagonist 

goes on to explain how he is caught on the horns of a dilemma. 

During his working hours, his life is a meaningless routine, and 

his work becomes Sisyphus' rock; when he has a holiday, and has 

time to relax and unwind, his conscience becomes that rock : 

el personaje lleno de reproches y de razones amargas que yo 
habia visto aparecer horas antes en el espejo barroco sel 
Curador para vaciarme de cenizas. La necesidad de revisar 
los equipos de sincronizacion y de acomodar nuevos locales 
revestidos de materias aislantes propiciaba, al comienzo de 
cada verano, ese encuentro que promovia un cambio de carga, 
pues donde arrojaba mi piedra de S1sifo se me montaba el otro 
en el hombro todav1a desollado, y no sabrla decir si, a veces , 
no llegaba a preferir el peso del basalto al peso del juez (35-6). 

It is interesting to note that the protagonist speaks 

repeatedly of throwing away or setting aside his Sisyphean rock : 

this is really a contradiction in terms, because the mythical 

Sisyphus was unable to set aside his rock at any time. He could 

only watch, helpless, as it rolled back down the hill, and then 

retrace his steps to start the ascent again. With these references 

to laying down the burden, the protagonist emphasises the falseness 

of his deterministic attitude : Sisyphus had no choice and no hope 

- the protagonist has both, but refuses to let them operate. 
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The protagonist has the paradoxical problem, so common in 

Carpentier's characters, that he thinks too much and too little. 

The fact that he views his own conscience as a burden is indicative 

of his attitude to any but the most superficial of thoughts : left 

alone by Ruth's sudden departure, the unexpected and tmaccustomed 

solitary silence disturbs him - "me hallaba desconcertado por la 

posi bilidad de dialogar conmigo mismo" (13). This dialogue with 

himself is unwelcome : "apure un gran vaso de Jerez, resuelto a 

aturdir al que demasiado reflexionaba dentro de mi craneo" (15). 

When troubled by the suggestion that his life is not all that it 

could be, the protagonist of Los pasos, like so many Carpenterian 

characters, turns to alcohol to hide ~_'from the truth. Whenever he 

is faced with a situation which disturbs him, the protagonist 

runs away from it : he never tries to come face to face with his 

fears, rationalise them, and so overcome them. As a result, he 

is perpetually open to assault : his fears do not disappear mere ly 

because he refuses to acknowledge them. The situation in Chapter 

One, when he shelters from the rain in the concert hall, Jis a 

perfect example of this : although we do not learn until later 

in the novel why he reacts so violently to Beethoven's Ninth 

Symphony, we know that it has unpleasant associations for him : 

si no toleraba ciertas musicas unidas al recuerdo de enfermedades 
de infancias, menos pod:la soportar el Freunde, Schoner 
Gotterfunken, Tochter ans Elysium : que habra esquiv~o, 
desde entonces, como quien apart a los ojos, durante anos, 
de ciertos objetos evocadores de una muerte [ ••• J Ahora me 
veo en la calle nuevamente, en busca de un bar (20). 

Later in the novel, we discover that the Ninth Symphony is 
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associated in his mind with the atrocities of the concentration 

camps o~ Nazi Germany : his reaction of distress is understandable, 

but it is foolish to imagine, as he does, that ignoring the facts 

will make them go away. It is only by facing up to our mistakes 

and our barbarity that we have a chance of improving both ourselves 

and our si tuati ale The protagonist, however, avoids listening to 

the Ninth Symphony, in order to avoid having to think about the 

~uestions it raises : t_ attain total mental comfort, he dashes 

off in search of the artificial crutch of alcohol. He does not 

consider the possibility of change, nor think of himself as an 

agent of possible ~hange : rather, he denies his ability to 

achieve anything, and renounces all responsibility for his life : 

si tuviera que andar mucho para alcanzar una copa de licor, 
(I me verIa invadido muy pronto por el estado de depresion que 

he conooido algunas veces, y me hace sentirme como preso en 
un ambito sin salida, exasperada, de no poder cambiar nada en 
mi existencia, regida siempre por voluntades ajenas, que apenas 
si me dejan la libertad, cada manana, de elegir la carne 0 

el cereal que prefiero para mi desayuno (20). 

The mere suggestion of accepting responsibility, or of being 

worthy of someone's confidence in him puts him into a blind panic: 

when the Curador suggests the trip to the jungle to him as a way 

of giving new meaning to his life, he is terrified, and runs away 

from the very opportunity which he formerly claimed to want : 

con miedo advert! que se confiaba en m! [ ••• J La verdad. era 
que no me quedaba una razon valida para rehusar 1a oferta. 
Enganado por un silencio que Ie parecio acquiescente, e1 
Curador fue a buscar su abrigo a 1a habitacion contigua [ ••• J 
Aproveche la oportunidad de escapar de la casa. Tenia 
ganas de be ber (27). 

Throughout the novel, in moments of stress, the protagonist seeks 
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support outside himself, in alcohol, or in the comfort of his 

mistress's arms : he seems to have no personal resources upon which 

to fall back. Because of his policy of evading the issue, he has 

never come to terms with himself or with the worlti around him, and 

he has never developed any moral strength or stability. He is 

horrified by the unconcern of those Germans who carried on living 

beside the concentration camps as though nothing were happening, but 

he;, like them, lives removed from reality. If he is not being 

protected from the facts by an alcoholic haze, he distances 

himself through the cultural and intellectual references already 

described. He tries to force the cosmic reality of nature into 

stereotyped, cultural boxes, and when he cannot do so, he is 

terrified. The overwhelming, burgeoning life of the jungle 

supercedes any literary f~e of speech that he might care to 

apply to it, and the protagonist never truly understands it, 

because he is too busy erecting false intellectual parallels to 

keep reality at bay. Even when suffering from the shock of 

learning of Rosario's relationship with Marcos, he expresses the 

situation in terms of graadiose literary concepts : 

la verdad, la agobiadora verdad - 10 comprendo yo ahora - es 
que la gente de estas lejan!as nunca ha cre!do en m!. Fui 
un ser prestado. Rosario misma debe haberme visto como un 
Visitante, incapaz de permanecer en el Valle del Tiempo 
Detenido (271). 

He realises, to a certain extent, that it is his overactive 

cultural intellect that has made a return to Santa Monica de los 

Venados impossible : 
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recuerdo ahora la rara mirada que me dirig!a [R osarioJ cuando 
me veia escribir febrilmente, durante dras enteros, all! 
donde escribir no respondia a necesidad algl.Ula. Quienes aqur 
viven no 10 hacen por conviccion intelectual : creen, 
simplemente, que la vida llevadera es esta y no la otra (271). 

Thus, the protagonist is thwarted by his refusal to think 

about questions like morality, responsibility and his own character, 

and by his insistence on thinking of life in terms of literary 

allusion. He is wholly alienated from reality, and has no concept 

of the real values in life. Now, as we have seen, the sociologist 

Erich Fromm defines alienation as 

a mode of experience in which the person experiences himself 
as an alien. He has become, one might say, estranged from 
himself C ... ] The alienated person is out of toueh with 
himself, as he is out of touch with any other person. He, 
like the others, are experienced as thi~~ are experienced : 
with the senses and with common sense. 

It is in his relationships with the three women in his life - Ruth, 

Mouche and Rosario - that the protagonist's alienation is made 

most apparent. He is wholly egocentric, unable to consider the 

feelings of anyone but himself : in fact, he denies that others 

have feelings at all, by regarding them as passive objects of his 

thought, rather than active subjects in their own right. The 

protagonist gives us an excellent example of Sartre's concept of 

shame; although the famous example with which Sartre illustrates 

this point, of a man peering through a keyhole, who suddenly 

becomes aware that he is being watched, and, consequently, is 

aware of himself in a new light, and feels shame, has moral 

connotations dependent upon the notion of privacy involved, the 
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concept of shame itself does not imply guilt, blame or praise. 

Shame, in Sartre's thought, is a metaphysical, not a moral sensation; 

Danto explains the functioning of the concept thus : 

the content of shame is that I am an object and constituted 
as such by the other. I exist for him, and even for myse If , 
as I exist for others, rather than as a pure spontaneity who 
'is not what he is'. And as an object, I depend in an 
ontological way upon a consciousness other than my own. The 
shame, in effect, concerns my solidification as an object of 
consciousness, and a loss, or seeming loss of freedom. 15 

In order to avoid the awareness that he has an objective existence 

for others, that he can be analysed by the standards of others, man, 

according to Sartre, proceeds to objectify the Other: 

the attempt is to capture the consciousness of an other by 
making the other an object. When he is an object, I get my 
freedom back, because I am not an object any longer for him, 
since nothing is an object for an object. I disarm thi6 
consciousness from a reciprocal disarmament of mine. 

The main point to be ma4e here is tnt .. jf::.the protagonist of 

Los pasos can succeed in objectifying in his mind all other 

characters around him, although they may, independently and 

subjectively, judge him, he himself can deny that possibility, 

by refusing to accept the existence of their subjectivity. He 

is, therefore, relieved of the necessity of considering anyone's 

feelings or opinions but his own, and this is made glaringly 

clear in his relationships with Mouche, Ruth and Rosario. 

There is no real mu~uality in any of the protagonist's 

relationships with women, and this stems directly from his refusal, 

analysed above, to accept any of the women as people in their own 

right. They are commodities to him, in as much as he can only 
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see them in terms of how useful they are, and how much pleasure 

they can give. He has no moral awareness, and thinks nothing of 

his infidelity to Ruth : because he denies the possibility of any 

higher, mutual level of involvement, his relationships with women 

are limited almost entirely to the physical plane. Mouche, who 

is as emotionally and morally barren as the protagonist, is his 

perfect partner : 

la habra conocido dOB alios antes, durante una de las tantas 
ausencias de Ruth, y aunque mis noches se iniciaran 0 terminaran 
en su lecho, entre nosotros se decran muy pocas frases de 

.fIIItt# 1fIV, 
car1no. Ren1amos, a veces, de tremenda manera, para abrazarnos 
luego con ira, mientras las caras, tan cercanas que no pod.ran 
verse, intercambiaban injurias que la reconciliacion iba 
transformando en crudas alabanzas del placer recibido (29). 

Mouche's superficiality becomes apparent to the protagonist 

onl~ when he is physically bored with her, and is thinking of 

Rosario as a prospective mistress. He seeks an opportunity to 

be rid of her, and takes great pleasure in wounding her: 

y aunque yo sol1a cuidarme de proferir palabras excesivas 
en las discusiones con ella, esta noche, gozandome de verla 
fea ~~ la luz del quinque, sentia una nerviosa necesidad de 
herirla, de vapulearla, para largar un lastre de viejas 
rencores, acumulados en 10 mas hondo de mi mismo (124). 

Similarly, Ruth, distanced from her husband oy the alienating 

rou~ine of her time-consuming career, is no more than a piece of 

furniture in the protagonist's life, to be used or thrown away as 

the mood. takes him. He has no sympathy for her distress, and 

refuses to believe that her concern for his well-being might be 

genuine. Such concern would complicate his plans, and so he 

refuses to accept it. Typically, he refuses to take any 

responsibility for the breakdown of their relationship : 
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culpa su teatro, su vocacion antepuesta a todo, la separacion 
de los cuerpos, el absurdo de una vida conyugal reducida a 
la fornicacion del septimo d1a. Y llevado por una vindicativa 
necesidad de anadir a 10 revelado la precisa hincada del 
detalle, Ie dije como su carne, un buen dra, se me habra 
hecho distante j como su persona se hab1a transformado para 
mr, en la mera imagen del deber que' se cumple por pereza 
ante los trastornos que ante un tiempo acarrea una ruptura 
aparantemente injustificada (244). 

As with Mouche, he takes pleasure in hurting Ruth, because it gives 

him a sense of power and superiority : it confirms his status as 

subject, dominating the object. He has always thought that he was 

"un animal de distinta lana" (33), and it is this sense of 

superiority which rules his relationship with Rosario. His 

descriptions of her are always vaguely condescending : 

es mujer de tierra, y mientras se ande sobre la tierra, y 
se coma, y haya salud, y h~a hombres a quien servir de molde 
y medida con la recompensa de aquello que llama 'el gust~ 
del cuerpo', se cumple un destino que mas vale no andar 
analizando demasiado, porque es regido por 'cosas grnades', 
cuyo mecanismo es oscuro, y que, en todo caso, rebasan la 
G!lpacidad de interpretacion del ser humano (178). 

The protagonist is superficially aware that he does not understand 

Rosario, but this does not stop him from adopting an attitude of 

superiority, and treating her as yet another commodity. She 

fascinates him, because she is different, but he never conceives 

of her as an indi vidual human being : he can only think of her as 

she affects his existence. He treats her almost as if she were 

a slightly defective child; her lack of reaction to his decision 

to stay in Santa Monica de -__ los Venados leads him to conclude that 

she just does not understand : 
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tu mujer no ha comprendido que esa determinacion es, para 
mi, mucho mas grave de 10 que parece, puesto que implica una 
renuncia a todo 10 de alIa [ ••• ] Ella no me ve como un hombre 
muy distinto de los otros que haya conocido. Yo, para amaxla 
- y creo amarla entranablemente ahora - he tenido que 
establecer una nueva escala de valores, en punto a 10 que 
debe apegar un hombre de mi formacion a una mujer que es toda 
una mujer sin ser mas que una mujer ( 196) • 

It becomes clear, however, that it is the protagonist who has 

failed to understand Rosario, and not vice versa. When he expects 

an overjoyed acceptance of his marriage proposal, he is stunned 

by her flat rejection, which, by its statement of independence, 

undermines his sense of possession and superiority. By asserting 

herself as a subject, Rosario makes the protagonist aware of himself 

as an object : 

segUn ella, el casamiento, la ata.dura legal, quita todo recurso 
a la mujer para defenderse contra el hombre. El arma que 
asista a la mujer frente al compaiiero que se descarna es 
la faculta.d de a.ba.ndonarlo en todo momento, de dejarlo solo, 
sin que tenga medios de hacer valer derecho alguno C ••• ] 
Casarse es caer bajo el peso de leyes que hicieron los hombres 
y no las mujeres [ ••• ] me siento humillado, en un plano de 
molesta inferiorida.d, porque s01 yo, ahora, el que quisiera 
obligarla a casarse (221-2). 

It is interesting to note that it is from this moment on that the 

protagonist becomes dissatisfied with life in Santa Monica de los 

Vena.dos. Rosario's rejection of his proposal, and the sense of 

inferiorit.y it brings, make him return to a "civilised" attitude 

to life in the jungle. He starts to see natural phenomena in a 

purely subjective 19ht, measuring them against his own wishes : 

"los d!as son interminables. Llueve demasiado" (223, my italics). 

From here, it is a short step to the return to civilisation. 

The protagonist's failure to enter into an integrated 
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and mutual relationship with Rosario, and his attempt to be 

accepted b.y her under false colours are symbolic of his failure 

to attain any understanding of himself or of his environment. 

Rosario is the key to a positive future, but the protagonist never 

really understands this. Even Rosario's genetic make-up is _ 

positive in its significance: she is an example of the state of 

cultural blend in which Carpentier sees hope ~or the future. The 

tension and mutual mistrust which characterise the relationships 

between East and West - or, here, North and South America - so 

often based upon the domination of one culture b.y another, can be 

dissipated only by a relationship of mutual compromise, and by 

cultural blending. Rosario, in symbolic accordance with her 

positive significance in the novel, is of mixed blood : 

era evidente que varias razas se encontraban mezcladas en 
esa mujer, india por el pelo y los pomulos, mediterranea por 
la frente y la nariz, negra por la salida redondez de los 
hombros y una peculiar anchura en la cadera, que acababa de 
advertir al verla levantarse para poner el hato de ropa y el 
paraguas en la rejilla de los equipajes. 10 cierto era que 
esa viviente suma de razas ten:la raza (8)-4). 

The positive significance of such a true cultural blend is noted 

again by the protagonist, with reference to the frieze on the wall 

of the church in Santiago de los Aguinaldos : 

, , p un angel y una maraca no eran cosas nuevas en s~. ero un 
angel maraquero, esculpido en el t:lmpano de una iglesia 
incendiada, era algo que no habra visto en otras partes. Me 
preguntaba ya si e 1 pape 1 de estas tierras en 1a historia 
humana no serra el de hacer osibles, or vez rimera, ciertas 
simbiosis de culturas, cuando fui distra~do 119, my italics • 

It is vital that this cultural blend should be a compromise, not an 

imposition: in the example above, which Carpentier describes as 
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tIel bajo medioevo americanizado", 17 the angel is the European 

element of the equation, while the maraca represents the American 

side, each culture being thus fairly represented, and, together, 

creating something altogether new. As a man of cosmopolitan 

background, Carpentier is.jstrongly in favour of cultural blends : 

when there is the opportunity to glean the better parts from many 

cultures, it can be beneficial to all the cultures involved. 

European culture per se is not faulty - it is the imposition of 

it upon another, perfectly valid culture that is wrong. Thus, when 

the protagonist tries to impose his cultural "civilised" attitude 

upon the village community, and to limit the grandeur of the 

jungle by cultural comparison, we can deduce that his mistaken 

attitude will lead to a negative denouement for him. He loses 

Rosario, the symbol of simplicity, integrity and a positive hope 

for the future : significantly, we learn that she is now the 

woman of Marcos, whose positive decision to shoot Nicasio 

established him firmly as an agent of the present and the future, 

and that she is "prenada recien" (271). Marcos and Rosario act 

in the present, creating a positive hope for the future : the 

protagonist, with his obsessive search for the past and his 

self-exculpatory determinism, tries to reject the future and the 

tasks it holds out to him, but fails in this, as in everything else. 

Before drawing any conclusions about the progress, or lack 

thereof, made by the protagonist in the course of the novel, I 

want ~ to examine one final example of bad fai th on his part, as it 
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is a perfect example of the degree of proximity existing between 

the thought of Carpentier and Sartre on certain aspects of human 

behaviour. I refer to Sartre' s concept of the 100I{ - Ie regard -

as expressed in an incident between the protagonist and Fray Pedro 

de Henestrosa. From a high vantage point, Fray Pedro points out 

to the protagonist the area where certain savage Indians, from 

whose land no missionary has returned, live. The protagonist's 

response is of characteristic superficiality: "creo que, en aquel 

instante, me permit! alguna burlona consideracion sobre la inutilidad 

de aventurarse en tan ingratos parajes" (203). The carefully 

cassal disclaimer, "creo que [ ••• ] me permi t!n, shows us that the 

protagonist himself is momentarily aware of, and ashamed of his 

own superficiality : after all, the saving of souls is a matter of 

supreme importance to Fray Pedro, and to mock such a mission is 

the act of a moral and emotional bankrupt. However, the protagonist 

remove~ himself from this uncomfortable awareness by a movement 

of bad faith, denying all knowledge of the cause of the priest's 

distress : 

dos ojos grises~ inmensamente tristes, se fijaron en ml de 
manera singular, con una expresion a la vez tan intensa y 
resignada, que me senti desconcertado, preguntandome si les 
habra causado algUn enojo, aunque sin hallar los motivos del 
tan enojo (203). 

The awareness of the priest's eyes upon him makes the protagonis~ 

uncomf ortable; Danto, analysing Sartre, explains it thus : 

to see someone as looking at me is not just to see his eyes. 
For eyes as eyes are but :further objects in the field, like 
the dead eyes in the tetes de veau at the butcher, things I 
might study and learn the physiology of wi~hout ever understanding 
from within that eyes can see. But in perceiving an eye as 
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looking, I perceive myself as a ,possible object for that look 
I lose my tran§:parency, as it were, and become opaque, even 
for myself. l~ 

• • 

The protagonist, therefore, uncomfortably aware of his own objecthood 

in the eyes of the priest, escapes from the acknowledgement of 

his responsibility for the priest's distress by objectifying the 

priest completely. He concentrates upon the priest's eyes as if 

they were just such dead eyes as those of the tetes de veau mentioned 

above : 

su persona, en aquel momento, eran esas pupilas viejas, algo 
enrojecidas por una conjunctivitis cronica, que miraban, 
como hecho de un esmalte empanado, a la vez dentro y fuera 
de S1 mismas (205). 

Objectified thus, Fray Pedro's eyes no longer represent a threat 

to the protagonist's peace of mind: he can once again accept 

himself at his own valuation, and can avoid the awareness of his 

own responsibility. 

If, as sartre says, literature holds up a mirror to life, 

then, although we may not like it, we must recognise the protagonist 

of Los pasos as a brother. In this novel, Carpentier shows us 

modern life in all its squalor, superficiality and futility, and 

forces us to question our own preconceived values and be liefs. The 

protagonist's moral and emotional destitution expresses the depths 

to which man may sink without a positive aim in life or a responsible 

attitude to his social role. The protagonist is not commit ted to 

any society : in santa Monica de los Venados, he keeps himself 

withdrawn, fulfilling only his own needs, and in the modern city 
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he contributes nothing, leeching off society for his existence. 

The Adelantado, Marcos and Fray Pedro are building a new life in 

Santa Monica de los Venados : the protagonist builds nothing, 

seeing Santa Monica de los Venados only as somewhere in which to 

escape from his old life. He does not, in Sartrean terms, project 

himself to the future, and his obsession with the past is wholly 

unproductive : he does not seek to learn from his past experiences, 

but rather, looks only for excuses for his present situation. At 

the end of the novel, he reaches the moment of realisation and 

exhaustion characteristic of Carpentier's creations : "la verdad, 

la agobiadora verdad - 10 comprendo yo ahora - es que la gente de 

estas lejan:i:aB nunc a ha cre1do en m:i:. Fui un ser prestado" (271). 

From this moment of awareness, the protagonist may move either 

forward or back : he may accept that, although he had no real 

place in Santa Monica de los Venados, he does have a place in modern 

society, or he may lapse once more into self-exculpatory determinism, 

and remain in bad faith. Unfortunately, he chooses the latter 

course : rather than question the value of his life in Santa 

Monica de los Venados, he continues to accept it as desirable and 

good, and blames his failure to integrate upon his role as musician. 

He !'orgets that the choice of role was his own in the first place : 

it is only because he wants to hear his Treno performed that he 

has to leave Santa Monica de los Venados in search of paper and ink. 

By his own choices, he has created his own problems, but he denies 

this, claiming that it is the cultural burden of his career that 

stands between him and f'reedom : tela iinica raza humana que esta 
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impedida de desligarse de las fechas es la raza de quienes hacen 

arte tt (272). 

It would seem, then, that the protagonist has not advanced 

towards self-knowledge and an acceptance of his responsibility in 

a social context, but not all is negative : his experiences have 

changed him to a'certain extent, and he is, he claims, "incapaz 

de ser otra vez el que fui" (272). More importantly, for the first 

time in his life, the protagonist is moving towards something that 

he hates, rather than running away from it: "navegare, pues, hacia 

la aarga que me espera" (272). Although the reasoning behind his 

acceptance of failure may be faulty and over-subjective, his final 

response does hold some hope for the future : "falta saber ahora 

si no sere ensordecido y privado de voz por los martillazos del 

Comitre que en alg-un lugar me aguarda. Hoy terminaron las 

vacaciones de Sisif 0" (273). This '-.:Istatement, which seems at first 

glance so negative and defeatist, represents the first positive 

decision made by the protagonist to accept the facts of his life 

and try to live them, rather than escape from them. In his own 

way, the protagonist has accepted that 

, " , el en S1, para S1, en la epoca presente, solo se logra en 
funcion de las contingencias que circundan y solicitan al 
hombre actual, y de su actitud 0 c~mprometimiento frente 
(0 dentro) de tales contingencias 9: 

for the first time, he accepts a measure of responsibility, and 

therein lies a germ of hope - a germ which will come to fruition, 
. . , 

almost a quarter of a century later, 1n La consagrac1on. 
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iii) Esteban (El siglo de las luces). 

Carpentier has explained that he chose to write a novel set 

in the period of the French Revolution because, 

habiendo estudiado muy detenidamente las costumbres y las 
carrientes de ideas en ese momento preparador del Romanticismo, 
crel encontrar una gran identidad entre las preocupaciones 
de aquella25Poca y las de los hombres de este siglo (my 
italics) • 

Here is a clear expression of his belief in the recurrence, or 

almost continual existence of certain concepts of central 

importance to the human condition. In El sigl~, we are given 

further proof of the continuity of theme and purpose in Carpentier's 

work : in particular, there are many parallels between this novel 

and La consagracion, published some sixteen years later. Both 

novels have what Carpentier calls an epic dimension : rejecting 

the validmty of denunciatory fiction based an imaginary events 

as a weapon of social change, he claims that 

contenido social puede tener la novela, desde luego. Pero 
a partir del momento en que hay un contexto-epico verdadero; 
a partir del momento en que el suceso ha sido. Hoy, por 
tomar un ejemplo inmediato, la Revolucion Cubana, la epica 
de Playa Giron, ofrecen al escritor cubano un contenido 
social, epico-social, que puede eximirse de toda predica 
personal por la veracidad y elocuencia de los hechos 
presentados. Ahi hay denuncia de hachos que ocurrieron de 
verdad, y de las razones par que de verdad ocurrieron los 
hechos (my italics). 21 

In addition to the similarity of subject matter in El siglo 

and La consagracion, there are also clear parallels between the 

characters of Esteban and Enrique. Both men indulge in literary 

and artistic dilettantism before entering the political arena, 
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which they do more by chance than by conviction. They both move 

to fiery extremes of political involvement - rampant Jacobinism 

and extreme communism, respectively - without basing their actions 

on sound doctrines or practical theories. They then suffer a 

period of disillusionment, brought about by the revolution's 

failure to conform to their expectations and ideals : after much 

mental and emotional conflict, Enrique reasserts his affiliation 

with the revolution by returning to Cuba and fighting at Playa 

Giron, while Esteban makes his contribution by sacrificing himself 

to enable Sof1a to escape and pursue her revolutionary aims 

elsewhere. It is only because of the differing fortunes of the 

revolutions in which they are involved that their fates differ : 

Enrique, participating in a revolution in whose success Carpentier 

fervently believed, is able to assert his newfound social 

responsibility and commitment in a mare positive and productive 

way than Esteban, who is bogged down both by the errors of the 

French Revolution and by the fact that his era is not ready to 

accept such a revolution. Esteban is involved in the Revolution 

which made Enrique's revolution possible : the French Revolution, 

as Carpentier explains, is the precursor of the Latin American 

struggle for independence 

en esta novela, donde he querido mostrar las primeras 
influencias ejercidas por las ideas de la Revolucion Fraacesa 
sobre las futuras independencias americanas, basandome 
en hechos ciertos [ ••• ] se hace hincapie en el papel pre cursor 
de Cuba en el panorama revolucionario de la epoca. De ah:l 
la cita de un texto hebraico que encabeza El siglo de las luces : 
'Las palabras no caen en el vaclo'. Es decir : cuando las 
palabras de la Revolucion Francesa pare clan haber sucumbido 
en Francia bajo la represion termidoriana, sus ideas segu:lan 
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creciendo y fructificando en AJnerica, y muchas de elIas en 
CUba, como 10 demuestran las primeras conspiraciones de 
nuestro siglo XIX y el espfritu que las animaba, aun tan 
semejante al de la Revolucion Francesa en su fase inicial. 22 

Thus, Esteban, whose translations of the edicts of the French 

Revolution reach Cuba and inflame Sof!a, contributes to the 

growth of the revolutionary spiri t in America : he is part of the 

past that made Enrique's future possible, and we shall, therefore, 

deal with him first. 

We are fortunate, in making an analysis of Esteban, to have 

Carpentier's own description of him on record. Clearly, we can 

do no better than to examine the author's own analysis, and then 

demonstrate how this character study is expressed in the novel. 

Speaking of Esteban's relationship with V!ctar Hugues, Carpentier 

says that 

para el, V!ctor Hugues es la revolucion, son las ideas nuevas, 
es el transfarmacion del siglo, es la renovacion de una 
sociedad en un largu!simo siglo que esta terminando, y el 
se lanza en esa puerta abierta que es la de V!ctar Hugues. 
Pero Esteban tiene un terrible defecto y es que el es el 
uto~ico, el idealista que no tiene en realidad una conciencia 
po11tica, ni un sentido. Conciencia dificil de tenerla en 
el sentido cabal de la palabra en ,uella epoca, pero sr 
un sentido politico muy definido. J 

Esteban's utopian idealism is not a failing peculiar to him~alone : 

es ese personaje que hem os visto tant!simas veces y que se 
ha dado tan a menudo en este siglo en el ambito de los 
intelectuales, del intelectual ~ue se hace una idea preconcebida 
de 10 que debe ser una revolucion, 0 la revolucion, 0 su 
revoluciOn, si es la de su pars y que apenas esa revolucion 
se cparta de los esquemas preconcebidos por el de acuerdo con 
una l!nea suya, inflexible, incapaz de seguir los meandros 
de los acontecimientos, empieza a irritarse, empieza a no 
entender 10 que ocurre y aoaba en cierto modo :renegando de 10 
que fue su ideal. Ese personaje 10 hemos visto multiplicado 
par cien en todos los paises del Mundo desde comienzos del 
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siglo. Es decir, el intelectual que se ajusta a un esquema 24 
(my italics). 

Esteban fails, then, because of his adherence to preconceived 

notions : he cannot followtthe development of the revolution, and 

this is largel¥ because he has failed to understand it. He is a 

utopian, an idealist , with no real practical ideas on which to 

build his dreams : he is not wrong to reject some of the excesses 

of the revolution, but he fails, as, to a certain extent do the 

revolutionaries themselves, to understand the needs and problems 

which brought about the revolution, and therefore fails to see how 

to rectify them. His political activity is all sound and fury, 
~ 

with almost no ideological basis, and with no plan to create a .. 
new society. His actions are wholly unguided by any understanding 

of doctrine, and he delights in displays of extremism and 

revolutionary fervour : 
Esteban se dejaba zarandear por el ritmo de cada dra, 
sigldendo los tambores de un desfile de guardias, metiendose 
en cualquier club polltico, sumandose a la manifestacion 
improvisada, mas frances que nadie, mas revolucionario que 
quienes actuaban en la revolucion, clamando siempre por 
medidas inapelables, castigos draconianos, escarmientos 
ejemplares. Sus periOdicos eran los extremistas; sus 
oradores, los mas implacables. Cualquier rumor a1usivo 
a una conjura contrarrevolucionaria 10 echaba a la calle, 
armado del primer cuchillo de cocina que encontrara (92). 

There is no purpose, order or goal in what he does, and as a 

result, he is profoundly useless to society. He follows the mood 

of the moment, blindly, rather than rationally consider the 

implications of what is going on around him. He is carried away 

by rhetoric, and does not think about the practicalities of the 

here and now : his political superficiality is revealed by 
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*' Mart1nez de Ballesteros -

'la humanidad saldra regenerada de este bano de sangre', dijo 
Esteban. 'No me cite frases ajenas, y sobre todo, no me 
venga con el M~ Rojo de Saint-Just [ ••• J que eso no pasa 
de ser mala retorica', dijo el otro (108, my italics). 

Esteban, like Enrique, enters the political arena without any true 

understanding of the problems involved; his utopian ideals are 

the impractical dreams of an over-indulged intellectual, and the 

criticisms he makes of the revolution show this clearly. He objects 

to the petty bureaucracies of the revolution, and to the censoring 

of art, because he finds these things ridioulous and repugnant 

in themselves - not because he thinks that the revolution should 

be spending its time on true social reform, rather than on dramatic 

gestures. He does not really understand what the revolution 

could do, if its instigators would settle down to a programme of 

social reform, instead of indulging in powerplays and witch hunts. 

Martfnez de Ballesteros, characterised later as tIel bueno de 

Mart!nez de Ballesteros" (1.56), does understand, and his criticism 

of the actions of the revolutionaries shows how trivial Esteban's 

complaints about the censorship of art really are : 

mientras en parrs se entretenlan disfrazando putas de Diosa 
Razan, perd!an aca, por su incapacidad., por sus envidias, la 
gran oportunidad de llevar la Revolucion a Espana. Ahora, 
que esperen sentados ••• Ademas : i malditas las ganas que 
tienen ya de hacer una Revolucion universal ! No piensen sino 
en la Revolucion Francesa. Y los otros ••• i que se pudran! (107) 

The continually chopping and changing policies of the Revolution 

gradually disillusion Esteban : he cannot accept that there may 

be political necessities governing these apparent contradictions, 

although Carpentier is more critical of the confusion of policies 
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in the French Ravolution than he is of the apparently contradictory 

actions of the communists in La consagracion. In La consagracion, 

Enrique's disillusion is attribut'ed to his own weak ideological 

foundation : no authorial criticism is levelled at the events 

which aroused this disillusion. In El siglo, however, we are 

dealing more with a revolution of personalities - Robespierre, 

Bonaparte - than with one of policies. Robespierre's power was 

such that, for a while, he was able to impose his own morality 

upon the whole country, and with the rise and fall of giants like 

him, policies became more and more personal and contradictory. 

With the added factor of geographical and temporal distance, the 

situation becomes almost farcical: Victor, in Guadeloupe, has 

just finished pulling down the chapel and bringing atheism and 

Reason to the island when the news of the Festival of the Supreme 

Being comes from France, arousing Esteban's irony: "no valia la 

pena haber mandado derribar la capilla del Morne du Gouvernement para 

enterarnos de esto [ ••• ] iCon haber hecho soplar un viento mejor 

sobre el Atlantico, Dios se quedaba en casa :" (140-2). There 

is no doubt that Esteban, like Enrique, has a very weak ideological 

basis for his actions, but so, too, has the Revolution : it has 

no given aim, like Marxism or Communism, but rather is "una 

pol1tica en constante mutacion, contradictoria, paroxlstica, 

devoradora de S1 misma" (104). It is like a quagmire of continually 

shifting sands, where there is nothing stable or secure upon 

which to build the future edifice of state, and where continuous 

political struggles bring about "la repentina infamia de tribunos 
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que ayer fuesen {dolos populares, oradores aclamados, arrastradores 

de masas" (113). Removed from the frenetic hub of events, Esteban 

starts to be aware of doubts and confusion, and discovers a 

contrarily critical tendency in himself : 

cuando la Revolucion Ie era presentada como un acontecimiento 
sublime, sin taras ni fallas, la Revolucion se Ie hac1a 
vulnerable y torcida. Pero ante un monarquico la hubiera 
defendido con los mismos argumentos que 10 exasperaban cuando 
sal!an de boca de un Collot d'Herbois (123). 

Because he has no solid foundation for his revolutionary actions, 

Esteban cannot take a rational point of view : his reaction of 

extreme censure or approval is totally unconstructive in the move 

towards social change. Esteban allows himself to be overwhelmed 

by the contradictions in the revolution, rather than try to rise 

above them and achieve something lasting. '~o sonaba con una 

Revolucion tan distinta" (142) he says to V{ctor, who curtly 

replies, II l y quien te mando creer en 10 que no era ?" The 

Revolution's failure to live up to Esteban's expectations is more 

an indictment of those expectations and of Esteban than of the 

Revolution : his dreams of utopia may be wonderful, but they will 

not feed the people. There is more to revolutionary politics than 

a visionary goal : there must be a practical understanding of the 

social questions involved, and change must start with these concrete 

problems, rather than with some utopian abstraction. Thus, 

Esteban's preconceived notions of the revolution do not come to 

pass, because they are of secondary importance : the preoccupations 

of an intellectual to whom the revolution will make no fundamental 

difference are not the preoccupations of the masses, whose lives 
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it may alter dramatically. Because the Revolution has failed to 

adhere to his preconceived notions, Esteban imagines that it has 

failed altogether, and he rejects both it and any possible future 

revolution : "esta vez la revolucion ha fracasado. Acaso la proxima 

sea la buena. Pero, para agarrarme cuando estalle, tendran que 

buscarme con linternas a mediod.!a" (253). 

Esteban runs away from the French Revolution, both physically 

and mentally; he leaves Guadeloupe at the first opportunity, but 

while he is there, he is not really involved with the revolution. 

Rather than make a.stand for his be liefs, he withdraws from events 

around him, through various kinds of evasion. He immerses himself 

completely in his work, concentrating all his attention upon the 

edicts of the revolution, without really caring or thinking about 

the vontents of his translations : he finds 

una suerte de descanso, de alivio a sus cavilaciones, en 
traducir 10 mejor posible; se volv!a minucioso, casi purista, 
en la busqueda del vocablo exacto [ ••• ] Encontraba algo como 
un placer estetico en traducir bien, aunque el contenido de 
la frase Ie era indiferente (154). 

He develops an inordinate interest in the intricacies of Nature : 

"nunca percibio tanto Esteban el interes de 10 muy pequeno [ •.• ] 

como en esos tiempos llevados hacia 10 universal y desmedido" (1.56). 

Finally, like so many Carpentarian characters, he hides in 

alcohol : the uncomfortable realisation that he has given over 

control of his life to vIctor Hugues brings him to the decision 

that "era mejor beber para empanar una indeseable lucidez, tan 

exasperante en estos momentos que daba ganas de gri tar" (179). 
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He does not want to face the fact that 

desde la ap~cion de V1ctor Hugues [ ••• ] el Yo contemplado en 
esta escenograf1a de barricas y toneles hab1a dejado de 
pertenecerse a S1 mismo : su existencia, su devenir, estaban 
regidos por la Voluntad ajena (178). 

This abdication of responsibility was the willing result of the 

hero-worship felt by Esteban for V1ctor, and when Esteban tries 

to claim, as he does here, that what he has done is V1ctor's 

fault, he is in bad ~aith. It is true that he has been swept along 

on the tide of V1ctar's political fortunes, but this is only 

because he chose to regard V1ctor as some sort of guru, and thereby 

chose to be dominated by him. By this choice he defines himself, 

and the results of his choice are, therefore, his responsibility. 

He blames the revolution for his failure ~o find the better world 

that he sought, not admitting that what he soug~ was a selfish 

dream, of little practical use to anyone. It is only when his 

hero-worship of V1ctor has turned sour that Esteban asserts his 

own persoanlity again : in the course of the novel, he only makes 

three conscious positive decisions, and all of these occur after 

he has left vIctor behind. 

Esteban does not see his failure to find a better world in 

terms of his own inadequacy, but rather, claims that such a world 

cannot be found through social change, relegating it to the sphere 

of individual metaphysical salvation. Even after he has removed 

himself from vIctor's sphere of influence, he is still misguided, 

looking to the past rather than to the future. As he returns to 

Cuba ( a backward step), he medi tates upon what he has done : 
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a un M~do Mejor habra march ad 0 Esteban, no hac:la tanto tiempo, 
encand~la.do por la gran Columna de Fuego que parec:la alzarse 
en el Oriente. Y regresaba ahora de 10 inalcanzado con un 
cansancio enorme que vanamente buscaba alivio en la remembranza 
de alguna peripecia amable (241). 

He seeks consolation in the past, rather than commitment in the 

future : the very fact that he goes back to where he started from 

is indicative o~ his negative and retrogressive attitude. Compare 

this with Sof!a's reaction to the collapse of her dreams : leaving 

vlctor, she says, "jamas vOlvere a una casa de donde mE?' haya ido, 

en busca de otra mejor" (327). 

Esteban feels "un cansancio enorme" on his journey back to 

Cuba; as we have see, exhaustion is part of the sequence of 

realis's,t'ion and change in Carpenterian characters. Esteban is 

unusual, in that he has no documented moment of acceptance or 

rejection of that understanding. However, by his actions towards 

the end of the novel, we can see that he has undergone some change 

of heart - I refer to the three truly positive decisions that he 

makes, all of which occur in the last third of the book. 

The first of these three decisions is made while Esteban is 

en route for Cuba; he has been given Du~ translations of the 

Decree of Pluviose, proclaiming the freedom of slaves, to distribute 

in Paramaribo, and, having, as he thinks, seen the ideological 

failure of the Revolution which pronounced this decree, he has 

decided to destroy the translations, rather than pass on false 

dogma : "ya habra elegido el lugar donde arrojar!a los papeles, 

bien atados a piedras grandes, para que desaparecieran por siempre 
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en las honduras del rlo" (233). However, something occurs to make 

him change his mind : he visits the doctor in Paramaribo, and 

discovers that the surgeon is about to amputate the left leg of 

nine negro slaves who had tried to escape. He is shocked and 

horriiied, and realises, at last, that there are more important 

things in a revolution than intellectual purity : he becomes aware 

of the social problems which must be dealt with, and 

arrojo Esteban varios bultos en medio de una canoa pesquera, 
donde remaban hombres negros : • ~an esto - les gri to -. y 
si no saben leer, busquen a uno que se 10 lea.' Eran los 
impresos en hOlandes del Decreto de Pluvioso del Ano II que 
el joven se felici taba, ahora, de no haber tirado al agua, 
como pensaba hacerlo dras antes (235). 

In this way, by looking at the revolution, for once, in a less 

selfish and subjective way, Esteban contributes something positive, 

opening up the possibility of social change in the Dutch colonies. 

The second decision taken by Esteban occurs when he sacrifiees 

himself to save Sofla, and it is fundamentally of the same nature 

as the example above. Although he does not want her to go to 

v!ctor, and although he disagrees with her beliefs, he condemns 

himself to certain imprisonment, in order to allow her to escape 

and fulfil herself. As above, he ignores his own subjective 

reaction in order to further the aims of someone else : in a 

positive, decisive act, he takes full responsibility for himself, 

regardless of the unpleasant consequences. Similarly, his third 

decision, to follow Sof~a on to the streets of Madrid, is 

motivated by the submergence of self in the movement of social 
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forces : although he is not sure that his sacrifice will achieve 

anything, he has finally realised that it is better to have tried 

and failed than never to have tried at all. His positive acceptance 

of his duties and responsibilities towards the rest of society 

mea~that in spite of his lack of a true political understanding, 

he does contIibute something to the social movement. Even his 

mistakes are of value, because they show the reader the pitfalls 

of an over-intellectual attitude to social change - as Carpentier 

says, speaking of purely literary excesses, "esos mismos excesos 

son utiles, por cuanto, muy aJ~.menudo, nos muestran 10 que no debe 

hacerse". 25 Just as the mistakes made by the Bevolution will, 

according to Sof:la, serve as "util ensenanza para el futuro" (254), 

so too, the mistaken attitude and misguided preconceptions of 

Esteban serve to alert the reader to possible errors in his own 

attitude. In El siglo, as ever, Carpentier's message is a moral 
, 

one: the novel's epigraph, "las palabras no caen en el vac~o", 

is like the doors of Janus, opening both into the novel and into 

the reader's life. The words and ideas of the French Revolution 

did not fall into the void, but were carried to America, where 

they flourished, just as the words and ideas of the novel itself 

should not be allowed to fall into nothingness through complacency, 

but should, at the very least, provoke thought and self-questioning 

in the reader. 
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iv) Enrique (La consagracion). 

In almost all of Carpentier's novels, there is an element of 

autobiography, and La consagracion is no exception. In fact, it 

is perhaps the most personal of his works, dealing as it does 

with the history of the twentieth century through the eyes of a 

Russian ballet dancer and a Cuban architect. (Carpentier's 

mother was Russian, and his father, an architect.) Carpentier, 

like Enrique, had to leave Cuba because of his opposition to 

Machado's regime, and through the eyes of Vera and Enrique, we 

see the major events of the twentieth century, all of which 

happened in Carpentier's lifetime. The novel covers the First 

and Second World wa±s, the Spanish Civil War, the Russian and Cuban 

Revolutions, and closes with the Bay of Pigs incident of 1962. The 

scene moves between Cuba, Venezuela, Mexico, North America, Europe, 

Russia and Spain, and almost every political, social and literary 

trend of the twentieth century is discussed in this novel of 

amazing scope. There is, however, a danger ihlinte3!"preting the 

novel in terms of autobiography, as we are tempted to do, both by 

its subject matter and by its first person narrative format : we 

must never forget that the "yo" of the novel is either Vera or 

Enrique - it is not Carpentier. As in Los pasos, we must beware 

of authorial cunning, and must not attribute to Carpentier the 

opinions of his characters without much careful investigation. We 

are aided in this by the double angle given to the novel by the 

two protagonists : whereas in Los pasos, we saw the protagonist 
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only through his own eyes, in La consagracion, we see the protagonists 

both through their own eyes, and through each other's eyes. 

Briefly, the novel "deals with the passage through the historical 

and social uproar of the twentieth century of two people, Vera and 

Enrique. Vera is a refugee of the Russian Revolution, traumatised 

by her experiences, a ballet dancer of dedication, but not of 

genius. Enrique is of a Cuban aristocratic family, but he has 

turned away from his background, distressed by the injustices that 

it condones. After the death of Vera's lover, Jean-Claude, in the 

Spanish Civil War, Vera and Enrique go to Cuba, where Vera starts 

a ballet school, and Enrique resumes his career as an architect. 

The novel deals with Vera's struggles to bring about a new 

production of Stravinskyl;s It La consagracion de la primavera", 

and with Enrique's attempt to introduce a new style of architecture 

to the stagnating taste of the Cuban bourgeoisie. The growing 

brutality of the Batista regime destroys Vera's school and causes 

Enrique to flee the country : it is only with the triumph of the 

Castro revolution that both characters can fulfil themselves. The 

novel closes with the salutary defeat inflicted upon Western 

capitalism at the Bay of Pigs, full of a pesitive hope for the 

future. 

As I have already mentioned, the narrative angle of the novel 

is divided between the two protagonists, but this division is not 

an equal one : Vera is the narrator of twentytwo sections, Enrique 

of seventeen, and they share the narrative of three sections -
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4, 19 and 42. Because Enrique is, to a certain extent, Esteban's 

direct descendant, in both historical and literary terms, we shall 

turn first to an analysis of him. 

The most straightforward and succinct analysis of Enrique is 

made by his Marxist fti>end, Gaspar Blanco : "digamos que eres un 

rico con verguenza, cojones y alguna preocupacion social. Por eso, 

tarde 0 temprano, si no te malea tu gente, estaras con nosotros" (255). 

Enrique's life is a catalogue of fluctuations between Right and 

Left: born into a rightwing aristocratic family, his vagUe sense 

of social justice leads him into a brief involvement with the Theft, 

which results in his expulsion from Cuba. In Paris, he completely 

loses interest in social questions, immersing himself in his affaire 

with Ada, a Jewish girl; when she disappears into a concentration 

camp, he reenters the political arena, plunging into the Spanish 

Civil War to avenge her by fighting international fascism. The 

betrayal of the International Brigades disillusions him completely, 

and he returns to Cuba, where he takes ad vantage of his bourgeois 

heritage to establish a comfortable lifestyle. Gradually, the 

outrages of the Right in Cuba reawaken his dormant leftist tendencies, 

and he becomes involved in a small way with leftwing conspiracies. 

When a coup against Batista fails, he flees the country in fear of 

reprisals, and lives in Venezuela until after the triumph of the 

Castro revolution, only returning to Cuba in 1961. He finally 

commits himself to the cause of the Left, and fights for the 
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Revolution at Playa Giron, symbolically affirming his allegiance 

with the shedding of his blood for others. 

As is clear from this brief summary of Enrique's act:ilOns, he 

does not develop or progress in a straight line : rather, he seems 

to zigzag back and forward in his thinking. This being the case, 

I have found it helpful to divide the analysis of his character 

into seven different chronological phases, corresponding to the 

fluctuations in attitude described above. 

The first phase of Enrique's life under examination covers 

the period between his discovery of modern art and his meeting 

with Ada in Paris. It is Jose Antonio who introduces Em;-iq ue to 

a new way of looking at art : 
# , 

curate de la man~a de buscar un asunto - una historieta, una 
anecdota, un testimonio - en la pintura. Contentate con 10 
que se vea, y con la quieta satisfaccion que te procura el 
goce de una armon!a de l!neas, de un equilibrio de colores, 
de una serena - 0 atormentada- combinacion de texturas, de 
intensidades, de valores, de tensiones (54). 

Jose Antonio preaches art for art's sake, and, after an intellectual 

struggle, Enrique manages to see modern art as Jose Antonio has 

persuaded him to. The result of this is a sudden tendency towards 

intellectaal asceticism, which causes him to reject loftily the 

values of his bourgeois background, but does not prevent him from 

continuing to enjoy "la buena marca de los licores servidos, las 

galantinas del Chef frances" (56). It is his newfound artistic 

sensibility and intellec~ual snobbery, rather than any political 

beliefs, which attract him to the leftwing-orientated university 
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of Havana : "mordida la manzana de Cezanne, cruce el Mar Rojo de 

la Calle 25, donde eran casi cotidianas las turbamultes estudiantiles 

y [ ••• J ingrese en nuestra Universidad" (56). Here, he finds a 

completely new kind of person - "hombres nuevos, distintos; hombres 

que abr!an puertas, que despejaban caminos" (.56); unfortunately, 

he expresses his enthusiasm for them not in positive action or 

conviction towards them, but, rather, in further, rather childish 

and ill-mannered rejection of his background, "cultivando una 

suerte de hamletismo que me libraba de compromisos mundanos y 

obligaciones hueras" (57). There is a superficiality in his 

attitude which leads him to fail at the first test; we shall return 

to the ~ueEtion of his political attitude - or lack of it - later, 

but firstly, I intend to continue the investigation of his artistic 

beliefs, as it is they, rather than any true political conviction, 

which seduce him from his conservative background. 

As we have seen, Enrique learns to appreciate art purely for 
, 

its onw inner harmony and form under the tutelage of Jose Antonio. 

Later, while travelling through Mexico, he encounters the work of 

Jose Clemente Orozco and Diego Rivera, and is plunged into confusion 

esa pintura me creaba lun~, doloroso problema de conciencia. 
Estaba ahi. Respondia a una realidad. Era engendro 10gico, 
legitimo, del suelo que pisaba yo ahora - que pisabamos todos 
en este continente. Y ahora que acababa yo de librarme del 
asunto, ahora que, con tanto trabajo hab1a llegado yo a entender 
que una pintura no tiene por que representar cosa alguna; ahora 
que mi sensibilidad habla conocido los gozos, las alegrias 
de descubrir la belleza de una libre asociacion de formas, de 
una armonia de colores, de llneas, de vOIUmenes, desprovistos 
de toda bistorieta, tenia que venirme al encuentro esta 
pintura altamente figurativa, narrativa, furiosamente 
significante, planteandome el problema de su legitimidad (64). 
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Enrique loses himself in aesthetic considerations : although he 

admires this art, he does not approve of it from the point of view 

of "una verdadera conviccion plastical1 (65). Rather than examine 

the significance of the paintings, their motive and aim, Enrique 

thinks only in terms of their form : the fact that their true 

significance is to be found in their content eludes him, because 

of his aesthetic preconceptions. "Iba de duda en duda; de 

cavilacion en cavilacion. t Donde estaba la verdad plastica de la 

epoca ?" (65). Enrique sees art as a form of pleasant exercise 

for the intellect : having rejected the "stories" told by the Old 

Masters in his aunt's house, he fails to consider that there might 

be a more valid form of story-telling in art. He admits that 

Rivera and Orozco may be expressing "el esp:lritu de un gran 

acontecimiento historico que habra devuelto al Indio algo de su 

personalidad perdida en la colision de dos mundos" (64), but he 

thinks only in terms of a closed event, a historical occurrence which 

is now in the past. It does not occur to him to see these paintings 

as a form of continuing propaganda for the present and the future. 

The tenor of the novel leads us to be critical of Enrique's 

attitude which, at this point, seems to be based on egocentric 

intellectual snobbery; moreover, in articles originally published 

in Social and Carteles, Carpentier's own opinion of Orozco and 

Rivera SUbstantiates our critical attitude to Enrique. Of Orozco, 

Carpentier says, 

aun en sus momentos de relativa ingenuidad, la obra de Orozco 
realiza una especie de apostolado pictorico, animada de un 
esp!ritu analogo al que origino la pintura religiosa de la Edad 
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Media, pero sirviendo una nueva y noble causa. Creados para 
la multitud, como las obras del arte revolucionario ruso, esos 
frescos solo aspiran a llegar directamente al corazon del 
pueblo con la mayor elocuencia posible. Ajenos a todo academismo 
timorato, se orientan hacia una nueva belleza por medio de 
estilaciones poderosas. En ellos se ha dado traduccion 

~ 

plastica a un Mundo de aspiraciones y de ideales que resumen 26 
todo un momento de la vida mexicana contemporanea (my italics). 

Speaking of Diego Rivera, Carpentier praises the social commitment 

of his work: 

los frescos de Diego Rivera no constituyen solamente una 
maravillosa leccion de estetica; nos dan una grande leccion 
de humanidad, haciendonos mirar de muy cerca la existencia 27 
de los humildes, con todos sus dramas, sus alegr!as y congojas. 

Interestingly, in this article Carpentier quotes Rivera himself -

a committed communist - at some length on the subject of his 

attitude to art, and in the course of the quotation, such 

self-gratificatory attitudes as Enrique's are roundly criticised. 

Enrique is critical of the Mexican Revolution : he is bored 

by the continual references to it during his stay in Mexico, and 

he does not believe that it has brought about any really significant 

changes to the social reality of the country. He appears to ignore, 

in this case, his own dictum that "hay ul1 inconciliable desajuste 

entre el tiempo del Hombre y el tiempo de la Historia. Entre los 

cortos d!as de la vida y los largos, largu!simos anos del acontecer 

colectivo" (83). Social change, even after a :revolution, may not 

come all at once without causing undue hardship : a period of 

gradual transition may be less immediately impressive, but more 

effective in the long run. 

Enrique is, at .this stage in the novel, essentially a defeatist. 
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Although he is vaguely aware of social inequalities and injustices, 

his "radical" actions stem from artistic convictions, not political 

ones. One must give him credit for having moved away from his 

bourgeois background at all, but, as yet, he is motivated more by 

a rejection of the things he knows than by a positive belief in 

anything new. It is significant that he attributes his move away 

from his background to the influence of Julio Antonio Mella, one 

of the best-known Cuban revolutionary martyrs : 

Julio Antonio Mella.- el hombre que me habra dado una conciencia 
de mr mismo, que me habra ensenado a pensar por cuenta propia, 
cosa bastante difrcil cuando se ha nacido en un medio como el 
mio, donde nadie se topa con la Dificultad, con la Contingencia, 
con 10 que ocurre mas alIa del lindero de sus pertinencias; 
donde se tiene por nocion fundamental que toda Idea ajena a la 
Idea de poseer no es Idea valida (44). 

In spite of the influence of Mella, however, it is clear that 

Enrique has no definable political convictions. He speaks to Vera 
, , 

of "algo, que me liga con los polacos y hungaros del Batallon 

Dombrowsky" (30), when she asks him why he is in Spain: we will 

examine the authenticity of Enrique's presence in Spain at a later 

point in the study - at the moment suffice it to say that I would 

contend that he is in Spain because he is against fascism, rather 

than because he is in favour of communism. Once again, he is 

operating on a negative basis; he as a basically contrary nature, 

to which he admits when he explains the';'moti ve behind his support 

of the leftwing students : 

yo nunca he sido hombre de banderas rojas ni de retrat~s de 
Lenin. Si en algo habra tratado de ayudar a mis companeros de 
Universidad, guardando y repartiendo proclamas, era porque me 
movia un innato horror a la arbitrariedad y al abuso de fuerza -
digamos : un abstracto anhelo de justici~ que en nada mi ligaba 
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a 10 que lla.maban 'masas' 0 'proletariado'. Pero bastaba que 
quisieran privarme del derecho de levantar una bandera roja 
para que tuviese un irrefrenable deseo de izar banderas rojas 
en todas partes, aunque tampoco cre! que un socialismo fuese 
posible en un pars situado a noventa millas de las costas 
norteamericanas (84-5, my italics). 

This vague sense of social justice is outraged by the 

dilettantism of literary Paris in the 1930s. It is ironic that, 

after his wholehearted search for "la verdad plastica de la epoca" (65), 

Enrique arrives in Paris to find that his information and ideas 

are out of date, and that the artistic world is now given over to 

Romanticism and surrealism. Ideas come and go in fashionable 

waves; politics become as trendy as art : 

un nuevorriquismo verbal de axiomas, edictos, anatemas, condenas, 
emplazamientos, sentencias de muerte - que nunca pasaban de la 
imaginacion - hab1a venido a sustituirse a las ya viejas 
querel1as en torno a la pintura figurativa 0 no figurativa, 
a1 neoclasicismo 0 al atonalismo en musica (77). 

Enrique sarcastically describes this intellectual elite as 

"subversivo'a horas fijas (hasta el cierre de los cafes)" (77), 

and he is sickened by its superficiality. His disgust is given 

further force by the contrast between political activity in Europe 

and Latin America: having seen the reality of political struggle, 

he has no patinece with the aesthetic didacticism of Paris's 

cafe-revolutionaries. 

Aqu1, se asist1a, en estos momentos, a una pugna, de labios 
para afuera, entre quienes aceptaban las consignas de un partido 
revolucionario, los que aspiraban a un posible maridaje de 
revolucion y poes1a, y los que, queriendo mostrarse revolucionarios 
a toda costa, se iban por los ya socorridos disparaderos del 
trotsquismo y del anarquismo donde nada se exig1a a nadie, 
salvo una insaciable capacidad de decir 'no', unida a la 
tenacidad del perro del hortelano. AqU:l, se hablaba de una 
sangre posible; alIa, la sangre enrojec!a las aceras. Aqu1, 
se hablaba de actuar; alIa, se actuaba, y, harto a menudo, por 
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actuar se mor!a. Aqu!, se firmaban manifiestos de corrillo· -, - ' alIa, alIa, disparaban los mausers sobre quienes firmaban 
manifiestos, dejando cadaveres en las escalinatas universitarias 
(78). 

It is noticeable, however, that for all his righteous indignation 

about the inaction of the Parisian intellectuals, Enrique himself 

does nothing. He would like to return to Cuba, because "sent!a yo 

que pod!a ser util, hacerme necesario en algo" (73), but when the 

opportunity to return arises with the fall of Machado, he decides 

that it would be wise to wait and see what happens next before 

committing himself to action. His distrust of the formula, 

"Machado primero, 10 demas despues", proves to be wellfounded, 

but he cannot conceive of an alternative, as he sees no hope for 

Marxism so close to the United states - although he approves of 

the longterm thorough approach of the Marxists : "en la formula, 

'Machado primero, 10 demas despues', me desagradaba el '10 demas 

despues', porque 10 de mas quedaba en nebu10sa. Lo demas podla 

ser cualquier cosa" (79). It transpires that, after the fall of 

- -Machado, the very vagueness of "10 de mas despues" which Enrique 

feared causes the revolutionary effort to founder in controversies, 

discussion and internal fragmentation, until the status quo is 

restored in almost exactly the same form as before. Enrique is 

disillusioned and depressed, and turns his back on reality, to 

escape from his own inability to find solutions to these problems 

ante la incapacidad en que me h~llaba de responder a mis 
propias interrogaciones, opte por el agnosticismo, el no saber, 
no discutir, rehuir, no leer los periOdicos, no reflexionar. 
Todo 10 'intelectual' - en el sentido convencional del termino 
se me hizo odioso (85). 
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Evasion is as much a part of Enrique's life as it is of Vera's; like 

Vera, he runs away, both physically and mentally, from situations 

with which he cannot cope, and his greatest evasion is from himself. 

Throughout La consagracion, Enrique is guilty of bad faith, because 

he refuses to look at himself honestly and take responsibility 

for his own choices and decisions. He has frequent recourse to 

alcohol, to cushion himself either from his own actions or the 

events around him : when his attempt to shoot Machado fails due 

to a lack of resolution on his part and a fortuitous external 

event, he goes to bed with a bottle of whisky to drown his sorrows 

me dorm! pesadamente, descontento de mr, descontento de todo, 
de todos, de mi inutilidad, de mi familia, de mi apellido, 
de mi destino, en una de esas borracheras tristes que Ie ,dan 
a uno el deseo de cambiar de piel, la sensacion de estar de 
mas - de ser un intruso - en este planeta (47-8). 

Enrique ,at this stage, never goes beyond feeling frustrated : it 

does not seem to occur to him to commit himself to some kind of 

action. Whenever a situation arises that makes him uncmfortably 

aware of his own uselessness and superficial attitude, he runs 

away from it in one way or another. He feels guilty that his 

family background saved him from being put into the Isle of Pines 

prison like his friends, but he does nothing positive to help 

them: rather, he gets drunk and meekly leaves the country. 

Similarly, when the significance of the Mexican Revolution begins 

to make him feel uncomfortable, he takes the first ship to Europe, 

guiltily aware that he is running away : "me marchaba con una 

vaga sensacion de culpa : remordimiento, preocupacion" (65). His 

defeatist conviction that socialism in Cuba would result inevitably 
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in American intervention leads him into an ataraxic attitude 

which causes him to reject reality : it never seems to occur to 

him that .action is better than stagnation. His attitude to this 

situation is deterministic in the extreme; now, as we have seen, 

Kenny states that 

if determinism is true, it will be the case for any event E 
that there was an antecedent event or state C such that there 
is a true covering law to the effect that whenever a situation 
such as C obtains, there will follow an event such as E. Every 
event will fall under a description such that there exists a 
law from which, in conjunction with a description of the 
antecendent conditions, it can be deduced that an event of 
that description will occur. 28 

Kenny includes among tie vents It , "the movements of human bodies and 

the thoughts that pass through human minds", and defines ~eause" 

as "sufficient antecedent condition". 29 With this definition in 

mind, let us examine Enrique's belief that 

los marxistas eran demasiado optimistas al creer que, a 
noventa millas de unos Estados Unidos que por mucho menos 
habian desembarcado en la Nicaragua de Sandino, iban a tolerar 
los yankis que en puertas se les alzara un bastion del 
anti-imperialismo (79). 

Enrique elevates his excuse for inaction into a historical law; 

his theory is that history has shown that the threat of Marxist 

influence in Latin America is sufficient antecedent condition/cause 

to bring about the event of American intervention. It has happened 

once, he claims, and therefore it will happen again, and, as a 

result, any action which might bring about such a situation is 

wasted, doomed from the start. Of course, the reader is in the 

privileged position where he can see, with hindsight, that Enrique 

is mistaken : although AmeDican intervention was attempted, it 
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failed. Enrique's scheme leaves no room for the positive action 

of free individuals, and so he cannot conceive of the victory of 

Playa Giron. By holding to his deterministic view of life, he 

excuses his own inaction : it is significant that it is at this 

moment in the novel, while Enrique is wallowing in an ataraxic life 

of the senses, that we are introduced for the first time to the 

charismatic and positive character of Gaspar Blanco. 

Amadie ocultaba que era comunista militante desde el ano 1925, 
en que Julio Antonio Mella y Carlos Balino hubiesen fundado 
el Partido cubano. Pero rara vez se traducIa su militancia 
en predicas hueras ante gentes que no 10 interesaban. [ ••. J 
- 'Hay que trabajar donde hay que trabajar' - decIa, en modo 
ambiguo (88). 

Gaspar is not like the Parisian intellectuals who talk a lot and 

do nothing; rather, he says little, refusing to enter into shallow 

arguments about his beliefs, and when the time comes, he has no 

hesitiation in committing himself wholeheartedly to action. He 

has none of Enrique's doubts and vacillations: when Enrique 

suggests that, apart from the problems of American intervention, 

the introduction of socialism in Cuba would be rendered almost 

impossible by the ignorance of the peasants, Gaspar contradicts 

this attitude with a quotation from lenin : "si el socialismo solo 

habra de realizarse cuando todos, sin excepcion, hayan alcanzado 

el desarrollo suficiente, solo veremos el socialismo, si acaso, 

dentro de quinientos MOS" (88). Gaspar always looks on the 

positive side : he is always ready to commit himself to the attempt 

to improve society, and as such, he is a perfect expression of 

Carpentier's belief in the importance of individual effort in the 
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creation of a better world. 

El gran trabajo del hombre sobre esta tierra consiste en 
querer mejorar 10 que es. Sus medios son limitados, pero 
su ambicion es grande. Pero es en esta tarea en el Reino 
de e~t~ Mundo donde Podr§ encontrar su verdadera dimension 
y qu~zas su grandeza. J 

Enrique, on the other hand, refuses to look beyond the fact that 

"sus medios son limitados" : by assuming that the task is impossible, 

he relieves himself of the responsibility of doing anything, and 

makes his failure to act seem the only sensible course. Thus, he 

gives himself a logical basis for acting as a static en-soi rather 

than as a dynamic pour-soi - that basis being the postulation that 

change is impossible. 

In this first phase, then, we see Enrique mover.f'rom intellectual 

snobbery and hyperactivity to a total rejection of the intellect; 

we learn that he has vague leanings towards the political left, 

but that his ideas are nebulous in the extreme, revolving primarily 

around the freedom and rights of the individual; finally, we see 

him hide from his responsibilities and potential in various forms 

of evasion, including alcohol, defeatism and a closed mind. In 

the second phase - the episode with Ada - we shall see that evasion 

from reality become even more pronounced and extreme, until a 

crisis occurs to throw Enrique back into the real world. 

Ada, with her positive attitude to life, is a foil to both 

Enrique and Vera; she has as much reason, if not more, than Vera 
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to complain of the cruelty of fate, but complaints are never on 

her lips. In one way or another, her career and ambitions have 

been thwart.ed and blighted far more seriously than Vera's, and 

yet, she just looks for a positive solution, and carries on with 

her life • Neither the injury which ruined her career as a pianist •. 

nor the anti-semitism which deprived her of the chance to study 

at the best school have made her bitter. Although she is not a 

practising Jew, she is proud of her heritage, and has too much 

integrity to take it lightly. Unlike Vera, who runs to the Russian 

Orthodox Church in times of crisis, Ada refuses to use religion 

to suit her own needs or purposes : 

no tengo la fe que requiere la honesta observancia de un 
ritual. Un ritual no es folklore. Responde a un sentido 
religioso que no tengo. Si, por dar gusto a mis padres, 
observaba ciertas practicas, harIa trampa (91). 

Ada has a decisive, active nature; when the news of her 

parents' disappearance reaches her, she has no hesitation in 

packing her bags and returning to a potentially dangerous situation. 

Unlike Enrique, who vacillates for so long that the opportunity 

far action is usually past before he makes any decision, Ada acts 

at once : "deja la frase en suspenso, empezando a sacar ropas de 

un armario : 'De bo ir alIa [ ••• J Yo sola puedo hacer algo' It (99). 

In Ada, Enrique finds total emotional and physical fulfilment 

their relationship is so all-embracing that they have no time for 

anything but each other : 

y fueron los tiempos del desorden, del insaciable cuerpo a 
cuerpo [ ••• J tiempos de la puerta sellada, de la llamada sin 
respuesta, del telefono desconectado, del cartero inutil; 
tiempos del ego!smo compartido, del olvido de cuanto nos fuese 
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extrano y ajeno - gentes, amigos, sucesos, deberes (94). 

Enrique no longer reads the papers sent to him from Cuba, nor buys 

the daily papers os Paris : he hides from life behind his passion 

for Ada, "quien se me alzaba como una pantalla protectora contra 

las fealdades y miserias de la epoca" (96). News of the outbreak 

of the Spanish Civil War does manage to break through his she 11 

and shock him : "yo, que habia creido posible sustraerme por un 

tiempo a las contingencias de la epoca, me veia sacado de mi retiro, 

de mi marginalidad, para ser arrojado brutalmente al gran torbel1ino 

del mundo" (98). Enrique claims that, as a Latin American, he 

feels a patriotic fervour for the Republican cause, which symbolises 

the Spain loved by Jose Marti. However, it is noticeable that this 

patriotic fervour does not inspire him to do more than read the 

papers with intense interest; it is not until he loses Ada that 

he eventually decides to go and fight in Spain. If we compare 

this attitude with that of Jean-Claude, Vera's lover, we are once 

again brought to question Enrique's motivation. Enrique feels 

that he has nothing left to lose when he goes to Spain, as his 

woman is already lost to him; Jean-Claude, on the other hand, 

makes the positive decision to I_eave his lover, and a successful 

career as a writer, and commit himself to the struggle in Spain, 

not for any sentimental reasons of patriotism, but because he 

believes profoundly in the values being defended by the Republicans. 

We shall discuss Enrique' s decision to go to Spain at greater 

length in the third phase of our analysis; certainly, one of his 

motives for going is the hatred of fascism aroused in him by his 
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visit to Weimar. 

Enrique's friend Hans, half Venezuelan, half German, takes 

him to Weimar to prepare him for the news of Ada's disappearance. 

Hans and Enrique have a discussion about Hitler and the rise of 

Nazism which really seems to have very little to do with the rest 

of the novel at first glance. However, on further investigation, 

various parallels arise which make the connection clearer, 

particularly if we bear in mind Carpentier's belief in the universal 

pDeoccupations of man. Thus, the digression about Nazism functions 

on two different levels : firstly, there is the general human lesson 

to be learned, and secondly, there is a comparison to be made 

between Enrique and Hans. 

When Hans tells Enrique of the existence of Buchenwald, 

Enrique cannot believe that such a place could go unchallenged 

b,y the local population, particularly since that population lives 

in continual contact with the exalted values of Schiller and 

Goethe; Hans points out that hard finance conquers high moral 

values, and that tIel Campo de Concentracion de Buchenwald se ha 

vuelto un mejor negocio para Weimar que la msma casa de Goethe" (106). 

The financial aspect, linked with the laissez-faire attitude of 

the population allows the atrocity of Buchenwald to flourish 

unchecked : 

estan los del 'laissez-faire', los de 'yo no tengo la culpa', 
que son una enorme mayor!a. Si saben 10 que ocurre tras de 
las alambredas, fingen que:.no 10 saben. Y ya que las cosas 
son como son, y ni tu ni yo vamos a cambiar nada, pues ••• i que 
viva la Pepa ! como dicen los espanoles (107). 
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Enrique is horrified, and suggest that an awareness of human 

solidarity, surely, must promote protest; it does not occur to 

him that the fatalistic attitude that he criticises in the citizens 

of Weimar is exactly the attitude that he himself has shown with 

regard to the social struggle in Cuba. His attitude, however, 

cowardly though it may be, is infinitely preferable to the positive 

decision of some Germans to support Nazism, knowing exactly what 

is entailed, and fully aware of the existence of Buohenwald : 

eso es 10 terrible: la gente saludable, la gente inteligente, 
que esta marcando el paso. Porque esos no van enganados. No. 
Todos han le!do Mein Kampf. Todos han escuchado y analizado 
los discursos de Hitler. Y han escogido. Eso es 10 tremendo 
han escogido. Han optado por la violencia, la arbitrariedad, 
la ley del mas fuerte, formando barbaros escuadrones destinados 
a la quema de libros, la destruccion de partituras, la 
espurgacion de museos y bibliotecas. Ley de la tea, del 
hacha y de la cachiparra (108). 

These people are truly responsible in the Carpenterian canon, 

because they know what they have chosen, and for the gratification 

of their own delusions of historic grandeur, have affirmed it to 

be good. And these are not the mentally subnormal characters to 

whom Hans has referred: these are ordinary, e~ay people, who 

have allowed themselves to be overwhelmed by ambition. Although 

the philosophy which SUbstantiates their claim to greatness is 

German, there is no "thing specifically Germanic about the corruption 

of ambition : by digressing into a discussion of Nazism, Carpentier 

reminds us that we cannot afford to have a laissez-faire attitude 

to life, such as Enrique's, in the face of the ambition of others. 

Not every German in 1939 was a Nazi or an anti-semite, but as far 

as the six million Jews who died were concerned, they might as well 
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have been. 

The parallel between Enrique and Hans, with reference to 

"las Terceras Soluciones" is also of interest. Enrique and Hans 

both appear to reject capitalism and Marxism, but while Enrique 

r~tS the "tercera solucion [ ••• ] de tipo nazi 0 fascista" (85), 

Hans succumbs to its lure. He blames himself for not having been 

willing to submit himself to the discipline of communism, and 

attributes his current unenviable situation to 

la estupida pretension de ser apolrtico en este siglo. Sr. 
No me mires as!. Nos conocimos cuando en Montparnasse se 
propago aquella fiebre de la politizacion, del comprometimiento 
-l recuerdas ? - ••• Yo quise imitar a los demas. Pero ieso 
s!! ••• sin enrolarme. Ingresar en el Partido significaba 
la aceptacion de una disciplina. Preferr, pues, esa izquierda 
mas a la izquierda que la izquierda tenida por izquierda, que 
es la de las 'Terceras Soluciones' (109). 

Enrique is critical of what he sees as Hans' lack of commitment 

and cowardice in the face of tyranny, but his own actions are 

hardly above criticim. He has turned his back on politics 

completely, and has done nothing to further the cause of justice 

in any way. Even after his eyes have been opened to the horror 

of Buchenwald, he does nothing : he hides from the loss of Ada in 

endless drunkenness - "beb!a, beb!a enormemente aunque el licor 

me trajese muy poco alivio" (113). It is on one of his nightly 

peregrinations from bar to bar that Enrique returns to La Cabana 

Cubana in time to hear of Gaspar Blanco's intention to fight in 

Spain, and this decision opens the next phase in Enrique's life. 

In the second phase, then, we have seen Enrique continue to 

hide from reality, but this time, behind an obsessive love affaire; 
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not even the outbreak of war in Spain can stir him to active 

commitment, and after a brief experience of reality in Weimar, he 

plunges back into the shelter of alcohol. The third phase begins 

with the reawakening to reality caused by Gaspar's decision to 

enlist in ,the International Brigades : Enrique suddenly remembers 

that the Civil War is still going on, and decides that by fighting 

in Spain, he can avenge Ada. 

Detras de los Pirineos, millares de hombres venidos de todos 
los extremos del mundo peleaban contra una realidad, un sistema, 
y sobre todo, un espiritu [ ••• J que era el de los hombres que 
hab!an asesinado a Julio Antonio Mella, que habran encarcelado, 
torturado, derribado a tantos companeros mros de la Universidad; 
los mismos que habran creado las gehenas de las islas L!pari; 
los mismos que, con bombas de alta potencia, habran exterminado 
los nobles jinetes de Gondar; los mismos que hab!an instalado 
el horror de Buchenwald en el ambito de Weimar; los mismos 
que gritaban 'i Abajo la inteligencia ! i Viva la muerte !; 
los mismos que me hubieran privado de la unica presencia que 
me hubiese sido necesaria alguna vez (115). 

The decision to go to Spain clears Enrique's senses of all the 

alcohol that he has consumed : he sees commitment to action as 

a way of finding Ada again -

como si hubiese hallado un modo de recuperarla; como si, 
sumiendome voluntariamente en el infierno de una guerra, 
rescatara, tal Orfeo en los Reinos Tenebrosos, a la que ahora 
era Sombra entre las Sombras. Era deber. Era deuda (116) • 

As yet, Enriwue has no real social conscience : his reasons for 

going to Spain are purely personal, rather than political. He is 

elated at having made the decision to go, seeing it as the first 

real decision he has made in his life : tlpor fin habra algo a mi 

voluntad debida - accion emprendida sin verme zarandeado por los 

acontecimientos 0 por dictamenes ajenos" (117). This analysis is 

rather questionable; true, nobody made Enrique decide to go, but 
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he ~ affected by external circumstances : when Ada was alive, he 

fat no temptation to fight fascism - it is her death, and his 

consequent lack of interest in life that have pushed him to this 

decision. Once again, Enrique is basing his actions on a negative 

foundation - "lucha contra todo 10 que he aprendido a detestar en 

el mundo" (116) : he is still no clearer about the positive potential 

of "10 demas depw;s" (79). His decision to base his actions on 

political ideology comes too late for him to do more than skim 

through Marx's Capital, and it is symbolic of his totally unpolitical 

attitude that he is more interested in the style and form of Marx's 

work than in its content : tlquien yo me habra imagina.do como un 

arido teorico de cifras y plusvalra, me va interesando como 

prosista" (119). However, whatever his motives, Enrique finds, 

on the night of his departure, both peace and exhilaration in the 

experience of forming part of a community : 

par vez primera en mi existencia C ... ] tengo la impresion de 
integrarme en algo, de hallarme a mr mismo en algo que, 
envolviendome, tonificandome, me trasciende, cobrando un 
valor ontolOgico (120). 

While in Spain, Enrique refuses to become involved in 

political or philosophical discussions, claiming that "nada hay 

menos intelectual, menos histOrica, a la hora de pelear, que una 

guerra" (136). In war, there is no time or need for philosophy 

once the decision has been taken to fight, all time and energy 

must be spent on fighting efficiently and staying alive. Gi ven 

the fact that Enrique's actions have, as we have seen, no positive 

convictions to support them, I think that there is more in his 
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refusal to talk than is immediately apparent. Jean-Claude, secure 

in his convictions, is very willing to try to explain the situation 

to Vera, but Enrique rudely interrupts him: " -' i al carajo con 

la filosof!a : '- grito el cubano" (135). It is almost as if 

Enrique were afraid of having his motives revealed as unsatisfactory 

- certainly, his later actions show that he has not developed any 

political convictions while in Spain. His disillusion at the end 

of the war is total : although he pontificates about the slow 

progress of history, Enrique always wants immediate results , and 

cannot accept the longterm approach of Gaspar and Jean-Claude 

when he himself is personally involved. 

En nU, el deslucido y amanado final de 10 que fuera una 
autentica epopeya, se habra traducido en silencioso agobio, 
sorda congoja, perdida de esperanza : impresion de haberme 
entregado con demasiadas ilusiones a una causa perdida de 
antemano porque [ ••• ] nuestras retaguardias estaban larvadas, 
ca.rcomidas, por energias ajenas a las de nuestra incondicional 
entrega a la Causa que, no tantos meses antes, hubiese logrado 
el milagro de integrar, compactar y llevar al fuego, las 
I.egiones de Babe 1 (200). 

Enrique thinks primarily in terms of his own personal disappointment; 

he could agree with Jean-Claude that "todo sirve para algo en una 

guerra revolucionaria. [ ••• J Incluso, perder una batalla" (139), 

but, faced with the fact of a lost battle, he cannot cope. Because 

his reasons for going to Spain were primarily emotional and 

personal, rather than political or philosophical, he has failed 

to see the Spanish Civil War as one more incident in the revolutionary 

struggle, and, therefore, he cannot conceive of the whole war in 

terms of a lost battle. His attitude is subjective, full of 

high-sounding heroics : "vivir para algo, ya que no podia vivir 
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para alguien" (116, my italics); compare this hystrionic outburst 

with the stolid determination of Gaspar Blanco : "a nadie gusta 

la guerra. Pero creo que ha llegado el momento de tmbajar donde 

hay que trabajar" (114, my italics). Gaspar, unlike Enrique, 

works on the basis that although it is possible that revolutionary 

endeavour may change nothing, it is certain that no change will 

be brought about without that endeavour. In spite of his experiences 

in the concentration camp at Argeles-sur-Mer, Gaspar emerges from 

the war with the same positive convictions with which he entered 

it, and finds Enrique's disillusion incomprehensible. It is 

Gaspar who, after the return of both men to Cuba, analyses the 

mistakes in Enrique's attitude: 

los que venian a la lucha revolucionaria por impulso lfrico, 
por embullo del momento, sin entender que se asociaban a una 
accion dificil, prolongada, tenaz, que no siempre se ajustaria 
a trayectorias previsibles; los que porque 'les dolia la 
epoca' 0 parque hubiesen padecido una injusticia en carne 
propia, creian conseguirse un pronto alivio - entre hostia 
y p~stilla de aspirina - con un Camet del Partido, eran 
quienes siempre resultaban decepcionados, perdran el sueno 
par pendejadas, cuando se hallaban ante algo que no entendran 
- y no entendian porque las cosas no ocurrran como ellos 10 
hubiesen deseado 0 esperado. Pero como los adversarios, al 
fin y a1 cabo, siempre eran los mismos, volnan las fuerzas 
en pugna a ocupar sus posiciones, y el tiempo acababa siempre 
dando razon a los que se hubiesen mostrado fieles a ciertos 
principios (253-4, my italics). 

Gaspar is a character of undiluted positive significance in 

La consagracion; it is significant that it is he who introduces 

Vera to the dancers of Guanabacoa, who completely change her life. 

In his relationship with Enrique, as we shall see later, he is 

opposed to the negative character of Jose Antonio, whom he dismisses 

from the start : "un buchipluma. Ademas, esos publicitarios no 
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tienen moral. Venden a su madre por llevarse la cuenta del 
, 

Bacard~ 0 de los tabacos Romeo y Julieta" (338). 

Gaspar has no illusions about the war in Spain : while 

Enrique postulates the triumph of communism, Gaspar, more practical, 

points out that the war is still to be won - "ganarla primero : 

veremos despues" (166). He believes profoundly in what he is 

doing : at certain points in their 1i ves, Enrique and Vera envy him 

his "solida:fe" (254), the Marxism in which he finds "una razOn 

de vivir, inquebrantable y vivificante" (432). The sense of 

disillusion and, one might say, almost of personal insult, which 

the war in Spain has given Enrique has not affected Gaspar at all, 

because his attitude is completely different : "los verdaderos 

revolucionarios aguantaron el batacazo y siguieron luchando" (2:fo). 

Enrique returns to his theory about American intervention, but 

Gaspar refuses to accept such a negative attitude : "en dondequiera 

se debe luchar y donde menos se piensa salta la liebre t1 (2..54). 

Enrique feels that Gaspar's strength of character is necessary to 

him, "para libraxme de lacerantes cavilaciones" (255). It is 

significant that as Enrique sinks further into a bourgeois 

existence, so he loses contact with Gaspar, associating instead 

with Jose Antonio. 

The discussion with Gaspar quoted above actually takes place 

after Enrique has returned to Cuba, but I have included it in the 

analysis of the third phase of Enrique's life, because it is the 

most accurate description of his motivation and subsequent 
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disillusionment at this stage in the novel. Enrique has the same 

paradoxical problem as the protagonist of Los pasos : he thinks 

too much, and he does not think enough. His subjective, hyper

intellectual attitude could be criticised with Marx's words in 

his Theses on Feuerbach : "the philosophers have only interpreted 

the world in various ways; the point is to change it" (my italics). 31 

Enrique sums up his own attitude thus : it is "un abstracto anhelo 

de justicia, que en nada me ligaba a 10 .que llamaban 'masas' 0 

'proletariado ... (85, my italics). It is its very abstraction that 

is its downfall; at this stage in his life, Enrique has no posi ti ve 

beliefs : he becomes involved in the Civil War because of what he 

hates, not because of what he believes in - we remember Esteban's 

warning to his cousins of the dangers of such a basis for action -

"ustedes saben 10 que aborrecen. ~ Nada mas. Y por saberlo ponen 

su confianza, sus esperanzas, en cualquier otra cosa" (El siglo, 257). 

Enrique's ideas are all lofty and subjective, in spite of his 

brutal rejection of all philosophy in time of war. Before he even 

leaves Paris, his subjective attitude is revealed in his question 

to Gaspar, " -' l y la muerte ?'" - Gaspar's response is brutal and 

immediate : "- 'mira : si ya estas pensando en la muerte, quedate 

en par!s '" (117). Enrique sees the war only as a vehicle for the 

expression of his hatred of fascism : his attitude is so inverted 

and subjective that he never really seems to think of it as a 

social struggle. Itiis a mark of how far he has progressed by 

the end of the novel that he is able to see the revolutionary 

struggle in practical terms : he finally accepts that while the 
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goals and motives of revolution may be transcendent, they are 

expressed in highly practical forms, such as the abolition of 

racial and classist discrimination. His understanding of this 

point is expressed in his willingness to commit himself to mundane 

architectural work for the Revolution : 

estaba resuelto ahora a comsagrarme a una arquitectura util a 
los mas, si ello pod!a contribuir a men.orar la existencia de 
mis compatriotas - que, al fin y al cabo, si santa Teresa 
hallaba a Dios en el fondo de las ollas, un arquitecto de 
verdad pod!a to~arse con un problema realmente interesante 
en la realizacion inteligente de una cochiquera, un cine de 
aldea, 0 una g:ra.nja de inseminacion artificial. Y ya que la 
Revolucion necesitaba de arquitectos en este momento, para 
obras de una realizacion inmediata, ofrecerra mis servicios 
a nuestro Ministerio de Obras pUblicas (544~5). 

At the end of the third phase of his life, as he prepares 

to leave Europe for Cuba, however, Enrique is far from realising 

the transcendent possibilities of his "medios [ ••• J limitados". 

He excuses his flight fromihe scene of further conflict with the 

lofty claim that 

esta Europa - la de aca - estaba jodida. Habra yo acudida a 
ella en busca de infinita inteligencia, y, en vez de cabezas , , h . pensantes, me entregaba craneos vac~OS con ueca resonanc~a 
de xilofono. Socrates esperaba su fin en Buchenwald. El 
fascismo de mierda ten!a demasiados adeptos manifiestos 0 
embozados. Era tiempo ya de abandonar estas Romas, estos 
Nuremberg, estas Ciudades Luces (200-1). 

Later, he refers again to the fact that he went to Europe "en 

busca de verdades - transcendentales verdades - que finalmente 

se hab!an desvanecido ante ms ojos como enganosos espejismos" (230). 

All this sounds very fine and noble, and, to a certain extent, 

Enrique believes it himself. However, through the use of that 
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form of irony whidh Booth calls "internal cancellations", 32 

Carpentier complete~ undercuts Enrique's noble posturing. Enrique 

claims to have been motivated by the highest ideals in his journey 

to Europe; the attentive reader will remember that the facts tell 

a different story : 

mi t!a temerosa de verme regresar a Cuba, me colmaba de giros. 
Al encontrarme, una manana, con tres mil dOlares en el National 
City Bank - y ... recordando que el cambio estaba a casi cincuenta 
francos por dolar - tome el camino de Paris (65, my italics) -

irony such as this reminds us not to accept Enrique's word as the 

unadulterated truth. 

The third phase of Enrique's life seems to be characterised 

by an inability - or a refusal - to look at himself honestly, and 

this is a tendency which increases with his return to the bourgeois 

society of Cuba.. The fourth phase of our analysis covers the 

period from his return to Havana until the beginning of his 

growing involvement in the political struggle against Batista -

a period of roughly fifteen to twenty years. 

"Yacente en el camino, mientras otros en el suelo germinan" : 

the epigraph to Chapter Four is a perfect description of Enrique's 

attitude to life during the fourth phase of our analysis. This 

quotation fr~m Job, 8,xix expresses both Enrique's inaction and 

the growth of social awareness around him : a new generation of 

revolutionaries is growing up while Enrique stagnates in his own 

disillusionment. Enrique's negative attitude is revealed in his 

beleif that Vera's intention to farm a ballet school is doomed to 
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failure; as we shall see in our study of Vera, an allegory functions 

in this novel between ballet and revolution, and it finds further 

expression in Enrique. His assumption that the ignorance of the 

peasants precludes the success of Marxism in Cuba is echoed by 

his assertion that the frivolity of the bourgeoisie makes it highly 

unlikely that a ballet school should succeed. He is proved wrong 

by two things; firstly, by the dedication of Silvia, Margarita 

and Mirta, whose attitude to ballet is not that of frivolous 

dilettantism that he predicts; and secondly, by the imagination 

of Vera, who takes her school beyond the bougeoisie to the dancers 

of Guanabacoa, and creates something completely new. Enrique 

bases his life on the static assumptions of the en-soi - the 

dynamism of the pour-soi threatens his laissez-faire attitude, 

and so he denies its existence. While Vera, at least, admits that 

other people have positive potential for change and progress, 

Enrique denies that there is any real value in action, because 

every event has a foregone conclusion. This deterministic 

attitude excuses his own inaction, and is a primary example of 

bad faith as an evasion of responsi bili ty : "bad faith is the 

protection which we assume against the torments of nausea and 

anguish. Any evasion of responsibility is an instance of bad faith; 

any denial that we can be other than we are. It J J 

Enrique cannot seem to look at>,the facts of his situation in 

a clear and honest manner : he erects between reality and himself 

a barrier of illusions, subjective ideals, alcoholic evasion and 

bad faith. On his return to Cuba, he is overwhelmed with joy by 
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the reencounter with~roots, as if the mere fact of his physical 

presence on the island would really promote tIe 1 dif{cil proceso 

de un reencuentro con mi propia esencia" (202). NOw, there is no 

doubt that Carpentier, in all his works, lays emphasis on man's 

need to live in harmony with his own background and roots, but 

he does stress that we are what we have made of ourselves by our 

past decisions; we cannot expect to find the answers to our problems 

simply in a physical return to our roots. "Lo que hacemos hoy no 

es, no puede ser, sino consecuencia de 10 hecho hasta ahora -

aunq ue un comportamiento, una decision, inesperados, operen por 

proceso de reaccion, negacion 0 rechazo'. n 34 Enrique reacts to 

his return to Havana as if, almost mystically, all his problems 

and doubts will be swept away by association with the paaces of 

his youth : he acts as if his life can be explained by an examination 

of the city in which he grew up. Now, there is no doubt that 

Carpentier accepts a measure of environmental det~inism, and 

that he would agree with Thorp that "whatever freedom we have to 

navegate among our surroundings and our desires, procli vi ties and 

talents, the general tenor of our lives is set by those surroundings, 

desires, proclivities and talents." 35 Simply expressed, this 

admission of a limited environmental determinism makes the point 

that it is to be expected that the individual should be influenced 

in his attitude to life by his own facticity - abilities, interests 

etc - 1:)ut-,that he is not fully determined by his facticity, because 

the range of potential action encompassed Qy this definition is so 

large. 
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We cannot, therefore, as Enrique does, expect some miraculous 

panacea to emerge from our return to our roots; moreover, Enrique 

is deluding himself with his enthusiasm for the physical facts of 

Havana : he ignores the fact that the social and political situation 

is no better than it was when he was forced to leave the country. 

As before, in Paris, he focusses on abstractions - a tree as "la 

razon de ser de mr mismo" (205) - and ignores the practicalities 

of social reality. His attitude to architecture is csimilarly 

unrealistic : he hopes to find in it "una actividad que me condujera 

- cosa que me habra faltado hasta ahora - a una real definicion de 

mr msmo" (232). It is symbolic of Enrique's whole attitude to 

life that, while he is aesthetically prepared to build the City of 

the Future, he is totally ignorant of the practicalities : 

no me asustarra la idea de planear una Ciudad del Futuro, con 
edificios metidos en esferas climatizadas de seiscientos metros 
de alto, urbes subterraneas con arboles y jardines, autopistas 
que pasaran por sobre el lomo de las catedrales : Ciudad 
Radiante, Ciudad Solar, Heliopolis de Campanella ••• Pero en 
cuanto a tecnica... Apenas si sabra manejar una regIa de 
calculo. Nada se de estructuras ni de resistencias. Mal 
conozco las osibilidades de los materiales modernos. JM:[ 
formacion, hasta ahora, ha sido meramente estetica 232-3, my 
italics). ' 

I would contend that, just as an allegory functions between 

revolution and Vera's vocation, ballet, in this novel, so, too, to 

a lesser degree, does one exist between politics and Enrique's 

vocation , architecture. The passage quoted above is a perfect 

example; Enrique is full of high-flown ideas, but has not the 

remotest conception of how to put them into practice. As he sinks 

further and further into a laissezfaire bourgeois existence, so 
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his architectural activity is more and more prostituted to the 

demands of materialism - the decline of the one element implies 

the decline of the other. Finally, we see him rescue both his 

vocation and his life/moral attitude from the morass by committing 

both aspects of himself to the Revolution. When Enrique, stripped 

of his illusions about creating a new style of architecture by the 

bourgeois taste of Havana's stultified upper classes, complains 

to Vera about the bastardisation of his talents, the allegory leads 

us to the fact that his social attitude, too, is at fault. 

Gano mas dinero de 10 que puedas imaginarte. Mi oficina 
crece de d!a en d!a. Pero vivo agriado, divorciado de m! 
mismo. No me realizo como el artista que debiera sere No 
tengo los modos de afirmarme en una manera propia [ .•• J Nada 
de 10 que hago corresponde a 10 que quisiera hacer. No amo 
mi trabajo, y en eso esta la mayor miseria que pueda conocer 
el hombre. He vendido mi alma al Diablo (304). 

Enrique's would be a classic case of alienation, if it were not 

for the fact that he is not a slave to the need for money, because 

he has money of his own, and does not need to work for it : his 

alienation is, therefore, to that extent, self-inflicted. He is 

trapped in his alienation by two factors : firstly, by the fact 

that he needs to do something with his life, and can think of 

nothing better; and secondly, by his refusal, in bad faith, to 

admit that he has the power to change nis life. His high-so1.mding 

self-accusation, "al trabajar mal, al alienar mi vocacion, al 

traicionarme a m! mismo (y estrujaba el dolar entre los dedos) he 

aceptado el Pacto" (306), is just so much posturing. Enrique 

does not really believe that he is to blame for his actions, 

because he believes that he has no choice in the matter, and is 
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therefore not responsible. This is an attitude echoed by Jose 

Antonio, another character who is guilty of prostituting his 

talents for material gain; when Vera asks him about his serious 

painting, he excuses himself with the claim that "si Miguel Angel 

hubiese nacido en Cuba, en vez de pintar la Capilla Sixtina, habr!a 

embadurnado ."allas anunciadoras para la pasta Colgate 0 el Jabon 

Palmolive" (3.34). It is significant that not all Cuban artists 

-have acted as Jose Antonio has done : rejected by the aristocratic 

public of Havana, "los magn!ficos pintores cubanos que eran Amelia 

Pelaez.7 Rene Portocarrero" (355), have remained faithful to their 

art, and it is to them that Vera turns for costumes for her ballet. 

Enrique stands on centreground between Jose Antonio and 

Gaspar Blanco, the negative and the positive. He uses both of 

them, to a certain extent, to support his own weaknesses; he needs 

Gaspar's approval, when he is being honest with himself, to 

Ii berate him from an awareness of guilt and failure; at the other 

end of the scale, he uses the fact that Jose Antonio, too, is a 

frustrated artist of bourgeois means and tastes to excuse himself 

for his own failure. Once again, his deterministic logic takes the 

form that if the situation in Cubaissufficient antecedent 

condition to warp the character and potential of a Jose Antonio, 

then it is inevitable that it should have warped him, too. Enrique 

finds Jose Antonio's company more comfortable than Gaspar's, 

because it Eaiees no moral questions and makes nodaaands of him : 

it does not confront him with his own failure. 

Physical descriptions of characters are rare in Carpentier's 
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work, and, therefore, any description given is usually of 

siginificance in an analysis of the character. Here is Vera's 

impression of Jose Antonio : 

donde me espera~a conocer una artista, hallaba un negociante. 
C ••• J Se me habJ.a hablado de un joven flaco, nervi os 0 , un 
tanto amargo, siempre torturado por alguna angustia interior, 
y el Jose Antonio presente se me plantabacomo un individua 
maduro, asentado, corpulento, con cara despreocupada y gozona. 
C ... ] A primera vista, el personaje me decepcionaba un poco (333). 

It must be remembered that Jose Antonio, in his youth, favoured 

a wholly subjective style of art, and that form was more important 

to him than content. This is not, of course, a criticism of such 

art; it is significant, however, that Jose Antonio was always 

more interested in aesthetic questions than in social considerations. 

He is now bitterly aware of what his life has become : when Vera 

asks him if he is satisfied with his life, he says "no me metes 

en dostoyewskianos examenes de conciencia. Hace tiempo que mi 

conciencia esta en la casa de empenos. As! 10 exige, por 10 demas, 

el oficio que ejerzo" (33.5). Now while it may well be true that 

the possession of a conscience is superfluous, or even detrimental 

to a career in advertising , it is certainly not the case that Jose 

Antonio has to be an advertiser. By acting as if he has no choice, 

and claiming that it is therefore not his fault that his life is 

barren, he falls into bad faith, which, as we have seen, 

is a denial of our freedom of choice. If we see ourselves 
as bound to act in a certain way, if we feel inclined to say 
'I have no choice in the matter', then we are deceiving 
ourselves. Bad faith is a kind of self-deception. It involves 
playing a role and regarding our behaviour as determined by 
the role we play. It is the failure to recognise that even what 
role to play has originally been a matter of choice, and that 
it remains a matter of choice whether to continue in that role 
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or not (my italics). 36 

This definition is an almost exact description of the behaviour 

of some of the major characters in the novel; Enrique, Vera and 

Jose Antonio all act as if their behaviour were excused Qy some 

concatenation of events and circumstances outside their control, 

denying that they were free to choose to react otherwise. Even 

Teresa, whose innate honesty marks her out as a character of 

positive potential, falls into the trap of bad faith; although 

she recognises the value and potential of the Revolution, she 

leaves the country because 

tengo los anos que tengo, y estoy demasiado deformada por mi 
mWldo para poder ser util en algo a toda una juventud, surgida 
del anonimato, que ha tornado el relevode nuestra generacion. 
C ... ] Solo se gozar de 10 que otros ganaron por mr. Estoy 
atrofiada por el lujo, pero sin el serra incapaz de vivir. Y 
10 que aqui viene es serio y para rato, te 10 digo yo (537). 

This defeatist attitude, which denies the potential of the individual 

far positive change within himself and within his society, is 

largely what has ruined Jose Antonio's life. Because of his 

failure to ach~e acclaim in the aristocratic circles of Havana 

through his artistic efforts, he accuses the bourgeoisie of 

destroying artists in general, and himself in particular; by 

adopting the defeatist attitude described above, he excuses 

himself for hbs own failure to act. It is ironic that it is Jose 

Antonio himself who reveals the specious nature of his a~ments 

in an embi t tered outburst to Vera : 

afirmaba que era totalmente inutil tratar de consagrarse a 
la pintura aqU1 donde una burgues1a opulenta nada entend1a 
de pintura e ignoraba la exitencia de sus mejores artistas 
[ ••• ] Amelia Peliez t ... ] vivra retirada, sin comprobadores, 
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en una remota calle de la barriada de La V!bara, encerrada 
en una semisardera que Ie hac1a preferir la compan1a de las 
plantas a la frecuentacion de las gentes. Portocarrero C ... ] 
era poco menos que ignorado [ ••• ] Por ello era que el joven 
pintar de otrora, convencido un buen d!a de las impermeabilidades 
intelectuales del medio, se hab1a transformado en el 
'publicista fenicio' - como dec!a - que ahara ganaba mucho 
dinero (340-1, my italics). 

. '" uose Antonio has no concept of painting far his own satisfaction 

and transcendence : he demands an audience and financial recognition, 

and his attitude to painting is as egocentric and materialistic 

as the rest of his beliefs. He has no interest in a life such as 

that of Amelia Pelaez, who lives in extremely modest circumstances, 

almost unknown and unsung, but who remains faithful to her 

artistic beliefs. 

Jose Antonio hopes to return to his art once he has made enough 

money to live comfortably, "sin conocer dificultades de tipo 

economico" (351). Enrique predicts the failure that later takes 

place : 

, • ad b~ '" descubrir2a con espanto, el L1ber 0, que no sa 1a ya que 
decir ni como decirlo. Ya no estar!a en el ritmo de la epoca 
e inutiles ser!an sus intentos de remozar en el presente 10 
que acaso hubiese sido bueno quince anos atras (352). 
Jose Antonio trato durante algunos meses, de regresar a su 
pintura de antano. Pero el arte se vengaba de su abandono, 
vaciandolo de su potencial creativo (546). 

Enrique and Jose Antonio are both aware of how shallow their lives 

have become, and although both of them indulge in high-sounding 

speeches of self-blame, they refuse to act as if they had any 

positive power to change the situation. Jose Antonio, unlike 

Enrique, never comes to an honest awareness of himself; it is 

significant that Enrique totally breaks the friendship on his 
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return to Cuba, disgusted at last by Jose Antonio's hypocrisy and 

unjustified self-satisfaction. 

- .~ Y tu, que hacias en Venezuela durante los Grandes D!as 
que nos elevaron ante los ojos del mundo ? - me pregunto 
con aire superior. -'Tan poco como tu, para quien esos 
Grandes D!as significaron, mas que nada, el apagon de tus 
anuncios en el cielo.' [ ••• ] Esto, 10 dije con tono tan 
abrupto que, aunque cambiasemos de c onversaci on , senti que 
en aquel instante habia terminado nuestra amistad (550). 

At the end of the novel, Jose Antonio is totally discredited by 

his own selfseeking actions, while Enrique, symbolically reunited 

with Gaspar Blanco, has found the potential to live his life to 

the full at last. However, for most of the fourth phase of his 

life - the return to Cuba - he is all talk and no action. Never 

having comm:iJtted himself wholly to communism, and indeed, having 

given up at the first setback, he nevertheless takes it upon 

himself to moralise about the Germano-Soviet Pact : 

para muchos se habra esfumado el dilema de conciencia 
consistente en saber si se abrazaba 0 no la rigurosa causa 
del socialismo. Mas de uno, inscrito recientemente en el 
Partido y asustado, luego de hacerlo, por las responsabilidades 
que tal afiliacion implicaba, se disponia ya a devolver 
altivamente el carnet, por la magnifica razon de que 'sus 
ideales habian sido traicionados' (219). 

Enrique recognises that commitment to socialism implies the 

acceptance of responsibilities, and as yet, he is unwilling to 

commit himself. Rather, he totally rejects the notion of his own 

positive potential, reacting to the social uproar in his usual 

evasive manner : "cerre los -ojos en espera del hondo sueno que me 

sacaba del Mundo - reaccion de defensa - cada vez que sufria un 

grave quebranto, padec!a una gran congoja 0 recibia una mala 

noticiat' (235). He adopts a superior stance, rejecting his former 
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actions-as the result of the unformed attitudes of an adolescent: 

demasiados desenganos me habran agobiado en estos tiempos 
harto repletos de odiosas victorias, de desastres y claudicaciones. 
Y contemplando 10 vivido hasta aqur, 10 vera como episodios, 
peripecias, traasitos de un 'tiempo anterior' conocido por 
otro qU! ya no fuese yo, viendo el Enrique de ayer - el de 
menos anos - como un 'viejo Enrique' dejado atras por el 
tiempo transcurrido (239). 

In this attempt to distance himself from his past, and thus 

save himself from the moral questions that it raises, Enrique is 

once again guilty of bad faith. He ignores - or denies - the fact 

that he is the sum of his own choices and actions, and of his 

own failures to choose or act. As sartre puts it in L'existentialisme 

est un humanisme, ftl'homme se fait; il n'est pas tout fait d'abord, 

il se fait en choisissant sa morale, et la pression de circonstances 

est telle qu' il ne peut pas ne pas en choisir une." 37 Enrique 

cannot deny his past : he may have moved beyond it, but he is still 

the product of all the things he did and did not do. Paradoxically, 

he is willing to accept the perpetual influence upon him of one 

part of his rejected past - Ada, "quien me fuese mas util para una 

toma de conciencia de mi condicion de Hombre que todos los textos 

filosoficos lerdos hasta entonces" (265). The reason, I would 

submit, that Enrique is willing to accept Ada's influence on his 

present life is that it functions only on a personal and emotional 

level, and does not involve any moral or polLical struggles. 

Although Enrique speaks of a "toma de conciencia", his relationship 

with Ada did not bring him any closer to an understanding of life 

- rather, in its obsessiveness, it distanced him from reality. 

Ada functioned as "una pant alIa protectora" (96), and, therefore, 
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her continued influence is no threat to the continued evasion from 

reality that Enrique tries to maintain. 

Enrique's trip to New York, which takes place during this 

fourth phase, results in some interesting developments of both a 

positive and a negative nature. The trip parallels, in its criticism 

of modern city life, much of Los pasos; the modern city dehumanises 

man in Carpentier's works : Enrique avoids Times Square "por la 

imposibilidad de caminar alIi a paso de hombre" (273), while the 

protagonist of Los pasos comments, after his return from the jungle, 

that, como he adquirido la costumbre de andar al ri tmo de mi 
respiracion, me asombro al descubrir que los hombres que me 
rodean, van, vienen, se cruzan, sobre la ancha acera llevando 
un ritmo aJeno a sus voluntades organicas. Si andan a tal 
paso y no a otro, es porque su andar corresponde a la idea 
fija de llegar a la esquina a tiempo para ver encenderse la 
luz verde que les permite cruzar la avenida (Los pasos, 247, 
my italics). 

City life distances man from his own true nature; his life is 

governed b.y arbitrary codes and laws, all in the name of "getting 

on in the world". Enrique is horrified by the bustle and struggle 

of New York office life, but ignores the fact that he himself, 

in his rather more decorous and peaceful job, is just as dissatisfied 

as the New Yorkers, "que, con cara de gente que maldice la hora 

en que la pario su madre, corria, corria siempre" (272). When 

he starts to moralise about the ghastly contrast between poverty 

and wealth in New York, Teresa forces him to leave his abstract 

generalisations and face facts : 

ese contraste 10 vas a hallar 10 mismo en La Habana : la casa 
de tu t.1a por un lado, por otro, el Barrio de las yaguas. 
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Salvo que alIa donde hay mucho sol, la miseria parece menos 
miseria. Pero, a la hora de comer, todo es igual (287). 

The period in New York marks the beginning of a change in 

Enrique's attitude, and this change is attributable, I think, to 

two things. Firstly, Enrique has a moment of self-knowledge and 

of social awareness; he begins to feel removed from the exiled 

Parisian intellectuals with whom he used to associate, who complain 

and warry about the world situation, but do nothing to try to 

change it. He suddenly realises that he is not as mature as he 

had thought, and that he cannot deny his own past, as he has tried 

to do : 

nadies puede abjurar de su adolescencia. Y me p mguntaba yo 
ahora si, a pesar de mis experiencias en las ltrigadas, yo, 
todav!a estudiante, viejo estudiante, habra madurado mucho 
desde entonces (27J). 

It is his rejection of an article by Breton that makes Enrique 

realise-that he has, at last, matured a little: he can now see 

that his former, contrary attitude ("bastaba que quisieran privarme 

del derecho de levantar una bandera roja para que tuviese un 

irrefrenable deseo de izar banderas rojas en todas partes", 85) 

was faulty. Breton's claim that "una vez legrado un consenso 

general sobre una cuestion, la resistencia individual viene a ser 

la Unica llave de la prision" (27J) seems to Enrique to be utterly 

immature and irresponsible : 

el 'no'. iSiempre el 'no'! iNo a esto, no a aquello, no a 10 
de mas alIa! Posicion negativa del intelectual ante quienes 
dicen sf - aun cuando ese s1 carresponda a una clara, necesaria 
y magnffica posibilidad -, por temor, acaso, a mostrarse 
gregario, enrolado, acquiescente, arrastrado por una corriente 
colectiva. El yo que dice no. El esplendido aislamiento. 
Nietzsche en Sils-Mar!a. El escritor, el poeta, au dessus 
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de la melee. [ ••• ] Y eran estos los d1as, dias de la aUn 
indecisa Batalla de st alingrad 0 , cuando un 'no' de nuestra 
parte hubiese sido inadmisible, estupido, muestra de total 
incapacidad de disciernimiento entre dos principios esenciales -
era en estos d1as, repito, que Breton nos proponia un 'no' 
como llave Unica para librarnos de la vasta prision en escala 
universal de que se nos tenia amenazados ••• Mi rechazo de la 
falsa solucion ofrecida por Breton me mostro de repente que 

~ r· ' , 
algo habl.a madurado en ml. (273~, my italics). 

Enrique finally accepts that the intellectual's function is not 

limited to some ae~thetic position, above the concerns and struggles 

of the rest of mankind. In his rejection of Breton's aeS".hetic 

superficiality, Enrique transcends his own youthful immaturity, 

and voices the beliefs of Carpentier, expressed in "Papel social 

del novelista" : 

alguien ha escrito ~ue el intelectual es un hombre que dice 
'no' • Esa afirmacion, harto fa.cil, ha cobrado el efLnero 
relumbre de todo lugar comUn. [ ••• J Porque el 'no' sitematico, 
por mania de resistencia, por el prurito orgulloso de 'no 
dejarse arrastrar', se vuelve tan absurdo, en ciertos casos, 
como el 'sr' erigido en sUtema. si y No. Hay realidades, 
hechos, ante los cuales hay que decir 's!'. Hayaspiraciones 
colectivas que convergen hacia ese 'si' necesario al 
cumplimiento de grandes tareas. 8i se sabe decir 'no', 
tambien hay que saber decir lsi'. El 'no' de muchos intelectuales 
alemanes frente a Hitler; el 'no' de la resistencia francesa 
frente a Vichy, se prolonga, se completa en el 's!, a favor 
de Viet-Ham, de la Revolucion Cubana, de la lucha del Tercer 
Mundo contra el poder imperialista. El 'Sl' Y el 'No' 
dependen de, Princi;eios • 10 importante esta. en no equi vocarse 
en materia de Principios. Del mantenimiento de esos Principios, - . -dependen nuestros anos futuros - los de qUl.enes nos acompanan 38 
en nuestras tareas en los Reinos de este Mundo (my italics). 

Tbetotal concordance between Carpentier's beliefs, stated directly 

in 1967 in the article quoted above, and his attitude, expressed 

through Enrique in 1978, shows us two things; firstly, that 

carpentier's attitudeto'the moral and social commitment of the 

intellectual has remained a mainstay of his work; and secondly, 
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that a positive change has begun to operate in Enrique, that he 

is now able to be the direct mouthpiece of Carpentier's ideas. 

The second element, mentioned above, in the gradual progress 

of Enrique, is the catalyst effect of his cousin Teresa. Teresa 

is yet another character of paradox and contrast; we first meet 

her when she arrives late, ttalgo bebida" (225), at a party at the 

Calle 17, and introduces herself to Vera thus : "je suis la putaine 

de la famille" (225). She is witty and entertaining, and very 

honest; she also knows most of her own faults, and finds it 

difficult to understand people with deeper feelings than her own. 

Her pleasures and interests are almost all of a superficial and 

sensory nature, and she has freqruent recourse to alcohol to drown 

her awareness of the sterility of her life; she is well aware of 

the barrenness and ignorance of the life of the Cuban bourgeoisie, 

and animadverts upon it ironically at frequent intervals, but as 

Jose Antonio points out to Vera, 

Teresa, con sus desplantes, su aparente burla de todo, su 
acti tud anarquizante, no hac:la sino remedar e I comportamiento 
castizo de ciertas tituladas de la nobleza espanola que, par 
darselas de majas, alardean sus devaneos, largan palabrotas 
en los mismos salones del Palacio de Oriente, tomando aires 
de libertarias, pero que, a la hora de ver sus fortunas 
ame naz ad as , son de las primeras en aplaudir al saber que 
campesinos y obreros harto levantiscos son ametrallados 
en una plaza de torose La ilimitada confianza que en ella 
depositaba su ilstre t:la, demostraba la solidez de su anclaje 
en una ,cierta burgues:la (414-51. 

Teresa arrives in New York in defense of the interests of 

the bourgeoisis to which Jose Antonio refers, and her effect on 

Enrique is both positive and negative. She tells Enrique some 
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shattering truths: every,time he tries to elevate himself into 

an omniscient critic of society, she forces him to look at his 

own failure to act. When he storms out of the Rainbow Room, 

outraged because they have included the 'international~' in the 

cabaret act, he loftily declares that, "para saber 10 que significa 

'La Internacional es necesario haber conocido el hambre, la 

explotacion, la miseria, el desempleo" (280) - Teresa's response 

is swift and sarcastic - and honest : "pues, yo no creo que tu 

hayas conocido muchas hambres y muchas miserias en tu vida. 

Cantaste'ta Interaacionaren Espana, pero me parece que hace tiempo 

que ya no la cantas" (280). Enrique is not used to having his 

abstract criticisms and declarations thrown back in his face, and 

defends his situation with the claim that "por eso es que no soy 

nada. Ni burgues ni proletario" (281). He thinks that Teresa is 

cruel, because she forces him to face facts from which he would 

rather hide : 

sol!a adoptar una actitud cr!tica ante las contradicciones que 
me habitaban, hablando por boca de mis propias heridas con 
una crueldad ~ue, acaso, no sospechara : 'Te dices comunista, 
pero no mili tas • Te exasperas porque ahora se toca "La 
Internacional" en el Rainbow Room, pero no haces nada para 
que "La Internacional" se cante en tcxlo el mundo. Hijo de 
burgueses, aborreces a los burgueses, pero estas terminando 
una carrera que te destinara a trabajar para los burgueses' 
(282-3) • 

Teresa plants the seeds of truth in Enrique's mind, and leaves 

them to grow in silence; paradoxically, she also foments deception 

in him, by inviting him to have an affaire with her. Because 

she has no strong emotions herself, she thinks ,only in terms of 

physical fulfilment: she is aware, however, that Vera would be 
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distressed if she knew - "todo esta en que Vera no se entere de 

nada. Esto, no tiene la menor importancia, y serra idiota que 

ella padeciera por culpa nuestra" (284). She tries to salve her 

nagging conscience with presents : "una pulsera para tu mujer. 

Regalo tuyo, por supuesto. Ella se 10 merece. Y yo se 10 debo ••• 

Francamente, s1: : yo se 10 de bo" (287). When forced to face the 

reality of what she has done to Vera, she hides Ihind an aggressive 

attitude : 

l como no quieres llevar cuernas. si llegas todas las noches 
a tu casa, agotada, sin ganas de nada, metida en tus musaranas 
- y ni siquiera por haber bailado como la Pavlova, sino por 
haber hecho bailar a los demas ? ••• l Nunca te han dicho 
que, como hembra, no sirves para na.d.a? i Tantas barras para 
no aprender nada ! (435). 

This bitter attack functions both as a shield against her own 

awareness of her own role in th~ obvious emotional destruction of 

Vera, and, to a certain extent, as an expression of her own dimly 

recognised jealousy : Vera has a goal, an aim, an ambition -

Teresa has nothing. 

Enrique never thinks of the possible effect upon Vera of his 

infidelity until it is too late; when he learns tbat Teresa has 

told Vera of their affaire, he calls her a whore, never considering 

whether his own behaviour might not be open to criticism. Once 

again, Teresa forces him to face the truth : "sere muy puta, pero 

no S)pOrto la mentira. No tolero la mentira. Se 10 dije, porque 

me 10 pregunto, pruebas en mano. Y si llega a preguntarmelo antes, 

tambien se 10 habr!a dicho" (539). The gratification of an 

evanescent lust almost causes Enrique to lose Vera a it is only 
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her own acceptance of a certain measure of blame in the weakening 

of their relationship that brings her back to him after he has 

proved himself at Playa Giron. 

In spite of the dishonesty of her affaire with Enrique, 

Teresa does, overall, bave a positive effect upon him, forcing him 

to face the facts of his own existence. It E after his visit to 

New York, with its various developments -Breton, Teresa - that we 

learn, in the passing, that Enrique has taken to reading and 

quoting Marx; Vera says of him, "siempre encuentra el modo de citar 

a Marx. En eso se parece a Gaspar. Pero Enrique es como los 

catolicos que no van a misa" (345). Now, at this stage in the 

navel, we know nothing of Enrique's political attitude and actions, 

because the narrative persona is Vera, who refuses to discuss such 

things. Later, however, Vera learns from Teresa that Enrique 

habra estado tremendamente metido en la pol!tica de un 
tiempo a esta parte. sf. Asist!a a reuniones secretas, 
llevaba y tra!a documentos, habra dado dinero, mucho dinero, 
y hasta, con su experiencia de la Guerra de Espana, habra 
adiestrado a mas de uno en el manejo de ciertas armas (430). 

We can put no positive date to Enrique's increasing involvement 

and commitment to politics; his growing interest in Marxism 

certainly marks the beginning of the change, and the end of the 

fo~h phase of his life. 

The fifth phase of Enrique's life is narrated entirely by 

Vera, and it is therefore impossible to be precise about his 

personal ori.political development. We know that he is pro-Castro, 
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and that he did not have enough courage - or conviction - to join 

in the student attack on the Presidential Palace in which his 

friend was wounded : It i ojala hubiese tenido los cojones de hacerlo ! 

Pero hasta eso me falta. Soy un mierda" (399). When his fear of 

reprisals for his political activities threatens to overwhelm him, 

he takes the advice - significantly - of Jose Antonio, and leaves 

the country. 

The sixth phase of our analysis deals with Enrique's life in 

Caracas; he is overwhelmed qy the intellectual outlook of the 

bourgeoisie, so different to what he was accustomed to in Cuba. 

To a certain extent, in the sections set in Caracas, Carpentier 

is paying affectionate tribute to the country where he spent 

fourteen years prior to his return to Cuba in 1959. In Caracas, 

Enrique slips back into a sort of ataraxia, enjoying the life of 

the countryl, and the company of his new lover, Irene. He is still 

positive about Castro, but he does nothing himself; rather, he 

waits to see what will happen, instead of committing himself to 

bringing about changes. What happens next, of course, is the 

Cuban Revolution, and Enrique is overwhelmBd qy the power and 

conviction of the "barbudos" : 

parec!an aaberse constituido en una nueva categori:a de hombres 
entre los de mi nacionalidad. Y tan singulares pareci:an en 
el desarrollo de su muy reciente historia, tan dotados de 
tenacidad, resistencia f!sica y moral, poder de sobrellevar 
las penurias, carencias y pri vaciones de una prolongada guerra 
que, acostumbrado a 1a blahdura, la indolencia, los apetitos 
de bienestar y de placer de mis compatriotas, me parec!an 
seres hechos de otra arcilla~- de otra carne (520). 
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The words of Fidel Castro, pronounced in a speech in Caracas, 

bring Enrique to the cathartic self-analysis that we have come to 

expect in Carpentier's work. Enrique realises that his commitment 

was not wholehearted enough; that he never really put his beliefs 

into concrete actions. A man is to be judged by his actions, not 

by what he might have done; with reference to the relationship 

between the Existentialist philosophy and action, Sartre says that 

Existentialism is not 

une tentative pour decourager l'homme d'agir, puisqu'il lui 
dit qu'il n'y a d'espoir que dans son action, et que la seule 
chose qui permet a l'homme de vivre, c'est l'acte. Par 
consequent, sur ce plan, no~~ avons affaire a une morale 
d'action et d'engagement. 

Enrique realises that he has lived his life on the borders of 

commitment : 

me sent! terriblemente solo, solo ante 10 visto y 10 o!do, 
solo ante una realidad historica que directamente me concern!a 
- agobiado par una evidencia debida a mi marginacion. AS!, 
otros habian hecho 10 que era necesario que se hiciera; otros 
hab!an llevado a la accion 10 que YO,a veces, hubiese anhe lad 0 , 
sin pasar del anhelo; otros, hab!an actuado, combatido, sufrido, 
caido, vencido, en mi lugar; otros, hab!an pensado por m!; 
otros habran logrado una victoria, dejandome fuera de esa 
victoria. Yo era el hombre ,Earado en la acera que asiste a 
una desfile triunfal, avergonzado al pensar que hubiese podido 
ser uno de los que marchan entre aplausos en vez de ser uno 
de los que aplauden. Yo no habra sido del todo indiferente 
a 10 que en mi pais se estaba preparando. Nadie podr:ta negar 
que en algo habra ayudado, consiguiendo lugares donde pudiesen 
celebrarse reuniones clandestinas, llevando y trayendo 
documentos, pre stand 0 ayuda economica, ocultando a un herido. 
Pero, en un momento dado, me habra apendejado - esa era la 
verdad [ ••• ] Pero, por mas que tratara de justifi carme ante 
mi conciencia, debra admitir que un verdadero revolucionario 
habr!a procedido de distinta manera [ ••• ] Y si mi fuga 
hubiese sido realmente necesaria, debra haberme fugado hacia 
la Sierra Maestra, y no hacia el Monte Avila (522-), my 
italics). 
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Enrique at last accepts that his situation is the result of his 

own choices, and that other possibilities were open to him. He 

accepts his responsibility for his own failure - "me haara 

apendejado" is a reflexive construction, totally removed from the 

exculpatory passives of his past. He determines to fulfil his 

commitments in Venezuela and return to Cuba; the news of the 

Revolution's social and agrarian reforms - the practical concretisation 

of all the vague abstractions - makes him increasingly eager to 

participate in creating a new Cuba. The practical, Cassandra-like 

prophecies of Irene as to the inevitability of American intervention 

- formerly his greatest fear - leave him unmoved. The sixth phase 

closes with Enrique's positive and determined stance: "yo estaba 

resue.lto a mudar de piel y comenzar una nueva existencia" (526). 

Almost the first thing that Enrique notices on his return 

to Cuba, which marks the start of ~he seventh phase of his life, 

is the abolition of class and race distinctions • 

Y me parecra que esto solo hubiese merecido el esfuerzo de 
una revolucion, puesto que el negro, a pesar de sus muchas 
miserias y humillaciones, habra enriquecido nuestra tradicion 
con su creadora presencia, contribuyendo poderosamente a darnos 

. ~ · J # t ~ od~ 1 una f~sonoDUa prop~a. amas es e pa~s p r~a avanzar a 
ri tmo de la epoca, si segu:la arrastrando el peso muerto de 
una enorme caudal de energ:la inutilizada (528). 

The integrity and determination of the leaders of the Revolution, 

their immunity to bribery and corruption, have wrought a complete 

change in the Cuban attitude to life, by altering the scale of 

social values. Suddenly, qualities of character, sincerity and 

commitment become mare important than considerations of money and 
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class, and the result is the birth of a new man : "un hombre 

nuevo, que, pase 10 que pase, ha perdido su miedo al manana" (..546). 

The example of the leaders of the Revolution awakens the transcendent 

potential of the Cuban people : the positive power of the 

individual overcomes the deterministic equations and predictions 

which rendered Enrique inactive. A new, transcendent spirit has 

been born, and it is expressed in "ganas de ir ade lante, de veneer 

la dificultad por el esfuerzo propio, la perseverancia, la voluntad" 

(.560). Enrique now shares this forward-looking spirit : he wants 

to move away from his misspent past, and fulfil his future 

potential - "prefiero pensar en las posibilidades del futuro" (524). 

In sartrean terms, Enrique projects himself to the future : 

l'homme est constamment hors de lui-meme, c'est en se projetant 
et en se perdant hors de lui qu'il fait exister l'homme et, 
d'autre part, c'est en poursuivant des buts transcendants 
qu'il peut exister; l'homme etant ce depassement, est au 
coeur, au centre de ce depassement [ ••• ] ce n 'est pas en se 
retournant vers lui, mais toujours en cherchant hors de lui 
un but qui est telle lib9ration, telle realisation ~articuliere, 
que l'homme se realisera precisement comme humain. 

Enrique rejects the slavery of capitalism, "que, en el fondo, 

lejos de procurarnos una independencia mediante beneficios cada 

d!a nos impone una mayor servidumbre" (.544). He realises, at last, 

that any role withiTh,the Revolution is of transcendent significance, 

and he is willing to function in the lowliest position, if need be. 

He is rewarded for this wholehearted commitment by being given 

a job that fulfils all the longings that his vocation ever aroused 

in him - that of restoring examples of national architecture. 
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Volvra a meterse en mf el daimon de la arquitectura. Una 
arquitectura de verdad, que no fuese arquitectura-para-negocios, 
sino arquitectura-para-la-Arquitectura. Lo que jamas habra 
lqgrado hasta ahora, pero que ahara se me hac!a posible (552). 

Enrique further expresses this commitment to the Revolution by 

joining a militia unit, "donde pudiese ser util en caso de 
. , 

agresl.on 0 de un intento de desemba:r.co de 'marines'" (553). He 

does not try to put himself forward as a war veteran : he no 

longer acts as if his socialism were a form of favour to the 

lower classes, the gift of an intellectual to his inferiors -

"soy uno mas. Un poco mas viejo" (554 ), he says of himself. 

His total integration with the Revolution rejuvenates him -

"moral y frsicamente me hacra el mayor bien esta convivencia con 

una nueva gente, mucho mas joven que yo, que me brindaba una 

amistad franca y sin reservas" (5.54). 

The epigraph of Chapter Nine, taken from Goethe, expresses 

the positive value of the continual struggle for transcendence 

which, in one form or another, has taken place throughout the 

novel. "Solo merece la libertad Y la vidal Aquel que cada d!a 

debe conquistarlas" (557). Enrique, knowing full well the horrors 

of war, goes to Playa Giron to defend the Revolution, at last 

fully committed, no longer on the sidelines. It is significant 

that Gaspar greets him with a cry of "imi hermano!" (.565), and 

that Vera speaks of him as "un vencedor" (574). Enrique accepts 

his role as a positive individual, responsible for his own choices 

and actions, and commits himself to the Revolution. In the 
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Revolution, he and Vera both find the vocational fulfilment which 

they had for so long been denied, and, moreover, they rediscover 

each other. They are fortunate in that the revolution for which 

they e~ruggled, consciously or unconsciously, had a positive 

denouement in their own time~ however, even if it had failed or 

had been destroyed, the positive value of the struggle would not 

have been diminshed in Carpentier's eyes : 

la grandeza del hombre esta precisamente en querer mejorar 
10 que es. En imponerse Tareas. En el Reino de los Cielos 
no hay grandeza que conquistar. Por ello, agobiado de 
penas y de Tareas, hermoso dentro de su miseria, capaz de 
amar en medio de las plagas, el hombre s610 puede hallar su 
grandeza, su maxima medida, en el Reino de este Mundo 
(El reino, 144, my italics). 

v) Vera (La cons~racion). 

Vera is, to my mind, one of the most fascinating of Carpentier's 

creations. There is a fundamental dichotomy in her character 

which makes her whole life a form of self-contradiction : in 

brief, Vera is the perfect material for the advancement of social 

struggles, but her childhood experiences have made her abhor the 

very sound of such words as "politics n and I1r evolution". She 

is a compound of most of the g~od qualities in the Carpenterian 

canon, and of most of the bad ones, too, and in the novel we watch 

the two sides of her character struggle towards some kind of 

resolution. 
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From the very start of the novel, Vera shows herself to be 

impatient of insincerity and superficiality; she is infuriated 

by the inverted snobbery of the train passengers who remove their 

ties prior to entering the Spain of the Civil War, commenting 

that "no veo que haya alguna relacion entre las ideas y las 

corbatas, entre la revolucion y el atuendo" (17). She has no 

time for the bourgeois frivolity and superficiality of Havana 

society, "donde, en fin de cuentas, todo se va en chistes y en 

bromas, y no acaba de hablarse de nada" (298). Enrique describes 

her as "un ser leal y recto" (539) : when the opportunity arises 

of an affaire with Jose Antonio, although she is in fact saved 

from having to make any decision by virtue of being drunkenly sick, 

she has a lengthy moral struggle within herself, unlike Enrique, 

who leaps at the offer of an affaire with Teresa, and seemingly 

experiences no moral qualms at all. Although she is totally 

removed from any interest in politics, Vera cannot help but 

sympathise with the citizens of Madrid, "cuyo gran delito no habra 

sido sino el de negarse a aceptax una asonada de generales felones" 

(162) : her experiences in Spain serve to awaken in her a sense 

of guilt and the fleeting awareness of a void within herself. Her 

return to :the peaceful world of France makes her question her own 

values and assumptions : 

ahora no sabra si los reinos de la muerte eran los que habra 
dejado atras 0 los que aqu! encontraba. Los hombres de alIa, 
esperaban algoa Los hombres de aca, nada esperaban, atentos 
tan solo a sus juegos de bolas y-a-que los anisados de sus 
copas cobraran calidad de opalo al recibir el agua de garrafas 
heladas. Vuelvo al Mundo de los indiferentes, de las buenas 
conciencias, de los pasivos, de los Qblomov - del laisser 
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aller, del laisser faire. Y me siento como culpable de aceptarlos, 
de ace:Etarme a mt misma. Recuerdo un verso de San Juan de la 
Cruz que a menudo citaba Jean-Claude : Vivo sin vivir en mr 
(171) • 

Vera has an innate sense of justice : she finds it inconceivable 

that blacks should be discriminated against, and she resolves to 

open a ballet school for them in spite of this. She has courage, 

too : in spite of her fear of revolutions, she travels through 

Spain to see Jean-Claude, and when her school is sacked, she farces 

herself to enter it, when many would have run away. She never lets 

herself be turned away from her vocation : while Enrique drifts 

away from his dreams of architectural innovation, Vera's dedication 

saves her from prostituting her talents - Enrique comments that 

"aqur, la Unica que se ha inmunizado es Vera. .-Su vacuna esta en 

la Plaza Vieja" (352). Ballet, and the propagation of ballet, are 

almost the highest values in Vera's life : personal success is as 

nothing compared to the contribution that she hopes to make to the 

whole art of ballet. Her dedication is selfless : "una vez mas, 

caminando hacia la. llama que me ardra, me qui tarra las zapatillas 

para que otros las calzaran. Realizarme a m:i: misma en los demas 

y con los de mas • Empezaba a ver claro" (362). In spite of this 

dedication to the propagation of ballet, with particular reference 

to the production of a new version of "La consagracion de la 

primavera", there are limits to what Vera will do for her art. 

When Laurent suggests that the only way in which she can get 

financial backing far her company is to apply to the Cuban 

government, Vera rejects the suggestion without a second thought, 
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although it means the end of all her dreams : "rehusaba sin embargo, 

enfaticamente, que mi nombre, carente aun de un posible prestigio 

art!stico, se viese asociado al de un dictador ignaro, bribon y 

criminal" (375). She catalogues the outrages of Batista's regime, 

and in tones of outrage cries ";" y se me propon1a que sirviese de 

instrumento de propaganda a quien alentaba y mov1a aquellos 

mecanismos del horror 1" (376). 

In this case, as in others, Vera's tenacity of purpose is 

rewarded by the suggestion of a different solution to her problems : 

her ability to rise from her own ashes,and to continue the struggle 

in the face of great adversity is quite monumental. At the very 

beginning of the novel, when she is lost in a blackout in 

beleaguered Valencia, in spite of her exhaustion and fear, she 

refuses to give up : "impresion de que seguir andando es inutil. 

Y sin embargo, un ultimo resabio de la voluntad : tal vez, un poco 

mas adelante, encuentre una ventana providencialmente abierta" (21). 

This episode is symbolic of Vera's entire attitude to life : no 

matter what the odds, no matter how hopeless the situation, she is 

always willing to go on trying. When her hopes of producing a 

version of "La consagracion de la primavera" with both black and 

white dancers are dashed by the reality of racial discrimination 

in Cuba, rather than succumb to despair, she produces a solution 

in the form of a tour abroad. Having accepted that she will never 

be a truly great ballerina herself, she turns her energies towards 

coaching her protegee, Mirta, to reach the heights that she herself 

never attained, and in so doing, opens new avenues in her own life : 
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"yo [ ••• J durante tanto tiempo mediocre y fracasada - me proyectaba 

hacia adelante. [ ••• J Todav!a el inagotable cuerpo humano, con su 

caudal de recursos expresivos, ten!a muchos idiomas por inventar" (414). 

Vera's attitude to life is expressed clearly in the quotation 

from Herman Melville to which she refers : "mientras nos queda 

algo por hacer, nada hemos hecho" (J56), and this quotation is 

strongly reminiscent of Carpentier's own beliefs, quoted in the 

article, "Habla Alejo Carpentier" : 

el hombre totalmente satisfecho de 10 alcanzado y que no busca 
algo mas alIa, se irunoviliza. Es decir, deja de vivir, en el 
pleno sentido del termino. La grandeza del hombre esta en 
'no dormirse sobre sus laureles' - para emplear la expresion 
popular. Cada dra, al salir del sueno, debe entrar en la 
vida con animo prometeico, diciendose, 'Hasta ahora nada hice', 
por muchos que hayan sido sus exitos aparentes. 'Hay que 
mejorar 10 que es', dicen a menudo mis personajes, aunque

4
10 

ya hecho, 10 ya visto por ellos, no este del todo mal, 1 

One oi"(the most interesting facets of the characterisation of 

Vera is the allegory that functions in her between revolution 

and ballet throughout the novel. It is here that the split in 

her character is most obvious, because while she accepts effort 

and sacrifice as a natural part of her art, she rejects these 

concepts to tally in a poli tibal conte:st. It is significant that 

Vera is a ballet dancer, rather than, for example, an actress 

or an artist : ballet is the most relentless, unforgiving discipline, 

demanding total dedication, frequent sacrifices and endless attention. 

The very first words of the novel stress how completely the 

dancer's life is ruled by her art : 
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el suelo. A ras del suelo. Hasta ahora, solo he vivido a 
ras del suelo, mirando el suelo - 1 ••• 2 ••• 3 ..• -, atenta 
al suelo - 1 yyy 2 YYY 3 ••. -, midiendo el suelo que va de 
mi impulso, de la volicion de mi ser [ ••• ] El suelo. Medida 
del suelo. Tranco, saIto, levitacion, anhelada ingravidez 
sobre el suelo. La danza. La danza siempre, oficio de alcion 
(11). 

Vera's life is totally given over to an idea - QUIet - but she 

reacts violently to the fact that her lover Jean-Claude's life is 

equally given over to an idea - communism. Both ideas demand 

continuous attention to small details, discipline, patience, 

endurance and sacrifice, and both Vera and Jean-Claude accept 

that personal triumph is secondary to the success of the whole. 

Indeed, many of the remarks which Vera makes about ballet could 

well be applied to revolution : the parallel is stressed most 

obviously by Carpentier in one of the sections narrated by the 

disillusioned Enrique. Referring to the fact that the performance 

of "La. consagracion de la primavera" only lasts thirtythree 

minutes, Vera has this to say : 

- '33 minutos que conmovieron el mundo de la musical - dijo 
Vera : 'Pero 33 minutos que habran necesi tado una larga y 
dif!cil gestacion.' - 'Como todo 10 que viene a conmover -
a transformar - algo, en el mundo' - dije. (Y pensaba yo, 
por asociacion de palabras, en los Diez dras que conmovieron 
el mundo de John Reed, el libro cuya lectura me hubiese 
aconsejado Gaspar Blanco en vrsperas de mi partida hacia los 
frentes de la Espana en armas ••• ) (289). 

Vera accepts, almost automatically, that anything of real value 

needs time and effort to come to fruition, but she is thinking on 

a purely cultural level. ,Enrique, on the other hand, thinks in 

terms of political change, and here there is a touch of irony : 

his neat generalisation, "como todo 10 que viene a conmover - a 
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transformar - algo, en el mWldo", sounds very impressive, but by 

dint of referring to the Spanish Civil War, Carpentier reminds us 

that Enrique allowed himself to be defeated at the first setback. 

Enrique wants immediate answers : Vera truly accepts that a long 

struggle may be necessary in arlder to attain one's goal. She also 

accepts that there is even value in oertain seeming failures : 

when the production of "La consagracion de la primavera" on which 

the company has been working in Paris is cancelled due to lack of 

funds, Vera accepts this philosophically "no importaba. El 

dif!cil trabajo de estos ultimos meses nos habra sido utiles a 

todos" (189). This attitude is comparable to that of Sofra in 

El siglo : speaking of the mistakes of the French Revolution, she 

says "se hab!an cometido graves errores, ciertamente, pero esos 

errores servran de util ensenanza para el futuro" (254). In 

La consagracion, however, the positive value of the lesson makes 

itself felt more immediately than in El siglo : Vera herself, 

rather than the next generation, benefits from the aborted 

production. The continuance and propagation of ballet is more 

important to Vera than her own ephemeral role within the whole 

she is content to "realizarme a m! misma en los demas y con los 

demas" (;62). In ballet, as in the process of political change, 

progress is slow, almost imperceptible, but it is by dint of such 

progress that great achievements are made. 

Throughout the novel, Carpentier points out to us that Vera's 

attitude to culture, if it were applied to politics, would make 

her the ideal material for the revolution. Her dedication, her 
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tenacity of purpose, her ability to think in terms of a longterm 

struggle towards a distant goal - all of these characteristics 

are invaluable in the struggle towards social and political change. 

Again and again, Carpentier stresses the contradiction between 

Vera's attitude to culture and to politics : an excellent example 

of this occurs when Vera, rather superciliously, refers to the 

attackers of the Moncada barracks as "ilusos" -

- 'los ilusos son, a veces, los que hacen grandes cosas', 
dijo Calixto sentenciosamente, ajustando a los sucesos una 
£.rase que mucho usabayo en charlas dadas a mis disc1pulos 
cuando les hablaba de los suenos ambiciosos de un Berlioz, 
de la heroica lucha de Beethoven, 0 del loco proposito 
wagneriano de edificar un teatro destinado a la representacion 
de operas aparentemente irrepresentables (326, my italics). 

Later, when Vera is very close to an honest appraisal of herself, 

the same contradiction is emphasised : having dedicated a good many 

years of her life to the concept of a totally new, innovatory 

production of "La consagracion de la primavera", Vera expresses 

her fear of innovation -"pensaba yo que el empeno de 'haoer algo 

nuevo' equiva11a a hacer una revolucion, y la mera palabra, la 

mera idea de una revolucion, me causaba un miedo atroz" (495). 

Vera's life is~split into two opposing attitudes, which can be 

summarised in the opposition, ballet/culture versus politics/ 

revolution. In the course of the novel she has to learn to 

integrate these opposing sides of herself, and accept that the 

only barrier between them was one erected by her own fear and 

ignorance • 

Vera thinks of her life in terms of the quotation from 

Alice in Wonderland which introduces the novel : 
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un parrafo del libro, en particular, me habra quedado en la 
memori~,.acaso porque estuviese cargado, para mr, de misteriosas 
premon1c10nes : aquel en que Alice pregunta al Gato : 
'~ ~isiera usted decirme que camino debo tomar para irme de 
aq~1 ?' - 'Eso depende, en mucho, del lugar a donde quiera 
ir' - respondio el Gato. -'No me preocupa mayormente el 
lugar ••• : dijo Alice. -'En tal caso, poco importa el camino' 
- declaro el Gato. -' ••• con tal de llegar a alguna parte' 
- anadio Alice, a modo de explicacion. -'i Oh !' - dijo el 
Gato : 'puede usted estar segura de llegar, con tal de que 
carnine durante un tiempo bastante largo' ••• Pocos habran 
caminado tanto como ~o, a traves del espacio y de la epoca, 
en un desesperado afan de huir de 10 que atras dejaba y llegar 
a alguna parte. Baldi, Peters burgo, Suecia, Londres, Parrs, 

# 

y despues de tanto andar, andar siempre, a ninguna parte 
habra llegado. [ ••• ] No he adelantado en un paso (179-80). 

The Cheshire Cat's assurance that "puede usted estar segura de 

llegar, con tal de que carnine durante un tiempo bastante largo" 

expresses the theme of eventual success which animates the novel. 

Vera interprets it in purely physical terms, and complains that 

in spite of the fact that she has spent most of her life travelling, 

she has arrived nowhere. Unwittingly, she gives the reason for 

her own failure : she has not travelled towards anything, but has 

rather spent her life running away, "en un desesperado afan de huir 

de 10 que atras dejaba". Vera's travels have been physical, not 

intellectual, and she has been motivated by that most negative of 

emotions, fear. As a result, her travels have been an attempted 

evasion in time and space, rather than a positive move in any 

direction. 

Evasion is the most obvious of Vera's bad points, and it is 

not until she has overcome her tendency to act in a vacuum and 

close her eyes to :reality that she can apply to life all the good. 

characteristics that we have discussed above, in a positive manner. 
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Enrique describes her to Teresa as "mujer que viene huyendo de la 

Revolucion - de todas las revoluciones - como de la muerte hura 

el Jardinero de Ispahan" (283). The first question that we must 

ask is, "what causes Vera's obsessive flight from reality?" and 

in order to answer this, we must go to the revelations of her 

childhood, expressed towards the end of the novel. Vera says of 

herself that "por conviccion profunda, por el trauma recibido en 

la infancia, rechazo -~.aborrezco - toda idea de revolucion" (150); 

the traumatic potential of the Russian Revolution is undeniable : 

let us, therefore, examine the basis of Vera's "conviccion profunda". 

Investigation shows us that Vera's attitude to political change 

is based on three things : firstly, fear; secondly, ignorance; 

and thirdly, the influence of her upbringing. These three elements 

could hardly be said to form a sound basis for conviction : Vera's 

attitude is that of fear and ignorance elevated into a system of 

belief. 

Vera's ignorance is a direct result of her upbringing: her 

father, an adamant royalist, did not deign to inform himself of 

current events, and so neither did Vera. Her father praised a 

closed system of society, in which everyone attends only to his 

own business, and any change is tantamount to anarchy : as a 

merchant, therefore, he has no interest in politics. This rigid 

division of life is passed on to his daughter : "en esas ideas 

hab:la sido educada yo, siempre apartada de los peri Odicos , ademas, 

porque harto hablaban de 'cosas feas' que deb:la ignorar una 

'senorita decente'" (J22). The result of this attitude is that 
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Vera and her father "hab::Lamos arribado a una era de transformaciones, 

de convulsiones, de revoluciones, con la divina inocencia de los 

bobos" (J2J). This total ignorance cannot help but exacerbate the 

shocks and traumas concomitant upon the Revolution : Vera is 

completely unprepared, "siempre inerme, ignorante de todo, agarrada 

por sorpresa en cada calosfr10 del calendario" (324). Moreover, 

this devastating ignorance is entirely voluntary : newspapers 

are available to Vera, but she only scans them for literary 

reviews, and, as she notes in her journal, 

romp 0 , sin leerlos, ciertos periOdicos clandestinos, de tamano 
carta, que manos invisibles deslizan en los bolsillos de mi 
abrigo. Nada quiero saber de po11tica, de revueltas, ni de 
revoluciones. Siempre me dijo, ademas, en mi familia, que 
talas cosas eran despreciables. [ ••• ] Me tapo los ordos, 
cierro los ojos; no quiero leer proclamas ni panfletos. He 
nacido para danzar, danzar y danzar. Fuera de 10 que sea Arte, 
de 10 que pueda tenerse por Belleza, nada (481-2). 

Having been brought up as a "senorita decente", Vera is determined 

to live above the unpleasantness of reality; her ignorance of 

political and social facts stuns Enrique on their first meeting : 

-'i Ay hija = l en que mundo vives?' Callo, algo cortada, 
por no confesca:r 'lue el Mundo - mi mundo - cerrado, sin 
peri Odicos, de 01dos indiferentes, ajeno a ciertas realidades 
de donde me habra sacado brutalmente una herida recibida por 
otro, pero sentida en carne propia, era mundo donde preferra 
ignorarse 10 inaceptable (28). 

Unfortunately for Vera, the fact that she refuses to accept what 

is going on around her does not prevent it from happening, and her 

self-imposed ignorance only serves to exacerbate her shock and 

suffering. Jean-Claude dies, in spite of the fact that Vera 

igno:res the Idea that motivated him, "la Idea, la eterna Idea, 

religiosa y polrtica, unida siempre a la existencia de un sacrificio, 
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Idea a la que estaba pagando el tributo de mt misma sin haberla 

aceptada ja.mas" (187). vera discovers that ignOrance is not bliss, 

that it is not a sufficient protection against reality, but she 

refuses to learn from her experiences, and maintains her barricade 

of uninformed incomprehension. 

Vera extends this systematic ignorance to cover everything 

that has come out of Russia since the Revolution. On the beach 

at Benicassim, she is suddenly confronted with four young Russians 

reading works of Soviet authors, and while admitting that she knows 

nothing about these authors, she automatically denigrates them, 

putting them in second place to authors that she knows : "si 

conocieran a esos autores, quedar:i:an deslumbrados" (160). She 

is so immersed in her own preconceptions that it never occurs to 

her to question the glib assumptions that she has made. Her 

attitude to Soviet Russia is based on negative propaganda: she 

herself emigrated before any of the real hardships or atrocities 

occurred, and she bases her judgement on the embittered reactions 

of others like her, whose lives have been disrupted by the 

revolution. The simple introduction of the phrase "como es sabido~' 

into Vera's diatribe against the achievements of post-revolutionary 

Russia serves to alert us to the highly subjective nature of her 

criticism. Moreover, we have further evidence to support the 

theory that this incident is designed to show Vera at fault in 

the form of an article originally published in Carteles, in May 

1926, entitled !tEl tren blindado nO.14-69". In this article, 

Carpentier discusses the novel which Vera rejects so comprehensively, 
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and concludes that 

El tren blindado nO.14-69 [ ••• ] nos ofrece una muestra 
admirable de la actual literatura rusa que, prendada de nueva 
sencillez y elocuencia, ha~pgrado inusitados efectos de 
dinamismo y originalidad. 2 

We have here an almost perfect example of one of the forms of irony 

discussed by Wayne Booth in A Rhetoric of Irony. The text of the 

novel itself leads us to suspect, for the reasons mentioned above, 

that Carpentier is subjecting Vera to mild irony; the outright 

contradiction between her attitude to Ivanov's novel and Carpentier's 

opinion puts the matter beyond doubt. Booth, as we have seen, 

analyses this form of irony as "an unmistakeable conflict between 

the beliefs exp]Je$SedSland, the ,beliefs we hold and suspect the author 

of holding", 43 and, given the proliferation of journalistic texts 

by Carpentier, it is a form of irony that can frequently be verified 

in his work. 

Vera's ignorance results in. unthinking fear and panic in the 

face of adverse circumstance. When Enrique suggests that the 

imminence of war would make emigration advisable, Vera is over-

whelmed by blind terror, as Enrique relates : 

y 10 que en m! era temor debido a razonamientos y percepcion 
de 10 circundante, se habra vuelto para ella un miedo que no . - , lograba apartar de su mente, medo al que se anad1a e 1 
recuerdo de otros miedos conocidos en la ninez ante 
acontecimientos que, como los de ahora, la habran amenazado 
en carne propia (197). 

Vera's tendency to remove herself from the sphere of 

potentially dangerous social or political activity is a direct 

result of her upbringing : there is no question of her parents 
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remaining in Russia to contribute to the activities of either 

side of the struggle. Vera's mother explains it thus: 

'la gente decente, como nosotros, no tiene mas remedio que 
emigrar.' Suspiro profundamente : 'Dios salvara a la Rusia, 
como la ha sal vado tantas veces ya'. Pero nosotros nas 
!bamos de Rusia, pensaba yo; nos largabamos, encomendandola 
a la gracia del Senor (485). 

Even in her state of political and social ignorance, Vera is aware 

that the logic of her parents' argument is open to question. And 

yet, she accepts this way of life, because it is the easiest 

answer: to suggest that one should stay and fight for one's 

beliefs is to move outside the neat, fatalistic theory of life 

that she has erected. More over, she is an artist, and as such, 

has no place in the real world, and, misguidedly, no interest in 

it, either: 

quienes tenIa la contemplacion de la Belleza [ ••• J por supremo 
ideal, consideraban su tiempo humano como algo demasiado 
precioso y fugaz para dilapidarlo en la lectura de prosas 
ef!meras, reportajes volanderos, polemicas de relumbron 0 

monsergas demagOgicas" (J2J). 

Vera sees life in terms of rigid divisions : she is a ballet dancer, 

and, therefore, anything that does not relate to ballet is no 

concern of hers - "he nacido para danzar, danzar y danzar. Fuera 

de 10 que sea Arte, de 10 que pueda tenerse por Belleza, nada" (482). 

She tries to define herself as a limited creature - in Sartrean 

terms, she sees herself as an en-soi, instead of a pour-soi. This 

endeavour to assume the limited static nature of an unconscious 

being - a table, a rock - masks an attempt to escape the responsibility 

and freedom of the conscious being, man. In this respect, Vera is 

guilty of bad faith; now, according to Caws, 
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bad faith is a form of faith (foi), not just a cynical 
deception practised by the self on itself, but a genuine belief 
that it entertains about itself. And yet in some sense or 
other it knows this belief to be mistaken, and it knows that 
it knows this, so that holding44he belief does involve the 
maintenance of the deception. 

Vera entertains a very firm belief in the need to keep culture 

separate from reality, and in the almost immaculate nature of her 

vocation : "la bailarina ha de mantenerse casta y pura, considerando 

su entrada en el maillot como una suerte de entrada en religion. 

Se ingresaba en el ballet, como se ingresaba en el Carmelo" (479). 

However, there are hints throughout t~ novel that Vera is aware 

that everything is not as clearcut as she would like to imagine : 

this awareness is expressed primarily through self-contradiction 

and authorial irony. 

Vera's attitude to the eternal "Idea" which motivates social 

change is an interesting one; with referenoe to her relationship 

with Jean-Claude, she says 

aqu1 se romp1a un entranable convenio de dos par la irrupcion 
de un tercero en discordia. Y ese tercero en discordia no era 
una persona semejante a m1 ante quien me hubiese defendido 
ferozmente - 0 una circunstancia, una rivalidad, a las cuales 
siempre hubiese medio de sobreponerse - sino una Idea, algo 
impapable, sin carne donde herir, sin imagen destructible : 
algo pavorosamente llamado Idea. Fuerza invisible y casi 
abstracta que me arrebataba 10 Unico que me fuese indispensable 
en el mundo (170). 

Vera sees the "Idea" as almost another person, who comes between two 

people, disrupting their lives together, and she hates and rejects 

it, out of fear. And yet, she is aware that without it, life's 

value is diminished : the indifferent population of Cerbere, in 

stark contrast to the committed people of Spain, emphasises this 
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point sharply. There is a contradiction between what she feels 

to be intrinsically right, and what the barriers of her evasion 

cause her to reject. Continuing on the subject of the "Idea", 

Vera admits while in Spain that a relationship like hers with 

Jean-Claude, which is based on a silence with regard to all things 

political, is bound to fail; no matter what other unlikely 

combinations of characteristics may successfully unite, "10 

imposible es establecer una armon!a duradera a base del silencio 

pol!tico" (128). Later, she tries to live her life with Enrique 

on exactly the same faulty basis : 

convencida de que, en materia de pol!tica, las discusiones en 
nada logran modificar las convicciones ajenas, cuando se 
abordaba ante m! el tema del comunismo, adoptaba la acti tud 
de sonriente distanciamiento que habra hecho posible, en 
otros tiempos, mi convivencia con Jean-Claude (338). 

We have already mentioned the shaky basis of Vera's so-called 

"convictions"; this passage gives us a perfect example of her 

technique of evasion - an "actitud de sonriente distanciamiento". 

She will not listen or become involved, ostensibly because she is 

"convinced" that it would be a"waste of time; the real reason for 

her refusal to inform herself about politics, I would contend, is 

that she is terrified of the responsibility and commitment 

concomitant upon any involvement with political ideals. The 

result is that, once again, she deceives herself; having accepted 

that political silence was a faulty basis far a relationship, 

she evidently forgets - or ignores - the lesson of experience, 

and acts as if a life can successfully be built on an "actitud de 

sonriente distanciamiento". In case we should not have noticed 
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this discrepancyin'Vera's attitude, Carpentier subtly reminds us 

of her previous attempt to live in this manner, by referring to 

"mi convivencia con Jean-Claude". Now, while Vera is holding up 

her relationship with Jean-Claude as an example of the success of 

her "actitud de sonriente distanciamiento", the reader remembers 

the facts of the case, which do not accord with Vera's interpretation. 

True, she did manage to establish a life with Jean-Claude, based 

on a tacit acceptance, amounting to almost total ignorance, of 

his political activities and beliefs, but the reader remembers, 

as Vera refuses to do, just how that relationship ended. Jean-Claude's 

political convictions found their expression in the International 

Brigades, and nothing that Vera could do could bring him back to 

her; if Enrique had been more committed to communism, she would 

have lost him, too, in the same manner. As it is, her relationship 

with him becomes stale and dry, because he can never talk to her 

about the things that matter to him; she knows nothing of his 

involvement with the subversive factions in Cuba, and it is left 

to Teresa to enlighten her ignorance. Vera is amazed - and hurt 

Enrique se me acrecia en dimension, al entender que su 
presurosa partida no se debia tan solo a una momentanea 
cobard!a ante peligros mas imaginarios qrue reales. Pero, a 
la vez, me dolIa pensar que no me hubiese confiado la verdad, 
prefiriendo tomar a su primaplll'." confidente. -' i Ay hija !'
dec!a Teresa ahora : '6 como iba a hablarte de ciertas cosas, 
si tu nunca has querido saber nada de politica l' (430). 

At this point, Vera is moving closer to the moment of catharsis 

and understanding that is so characteristic of Carpentier's 

creations; we shall return to an examination of her change of 

attitude after we have further investigated her lifelong habit of 
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evasion. 

We have already referred to the fact that Vera's attitude to 

culture (ballet) is totally opposed to her attitude to reality 

(politics etc.); this is particularly clear in the contradiction 

between the limitless possibilities she visualises for ballet, 

and the static, determined attitude she holds to life. She 

plunges enthusiastically into a production of "La consagracion 

de la primavera" which will cause uproar in the world of ballet, 

and yet, in matters of social change, she maintains that one weak 

woman can change nothing. Within this basic contradiction, there 

is further paradox, as Vera fluctuates between a deterministic 

attitude and the acceptance of the positive power of the individual; 

here, the dividing line seems to fall between Vera and everyone 

else - individual effort is possible, but not for her, she seems 

to feel. To my mind, Carpentier has given us in Vera a superb 

exampleJ).f' bad faith: Vera deceives herself about her own nature, 

assuming the static nature of an en-soi, and at the same time, 

tacitly admits that this is a deception, by accepting other 

individuals as pour-soi, with the potential for change and creation 

that this implies. Thus, she admits that the human individual is 

not by nature and en-soi, and that it is her choice to act as if 

she were one. 

Examples of this ambivalent attitude abound in the novel, and 

I have chosen three contradictory incidents to substantiate the 

claims made above. Throughout the novel, Vera blames "history" 
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for her failures; although in moments of honesty she admits that 

her failure to reach the heights of prima ballerina assoluta is 

due to her own lack of duende, she tends rather to blame it on 

the revolutions and wars which made her childhood and youth a 

catalogue of exiles and exodi. Thus, her favourite phrase of 

self-exculpation is "fui vrctima de una epoca adversa" (231) : 

in one form or another, this phrase is used to excuse every 

conceivable failure on a personal, social and vocational level. 

Vera bases her life on the assumption that things happen to her, 

rather than that she does things: her attitude with regard to 

herself in a socio-historical framework is totally passive. 

Although she may be able to achieve things on a cultural plane, 

she sees herself as totally helpless in the face of history, and 

believes that evasion of some sort or another is the only answer : 

tantas veces habra sufrido yo a causa de acontecimientos 
ajenos a mis voliciones profundas, ~ue me iba acorazando contra 
las conmociones del entorno, encerrandome en una suerte de 
recinto propio donde cuidaba de no ser alcanzada por los 
estrepitos de la calle. Me habra tocado vi vir en una epoca 
de dura Historia - como dura habra sido la epoca de las 
Guerras de Religion - y no era yo, debil mujer, quien iba 
a desfacer entuertos ni enderezar 10 torcido. Mientras mas 
rodeada de dramas me sentra, mayor era mi voluntad de huir 
hacia adelante, centrando mi mente en el trabajo que me era 
propio (395). 

Compare this self-pitying deterministic attitude with the positive 

advice which Vera gives Mirta, only three pages previously; 

comforting Mirta, who is heartbroken by the problems of racial 

discrimination which come between her and Calixto, Vera suggests 

a solution, dependent upon individual action and effort, and concludes 

encouragingly, "viviras en un mundo forjado por ti y no en el 
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mundo que quieren imponerte quienes no saben, siquiera, por que 

viven ni para que viven" (392, my italics). Mirta - with whom, 

significantly, Vera frequently identifies herself - is apparently 

able to rise above the passive role in life which Vera claims to 

be her only possibility; Vera shows Mirta how to overcome the 

circumstances of her own life, such as racial discrimination, and 

yet, in her own case, claims that circumstances are to blame for 

her life and its failures. Speaking of "la vida dispersa, inconexa 

[ ••• ] que las circunstancias me obligaron a llevar" (182), Vera 

has this to say : 

recuerdo que Jean-Claude solra burlarse de una formula de 
'yo y mi circunstancia', muy usada por el filosofo espanol 
Ortega y Gasset, afirmando que carecfa de todo valor metaffsico. 
Pero si 'circunstancia' es 10 que, viniendo de fuera, 10 
tuerce a uno, 10 obliga a hacer 10 que no quiere, 10 zarandea 
a uno de la ceca a la meca, debo decir que, en mi caso, la 
'circunstancia' es 10 que jode (182). 

Here, Vera expresses once again her passive attitude in the face 

of reality; it is significant to note that this attitude is 

rejected by Jean-Claude : as we shall see later, Jean-Claude has 

a positive significance in the novel, and by placing him in 

opposition to Vera on this point, Carpentier encourages us to 

question the validity of Vera's argument. 

Vera's attitude to life and history is, as we have seen, a 

fatalistic, deterministic one; and here, yet another contradiction 

arises - namely, her total rejection of the psychological determinism 

of Freud. This rejection is, needless to say, only on a 

theoretical level, because, as we have seen, Vera lives her life 

as if everything she does can be explained and excused by the 
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traumas received in her youth; as a result, her attitude to 

psychoanalysis is all the mare startling : 
. , 

s~empre me hab~a burlado de los que buscaban en el psicoanalisis 
~ rem:d~o para eludir con:l~ctos debidos a sus propias, 
~mprev~s~ones, perezas 0 v~c~os - cuando su mal consist~a 
simplemente en una voluntad cazurra de no mostrar fuerza de 
voluntad, para seguir disfrutando de indulgencias ajenas (185, 
my italics). 

Vera places the responsibility for the individual's problems 

squarely on the individual's own shoulders: hardly an attitude 

that she applies to herself. As we shall see later, Vera's 

problem with regard to the analysis of her own life is that she 

does not take it far enough : she excuses everything on the basis 

of her traumatised youth, but does not, until she gets to Baracoa, 

seek to investigate those traumas more thoroughly. 

I have chosen the third example of Vera's self-contradictory 

attitude because it actually occurs within the space of a single 

page, unlike the other examples, whose elements are scattered 

throughout the novel. In this example, Enrique is the person whom 

Vera encourages to change his life with a positive action : he 

complains bitterly that he has prostituted his talents, signing 

a contract with the Devil of materialism, and she replies, "de ti 

depende romper el papel" (307), putting the responsibility for 

his own life firmly in his own hands. At the end of the same 

conversation, during which Enrique rejects her suggestion, and 

says with false joviality, "i siga todo como antes, entonces ! It, 

Vera returns to her nagative attitude : "l Y que remedio queda ? 

Nosotros no hicimos el mundo y tenemos que aceptarlo como es : 
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'The rest shall keep as they are'" (307). 

The ambivalent attitude that we have been examining can, I 

think, be attributed predominantly to two things; firstly, to the 

rigid division between culture and reality that functions in Vera's 

mind, and secondly, to Vera's fear. Thus, it is the irruption 

into Vera's social attitude of the belief in the individual which 

her "cultural" nature accepts that brings about the contradictory 

attitude to the social potential of the individual, and it is her 

own irrational terror of involvement and suffering that prevents 

Vera from applying this theory to herself. I think that it is 

time to examine more closely this rigid division that exists in 

Vera's thinking, and which reaches out to embrace such topical 

questions as that of the social role of the intellectual. 

One of Vera's convictions, the dubious nature of which we 

have already mentioned, is that there is - or should be - an 

arbitrary dividing line between "real life" and "culture". She 

accepts happily the dictum that "ninguna persona realmente 

distinguida pod1a vivir en un alojamiento cuyas ventanas diesen 

a la calle" (323), and she is continually disturbed by the extent 

of the political awareness and interest shown by her special 

proteges, Mirta and Calixto. Mirta and Calixto symbolise the new 

Cuba : the union of black and white in personal and social 

fulfilment. Unlike Vera, they are not willing to ignore reality 

in favour of their art : they are dedicated, and they occasionally 

manifest the illusive duende, but they are also politically and 

socially aware. Vera cannot understand this attitude, and 
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continually stresses that politics have no place in ballet :"'tu 

no tienes por que saber nada de eso', estuve a punto de decir a 

mi disc!pula : 'Solo debes pensar en bailar, bailar y bailar'" (328). 

She dismisses Calixto's interest in Marxism as unimportant : 

"'por m!, que lea 10 que quiera' - dije : 'Todo 10 que deseo es 

que ciertos libros no 10 distnaigan de su vocacion verdadera'" (330). 

Vera's incomprehension stems from the fact that she uses culture 

and ballet as part of her defence against reality : she hides 

from life in her ballet, and cannot see that other people see 

culture as an expression of reality, an integral and integrated 

part of life. This rigid division stems from Vera's bad faith 

by claiming to be a ballet dancer and a ballet dancer only, 

limited and determined in her sphere of action, she can deny her 

responsibility to all other aspects of life. Thus, to Vera's 

way of thinking, the intellectual belongs only in his ivory 

tower - the market place is for the mob. Many of the disasters 

in her life stem from the fact that she is interacting with other 

intellectuals who do not agree with her beliefs, and who postulate, 

rather, a philosophy of commitment and action. Vera uses her 

intellectual vocation - ballet - as a means of escape from reality; 

both the- repetitiousness of practice and the ephemeral world of 

the performance function as barriers between her and reality. 

When she returns to Paris from Spain, she is desperate to hide 

from reality and silence the stirrings of conscience awoken in 

Ceroore : "por no pensar, por no saber de la epoca, por olvidarme 

de m! misma -'vivo sin vivir en mr'- -me atonto a fuerza de trabajar" (181). 
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Unlike most of Carpentier's other creations, Vera rarely turns to 

alcohol for escape from life : she does not need to, because she 

has an artificial world always at her fingertips - the stage. 

The warmth and darkness of the theatre surround her like a womb 

from which she is unwilling to be born; in her journal she notes that 

desde que habra pasado ciento cincuenta noches en los 
alcazares de la Bella durmiente se me hab!an invertido los 
perspectivos de 10 real. Lo real-m!o era el que estaba del 
lado de aca de las candilejas; 10 real-ajeno, aquel vasto 
espacio en sombras, poblado de cabezas apenas visibles, que 
se extend!a del lado de alIa, y cuya Unica utilidad era la 
de manifestar en aplausos su aprobacion a 10 que hac!amos. 
C ••• ] Mi mundo no era el de ellos, sino el ~ue para ellos se 
iluminaba en el escenario, al alzarse un telon que era 
frontera entre dos universos (497, my italics). 

It is because of these rigid divisions'in her way of thinking 

that Vera is able to distance herself from the atrocities of life 

when she learns of the fall of Kiev, she worries about the destruction 

of architectural artefacts, rather than about the loss of human 

life. To Vera" ',all war and revolution is barbaric : she never 

asks what is being fought for in her eagerness to escape from the 

fighting, and it never occurs to her that other people may be 

fighting to uphold the culture to which she claims to be devoted. 

While in Spain, she is astonished Qy the existence of the review, 

Hora de Espana : 

me asombro de que, en epoca como la que aqu! se vive, pueda 
mantenerse viva una publicacion como esta, consagrada a las 
mas cabales valores de la cultura, siempre encabezada por 
algUn aforismo de Juan de Mairena, donde encuentro los nombres, 
para m! conocidos, de Rafael Alberti, Miguel Hernandez, Luis 
Cernuda, Jose Bergamrn, Vicente Aleixandre, Leon Felipe ••• (161). 

Vera cannot;'.understand that there is more to culture than beauty 

and art : she forgets - or denies - that it is life which inspires 
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the manifestations of culture, and that questions of morality and 

ethics apply to all life. She hides in aesthetics, to avoid 

social commitment, judging everything by its cultural form, rather 

than its moral content. In her inability to understand, Carpentier 

places her in opposition to "Ludwig Renn, Gustav RegIer, Jef Last 

y tantos otros hombres de libros que aqU1, en estos d1as, llevaban 

el uniforme" (167). This reference to Ludwig Renn, the German 

novelist, leads us to an interesting article, originally published 

in Carteles in 1937, which supports the theory that Carpentier 

is presenting Vera's divisive attitude to life as mistaken. In 

this article, Carpentier narrates how he himself met Renn in Spain 

during the Civil War, and his attitude is clearly in complete 

opposition to Vera's : 

- Ludwig Renn - Ie dije, - no sabe usted cuanto 10 admiro. 
10 admiro porque es usted uno de los pocos escritores que 
hayan sabido realizar paralelamente su vida y su obra, haciendo 
de la vida obra, l de la obra vida. 
Una sonrisa de nino ilumino el rostro curtido del novelista 
- Vida y obra tienen que estar 1ntimamente uniias. Realizar 
la una sin realizar la otra es cosa esteril ••• Es aqU1, en 
el suelo de Espana, donde mejor he sentido que mi vida y ma5 
obra pod1an constituir un todo indivisible (my italics). 

For Carpentier, like Renn, there is no arbitrary dividing 

line between culture and reality, and the most sublime realisation 

of the intellectual arises from making a unity of his life and 

work. For Renn,that sublime moment came in the Spanish Civil War; 

for Carpentier, it came in the Cuban Revolution 

la Revolucion me dio una conciencia de utilidad. Gracias a 
ella pude darme cuenta, un dla, de que tanto mi labor literaria, 
como mi trabajo en cualquier sector del ambito revolucionario, 
pod1a ser util... Y nada puede dar mayor satisfaccion a un 
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hombre que la conciencia que su labor, por Modesta que sea, 
resulta una labor util, en funcion de una colectividad en 
marcha ••• El trabajo, en tales ocndiciones, resulta, en 
cualquier nivel, una fuente de continuas alegr1as. 46 

Carpentier believes wholeheartedly in the social commitment 

of the intellectual; through Jean-Claude (ironically, quoted by 

Vera), he criticises the escapist attitude of the surrealists: 

'en una epoca de terribles realidades, como la nuestra, era 
grotesco el intento de hallar remedios en 10 imaginario.' La 
huida hacia el Mundo de los suenos era tan vana - dec1a el -
como una huida en la inercia del quietismo, 0 la pasividad de 
ciertas filosof1as orientales (73). 

Such a farm of intellectual activity is self-indulgent in the 

extreme : it achieves nothing beyond the transient excitement of 

the senses. Carpentier believes that "escribir es un medio de 

accion"; 47 the intellectual who attends only to his own 

gratification is criticised in his works. In Cronicas, Carpentier 

quotes a story told to him by Malraux, which is relevant to this 

point; it is interesting to note that the attitude of the 

protagonist of this story is very similar to that of Vera 

un d1a en que los obuses ca1an si tregua sobre Madrid, me 
encontre en la Gran V1a con un individuo que llevaba un largo 
rollo de papel debajo del brazo, y andaba tranquilamente por 
los lugares mas expuestos, sin pensar en el peligro. Intrigado, 
10 segur ••• i Un manuscrito de metro y medio de ancho es 
cosa que siempre ha de interesar a un escritor! Ie pregunte 
10 que era aquello. Me respondio : Ai Es papel enconado, 
pues quiero cambiar los papeles que tapizan mi habitacion ! ' 
En este momento, en que los acontecimientos de Espana plantean 
ante el escritor problemas que afectan su propia razon de 
existir, con imperativos ineludibles, hay demasiados 
intelectuales que solo pien~~ en cambiar los papeles que 
tapizan sus habitaciones. 

Vera, like the protagonist of this anecdote, goes through life 

in blind ignorance of everything around her, intent only on such 
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peripheral decoration of the soul as ballet, while the fate of 

freedom hangs in the balance. She cannot understand why an 

intellectual like Jean-Claude should want to become involved in 
, 

a war : "-'tu no eras hombre hecho para una guerra', dije a media 

voz, pensando en el intelectual que se habra doctorado con una 

notable tesis sobre Las fuentes hispaoicas de Corneille, siendo 

ya el autor de un excelente libro sobre El Abate Marchena, girondino 

espa.nol" (129). Vera cannot understand the logic of fighting for 

your ideas : she would rather that the intellectuals had the ideas, 

and that other pe ople did the fighting. This di visi ve attitude 

is totally contrary to all of Carpentier's beliefs on the social 

duty of the intellectual, expressed in his novels and articles 

alike. Perhaps his most famous definition of the social role of 

the intellectual is that which concludes his article, "Papel social 

del novelista" : 

ocuparse de ese mundo, de ese pequeno mundo, de ese grandlsimo 
mundo, es la tarea del novelista actual. Entenderse con el, 
con ese pueblo combatiente, criticarlo, exaltarlo, pintarlo, 
amarlo, tratar de comp:renderlo, tratar de hablarle, de hablar 
de el, de mostrarlo, de mostrar en el las entretelas, los 
erro:res, las grandezas, y las miserias, de hablar de el mas 
y mas a quienes permanecen sentados al borde del camino, 
inertes, esperando no se que 0 quizas nada, pero que tienen, 
sin embargo, necesidad de que se les diga algo para removerlos. 
Tal es, en mi opinion, la funcion del novelista actual. Tal 
es su funcion social. 49 

Artists such as Diego Rivera and Jose Clemente Orozco, whose 

paintings confuse Enrique, fulfil the demands made upon the 

intellectual by Carpentier : their work is totally integrated with 

the progress and struggle of their society, and it is significant 

that Enrique does not know howto interpret it. There is a sincerity 
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and depth of commitment in their work which Carpentier seems to 

suggest is lacking in, for example, the work and attitude of 
, 

Andre Breton: the ridiculous incident surrounding Breton's entry 

into the Communist Party, and his outrage at being assigned to a 

cell of factory workers, show a certain superficiality of conviction. 

Enrique comments sarcastically that 

el Arte Poetica no llevaba muy directamente al Arte de la 
Huelga. Pero a la hora de actuar, de arrojarse a la calle 
bajo un lanzamiento de bombas lacrimOgenas, cualquier fontanero 
o albanil compart1a, sin saberlo, los 'inmortales sollozos' 
de Musset (78). 

The superficial politicisation of Montparnasse is contrasted 

critically by Carpentier, through Enrique, with the harsh facts 

of Latin American reality : 

debo decir que toda esa faramalla de conceptos, objeciones, 
teor1as, abjuracione s, controversias, guerras de cafes [ ••• J 
se me estaba volviendo de una incre!ble fri~olidad frente 
a los dramas reales que se vivran en America Latina (78). 

The intellectual should he closely linked to actual facts : 

according to Sartre, the role of literature is to offer man a 

critical image of himself. It is "a critical mirror. If literature 

is to be engaged, it must reveal, demonstrate, represent. [ .•• J 

Writers can no longer describe. They must take sides." 50 

Although there is very little that the intellectual can do directly 

for suffering such as that, for example, of the Spanish during 

the Civil War - apart from fight - he can, through his art, draw 

the attention of the world to atrocities that might otherwise be 

ignored. In Carpentier's own words, he can stir up those who 

"permanecen al borde del camino, inertes", into some kind of 
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action or :reaction. The intellectual has at his command one of 

the most powerful weapons available - words. Vera knows the 

strength of words : she avoids them, refusing to read newspapers, 

and tearing up p~opaganda sheets without even looking at them. At 

the concert in Benicassim, by dint of concentrating on Paul Robeson's 

voice, she manages to distance herself from the content of his 

song - the Internationale: 

10 dicho en 10 clamado, 10 afirmado en 10 cantado, no me 
alcanzaba, dejandome a solas con la musica deslastrada de todo 
discurso. La musica me llegaba a las entranas, sin quebrar 
la coraza que me defendra de las palabras. Me sabra mas 
fuerte que las palabras, y nunca se me habra conquistado con 
palabras (147). 

Vera deludes herself when she claims to be stronger than words : 

she has never been vanquished by words only because she has never 

listened to or read the relevant words. Ignorance can occasionally 

prove to be strong, but usually it is weak : Vera's so-called 

triumph over words stems not from her strength, but from her fear 

and ignorance, and she is, therefore, vulnerable to further attack. 

Words can be used to mean almost aIJ¥thing the speaker or 

writer wishes; in Carpentier's work, much is made of the way in 

which politicians twist words to suit their own purposes. Enrique 

calls such words "palabras put e ad as .. : referring to a patriotic 

news bulletin, he says bitterly, 

ya me jode eso del hogar y la familia [ ••• ] No hay palabras 
mas puteadas en todos los idiomas. Los anticomunistas [ ••• ] 
persiguen a los comunistas en nombre del hogar y de la familia. 
Petain y Laval fusilaban a los resistentes franceses en nombre 
del hogar y de la familia. Ahora los policlas de Batista 
encarcelan, torturan y matan, invocando el hogar y la familia 
(394) • 
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The way in which words are used is so important that one can almost 

gauge a character by the way in which he uses words. Thus, before 

we learn anything unsatisfactory about Jose Antonio, his very 

profession alerts us to a potentially negative side to his character. 
, 

Jose Antonio works in advertising and publicity, and it is his 

job.touse words to the best financial advantage. Truth and 

morality have no part in what he does : the well- turned phrase 

and the catchy remark are far more valuable to him than the true 

facts, which probably would not sell his product. When Vera says 

to him, "la facilidad de palabras debe serle muy util en sus 

actividades" (335), we can deduce from this that Jose Antonio"s 

significance in the nove I will tend towards the negative. This 

, 
deduction is, of course, supported qy events in the novel: Jose 

Antonio's significance in the novel as a whole has been discussed 

already; we shall leave him by contrasting his style of public 

speaking with that of another character in the novel - Fidel Castro. 

Enrique is the audience in both cases : 

[Jose Antonio] adoptaba un tono a la vez tribunicio y 
profetico, desgarrado y clamoroso, vociferante y desencajado, 
entre Casandra y ISa.!as, la Pi tonisa de Cumas y Garrick en 
tragedia, que me parecio falso y teatral (..545). 

Castro's language, on the other hand, is "habla llana y directa", 

and stuns Enrique by its departure from the norm of Latin American 

political language : 

despues de tanto padecer la frondosa verbosidad de nuestros 
pol!ticos tradicionales, llena de imagenes hueras, malas 
metaroras y teatrales parOOcismos, me admiraba yo ante el 
estilo distinto, innovador, claro, dialectico, de un hombre 
que, us and 0 el lenguaje de cada cual, 10 libraba de inutiles 
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modismos, de locuciones demasiado coloquiales, para alzarlo 
a la dignidad de un discurso dirigido a todos en el idioma de 
todos (521). 

Castro uses language as it should be used: his are the words that 

"no caen en el vac:lo". Words are never wasted, although it may 

take a long time for them to come to fruition. Unfortunately, 

negative words are just as retentive of life as positive ones, 

and in La consagracion we have, in the person of Vera, an example 

of the harm that negative words can do. Vera, as we have seen, 

rejects utterly any form of propaganda, and even refuses to read 

the papers, thinking thus to safeguard herself from the disruptive 

influence of words. She is very successful at keeping political 

doctrine at bay, but unfortunately, she suocumbs to a far more 

insidious form of attack - gossip and hearsay. She bases her 

attitude to post-revolutionary Russia on the embittered and 

probably exaggerated accounts of other emigres - particularly, 

Madame Chrisi;ine : 

por las noches [ ••• ] me hablaba Madame Christine de los horrores 
de alIa, de las privaciones, de las epidemias, de los 
cadaveres insepultos, del mercado negro, del creciente 
descontento de los campesinos, de sublevaciones de los mismos 
obreros, y de como habia logrado escapar de aquel infierno 
(496-7, my italics). 

Thus, Vera sees revolution as nothing but a conglomeration of 

terror and horror : she knows nothing of the moti ves and ideals 

behind the manifestations of mistaken endeavours, because she has 

rejected the words that would have brought her knowledge and 

understanding. 

Words, then, are the instrument of the intellectual, which 
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he can use to bring knowledge and understanding to the social 

situation. It is not enough, in the process of social change, to 

know what is wrong : one must also have some idea of what one 

intends to create to put in its place. Thus, Esteban warns his 

cousins against total immersion in the French Revolution, because 

they do not know what they want from it, and that is dangerous : 

~ustedes saben 10 que aborrecen. 
., 

Nada mas. Y por saberlo, ponen 

su confianza, sus esperanzas, en cualquier otra cosa" e~l siglo, 257). 

The young revolutionary of El recurso, El Estudiante, is well 

aware of the point that Esteban is making : while the more anarchic 

Alpha-Omega group fight a battle of confusion and disruption, 

El Estudiante sets about using words to bring knowledge and 

understanding to the people, in the form of a newspaper, Liberacion 

abr!ase aquel Mol. Niimero 1, con una editorial contra el 
regimen, severo, sin epitetos inutiles, seco como trallazo, 
escrito en prosa clara y expedita. -'Esto es algo nuevo' -
murmuro el Primer Magistrado, oyendose decir cosas mucho mas 
molestas que los insultos en superlativo, desaforadamente 
criollos, dirigidos habitualmente a su persona por los partidarios 
de Luis Leoncio Martlnez eEl recurso, 224, my italics). 

El Estudiante's aim is to bring the people to a level of political 

understanding and awareness that will bring about "un levantamiento 

popular" (237) : he has no interest in replacing one dictator with 

another by means of a military-backed coup. 
. ., 

In La consagrac~on, 

the popular uprising that he dreams of comes about through the 

Castro revolution; it is significant that Castro's men are an 

organised, politically educated group - "se ve a los hombres en el 

ejercicio, en conferencias, en clases de instruccion teorico-militar 

y polltica" (494). Ther~ is no place in their struggle for the 
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disorganised and destructive activities of anarchy arLignorance. 

Anarchy, b.Y its undisciplined nature, is not useful in a communal 

situation, as Jean-Claude points out - "nosotros todos eramos 

disciplinados, sab!amos marchar y obedecer a nuestros superiores 

- cosa que demasiado tardaron en hacer los bendi tos anarquistas" (130). 

Vera is afraid of words because she is afraid of the knowledge 

that they bear, and of the responsibility concomitant upon that 

knowledge. Ignorance excuses one from the responsibility for 

one's choices and decisions: knowledge puts the full responsibility 

for what is chosen upon the individual's shoulders. sartre expresses 

it thus: "choisir d'etre ceci ou cela, c'est affirmer en meme 

temps la valeur de ce que nous choisissons", 51 and Carpentier 

points out that knowledge is a prerequisite of choice : "solo 

puedo rechazar 10 que conozco. Como, igualmente, solo puedo 
, 

seguir en 10 que conozco por haberlo aceptado como bueno, despues 

de conocido". 52 

In La consagracion, of course, the primary example of 

ignorance is Vera, but as she, perforce, through association with 

Enrique, Gaspar and Calixto, becomes more aware of what is going 

on around her, she realises the danger inherent in ignorance. This 

point is made when Vera goes to Paris; Laurent and Olga symbolise 

the attitude of Eur~e to Latin America - one of ignorant 

exploitation. When Vera forces them to face the facts of Batista's 

regime, they plead ignorance as an excuse : 
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'no sabemos nada de 10 que tan lejos ocurre ••• No sabemos' 
[ ••• ] -'Pues habr!a que enterarse mejor. En esto se me 
estan pareciendo ustedes a quienes ignoraban en Weimar [ •.• ] 
que exist1a el campo de concentracion de Buchenwald' (J76). 

Ignorance functions as tacit acceptance : it is ignorance of this 

kind that the intellectual has a duty to destroy. It is significant 

that it is through lessening their own ignorance, by reading the 

works of Marx and Mart!, that Enrique and Vera advance towards a 

greater degree of self-knowledge and commitment. The words of 

Marx play an important part in Enrique's life, just as the words 

. of Jose Mart! have a profound effect on Vera - it is a reference 

made to the early use of the term "comrade" in one of Mart 1 , s 

works that opens the floodgates to Vera's cathartic self-analysis. 

She is stimulated into an interest in "sus discursos, sus textos 

pol!ticos, su epistolario" (471), and she finds in his thought 

"frases que se me fijan en la memoria por 10 re lacionadas con mi 

propia experiencia" (471). Mart!, through the lucid expression 

of his thought, leads Vera to an examination of her own life and 

beliefs : his wards truly bring forth fruit in her. 

VercU> struggle for renewal takes place in the town of Baracoa, 

which she describes as "10 ultimo" (455), where she has fled when 

all other forms of evasion have failed her. The horrors of the 

deaths of her pupils and the adultery of her husband cannot be 

coped with by fIla somnolencia que era, en m!, un mecanismo de 

defensa ante toda situacion conflictiva, agresora de mi voluntad 

de quietud" (J18); nor, on this occasion, is mere temporal evasion 
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- "las horas de la Guerra no son las mlas .. , 
Mis cronometros no son 

los de aqul·1 (158) - enough. Threatened by the regime, and in a 

state of emotional destruction, Vera retreats, both physically 

and mentally, to Baracoa, for refuge : 

y si, desde nina, no hago mas que mirar hacia hechos que 
sobrepasan mi entendimiento, aqul no tendre que huir de nada, 
porque nada habra de alcanzarme en este remoto remanso caribe, 
ignorado por los mismos tratados de geograf!a (459). 

It is here, in this provincial backwater, that the change in Vera's 

attitude which has gradually built up in the second half of the 

nov~finally comes to maturity: in Baracoa, the two sides of 

Vera's character are reconciled, and the ghosts of her childhood 

exorcised. 

Vera arrives in Baracoa with no ambition, no confidence, and 

no hope : she envies Gaspar the faith in Marxism that gives purpose 

to his life, and sees her own life in terms of "esteril tarea, 

tarea de Slsifo - de arrastra]f' una existencia sin meta alcanzable" 

(431). The discovery of Enrique's long affaire with Teresa is 

the final agent in the destruction of the old Vera : 

esto era ya demasiado. Habla tocado el fondo de 1 charco. En 
tomo mo era el vacfo absoluto. Nada de que asirme. Sola 
en un planeta que me rechazaba. Y sUbitamente engendrada por 
Lobrega Noche, una extrana voluntad de seguir viviendo, pero 
desviviendo - como en recurrencia. Abdicacion total. Renuncia 
a todo. puesto en cero, descender la escala de los menoscero. 
Hundirme en las sombras de un anonimato total. Desambicionar 
10 ambicionado; desaprender 10 aprendido. Incapaz de hallar 
nada ya fuera de mr misma, me enclaustrar!a en ml misma, 10 
mas lejos posible de toda sOlicitacion (435). 

The self-negation and despair which Vera suffers are a necessary 

part of her rebirth : by sloughing off all the preconceptions of 
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her former life, she makes room for new attitudes and beliefs to 

grow and flourish. There is, of course, no question of some kind 

of mystical or miraculous conversion occuring in Vera's character; 

her attitude to politics, as we shall see, has been changing 

gradually since her arrival in Cuba, and the shock of death and 

adultery - as traumatic, in its way, as the frightening experiences 

she suffered in her childhood in Russia - acts as the catalyst that 

pushes Vera to honest self-analysis. 

In Cuba, Vera is brought closer to the political realities 

of life than she ever was in Europe - with the exception, of course, 

of her trip into the Spanish Civil War. ~his is, I think, 

attributable to the fact that in Latin America, political activities 

lurk much closer to the surface of everyday life than in Europe -

perhaps because the need for social change, in many cases, is so 

great. It is impossible to ignore the presence of mutilated bodies 

left lying in the streets, and, living on so small an island, it 

is almost impossible to be unaware of the actions of Castro and 

his men at Moncada and in the Sierra Maestra. Although Vera is 

initially unaware of the fact of racial discrimination in Cuba 

- because she cannot conceive of thinking people accepting such 

a situation - when it is brought to her attention Qy Gaspar, she 

does everything in her power to overcome it. A measure of her 

suocess is to be found in Mirta, who moves from fear and distrust 

of Calixto, because of his colour, to a deep love, because of his 

character. 
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It is the racial discrimination in Cuba which promotes Vera's 

trip to Paris, to investigate th& possibilities of producing her 

ballet in Europe. She realises f in Paris, that she has changed 

profoundly, and that she no longer has anything in common with 

her friend Olga : 

la Vera que hoy estaba sentada en esta banqueta no era la Vera 
que, anos atras, se hubiese sentado tantas veces en el mismo 
lugar. Y por mas que trataba de hacer coincidir ambas figuras, 
la actual borraba la anterior en virtud de una vision 
universalista de las cosas, poco comUn en quienes situaba los 
extremos linderos occidentales de la cultura en los finisterres 
de Europa (371). 

Vera, who was so ignorant of the social reality of the United 

States that she could see nothing unusual in the fact of a batallion 

of whites led by a blac~, is amazed at the ignorance of Olga and 

Laurent with regard to the social reality of Latin America : 

aquella gente, que de pronto me parecio incre!blemente 
forastera, extrana, distante y distinta, acababa de manifestarse 
ante m! con la divina inocencia de su incapacidad de entender 
realidades ajenas al ambito propio (J75). 

Gone are the days of her "mundo cerrado" of ballet : association 

with Enrique, Gaspar and Calixto, and the social reality of Cuba 

have made Vera subconsciously far more aware politically than she 

had realised. The outburst triggered by Laurent's suggestion that 

she seek patronage from Batista, during the course of which she 

suggests to Laurent and Olga that "habr!a que enterarse mejor" (376), 

elicits the stunned response from Olga, "no sabra que estuvieses 

tan poli tizada" (J77). Vera is amazed to hear such a description 

of herself, but is forced to admit that there is a grain of truth in 

it : 
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la pala~a resono extranamente en mi ordo : politizada. l Yo, 
la apol~tica, politizada? Y, sin embargo, acababa de verme 
incapaz de tolerar una comedia de fingidas ignorancias que 
equival!an a la mas rastrera acquiescencia (377). 

Something very important happens to Vera in this moment of 

realisation; suddenly she becomes aware that politics is 

fundamentally a question of morality and ethics. All her life, shel 

has refused to become involved in politics, because she has seen 

it as a violent, destructive and disruptive force : she has never 

asked what motives and convictions lie behind the frightening 

manifestations of politic~thought. In the midst of her love for 

Jean-Claude, it never occured to her to wonder how she could love 

a man whose beliefs were so contrary to her own : by treating 

politics as an extraneous part of his life, rather than as the 

total commitment that subsequent events showed it to be, she 

completely avoided the paradox of her hatred of politics and 

her love of Jean-Claude. 

Una manana admit! que, por vez primera en mi existencia, 
estaba enamorada. Y aquella tarde me dijo Jean-alaude con 
extraordinaria suavidad, como para amortiguar el sonido de 
sus palabras, que era comunista, comunista convencido y 
militante, y aquello que, en otro me hubiera sacado de goznes, 
me parecla tan ajeno a t'odo 10 que me seducra en su persona, 
que 10 acepte con tanta naturalidad como si me hubiese dicho 
que era filatelico 0 espeleologo (504~5). 

It'is only when Jean-Claude goes to fight in Spain that Vera 

realises thelerror of her arbitrary division of his life. 

Jean-Claude is a character of uniformly positive significance in 

this novel : altthough he himself dies, he expresses on various 

occasions his - and,I contend, Carpentier's - belief in the value 

of the longterm struggle : "existe un esp:lritu revolucionario 
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tremendamente proliferante desde la Toma de la Bastilla, que pasa 

de Robespierre y Saint Just a Lenin" (135); "-'Todo sirve para 

algo en una guerra revolucionaria' - dijo Jean-Claude : 'Incluso, 

perder una batalla,n (139). 

Jean-Claude lives on in Vera, as she admits while in Paris 

- "el recuerdo de Jean-Claude se habra magnificado en una presencia 

activa desde que yo hubiese llegado a Par:ls" : he, like her childhood 

traumas, is a part of her past that affects her attitude to the 

present and the future. Vera returns from Paris aware of a change 

within herself, and pleased "to')think that she might be suspected of 

having political convictions, because, "en cierto modo, esto me 

acercaba a Enrique, a Gaspar, a Calixto, a todos los que, en la 

otra orilla del Oceano, eran ya mi familia, mi verdadera gente" (378). 

The first expression of Vera's changed attitude comes with 

the startling events surrounding the student attempt to kill 

Batista. Vera herself is nearly involved in an accident with the 

getaway van, and when she arrives at the ballet school, she finds 

everything in an uproar, and her students preparing to take to the 

streets, believing Batista to be dead. Vera, to her own amazement, 

takes command of the situation, stressing the need for calm and 

organisation : 

de pronto, una voz que me era desconocida por 10 metalico del 
timbre, me salio de la garganta, tremendamente energica y 
autoritaria : Que no hiciesen tanter!as. 10 que acababa de 
suceder era algo gravrsimo y, por 10 mismo, era insensato 
arrojarse a la calle, as!, as! - sin saber donde situarse ni 
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. , 
a qu~en obedecer - para engrosar el tumulto, agravar la 
confusion, estorbar, en suma, con una vana agitacion de 
hombres desarmados, los movimientos de quienes actuaban, 
seguramente, de modo concertado, con perfecta conciencia de 
sus objetivos, contando con el respaldo de fuerzas revolucionarias 
bien repartidas (396-7). 

As when Laurent suggested asking Batista for financial support, an 

intolerable situation arouses dormant beliefs in Vera. Older, 

and less emotional than ,her students, she presents a logical, 

disciplined view of the situation to them, to prevent them from 

possibly causing the failure of the very thing for which they long 

by their undisciplined participation. She herself is confused by 

her own attitude, and cannot understand how she has all these 

ideas : 

atropelladas me sallan las frases, una arrastrando la otra, 
en un lenguaje tan ajeno al de mis convicciones profundas, que 
me parec!a cosa debida a algo como un distanciamiento 
brechtiano. Yo, Vera, la antirrevplucionaria de siempre, j 

estaba representando el mentido papel de quien carga con toda 
una sabidur!a revolucionaria (397)-: 

Here, once again, Vera refers to her "convicciones profundas", the 

dubious nature of which we have already discussed. She attributes 

what she is saying to "un distanciamiento brechtiano" - it does 

not occur to her that perhaps the situation has brought to the 

surface her real feelings, hidden for so long behind a barrier of 

evasion. As she continues to address her students, she realises 

how much she has been affected - contrary to her belief that, "en 

materia de polltica, las discusiones en nada logran modificar las 

convicciones ajenas" (338) - by the beliefs and attitudes of those 

around her, particularly Enrdque and Gaspar. She concludes that 
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la Revolucion no era un carnaval ni un holgorio; significaba 
disciplina, obediencia a las consignas, sangre fr1a ante los 
hechos ••• y si los que ahora me rodeaban ten1an una autentica 
conciencia revolucionaria [ ••• J deb1an esperar, con la mayor 
ecuanimidad posible, el momento de ocupar sus puestos en la 
lucha revolucionaria (397-8). 

There is no doubt that Vera's decisive speech saves the lives of 

some of her.1students; the coup fails, and Batista does not die, and 

the wave of reprisals that sweeps the city claims as its victims 

most of those involved in the attempted insurgency. Significantly, 

it is Sergio and Hermenegildo, who ignored Vera's injunction to 

keep off the streets, who are murdered, and Calixto, who was with 

them, is forced to go into hiding, eventually making his way to 

the Sierra Maestra and Castro's forces, where he learns the 

discipline required of the revolutionary. 

It is the consequences of this failed uprising that bring 

about the final changes in Vera's life; her school is destroyed, 

her pupils murdered or dispersed, and her husband forced into 

exile in Venezuela. To cap it all, she learns of Enrique's 

adultery, and flees to Baracoa, with her "animo en_derrota" (455). 
~ , 

It 1 is in Baracoa that, stimulated by the words of Jose Martl., 

"unos telones que ten!a obstinadamente corridos en tomo a mi 

existencia presente, se rasgaron" (473) (: Vera finally realises that 

the moment has come to stop running away, and that she must, at 

last, come to terms with her life and her role in the world. Like 

the protagonist of Los pasos, Vera has tried to escape from her own 

past, and to live outside time, removed from the disruptions of the 

. , 
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epoch; like the protagonist of Los pasos, she, too, learns that such 

evasion, although, perhaps, briefly successful, in the long run 

only brings chaos and 6istress. 

Me esfuerzo en zafarme de 10 vivido, en borrar mis propias 
hue lIas , en olvidar los caminos recorridos. Pero esos caminos 
me siguen los pasos, se me alargan como los tiros de un arreo , , 
enganchandome finalmente a un carro de vivencia, cuya carga 
de rostros, trajes, mascaras, disfraces y telones, se me 
acrece con los anos (473). 

Vera has tried to hide from her life : she has tried to ignore what 

she has made of herself; now she realises that the only way to 

attain peace within herself is to accept the truth, however 

unpleasant it may pee In Sartrean terminology, she sets out to 

conquer her bad faith, through anguish and the search for 

authenticity. Before we examine this search, a brief definition 

of anguish should prove helpful : 

anguish is the recognition that things have the meaning that 
we give them, that the system of meanings through which we 
define our situation from moment to moment is assigned to the 
world through us, and that we cannot then derive them from 
the way the world is (i.e. en-soi)~3 So each of us is responsible 
for the world in which he lives. J 

Vera sets out to question the most fundamental precon~tion of 

her life : that she has been the helpless victim of the epoch, and 

that all her failures are attributable to the traumas of her youth 

y ahora, por exorcizar tus propias fantasmas, les sales al 
paso, les abres las puertas, y los invitas cada d!a a que 
hablen por tu mano en unas notas que vas acumulando. [ •.• ] 
Recuerdas, sr, recuerdas (473-4). 

In her journal, Vera covers the period of time from her 

childhood in Baku until her journey to Spain, thus filling in all 
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the background information about her life. It is interesting that, 

in this novel, the lives of the two protagonists are revealed in 

completely opposite ways : we follow Vera from the 1930s to,the 

1950s before being taken back to her childhood in the 1910s, 

whereas Enrique is no sooner introduced than he is telling us of 

his youth and of what brought him to where he is. Thus, while we 

have almost all the facts about Enrique readily available from the 

start of the novel, Vera is not fully revealed until almost the end. 

The reasoning behind this is, I think, so that we, like Vera, 

should only analyse her past from the standpoint of her maturity. 

Throughout her adult life, Vera has blamed an abstraction, 

"revolution" for her failure to attain the heights of her profession, 

claiming that the continual disruptions in her training are to 

blame. This is a primary example of bad. faith in her, because 

there is a moment when she admits that the fault is her own : it 

is not that she has not tried hard enough, but, rather, that she 

lacks the illusive quality of duende that marks out the prima 

ballerina assoluta - "mi gracia, cuando la tengo, no me viene de 

duende ni de angel : es mera imposicion, a mi anatom!a, de normas 

academicas bien asimiladas" (181). Unfortunately, the mature 

analysis of her own faults is overwhelmed by the chbldish hysteria 

and bitterness of her younger self, 

derribada en incipiente vuelo, apagada al nacer, rota, quebrada 
de alas en mis primeros intentos de hallarme a ml misma, de 
definirme, de ser, por esos misteriosos, desconocidos, 
omnipresentes promotores de tumultos, que 10 hablan trastrocado 
todo (485). 

To my mind, one of the most important things that Vera learns 
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in the course of writing her journal is expressed in two brief 

parentheses. Suddenly, she becomes aware that her life has been 

based on a vague hatred : she has not even really known what it 

was that she hated. 

Odiando a quienes (l a qui~nes ? no se ••. ), por su accion 
soterrada, destructora, han roto brutalmente el curso de mi 
d;stino, y,jurando que los odiarla siempre (6 a qUienes ? no 
se ••• ) bese llorando a mi pequeno Dimitri, que acaso seria 
victima, manana, como yo, de la energla destructora de ciertas 
voluntades ajenas (485~ my italics). 

Vera has always blamed the first disaster of her life - leaving 

Russia - on forces of which she knew nothing; the second catastrophe 

- Jean-Claude's death - is attributable to the same causes, of 

which she is still profoundly ignorant : "de Jean-Claude [ ••• J 

me molestaba tan solo el comunismo, aunque me cuidara mucho de 

hablar de ello" (506). The traumatic destruction of her school 

can also be attributed to the resurgence of the same ideas - or 

Idea, "la eterna Idea, religiosa 0 polltica, unida siempre a la 

existencia de un sacrificio, Idea a la que estaba pagando el 

tributo de m! misma sin haberla aceptada jarnas" (187). The reason 

that she has never accepted this "Idea" is that she has never really 

thought about it, having rejected from the first anything remotely 

connected with politics as beneath her notice. Gradually, Vera 

comes to realise that politics deals with questions of justice and 

morality, and that a person's political convictions are not 

something separate, but, rather, an expression of his attitude 

to life. Her terror of change is defused by a growing awareness 

that the status quo - in this case, the Batista regime - is not 
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necessarily a good thing per see She sees in Castro and his men 

"gente de otra raza - raza distinta, en todo caso, a la queaqur 

he tratado hasta ahora. Acaso una raza nueva, capaz de hacer algo" 

(494); the presence of Calixto, whom she knows and loves, in the 

Sierra Maestra, also influences her attitude 

en La Habana, nada tengo. En la Sierra 10 tengo a el a quien 
veo como un hijo mfo, sobre quien he volcado todas la~ ternuras 
de la madre que no fui. Por 10 mismo, me causarfa gran 
pesadumbre que el Ejercito Rebelde fuese derrotado. Frente 
a la sentina, la'elo&caaaxima que habra llegado a ser La 
Habana par las apetencias y la irresponsabilidad de una 
burgues!a corrompida y estolida, el Ejercito Rebelde se me 
mostraba como algo limpio y puro (495, my italics). 

At this point in the novel, Vera's positive attitude to the Rebel 

Army is based firstly on the fact that it stands against the 

squalor and corruption of Havana, and secondly, that Calixto is 

with it. She feels that her reasons are personal, rather than 

political : she still has not quite grasped that political beliefs 

stem from personal convictions. Although she is ignorant of any 

dogma or theory, her basic attitude to life corresponds to that 

of the revolutionaries. Thus, when the revolution finally 

triumphs, Vera is able to give in to its insistence without too 

great a struggle : 

de pronto, me invade una inmensa fatiga, una inconmensurable 
mansedumbre, un asentimiento pleno y total. Me rindo. Estoy 
cansada de huir, muir siempre. He querido ignorar que vivra 
en un siglo de cambios profundos, y, por no admitir esa verdad, 
estoy desnuda, desamparada, inerme, ante una Historia que es 
la de mi epoca - epoca que quise ignorar. Y percibo ahora, 
como en breve fUlgor de i luminaci on , que no se puede vivir 
contra la epoca, ni volver siempre una anorante mirada hacia 
un pasado que se arde y se derrumba, so pena de ser transformada 
en estatua de sal. Al menos, si no he estado con la Revolucion, 
no he estado contra ella, prefiriendo ignorarla. Pero ~ 
terminaron, para m!, los tiempos de la ignorancia. Esta vez 
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no v~vo en un escenario, sino dentro del publico. No estoy 
detras de una mentida barrera de candilejas, creadora de 
espejismos, sino que formo parte de una colectividad a quien 
ha llegado la hora de pronunciarse y tomar su propio destino 
en manos. Traspuse las fronteras de la ilusion escenica 
para si tuarme entre los que miran y juzgan e insertarme en una 
realidad donde se es 0 no se es sin argucias, birlibirloques, 
fintas ni terminos medios (509-10, my italics). 

In this passage, Vera admits that she has lived her life on a 

false basis, 'and that it is her own fault that she has come to the 

pass that she is in. She asserts her positive determination to 

start afresh, to come out from behind the stge curtains and accept 

her role and responsibility in the new life about to be created in 

Cuba. The self-orientated, closed attitude of her former life is 

exchanged for a commitment to a "colectividad" : at last, all the 

good qualities formerly limited to Vera's vocation as a dancer are 

given full rein in her social attitude, too, and the two sides of 

her character find resolution in her honest self-assessment. 

Although no specific reason is given in the novel for Vera's 

presence at Enrique's bedside, I think that this expresses her 

positive acceptance of her new attitude to life. The blow that 

Enrique dealt her by his adul~ery was a severe one, but in her 

newfound ability to criticise herself, Vera admits that she herself, 

to a certain extent, was to blame : her obsessive refusal to listen 

to political discussions put a great distance between her and Enrique. 

NOW, by accepting her responsibility for both her successes and 

her failures, and committing herself to the Revolution, she is 

amazed to discover security and stability where she always 

visualised apocalypse and destruction : 
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tengo la impresion de que la hora presente se me ensancha, se 
me aclara, ofreciendome un Tiempo nuevo en cuyo transcurso 
llegare acaso a ser - i por fin! - la que nunca fui. 'Puede 
usted estar segura de llegar, con tal de que camine durante 
un tiempo bastante largo' - dijo a Alice el Gato de ~wis 
Carroll. Pero - i caray : - i que accidentado y dif!cil me 
fue el camino! (576). 

Vera finds fulfilment and hope for the future in the Revolution; 

the novel closes, symbolically, with Vera's sense of commitment and 

determiDation, expressed in the allegory of revolution and ballet 

which runs through the nove 1 : "'los ballets no pasaron, hasta 

ahora, de ser t!midos bocetos de 10 que llegaran a ser algUn d!a.' 

1,2,3. Jl. yyyyyy 2 yyyyyy 3 .... " (576). 

In La consagracion, we have traced the development of two 

characters, Vera and Enrique, from self-orientated lives to 

self-awareness, integrity and commitment. At the end of the novel, 

through acceptance of their own responsibility for their own lives, 

they find, in existentialist terminology, their "authentic" selves. 

By overcoming bad faith, by admitting that their lives are the 

results of their own choices, decisions and actions, they free 

themselves from the defeatist trammels of determinism. The 

unpredictable actions of imagination open up new avenues of 

possibility; in particular, the social imagination of the leaders 

of the Revolution sparks off change on an undreamed-of scale. 

The action of La consagracion moves forward because of human actions, 

chosen for reasons, rather than because of impersonal events, 

determined by causes. The individual integrity of the Revolution's 
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leaders is the reason why they choose justice and social reform, 

rather than the corruption and self-aggrandisement that a deterministic 

outlook would have postulated, basing itself on past events. Irene 

acts as Devil's Advocate in the novel, pointing out to Enrique 

how all other revolutions have been destroyed by the self-seeking 

of their leaders : by stressing that the Cuban Revolution has not 

undergone such corruption - "esos jefes eran de una impermeabilidad 

desesperante" (533) - Carpentier brings positive proof to bear on 

his theory of the value of the endeavour and integrity of the 

individual. The transformation of Vera and Enrique into characters 

who honestly accept themselves for what they are, who take up 

their burdens of social and maral duty, and accept their 

responsibility to their society and species, is one of the most 

positive developments in Carpentier's work. With their commitment 

to the Revolution, and to the values of social justice which it 

embodies, Enrique and Vera at last find fulfilment. They discover 

for themselves the truth of Goethe's words: "'respirar libremente 

no es todo en la vida ••• Una vida inutil es como estar muriendo 

antes de la hora'" (245); and like Carpentier, they discover that, 

within the sphere of the revolution, their work has a positive 

value and a transcendent potential : 

y nada puede dar mayor satisfaccion a un hombre que la 
conciencia de que su labar, por modesta que sea, resulta una 
labor util, en funcion de una colectividad en marcha ••• El 
trabajo, en tales condiciones, resul~~, en cualquier nivel, 
una fuente de continuas alegr!as. ~ 
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Chapter Two. Two tyrants. 

i) V!ctor Hugues eEl siglo). 

Although Carpentier included historical characters in his 

narrative fiction in El reino, El siglo is really the first novel 

in which a character of protagonic stature has been drawn from 

history into a fictional framework. Historical characters occur in 

later novels : in both El recurso and La consagracion, the 

emotionally-charged character of the Cuban revolutionary martyr, 

Julio Antonio Mella, is evoked, while references to other people, 

whose significance in recent world history the reader might be 

expected to know, are scattered throughout both texts, in order 

to increase both atmospheric nuance and verisimilitude. In contrast 

to the serious intent of these novels, Concierto and El arpa are, 

in the main, lighthearted, and the characterisations of Vivaldi 

and Columbus which occur in these novels cannot be compared with 

the intense analysis of man and revolution involved in the 

characterisation of V:Lctor Hugues. Thus, V!ctor Hugues is, to 

a great extent, unique in Carpentier's work, both in presentation 

and in execution. The need to remain faithful to historical 

details imposed upon the author "un minucioso acopio de documentacion 

y [ ••• J un rigor de historiador en la narracion", 1 but the 

complications inherent in involving a historical character in a 

work of fiction were justified, in Carpentier's mind, by the 
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suitability of the character of vIctor Hugues to an investigation 

of the relationship between Europe and America. 

El personaje de vrctor Hugues me fascino; me fascino~, porque 
respondra a ~a.vieja aspiracion mIa, que es traer personajes 
europeos a Amerl.ca 0 llevar americanos a Europa. Es decir : 
establecer una fuerte simbiosis de culturas y no cerrarnos 
solamente a un ambito limitado donde hay penetracion de ideas 
venidas de fuera. 2 

The role of victor Hugues in history was such that he was the 

ideal choice for Carpentier : while linking the Old World and the 

New, his 'historical" actions were of sufficiently limited 

character to allow of manipUlation and literary license. 

Puesto que la Revolucion Francesa habra tenido en la persona 
de vIctor Hugues una influencia [ ••• J en el ambito de las 
Anti lIas , me parecio que vIctor Hugues era un personaje ideal 
para escribir una novela, para centrar una novela en el. [ ••. J 
Creo que los personajes historicos, pero no demasiado historicos, 
son personajes ideales para una novela. No se puede hacer 
una gran novela cuyo personaje central se llame Napoleon 
Bonaparte, 0 se llame Julio Cesar, 0 se llame Carlomagno, 
porque 0 bien se achica el personaje con las exigencias del 
relato novelesco, 0 bien, con un prurito de fidelidad, no se 
colo can en su boca sino las palabras que realmente dijo,' " 
los dis curs os que realmente pronuncio, y entonces se transforma 
el gran hombre en una especie de monumento, con facultad de 
movimiento, pero que pierde fuerza. En cambio, un personaje 
historico que se puede situar netamente en una epoca, que es 
el protagonista de una accion, acaso secundaria pero muy 
significativa, es un personaje que tiene las ventajas de la 
autenticidad, la verosimilitud., y un margen de libertad para 
moverlo (my italics). ) 

In spite of this margin of liberty, it is noticeable that 

V1ctar Hugues is treated with a certain amount of circumspection 

by Carpentier. A rigorous distinction is made between the purely 

fictional characters and the historical character, 'of Hugues : 

Hugues is never internalised - unlike Carlos, Sofra and Esteban, 
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he is never the focal point of the narrative. Carpentier describes 

his treatment of the character of Hugues as 

un voluntaxio distanciamiento, entre un personaje que, a pesar 
de ser tratado con suma libertad, debe actuax sin embargo en 
funcion de ciertas fechas, de ciertos acontecimientos, de' 
ciertas presencias, como la presencia de Robespierre, que pesa 
mucho en los cap!tulos cantrales del libro. 4 

In a postscript to the novel, and in various interviews and articles,5 

Carpentier has gone out of his way to stress the historicity of 

his chaxacterisation of Victor Hugues and the rigorous nature of 

the investigations which he carried out prior to writing the novel. 

By so doing his intention is, I would contend, to give the power 

of reporled historical "fact" to the fiction which he weaves 

around the bare bones of historical research : if we are led to 

accept Carpentier's chaxacterisation of Hugues as a faithful 

representation of the man, tnen the points made by Carpentier 

through Hugues take on the stature of historical evidence, and 

become more powerful than mere literary abstractions. History, 

however, need not be a rigorously objective science, but can, 

indeed, be a highly subjective branch of study : 

it used to be said that facts speak for themselves. This is, 
of course, untrue. The facts speak only when the historian 
calls on them : it is he who decides to wgich facts to give 
the floor, and in what order or context. 

How much more subjective do historical "facts" become in the hands 

of an- author with an avowed theory to illustrate: Carpentier 

adheres rigorously to documented evidence, such as the composition 

of the fleet that set out for Guadeloupe, and the massacre at 

Berville, but where a slight alteration of historical "fact" can 
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create the atmospheric nuance he requires, he sacrifices fact to 

fiction. For example, according to Lacour, the guillotine was 

erected on the poop of Victor Hugues' ship after his arrival in 

Guadeloupe : "Ie Commissare de la Convention faisait dresser en 
,., 

meme temps une guillotine a la poupe de la fregate La Pique. I.e 

pavilIon national semblait, en flottant, caresser l'instrument de 

mort qu 'on apercevait de la terre" (my italics). 8 In spite of 

the dramatic description of the flag carressing the guillotine, 

this image lacks the power of Carpentier'~ variation on the theme, 

whose stark imagery opens the novel : 

esta noche he visto alzarse la Maquina nuevamente. Era, en la 
proa, como una puerta abierta sobre el vasto cielo que ya nos 
traIa olores de tierra por sobre un Oceano tan sosegado, tan 
dueno de su ritmo, que la nave, levemente lle vad a , parec!a 
adormecerse en su rumbo, suspendida entre un ayer y un 
manana que se trasladaran con nosotros (7, rrr:f italics). 

By transferring the guillotine from the poop to the prow, and by 

causing it to be erected in transit across the Atlantic, Carpentier 

endows it with the power of an allegory - it becomes the figurehead 

of the Revolution in the Antilles : 

luciendo todos los distintivos de su Autoridad, inmovil, 
petreo, con la mano derecha~~oyada en los montantes de la 
Maquina, vIctor Hugues se habra transformado, :repentinamente, 
en una Alegorla. Con la Libertad, llegaba 1a primera 
guillotina al Nuevo Mundo (127). 

vIctor boasts that "por vez primera una escuadra avanza hacia 

America sin llevar cruces en alto. La flota de Colon las llevaba 

pintadas en las velas" (121), but his figurehead, the guillotine, 

is evocative of as much suffering as the cross, without the 

redempti ve connotations of the latter. By installing the guillotine 
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en route for America, Carpentier forces a comparison with the 

introduction of Christianity to America : the French Revolution, 

like Christianity, will be a foreign imposition upon the will of 

the people, an imposition backed up by force of arms. 

Although there are various minor points on which historians 

differ with reggrd to Victor Hugues' later life, such as the 

number of royalists massacred at Berville, they are united by their 

almost complete disinterest in Victor Hugues prior to his departure 

for Guadeloupe. temery leaps from his birth in Marseille in 1770 

to 1794, the year of his appointment as Commissioner of the 

Convention, with no reference to the intervening years; 

Saintoyant describes him as "ne en 1770, a Marseille, fils d 'un 

negociant, attire des Ie debut de la Revolution par l'agitation 

que convenai t a. sa turbulence et a. son besoin d' autori te"; of the 

historians whom I have consulted, only Roberts, in his history of 

the French in the west Indies', makes any reference to the years 

between 1770 and 1794 : 

though born in Marseille, Hugues was reputed to have coloured 
blood. He had been a merchant-CSJp.tain and later had been in 
business in Saint Domingue, where the first uprising had 
ruined him. Proceeding to France, he had be come an extreme 
Jacobin, the intimate of Robespierre, through whom he had 
obtained the mission to the Windward Islands while serving as 
public prosecutor at Rochefort. 9 

The years before Hugues' entry into the revolutionary arena in 

Europe are clearly of little or no interest to the majority of 

historians; to Carpentier, however, they are of paramount interest, 
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because of a connection which he sees between Hugues and the advent 

of liberal thought in Cuba. Carpentier's investigations led him 

to compose the following history of Victor Hugues. 

Se sabia que habia nacido en Marsella y que antes del ano 1792 
habia residido algUn tiempo en La. Habana. Despues del ano 
1802 su trayectoria se hacia oscura. Decepcionado por la carda 
de Robespierre, por la derrota de los hombres a quienes 
admiraba~1 s,e habra vuelto un hombre amargado y sin fe, 
consagrado a los negocios. [ ••• ] 10 que me intereso 
profundamente fue su permanencia en La Habana. Y como solo 
soh;e esta ~arte de su vii6 no halle precisiones historicas, 
al11 comence la novela. 

• • .Era mason, mu:r important~, m.ason activo y hay que ver que los 
masones 0 filosofos [ ••• ] tuvieron una influencia considerable 
[ ••• ] en las historias de la independencia de nuestro continente. 
Luego, como las andanzas de victor Hugues coincidlan 
exactamente con la epoca en que la masoneria empieza a 
manifestarse en La. Habana, en logias muy pequenas, muy 
reducidas, en las que se empieza a conspirar decididamente 
contra el poderio espanol, supongo - cosa que no era demasiado 
aventurada - que victor Hugues estuviese buscando adeptos por 
las Antillasl! se hubiese puesto en contacto con gentes en 
La Habana. 

Now, because of the dearth of historical material pertaining 

to this period in Hugues' life, Carpentier is free to embroider 

the basic facts with whatever suggestions he wishes : the 

verifiability of later elements of the novel will lend verisimilitude 

to the earlier wokings of the author's imagination. In the early 

part of the novel, Carpentier presents us with his analysis of 

the moral and political motivations of the young man who later 

developed into the cynical opportunist of Guadeloupe and Guyana. 

In so doing, he furthers his own theories about the workings of 

responsibility, integrity and social duty: in accordance with 

Carpentier's belief that "no somos - en cualquier transito de 

nuestras vidas - sino hechura de nuestro pas ad 0" , 12 and his 
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insistence on the responsibility of the individual for his own life, 

it is clear that we must know something about V!ctor's early life, 

actions and beliefs, if we are to understand his character as it 

develops. By imaginatively filling in the gaps left by the history 

books in their descriptions of Victor Hugues, Carpentier gives the 

reader what appears to be historical proof for the psychological 

basis of his moral theory of responsibility, endowing the novel 

with great moral and dramatic force. 

V!ctor's life, like Enrique's, can be divided into various 

phases : the first one covers his masonic period, ending with his 

voyage to France (Chapter One); the second phase includes his 

period in France, and the journey to Guadeloupe, and concludes 

with the fall of Robespierre (Chapter Two); and the third phase 

covers his gradual decline into cynicism and opportunism, 

descri bed intermittently through Chapters Two, Three and Six. In 

these phases, V!ctor progresses from an apparently ethical, 

principled attitude to a wholly self-seeking political outlook; 

throughout the novel he manifests two characteristics to which 

his failure can be attributed almost in its entirety: firstly, 

he has almost no awareness of the humanity of the individual, his 

attitude being characterised by the insensitivity that springs 

from a rigorous adherence to abstract principles; and secondly, 

he indulges in an almost slavish hero-worship of men whom he 

accepts as superior beings, allowing his thoughts to be dictated 

by theirs. V!ctor, like so many others, is overwhelmed by the 
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problem of other minds : he objectifies his subordinates, denying 

their individual humanity, in order to maintain his position 

unchallenged, while simultaneously objectifying himself to his 

superiors, in order to secure tooir approval and support. As we 

now enter upon a detailed analysis of his character, we shall see 

how this self-contradictory attitude to the problem of other minds 

results in the eventual negation of V!ctor's potential for social 

good. 

v!ctor is one of, the rare characters to whom a description is 

accorded by Carpentier : from the start, we are left in no doubt 

about his impact and potential charisma. 

Era un hombre sin a.nos - acaso ten!a treinta, acaso cuarenta, 
acaso muohos menos -, de rostro detenido en la inalterabilidad 
que comuni can a todo semblante los surcos prematuros marc ad os 
en la frente y las mejillas por la movilidad de una fisonom!a 
adiestrada en pasar bruscamente [ ••• ] de una extrema tension 
a la pasividad ironica, de la risa irrefrenada a una expresion 
voluntariosa y dura, que reflejaba un dominante afan de imponer 
pareceres y convicciones. [ ••• ] El personaje ten!a empaque 
propio, pero, de primer intento, 10 mismo pod!a suscitar la 
simpat!a que la aversion (28-9). 

vrctor is presented as almost larger than life : in comparison with 

the invalid Esteban, the nebulous Carlos, and Sofra, restricted by 

her sex, he is a character of vibrant immediacy. It is interesting 

to note that Carpentier has been deliberately vague about his age, 

encouraging us to see him as a man of mature years, when, in fact, 

at the time in question, he must only have been twentyone or 

twentytwo. The reader, as well as the young Cubans, is encouraged 

to see in V!ctor a natural leader and guide, and it seems only 
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sensible to allow him to take control. However, we must be on our 

guard, because Carpentier never advocates the relinquishing of 

the individual's powers of choice and decision into the hands of 

another : Qy presenting V!ctor to us as a charismatic and decisive 

leader of men, Carpentier explains how this outsider could have 

come to have such an effect on the lives of Sof!a and Esteban, but 

he is not necessarily postulating that such an effect is either 

morally desirable or practically useful. 

V!ctor's potential as an instrument for social reform is made 

clear early in this first phase of the novel. Within a short time 

ofn~a1thunderous arrival, he creates order out of the chaotic 

household, enlarging everyone's living space, and reasserting the 

value of a disciplined attitude to life. He is willing to labour 

with both mind and body: after he has exposed the fraudulent Don 

Cosme with his knowledge of business finances and the law, he finds 

relief in the physical labours of repairing the hurricane-damaged 

wall. His attitude appears to be essentially egalitarian and 

rational,' and it would seem, at this stage, that he would be a 

powerful weapon in the struggle for social refo.rm. However, his 

attitude to others undermines this potential, and shows us that 

v!ctor is, for all his positive characteristics, in bad faith. 

v!ctor is in bad faith because he has surrendered all of his 

critical faculties as an individual to an other, while still 

believing himself to be the arbiter of his own fate. In this 

first phase of his life, the "other" to whom he has surrendered 
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his individual subjectivity is Jean Baptiste Willermoz; Esteban 

notices that V!ctar's attitude to Willermoz is more than the 

rational endorsement by one man of another's ideas : "tenla que 

ser un personaje muy importante,ya que para pronunciar su nombre 

debra engolarse tanto el acento, pensaba Esteban" (66). , 
Vl.ctor's 

admiration for Willermoz leads him to accept without question 

Willermoz's ideals: 

V!ctor, respetuoso del inmenso prestigio de Willermoz como 
filantropo y como industrial - millares de obreros trabajaban 
en sus fabricas de LYon - habra aceptado los fundamentos de la 
doctrina, iniciandose segUn el rito del Gran Oriente, pero 
negado [ ••• J a aceptar las practicas espiritualistas preconizadas 
por Martlnez de Pasqually (100, my italics). 

By inserting the parenthetical observation about the size of 

Willermoz's workforce, Carpentier subtly makes it clear that what 

fascinates V!ctor about Willermoz is his success. V!ctor has no 

deep attachment to the ideas that he repeats, parrot-fashion, in 

arguments with Oge : his admiration is for the man - the 

businessman - not for the ideas. This is expressed in his almost 

complete lack of interest in the role of the individual in the 

new society that he postUlates : his philosophy is based on easy 

catch-phrases like "la tiran!a debe ser combatido bajo todas sus 

formas" (66), and there is no understanding of human needs, or 

compassion for human suffering behind his dQgmatic utterances. 

When Oge, a disciple of Mart!nez de Pasqually, speaks of awakening 

man's transcendent potential, V!ctor scornfully suggests that it 

is more important to break man's chains (68) : now, it is 

undoubtedly true that a practical approach such as V!ctor's is 
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necessary in social change, but it is also true that there is more 

to man than his basic physical needs, and that to ignore the 

transcendent element of the individual is to leave him enslaved. 

V!ctor's attitude leads inevitably to a revolution imposed from 

above : his basic premise is fundamentally authoritarian, rather 

than democratic. He sees practical solutions to practical problems, 

and intends to enforce them practically, because he knows best : 

he objectifies everyone ease to the point that only his opinions 

matter, because he denies that others have opinions or feelings. 

As we saw with the protagonist of Los pasos, this denial of the 

subjectivity and individual rights of others is one of the 

hallmarks of bad faith. V1ctor's contempt for the opinions of 

others - his denial of their right or ability to fonnulate a valid 

notion in the same way that he can - is expressed in his continual 

rejection of democratic argwnent or discussion : "en una Republica 

los mili tares no discuten; obedecen" (126); "una Revolucion no 

se ar~enta : se hace" (142, my italics in both cases). 

In the first phase of his life, then, v!ctor is the unknowing 

puppet of the mason Willermoz, parroting his philosophical ideas, 

because he admires the man's business acumen. He has no I.e al 

attachment to these ideas, as he shows in the next phase of his 

life, when he rejects masonry utterly, and turns to extreme 

Jacobinism, and a new idol, Robespierre. 

The first chapter of the novel - and the first phase of V!ctor's 

life - closes with his lament that "yo [ ••• ] estaba negoicando 
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con seder:i:as de contrabando, cuando tales cosas pasaban en el mundo" 

(87). In the second chapter and phase, we and Esteban lose touch 

with him, until he erupts once again into Esteban's life as a fully 

fledged Jacobin, reneguing on his former masonic beliefs 

si quieres estar con nosotros, no vuelvas a poner los pies 
en una Logia. Demasiado tiempo hemos perdido ya con esas 
pendejadas. [ ••• J La masoner:i:a es contrarrevolucionaria. 
Es cuestion que no se discute. No hay mas moral que la moral 
jacobina (97). 

Although, as before, there is a certain validity in his assertion 

that practical problems are more immediately important than spiritual 

or transcendent ones, several damning points arise out of his 

rejection of masonry, which continues thus: 

cuando hay tantas cosas reales en que pensar, perder el tiempo 
en semejantes mierdas equivale a una actitud contrarrevolucionaria. 
[ ..• J Ademas, los masones predican en nombre de sus 
hermandades una moderacion criminal. Todo mcxlerado debe ser 
visto por nosotros como un enemigo (100). 

By referring to "una moderacion criminal", Carpentier alerts us to 

the increasing extremism of V:i:ctor's position; previously, he was 

willing to indulge in discussion, secure in the superior belief 

that only his opinion was valid : now,rational discussion and 

moderation are wholly unacceptable,and the liberty - and concomitant 

responsibility - of the individual is to be curtailed by the fact 

that "no hay mas moral que la moral jacobina". Thus, although he 

is theoretically espousing the cause of Liberty, Equality and 

Fraternity, V!ctor is, in fact, guilty of as much oppression of 

the individual as was the former establishment. Moreover, although 

he is right in stressing the importance of practical reform, 

leaving aside for the moment the question of the need for 
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psychological, transcendent change, the Committee of Public Safety, 

to whom he owes his new allegiance, is hardly distinguishing itself 

by its attention to practical problems. He criticises Esteban for 

having too subjective and intellectual a viewpoint, but the 

revolutionary measures instigated by the Committee - the birth of 

the Goddess Reason, the introouction of a new calendar - are of 

absolutely no practical use, and will not feed the people any more 

effectively than the monarchic unconcern of the Bourbons. The 

superficiality of V!ctor's moral attitude is made abundantly 

clear by the eas9 with which he accepts the restoration of 

spirituality in the Supreme Being, and the classification of 

atheism as .. acti tud inmoral, y, por consiguiente, aristocratica 

y contrarlrevolucionaria" (140). V!ctor's convictions depend 

entirely upon the will of another: the question of transcendence, 

formerly an unacceptable waste of time, suddenly becomes a proper 

subject for revolutionary attention, because V!ctor's idol, 

Robespierre, dictates that, it should be so. Even more thoroughly 

than with Willermoz, V!ctor abdicates all responsibility for 

himself, and all free thought and choice to Robespierre : Robespierre 

is, importantly, hugely successful in the revolutionary arena, 

and that is enough to secure V!ctor '5 allegiance. Material 

success seems, in his mind, to be.' indicative of social or moral 

good: first Willermoz,then Robespierre, and finally B9naparte, 

are allowed to dictate to him, because of their social, financial 

or historical prestige. He speaks to Esteban of 
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Maximiliano Robespierre, a ~uien situaba por encima de todos 
los tribunos de la Revolucion, rindiendole un culto tan 
apasionado que Esteban, oyendo los desmedidos elegios que el otro 
hacia de su elocuencia, de sus conceptos, de su porte y hasta 
de su insolita elegancia vestimentaria C ••• ] llegaba a decirle, 
en tono de broma : 'Veo que es algo as! como un Don Juan para 
los machos' (101, my italics). 

, 
V~ctor's almost idolatrous admiration of Robespierre leads him to 

accept piecemeal and without question or thought all of Robespfuerre's 

ideas. Even the restoration of religion, and the festival of the 

Supreme Being are accepted by the man who formerly sawall attention 

to the transcendent as counter-revolutionary : "todo me parece muy 

bien [ ••• J Un hombre como fl no puede equivocarse. . , 
S1 creyo 

necesario hacerlo, bien hecho esta It (141). What matters is not 

the concept, but the man who formulated it : vrctor is "fiel hasta 

el fanatismo - que eso s! podra calificarse de fanatismo - a los 

dictamenes del hombre que 10 hubiese investido de poderes" (141). 

Such is his adulation that he even tries physically to resemble 

his idol, as Esteban notes with some satisfaction : 

el joven se-sorprendio del parecido que habra entre el 
Incorruptibl~, tal como se Ie vera en el cuadro del camarote, 
y el semblante presente, algo rehecho por una evidente 
imitacion del porte de la cabeza, del modo de fijar los ojos, 
de la expresion a la vez cortes e implacable del retratado [ ••• J 
Asi, el hombre que en otros dias se hubiera disfrazado tantas 
veces de Licurgo y Temrstocles, en los juegos de la casa 
habanera, hoy, investido de poderes, realizado en ambicion 
cumplida, trataba de remedar a otro hombre cuyo superioridad 
aceptaba (121-3, my italics). 

Because he has never intellectually examined or accepted the 

philosophies motivating Robespierre, vIctor is able to accept with 

equanimity the most flagrant contradictions and apparent voltes-face. 

By voluntarily subjecting his freedom to another, he escapes from 
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the mental and moral stresses that freedom entails. By giving 

another power over him, he falls into bad faith, and he further 

compounds that bad faith by his dedicated role-playing. NOW, it 

will be remembered that bad faith has been defined as 

a denial of our freedom of choice [ ••• ] It in~olves playing 
a role and regarding our behaviour as determined by the role 
we play. It is the failure to recognise that even what role 
to play has originally been a matter of choice, and that it 
remains a matter of choice whether to continue in the role or 
or not (my italics). 13 

, 
In V1ctor, we have a perfect example of role-playing. When he 

becomes Commissioner to' Guadeloupe, he takes on with the title all 

the regalia and rigmarole of power. He defines himself in his 

new role, by distancing himself from friends and by arousing fear 

in his subordinates-: later, he will lament the loneliness of 

power, and claim that it has been thrust upon him. Esteban is 

V!ctorts most persistent critic at this point in the novel, and, 

having known V:lctor before he became tIel Investido de Poderes", he 

is able to watch him gradually work his way into his new role. 

v!ctor abrazo fr!amente al joven, al cabo de la larga 
separacion C ... ] 'Hablaremos luego - dijo, volviendole las 
espaldas para leer un despacho -. Vete a la intendencia.' 

, . t d· '-.:3'. Rectifico : 'Vaya a la 1n en enC1a y espere OLUenes m1as. 
C ••• ] Esteban comprendio que vrctor se habra impuesto la 
primera disciplina requerida por el oficio de Conductor de 
Hombres: la de no tener amigos (112). 

Later, as he watches v!ctor create a reputation for omniscience 

and administrative fanaticism, evoking a lively terror in his men, 

Este ban comments that this is all "'teatro' [ ••• ] Pero teatro que 

10 agarraba como a un espectador mas, revelandole la dimension de 

quien a tales papeles se alzaba" (115). Esteban is aware of a 
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nostalgic longing for the more straightforward V!ctor of former days 

aquel V!ctor Hugues sin ropa, presumido de musculos ante sus 
amantes de una tarde, entregado al vino y a la broma gruesa, 
conservaba una frescura de caracter anterior a los cenos 
fruncidos del Hombre Rutilante, orgulloso de sus insignias 
republicanas, que hoy regIa los destinos de la armada, 
usurpando funciones de almirante con un aplomo que intimidaba 
el propio De Leyssegues. 'El Traje se te ha subido a la 
cabeza - pensaba Esteban -. Cuidado con la borrachera del 
Traje : es la peor de todas' (125). 

V!ctor's role-playing, and his absence of any real commitment to 

the concepts which have given him power enable him to trim his 

sails to the prevailing political wind, maintaining himself in 

power, while others - even his idol - fall. The lofty Decree 

of 16th Pluviose, Year II, proclaiming freedom and equality for 

slaves, with whose moral splendour he justifies the Revolution's 

excesses, means nothing to him : he enforces it, because he was 

told to, but he continues to despise and to discriminate against 

the blacks - "'bastante tienen con que los consideremos como 

ciudadanos franceses' sOl!a decir con tono aspero" (148). From 

this attitude, it is a short step to the institution of obligatory 

labour, under which system, "todo negro acusado de perezoso 0 

desobediente, discutidor 0 levantisco, era condenado a muerte" (149). 

The much vaunted humanitarian decree is the first thing to be 

suppressed; compare this negative attitude and state of affairs 

with the positive development which Enrique finds when he returns 

to CUba after the Revolution : as he walks through Havana, he 

discovers that racial discrimination is a thing of the past, and 

comments that "me parec!a que esto solo hubiese merecido el 

esfuerzo de una revolucion" (La consagracion, 528). victor does 
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not see the Decree as something intrinsically good : his idol told 

him to fulfil it, and therefore it is to be fulfilled. Later, 

when another idol, Bonaparte, tells him to reinstate slavery, he 

does so without a qualm : he is, as Carpentier calls him, "un 

pol!tico verdadero", 14 willing to do anything in order to maintain 

his personal power. When Esteban accuses him of thinking that the 

Revolution is infallible, his curious answer shows us that his 

attitude is wholly self-centred, and that questions of social 

reform have almost no interest for him : "la Revolucion ha dado 

un objeto a mi existencia. Se me ha asignacio un papel en el gran 

quehacer de la epoca. Tratare de mostrar, en el, mi maxima 

estatura" (141). V!ctor is only interested in self-aggrandisement : 

the moral and social implications of the revolution do not touch 

him. He is unaware, of course, of this tendency in himself: he 

sees himself as a sincere politician, at the service of his country 

- self-knowledge is not easily attained by characters in bad 

faith, and V!ctor is no exception. He does not see that his 

so-called political convictions are merely the empty echo of his 

obsessive adulation of Robespierre : the fall of Robespierre, 

because it sweeps away the foundations on which Y!ctor has built 

his life, is quite unaaceptable to him - "yo ignoro la noticia. 

No la acepto. Sigo sin conocer mas moral que la moral jacobina. 

De aqu! no me sacara nadie It (152). This belligerent announcement 

contains two interesting elements; firstly, it shows us the depths 

of self-deceit to which Y!ctor will sink for superficial peace 

of mind: he seems to assume that his refusal to accept Robespierre's 
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downfall in some way makes that downfall less real, less personally 

disruptive. Therefore, having based his life on his idolisation 

of another, distancing himself from :reality and from self-knowledge 

by living through and for another, instead of finding self-fulfilment 

himself, he proceeds to distance himself still further, by falsely 

maintaining the basic premise of his existence : it is easier to 

carry on as if the events of 9th Thermidor had not happened, than 

to reassess one's life and beliefs in accordance with the events 

of that day. The second point arising from his :rejcetion of 

Thermidor lies in that telling sentence, "de aqul no me sacara 

nadie". Robespierre's fall is mo m to V!ctor than the incredible 

destruction of his idol: it sounds a death knell for his own 

ambitions, for he owed his role as "Investido de Poderes" to 

Robespierre. Thus, his rejection of Thermidor is also inspired 

Qy his determined refusal to give up his own personal power : 

situated at such a geographical and temporal distance from France, 

his opportunity to create a personal empire is enormous, and V!ctor, 

the businessman, siezes it with both hands. His attitude becomes 

more and more materialistic, ani because he has the political sense 

to send large sums of money back to France, he is left in peace 

by the men who destrQYed his idol. It is, however, clear to 

Esteban that in spite of his apparent success, all is not well with 

v!ctor : 

segura el Comisario desempenando su papel con implacable 
rigor, apurando a los tribunales, sin dar tregua a la guillotina, 
remachando retoricas de ayer, dictando, editando, legislando, 
juzgando, metido en todo, pero quien bien 10 conocla se daba 
cuenta de que su excesiva actividad era movida por un recondito 
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deseo de aturdirse (161, my italics). 

V!ctor, like so many Carpenterian characters in bad faith, is 

terrified of having to think, and to face facts honestly; being 

in a position of power, he cannot, like the acosado, or the 

protagonist of Los pasos, afford to seek refuge from his niggling 

conscience in a perpetual drunken stupor : instead, he plunges 

into a whirlwind of activity which leaves him no leisure for 

contemplation. From the time of Robespierre's fall, V!ctor, while 

maintaining that he is the sole defender of the true revolution, 

becomes increasingly immersed in the search for personal power 

and wealth : philosophical abstractions have always been beyond 

his comprehension, but practical finance is something which he 

understands very well. The inception of the Brigands' War arouses 

in him all the instincts for business which have lain dormant since 

the destruction of his establishment at Port-aU-Prince. Esteban, 

receiving instructions on the filing system to be operated by 

the privateers, notices that 

vrctor Hugues, en aquel momento, parecia un buen tendedor 
provinciano, entregado a la labor de hacer un balance de fin 
de ano. Hasta en el modo de tener la pluma, Ie quedaba algo 
del antiguo comerciante y panadero de Port-au-Prince (165). 

Democratic principles are set aside in favour of financial gain 

Esteban is horrified to discover that V!ctor has endorsed the 

trading of slaves by the privateers : 

Francia, en virtud de sus principios democraticos, no puede 
ejercer la trata. Pero los capitanes de navios corsarios 
estan autorizados, si 10 estiman conveniente 0 necesario, a 
vender en puertos holandeses los esclavos que hayan sido 
tomados a los ingleses, espanoles y otros enemigos de la 
Republica (183). 
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vrctor tries to fill the void within him qy the exercise of 

totalitarian power : he revels in the fear he generates, and goes 

out 0 f his way to appear omniscient and omnipotent, making extensive 

use of spies and informers. And yet, he still needs Itel calor 

humano que como Mandatorio habra querido desdenarlt (198), particularly 

when his empire starts to crumble. At the height of his power, 

V!ctor tricked Esteban into admitting his desire to leave, and he 

paid Esteban's mistress to spy on him, secure in his superiority, 

and disdainful of others; and yet, he finds that he, too, needs 

other people, if only for a brief period of time, and when things 

go wrong, he tries to recreate his former relationship with 

Esteban, in order to have someone to talk to. Giving Esteban 

permission to leave Guadeloupe, he makes a comment about Jeannet, 

the Directory's Agent in Cayenne, which shows us Carpentier at 

his most ironic : "ten cuidado alIa con Jeannet, el Agente del 

Directorio. Me tiene una envidia enfermiza. Trata de imi tarme en 

todo, pero se queda en caricatura" (201, my italics). vrctor, who 

has spent his life aping others for whom he felt admiration, shows 

utter contempt for Jeannet, who has done the same, with V!ctor 

himself as the subject. Once again, we see how incapable vrctor 

is of looking at himself honestly : he would certainly not apply 

suchpejorative terms as "envidia enfermiza" and "caricatura" to his 

relationship with Robespierre, but he sees nothing incongruous 

in his criticism of Jeannet. 

vIctor is empty of any moral belief or conviction Robespierre's 
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downfall, and V!ctor's own subsequent fall from favour with those 

in power leave him rudderless in a political whirlpool. Because 

he has no true convictions of his own, the turmoil of revolutionary 
, 

change leaves him empty and confused : "la revolucion se desmorona. 

No tengo ya de que agarrarme. No creo en nada" (202). Typically, 

he blames his maral vacuum on the revolution's failure, rather 

than on himself : it does not occur to him that if he had strong 

principles of his own, he could, perhaps, withstand the collapse 

of the revolution, and that,at least, he would not be so utterly 

empty. This deterministic attitude, in which V!ctor sees his life 

as having been caused by elements outwith his own control, is the 

hallmark of bad faith, and it is particularly apparent at those 

moments in which V!ctor visualises death or defeat, and seeks to 

exonerate himself from blame and responsibility. In a few sentences, 

Carpentier sums up victor's failings in this regard, and what has 

come of them : 

'l Para que te habras metido en pol!tica ?', pregunto [Esteban] 
recordando los dras en que el otro no hubiese enajenado aUn 
su libertad en el ejercicio de un poder que se habra vuelto, 
en fin de cuentas, una tragica servidumbre. 'Acaso porque 
nacr panadero - dijo V!ctor -. Es probable que si los negros 
no hubiesen quemado mi panader!a aquella noche, no se hubiera 
reunido el Congreso de los Estados Unidos, para declarar la 
guerra a Francia (202, my italics). 

Two important points arise from this passage : firstly, there is 

Esteban's interpretation of V!ctor's situation; and secondly, 

there is victor's deterministic attitude, and the concomitant 

revelation of his moral and ethical bankruptcy. Esteban has 

watched V{ctor become a slave to his own lust for power; he has 
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seen him gradually develop the role of "Investido de Poderes", 

distancing himse If from everything but that which will lead to the 

furtherance of his lust for power. Bribery and corruption have 

been his tools : he is perfect proof of the dictum that "power 

tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely". 15 

~he principles he professed have fallen victim either to his 

shifting allegiance from one great man to another, or to his 

insatiable lust for wealth and power; during his leadership in 

Guadeloupe, he is "llevado por una c:reciente apetencia de riquezas" 

(199), which leads him to assume total financial control of the 

island through confiscations and sequestrations. And yet, Esteban 

sees that V:lctor's power is, in truth, "una tragica servidumbre" : 

he has become the slave of his own ambition, and when that ambition 

is threatened by the punitive arrival of Desfourneaux, it becomes 

apparent that all that is left of V!ctar is a broken puppet whose 

strings have been slashed. His reply to Esteban's enquiry as to 

why he entered politics is ample proof of both his lack of principle 

and his cowardly determinism : by suggesting that his entry into 

politics was due to the fact that he was a baker, and his bakery 

was destroyed, V:lctor is guilty of both bad faith and determinism. 

Firstly, his claim that "nac:! panadero" is patently absurd : the 

choice of professional role - baker - was his, and therefore, even 

if we accept the causal chain which bases itself upon the fact 

that he was a baker, v:!ctor is still ultimately :responsible for 

the original choice. Secondly,Qy relegating all of his own 
, 

actions to the level of mere effects of antecedent causes, v~ctor 
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is guilty of a determinism which seeks to deny responsibility. In 

order to deny his responsibility for what he has done, now that 

a day of reckoning is approaching, V!ctor postulates a system in 

which the concept of responsibility has no value, and in which 

caUse and effect follow one another in relentless inevitability_ 

He denies his human ability to choose for a reason, claiming instead 

that his actions are the inevitable effects of antecedent causes : 

the concepts of reason and choice, once accepted, would lead 

inevitably to a question of responsibility - a question which he 

manages to evade all his life. 

The cynical acceptance of external causes as the motives far 

his actions gives further support to my theory that V1ctor is a 

moral vacuum, into which other men's ideas flow, and out of which 

they eventually spill. There is no question of philosophical, moral 

or ethical considerations guiding his entry into politics : V1ctor 

sees politics as an arena in which he may become succesful; like 

Vera, he does not connect political thought with the deepseated 

moral aims and convictions of the individual. Politics, like 

masonry, is a route to success and glory: if further proof were 

needed, it is provided by the fact that during the course of the 

novel, V!ctor's three patrons - Willermoz, Robespierre, and 

Bonaparte - gradually cancel out the effects of each other's 

endeavours, and that v!ctor finds nothing incongruous in this. 

Masonry, atheism, slavery, liberty, republicanism and incipient 

monarchy : all are acceptable to V!ctor, provided that his own 

personal position is not endangered by them. At the end of the 
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novel, the man who claimed that "la tiran!a debe ser combatido 

bajo todas sus formas" (66), is the authoritarian agent of a 

dictator who will shortly restore the monarchy , with all its 

trappings, to its former power am glory. 

vrctor's political agility saves him from the defeat that he 

visualised when sending Esteban home, and when we next learn of 

him, he has made a triumphant return to the colonies and is Agent 

of the Consulate in Guyana : he is "dueno de nuevos bicornios e 

investido de nuevos poderes" (268). The news of this triumph 

draws Sofra to him, and for the rest of the novel, vrctor's actions 
,. 

are seen through Sof~a' s eyes. The reader has an advantage over 
,. ,. 

Sof~a, for he has already watched v~ctor's progress through 

Esteban's eyes, and is more objective than the infatuated Sofra. 

When vrctor speaks of "las servidumbres del Pader, los muchos 

desenganos recibidos, la imposibilidad de tener amigos cuando se 

pretend:!a ejercer un mando verdadero" (303), Sofra is impressed 

by his altruism and nobility of spirit; the reader, on the other 

hand, realises that vrctor is once again playing the role of 

"Investido de poderes", that he himself has defined his part, and 

that all this has been done before. Sof:!a is too impressed to 

notice that vIctor talks too much, "como para librarse de un exceso 

de palabras demasiado contenidas" (303) : once again, power has 

left him empty and unfulfilled. 

sof!a's admiration for vrctor suffers a blow when he reacts 

improperly, to her mind., to the plight of the jurant priests. 
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From this moment onwards, her attitude is altogether more critical 

and objective, and Carpentier has less recourse to overt authorial 

pressure to guide the reader. The Concordat· of Rome, which brought 

France back into the Catholic Church, results in the persecution 

of jurant priests; Sofra, distressed by this persecution, appeals 

to victor, the former champion of atheism, whose response is 

typically shallow : referring to the jurant priests he says 

~-d # , # ~! are que los embarquen de nuevo : aqu~ les haran la vida 
imposible.' 'Me parece que tu deber estaria en protegerlos -
dijo SOfia-. Tienen que serte mas gratos que los demas., 
victor se encogio de hombros : 'en la misma Francia, nadie 
quiere saber ya de curas juramentados.' 'Hueles a incienso~, 
dijo ella (309-10). 

, 
v~ctor, as usual, chooses the easy option; ironically, the priests' 

only crime is his own one - that of changing allegiance to keep in 

favour. Sofia's disgust is shown in her disdarinful reaction to 

his hypocrisy : "hueles a incienso". This, however, is only the 

beginning : the next step is the restoration of slavery, and Sofra 

is horrified to discover that vrctor intends to implement the law 

of 30th Floreal, Year X, rather than prove himself by rejecting it : 

despues de la Reconstruccion de los Templos volviase al 
Encierro de los Encadenados. Y qUienes tenian el poder de 
impedirlo, en un continente donde aun podra salvarse 10 que 
del otro lado del Oceano se perdia, nada hacian, por ser 
consecuentes con sus propios destinos. [ ••• ] [victor] habra 
mostrado una energia tenaz, casi s obrehumana, para abolir 
la esclavi tud, ocho cmos antes, y ahora mostraba la misma 
s.nergia en restablecer la. Asombrabase la mujer ante las 
distintas enterezas de un hombre capaz de hacer el Bien 0 

e 1 Mal con la misma frialdad de animo. [ ••• ] segUn se 
orientaran los tiempos podra volverse, de pronto, la contra
partida de sr mismo (314, my italics). 

victor could, with the advantage of the geographical distance 

between him and France, ignore the new law, and support the 
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principle with which he used to justifY the Revolution's excesses; 

however, he shows his true stature by bowing before the decree, 

claiming that "10 siento. Pero yo soy un politico. Y si 

restablecer la esclavitud es una necesidad politica, debo inclinarme 

ante esa necesidad" (315). He has found a new idol to relieve him 

of the necessity of thought - Bonaparte - to whom he refers as 

"uno que ahora tiene el derecho de hablar por todos" (315) : 

it is characteristic of Carpentier's irony that victor should have 

a portrait of Bonaparte hanging in the same position over his desk 

as his portrait of Robespierre formerly occupied - his moral 

emptiness and political fickleness are expressed with clarity, 

brevity and wit by this simple expedient. 

It is when he is struck down by the Egyptian plague, and 

blinded, that victor succumbs again to the defeatist determinism 

which he displayed prior to his departure from Guadeloupe. 
, 

Sof1a, 

by now well aware of his deficiencies, is the recipient of his 

self-pitying complaints : 

en menos de diez anos, creyendo maniobrar mi destino, fui , '. -llevado por los demas, por esos que s1empre nos hacen y 
deshacen, aunque no los conozcamos siquiera, a mostrarme en 
tantos escenarios que y.a no se en cu9J.r.me toea trabajar. He 
vestido tantos trajes que no se cual me corresponde [ ••• J 
Pero hay uno que prefiero a todos los demas : este. Me 10 
dio el unico hombre a quien alguna vez puse por encima de mi. 
Cuando 10 derribaron, deje de entenderme a mr mismo. Desde 
entonces no trato de explicarme nada (325-6, my italics). 

Several points arise from this confession, which we must examine 

carefully, bearing in mind that victor has never been a good 
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judge of his own character. His lack of self-knowledge is revealed 

immediately by his claim that he thought that he was creating his 

own destiny : it has been made clear, throughout the novel, that 

he has been the puppet of his patrons and of his alienating lust 

for power. His reference to Robespierre as the only man whose 

superiority he ever recognised is further evidence of his failure 

to face up to himself and to accept that his life has been a 

catalogue of subordinating himself to others. He does, at least, 

recognise his own emptiness and confusion - but this is not an 

admission of a fault in himself, but is rather to be blamed on 
#' 

"esos", those mysterious movers of his fate. As before, when he 

claimed a causal motivation for his entry into politics, so again 

he seeks to evade responsibility for what he has done, claiming 

that"fui llevado". The question of bad faith arises again, more 

strongly than ever : the recent opportunity to ignore the law 

calling for the restoration of slavery shows that v!ctor's claim 

to have been dragged through his political life is false. 
, 

V1ctor 

had an opportunity to perform an individual act of great value, but 

because he has made it a lifetime habit to subordinate his will 

to that of another, he did not take that opportunity. It is his 

definition of himself as "V!ctor Hugues, powerful and successful 
, 

agent of the Consulate" which prevents him from acting as "V1ctor 

Hugues, principled revolutionary". By his goals - power, wealth, 

success - he has defined his means - political contradiction and 

moral emptiness. Therefore, it is meaningless to say that he was 

made to act as he did : although it is true that he only did more 
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or less what he was told to do, he was free to choose not to do so, 

and is therefore wholly responsible for the consequences of his 

actions. 

The final point arising out of this self-appraisal deals with 

the fact that V!ctor, at this point, is temporarily blind. This 

is, I think, an important counterpoint to the moment of illumination 

which we have came to expect in Carpentier's characters; the 

dazzling lucidity which heralds new understanding and renewed life 

is absent here : there is only V!ctor's moral and physical 

blindness. V!ctor never attains to self-knowledge or good faith, 

but at least S~f!a and Esteban, the agents of possible future 

revolution, finally recognise him for what he is, and escape from 

the alienating trammels of his charisma. The final image of V!ctor 

in the novel is one of total emptiness - his discarded uniform, 

which, as it lies draped over a chair, 

parec!a una reliquia de familia de las que hablan, por sus 
formas vac!as de osamenta y carne, de la estampa de un hombre 
desaparecido que, en un tiempo, hubiese desempenado un gran 
papel (329, my italics). 

V!ctor's personal failure does not imply the failure of the 

revolution : Carpentier has said that the theory which motivates 

the novel is that "los hombres pueden flaquear, pero las ideas 

1 ° 0'" 16 ThO . siguen su camino y' encuentran al fin su ap ~cac~on • ~s ~s 

expressed clearly in the novel's epigraph, "las palabras no caen 

en el vac!o" : "las palabras" are the ideas which motivate social 

change, and, by installing the ideas of the Revolution in America, 
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V1ctor, in spite of his own failure, contributes something to 

the struggle for the social and moral liberty of the individual, 

sowing the seeds of opposition to such men as the Primer Magistrado. 

ii) The Primer Magistrado (El recurso). 

El recurso, the first of Carpentier's novels to make any real 

use of humour as a tool for political and moral comment, charts 

the last years in power of an anonymous Latin American dictator, 

the Primer Magistrado. The country over which he rules is 

anonymous too : it is a blend of any and all central American 

republics, and its history, as unfolded by Carpentier, is the 

history of the continent. The novel covers the first few decades 

of this century, with an epilogue dated 1972, and it charts the 

machinations employed by the Primer Magistrado in order to retain 

his power in the face of military rebellions, student uprisings 

and civil strikes : he is finally deposed by the socialist theories 

of El Estudiante, whose significance will be discussed in Chapter 

Four. 

Like so many of Carpentier's novels, El recurso has grown up 

from a germ of fact; Carpentier's novelistic fiction is, without 

exception, based either upon personal experience, or upon documented 

historical "evidence". In a letter to Arnaldo Orfila Reyna1, dated 

15th March 1974, Carpentier explains that 
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soy absolutamente incapaz de 'inventar' una historia. Todo 
10 que escribo es 'montaje' de cosas vividas, observadas 
recordadas, y agrupadas, luego, en un cuerpo coherente. ' AS!, 
El recurso del metodo responde a verdades, hechos, cas os , 
observados durante mi ya larga vida, y cuanto mas inveroslmil 
Ie pueda parecer un acontecimiento1-PUede usted estar seguro 
de que es tanto mas cierto. I 

El recurso, then, is presented to us as a montage of facts, and 

it is, I think, characteristic of Carpentier to have made it clear 

in various interviews and articles how much the novel owes to 

actual historical events. 18 By assuring the reader thus of the 

basic veracity of his narrative, Carpentier distances his novel 

from the definition made by the Diccionario de la Academia, which 

he criticises so roundly in "Problematica de la actual novela 

latinoamericana", that the novel is "obra literaria en que se nos 

narra una accion fingida en todo 0 en parte, y cuyo fin es causar 

placer estetico a los lectores", 19 and includes it within his 

own definition, as "un instrumento de indagacion, un modo de 

, 20 1 . , conocimiento de hombres y de epocas". E recurso ~s an expose 

and an attempted analysis of the recurrent Latin American phenomenon 

of the dictator, as Carpentier points out when commenting on the 

fact that in less than a year (1974-.5), three "dictator novels" 

were published in Latin America : 

el dictador es un producto tan caracterlstico, siniestramente 
caracte r!stic 0 , funestamente caracter1stico, del suelo 
ameri can 0 , que es necesario mostrar su realidad y tratar de 
desentranar los enigmas de su reaparicion periOdica y casi 
continuada en el escenario latinoamericano, donde las 
juventudes estan desde hace mas de un siglo y medio en lucha 
contra semejante personaje (my italics). 22 

We must be aware, then, when reading El recurso, that beneath the 
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superficial level of the highlY entertaining narrative, Carpentier 

is constructing a possible theory about the motivations and 

raison d' etre of the dictator archetype. By examining the character 

of this archetype, the anonymous Primer Magistrado, we shall 

discover, I would contend, that Carpentier sees the dictator 

as a man in bad faith. Now, a person in bad faith, it will be 

remembered, is one who seeks to deny his essential freedom, in 

order to escape from the responsibility concomitant upon that 

freedom. Bad faith is a form of self-deception most readily 

indulged in by those who have no true self-knowledge : it is 

"a natural condition of the uncritical for-itself, just as mauvaises 

herbes (i.e. weeds) are the natural product of unattended gardens". 23 

let us turn, then, to the Primer Magistrado, to see in what ways, 

if any, he conforms to this description. 

"L'homme se fait; i1 n'est pas tout fait d'abord, i1 se fait 

en choisissant sa morale, et la pression de circonstances est tel1e 

qu'il ne peut pas ne pas en choisir une." 24 Thus, Jean-Paul 

Sartre expresses his belief in man's freedom to choose his own morality, 

and his responsibility for that morality, once chosen. This holds 

equally true of rolep~aying : the Primer Magistrado feels himself 

to be trapped in his role as Head of state, but he refuses to admit 

that it was his original choice of morality, ambitions and aims 

that led him to choose that role, or that he could choose to alter 

his role in any fundamental way. By claiming that his role is 
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fixed and unchangeable, the Primer Magistrado tries to take on the 

characteristics of anen-soi, denying that he is a free and 

undetermined pour-soi : 

the person who exhibits bad faith does so in order to try to 
become an object, a being-in-itself, without consciousness, 
and without, therefore, the necessity of choosing what to do. 
He wishes to be something with fixed, describable properties 
in virtue of the possession ~5 which he is determined to 
behave in this way o~ that. 

The Primer Magistrado is known to us only by virtue of his role -

he is "el Mandat ori 0" , "el Presidente tl
, "el de Arriba", "el Gene-raIn, 

and finally, tiel Ex" : he only exists as a function of his role. 

Just as Esteban is aware that Vlctor is accommodating himself to 

the role of "Investido de Poderes", so is El Estudiante immediate ly 

aware of the Primer Magistrado's conformity with his chosen role : 

"todo aqui es teatro : el modo de recibirme, la luz en la cara, 

ese libro en la mesa" (236, my italics). The Primer Magistrado 

chooses his setting - "el Primer Magistrado habla preparado 

cuidadosamente su escenografla" (233) - and then plays the part 

of his choice, that of an understanding senior statesman. In spite 

of the fact that his actions are, thus, ruled by his own choice, 

he sees himself as trapped within an unbroken circle of historical 

repetition, powerless to break free : 

el Primer Magistrado se vela como quien ha sido encerrado en 
un clrculo magico trazado por la espada de un Principe de 
Tinieblas. La Historia, que era la suya, puesto que en ella 
desempenaba un papel, era historia que se repetla, se mordla 
la cola, se tragaba a si misma (128). 

This melancholy reflection is brought on by the uprising of 

Walter Hoffmann, whose death the Primer Magistrado sees as 
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inevitable : "no hab1a mas remedio. Era la regIa del juego. 

Recurso del metodo" (121). By acting as if his deeds and choices 

were imposed upon him by some external agency - History - the 

Primer Magistrado is, clearly, in bad faith : 

si nous avons defini la situation de l'homme comme un choix 
libretsans excuses et sans secours, tout homme qui se refugie 
derriere l'excuse de ses passions, tout homme qui invente 26 
un determinisme est un homme de mauvaise foi (my ital~cs). 

The Primer Magistrado denies that his was the original choice 

which made of him what he is : his self-admission, in his discussion 

wi th EI Estudiante, that II ambos hab1an salido de 10 mismo" (235), 

shows clearly that his actions and decisions were not the only 

possible ones in his situation, and that he was free to choose 

otherwise. The Primer Magistrado claims that in spite of his 

tentative desire to break. free of the "magic circle" of history, 

"las ra!ces del instinto, de 10 concebido y aprendido al abrir los 

ojos sobre el mundo, tiraban de su voluntad" (129) : he is unable 

to see that it is his own conception of himself that has trapped 

him in this apparently inescapable circle. It is because he sees 

himself as the patriotic Head of state, sole preserver of his 

country's well-being, that he is obliged to return to South America, 

instead of staying in Paris : by defining his goals and ambitions 

in this way, he places certain limitations upon his own actions. 

These limitations are, of course, dependent only upon his retention 

of those ambitions and goals : the Primer Magistrado's tragedy is 

that he is so thoroughly possessed Qy his lust for power that he 

can see no possibility of existence outwith his present role : 
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'l Por que no manda todo eso al cuemo, y se queda aqu!, 
disfrutando de 10 que tiene? Plata no Ie falta. i Cu&ntas 
botellas por bebemos: i Cuantas mujeres por tirarnos !' 
- 'y si me quitaras aquello, l que serra yo, que me quedar1a ?' 
- dije, si, recuerdo que dije, pensando en las gentes que, 
por 10 de Nueva Cordoba, de aqu! me arrojaban (131). 

The Primer Magistrado's attitude is wholly deterministic : 

he sees what he has done as the inevitable result of a historical 

concatenation of events, and he sees himself as determined in his 

role by these events. He denies thus one of the basic precepts 

of Existentialism, "que Ie lache se fait lache, que Ie heros se fait 

heros; il y a toujours une possibilite pour Ie lache de ne plus etre 

lache, et pour Ie heros de cesser d'etre un heros". 27 If the 

Primer Magistrado is, as he claims, merely the pawn of some 

abstract force, History, then he cannot be held responsible for 

his own actions, and nor can he be expected to have acted otherwise 

than he has done. This philosophy is, clearly, an appealing one, 

releasing man, as it does, from all the strain of individual effort 

and decision. The Primer Magistrado's deterministic conviction 

that history "se repet!a, se mOrd!a la cola, se tragaba a s! misma" 

(128) leads him into an attitude of defeatist fatalism with regard 

to the relationship between North and South America. He speaks of 

"las ap¢encias - inevitables, por Dios, inevitables, fatales, 

queramoslo 0 no, por razones geogra£-icas, por imperativos historicos 

- del imperialismo yanqui" (33, my italics), and warns El 

Estudiante that 

si implantaran el socialismo aca, a las cuarenta y ocho horas 
tendr!an ustedes a los marines norteamericanos en Puerto 
A,raguato [ ••• J No te olvides que los gringos son los romanos 
de America. Y contra Roma no se puede (240). 
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His own internal and foreign policy has been governed by what he 

sees as the inevitable threat of American intervention; now, it 

will be remembered that Enrique, in La consagracion, was originally 

of a similar mind : 

pensaba que los marxistas eran demasiado optimistas al creer 
que, a noventa millas de unos Estados Unidas que par mucho 
menos hab!an desembarcado en la Nicaragua de Sandino, iban a 
tolerar los yankis que en puertas se les alzara un bastion 
del anti-imperialismo (79). 

This attitude was explicitly shown to be misguided by the narrative 

events of La consagracion, culminating with the victory of Playa 

Giron; in the case of El recurso, although the Americans do act 

within the text as the Primer Magistrado expects them to, it must 

be remembered that the novel is, as Benedetti puts it, the creation 

of "un mili tante revolucionario", and that tIel tiempo de hoy, este 

hoy [ ••• ] con todos sus harrores y esperanzas, con todos sus 

fracasos y todos su lqgros, esta siempre inserto en la mirada 

28 del narrador". Carpentier wrote EI recurso fifteen years after 

the triumph of the Cuban Revolution had proved that American 

intervention was not the inevitable result of the birth of 

socialism in Latin America, and it is clear that he sees such 

defeatist and deterministic attitudes as that expressed by the 

Primer Magistrado as largely responsible far the recurrent suppression 

of socialism throughout the continent. 

The Primer Magistrado's deterministic attitude is carried into 

another facet of his life : religion. His religious beliefs are 
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largely based upon superstition, as his fears after indulging in 

sexual fantasies with a prostitute dressed as a nun show : "me 

quedaba [ ••• ] como un temor que mi sacr:llega diversion con la 

hermanita de San Vicente de Paul [ ••• J me trajese mala suerte" (14). 

The news of Ataulfo Galvan's revolt seems to give credence to his 

superstitious fears, and his reaction gives us an interesting 

insight into his attitude to the supreme authority of God. He has 

no doubt that his sins will be forgiven, provided that he pays a 

high enough price : "una vez mas, la Divina Pastora de Nueva 
,~ , 

COLuoba aceptar~a su sincero arrepentimiento. EI anadiri'a unas 

esmeraldas a su corona; muchas platas a su manto. Y todo con 

ceremonias" (34). God, like everything else in the Primer Magistrado's 

world, can be bought, provided that the price is right; the Primer 

Magistrado's attitude is simultaneously superstitious and cynical : 

he believes in a vengeful deity who requires certain standards of 

conduct, while at the same time treating this deity with cynical 

familiarity -

la Virgen, inteligente en poli'tica como en todo C ••• ] entender!a 
que, en estos momentos, el cumplimiento de la promesa, a5:l, a 
la vista de todos, en ostentosa prueba de fervor catolico, 

, . , t t . t' Ie echar~a enc~ma - a el, que an os enem1gos en1a ya - un 
Mundo de masones, rosacruces, espiritistas, teosofos y gentes 
de gri terra anticlerical (140). 

By accepting the existence of an omniscient, omnipotent deity, the 

Primer Magistrado consolidates his deterministic attitude, by 

adding religious determinism to his historicism; at the same time, 

however, he liberates himself from any moral considerations that 

might be expected to stem from his belief in God by conceiving of 
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the Almighty in terms of human qualities and frailties, and by 

pandering to those qualities and frailties. Thus, he seeks to 

placate the Virgin with such jewels and ceremony as he might expect 

to influence a vain and greedy woman, and attributes to her a 

politdcal cunning similar to his own. His concept of God involves 

no moral duty or p~rsonal sacrifice : it is, rather, a further 

means of evasion of such duty and responsibility. 

Existentialism is primarily interested in man as a unique, 

self-creating individual, but the problem of other minds is also 

an integral part of sartrean thought, and it occurs :repeatedly 

in Carpentier's novels. The individual's relationship with the 

other can, as we have seen, function in two ways: firstly, the 

individual may try to render the Other an object in his world, 

classifying him as an en-soi, rather than a Eour-soi; secondly, 

the individual may accept the objectification of himself, and his 

subordination to the Other's world view. There is no escaping the 

problem of other minds : 

I am an object for my own consciousness only through my having 
become conscious of others' consciousness of me. others cannot 
then be merely objects for my consciousness or I would not 
become an object for myself. The structure of self-consciousness, 
then, is logically social, but since I finally am an object 
for myself only through the provenance of others' perception 
of me, what I ~ (as an object) depends upon others and not 
upon myself. 2~ 

The Primer Magistrado provides an even better example than did 

v!ctor of both possible relationships with the other, and it is 

intersting to note that the dividing line between the two kinds 
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of relationship falls between the Primer Magistrado's relationship 

with western culture and political thought, and his own political 

activities in Latin America. We shall look first at the way in 

which the Primer Magistrado subordinates his freedom and 

subjectivity to another ~~coming an object in another's world 

picture. It is in his relationships with the cultured elite of 

Paris and with his American political masters that this tendency 

is revealed : because he wants the acceptance and support of these 

people, he allows them to mould him to suit their own subjectivities. 

The first example of thi's in the novel occurs when the Primer 

Magistrado, rather than consolidate himself as subject in his own 

world, bows to the opinion of the Ilustre Academico, who is 

flicking patronisingly through the Primer Magistrado's copious 

collection of pornographic books : fI_ ce sont des lectures de 

Monsieur Peralta - digo, cobarde" (21, my italics) - thus allowing 

himself to be defined by the opinion of another. Similarly, the 

Primer Magistrado allows the United States to govern his internal 

policy, because he needs their approval and support: he gives 

his sovereignty over himself and his country into the hands of 

"esos, esos cuyos intereses he defendido como nadie; esos, que 

han conseguido de In! todo 10 sue quer!an" (250, my italics). His 

need for the approval and acceptance of the west is made pathetically 

clear when the American consul asks him, It -' ;, Figura usted en el 

Pequeno Larousse ? ;, No ? ••• Pues entonces esta jodido' ••• Y 

aquella tarde, 11 ore • Llore sobre un diccionario - 'je seme a tout 

vent' - que me ignoraba." (293). 
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The Primer Magistrado's need for the approval of the West, 

which causes him to objectify himself for others, is thwarted by 

his own attitude to Latin America, where he assumes sole subjectivity, 

and objectifies everyone else. The Primer Magistrado is a paradoxical 

character : in his relationships with the West, he accepts the 

existence of other consciousnesses, and allows himself to be 

objectified by those consciousnessesj in his relationship with his 

own country, he fulfils the Existentialist description of a tyrant, 

acting as sole existing consciousness. 

The tyrant [ ••• ] is not even indifferent - so far as indifference 
is a moral attitude in which one must know the facts in order 
to disregard them - he is just blandly unaware of other men 
as men; the world is his world, because he has not attained 
to a-consciousness of other consciousnesses. 30 

This definition of a tyrant accords well with Fromm's description 

of authoritarian ethics, which "denies man's capacity to know what 

is good or bad; the norm-giver is always an authori ty transcending 

the individual". 31 In the context of the novel, this means that 

the Primer Magistrado treats all individuals in opposition to him 

as objects, thus denying their ability to formulate valuable ideas, 

and rendering it inconceivable that they should govern the country 

more effectively than he does. Thus, he maintains to his own 

satisfaction the fiction that his acts are motivated by patriotism, 

rather than by personal greed or ambition. 

It is where the Primer Magistrado's opposing attitudes to the 

other meet that catastrophe strikes; the approval that he, as an 

object, needs, is denied him as a result of things which he, as 
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subject, has done : news of the massacres of Nueva COrdoba, which 

he carried out in total disregard of the individuality and humanity 

of the butchered opposition, reaches Paris, making his acceptance 

as object impossible. 

Poco Ie hubiera importado ser tratamordl:-e 'carnicero', de , 
barbaro, de cafre, de 10 que fuera, en sitios que nunca Ie 
hab!an sido gratos y que, por 10 mismo, dotaba, en su 
conversacion, de atributos peyorativos C ••• ] Pero todo se 
Ie ven!a abajo. Por siempre se Ie cerrarla las puertas de 
las mansiones con las cuales habra sonado, desde sus dras 
de periodista provinciano (95-6). 

The contrast to his two attitudes to the other is made clear, 

again, in his reaction to being rei:erred to as a dictator : 
, 

"mas 

Ie her!a esa palabra que cualquier ep!teto soez, cualquier 

intraducible remoquete, porque era moneda de enojoso curso en el 

extranjero - y sobre todo, en Francia" (185, my italics). The 

opinions of his opponents do not matter, because they have no 

real existence for him; because the Primer Magistrado has no 

concept of his opponents as subjects in their own right, he feels 

no shame or doubt about what he has done, "for the structure of 

shame is such that one who had no concept of other persons could 

not sensibly be supposed to feel shame; the feeling simply cannot 

arise except with reference to other people". 32 

It is when he cannot objectify his opposition that the Primer 

Magistrado begins to become uncomfortable. We have already 

discussed at some length sartre's concept of the Look, according 

to which 

to see someone as looking at me is not just to see his eyes. 
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For eyes as eyes are but further objects in the field, like 
the dead eyes in the tetes de veau at the butcher, things I 
might study and learn the physiolqgy of without ever understanding 
from within that eyes can see. But in perceiving an eye as 
looking, I perceive myself as a possible object for that look : 
I lose my transparencY'3;S it were, and become opaque, even 
for myself. 

There is an inte~sting variation on this theme in El recurso; the 

Primer Magistrado, who, to retain his subjectivity must objectify 
all others, has a curious eye-defect : 

con la edad y el endurecimiento de las arterias, 10 ojos del 
Primer Magistrado [ ••• ] habran cobrado la extrana desvirtud 
de eliminar terceras dimensiones. Vera las cosas, de cerca 
o de lejos, como imagenes planas, sin relieves, semejantes 
a las que se pintan en los vitrales goticos (182). 

The effect of this bizarre disability is to heighten the objectification 

inherent in the Look : not only does the Primer Magistra.do impose 

a metaphysical objectivity upon those around him, but he also strips 

them of their physical human reality, reducing them to cardboard 

cut-outs, or figures in a stained -glass window. The only person 

who seems to be impervious to the effect of both the physical and 

metaphysical objectification is El Estudiante, whose own eyes 

unnerve the Primer Magistrado 

10 miraba de frente, eso sf, casi sin parpadear, con ojos muy 
claros, -·acaso verdegrises, acaso verdeazules, que, a pesar de 
una casi feminina sensibilidad, expresaban la fuerza del 
caracter y la determinacion de quien podra actuar, si 10 creyera 
necesario, con la dureza de los creyentes y los convencidos (2)4). 

It is significant that the Primer Magistrado displays none of his 

customary urbanity in his interview with El Estudiante : he is 

nervous, and afraid of making a fool of himse lf • He is aware of 

El Estudiante as an individual consciousness, and he-:struggles to 

maintain his own subjectivity. It is, I would contend, precisely 
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because the Primer Magistrado is aware of El Estudiante as another 

consciousness that he releases him : he is unable to accord him 

the same brutal treatment that is meted out in the Frisian Modelo 

to the mere objects whose consciousness he denies. 

Whereas in El si~lo, we watched the character of V!ctor 

Hugues become more and more corrupt and devoid of moral values, 

until he reached the point at which his passion for power rendered 

him a mere puppet to political expediency, in El recurso, we are 

presented from the start with just such a political puppet, in the 

figure of the Primer Magistrado. It is only as the novel unfolds 

that it becomes apparent that the Primer Magistrado, like V{ctor, 

once had an existence outwith the tr,ammels of absolute power. 

Ironically, the absolute power which devours them is, in the case 
, 

of both men, only illusory : V~ctor may represent absolute 

authority on Guadeloupe or in Guyana, just as the Primer Magistrado 

may hold his country's highest office, but both men are subordinate 

to external powers - the Committee of Public Safety, the Directorate, 

the Consulate, or the government of the United States of America. 

Carpentier defines the Primer Magistrado as 

el Tirano Ilustrado [ ••• ] que tiene una cierta cultura, que 
lee libros famosos, tiene casa en Parrs, viaja, vuelve, opina, 
etcetera, y da una impresian de que protege las artes, las 
letras, etcetera, y en fin de cuentas por otras manos, a 
traves de sus hombres comete los mismos atropel10s del general , 
de ~istola 0 del di)~ador a secas, que no sabe ni por que 
esta en el poder. 

His attitude is summed up in the cynical phrase, "en pol!tica, 10 

que cuenta es el exito" (83), and he has no time for idealism, 
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which he sees as a mere stumbling bloc~ in the path of realistic 

political measures. This isdemonstrated clearly when he cedes the 

banana zone to an American company, in order to pay for weapons 

to quell a rebellion : he speaks of 

la cesion, a la United Fruit Co., de la zona bananera del 
Pacrfico - operacion demorada desde hacra demasiado tiempo 
por los peros, alegatos y objeciones de catedraticos ~ 
intelectuales que no sabran sino hablar de pendejadas, 
denunciando las apetencias [ ••• J del imperialismo yanqui (33, 
my italics). 

If ci~il order can be maintained by a mere semblance of prosperity 

and by whipping up patriotic fervour, the Primer Magistrado is 

satisfied; his reaction to the: 'briumph of Latinity concomitant 

upon the Allies winning the First World War demonstrates clearly 

that his policy, while eminently practical, is wholly opportunistic: 

-' i Nos jodimos :. - dijo el Primer Magistrado [ ••• ] - 'Pero, 
Presidente, el triunfo de la Razan, el triunfo de Descartes· ••• 
- 'Mira, Peralta : con esto, pronto se nos vienen abajo el 
azucar ,el banano, el ca:fe., el chicle y el balata. Se acabaron 
las Vacas Gordas... Y se dira que nada tuvo que ver mi 
gobierno con la prosperidad del pars [ ••• ] Descartes gana 
la guerra, pero nosotros nos fregamos' (193). 

The man whom we know only by his title was not always so 

cynical and grasping; he speaks affectionately and revealingly of 

his youth, "los dras del Surgidero de la Veronica - dras de 

juventud, anhelos y tormentas, sturm und drcsg, jodederas y 

cabronadas" (19, my italics) - days, when he, like any adolescent, 

was possessed of a burgeoning social conscience and a need to 

define himself. Before he became corrupted by his power, he was 

chosen freely by the people for his own qualities, as "el hombre 

de mano energica que, en un momento de crisis, de desordenes, pudo 
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enderezar los destinos del pars" (122). Alerted by these 

references to a less cynical and selfish youth, we find, in the 

interview between the Primer Magistrado and El Estudiante, proof 

that the Primer Magistrado was not always as he is now. Looking 

at his idealistic opponent, the Primer Magistrado mentally dubs 

El Estudiante "el Arcangel que fuimos todos" (236, my italics); 

furthermore, he says quite bluntly to him, lite envidio. A tu ed.ad 

1.0 tambien pensaba en cosas parecidas" (240, my italics). The 

Primer Magistrado no longer believes that the idealism of his youth 

is a practicable possibility, but his leniency with El Estudiante 

shows that he is not wholly untouched qy the young man's attitude. 

As the two men sum each other up, the Primer Magistrado reaches 

the conclusion that 

ambos habran salido de 10 mismo. Pero el de Arriba, pragmatico 
a su manera, y buen entendedor del medio, habfa tomado con 
prisa de impaciente la ascendente vfa que ahara se jalonaba 
de bustos y estatuas suyas; el de Abajo, habfa cal:do en las 
trampas de un mesianismo de nuevo genero que, en todo el
continente, por fatal proceso, llevaba el iluso a las Siberias 
del Tropico (235, my italics). 

The Primer Magistrado believes, however misguidedly, that his is 

the only way to govern the country : Luis Leoncio Martrnez is 

dismissed as "ese s onad or , ese palido utopista" (51), while he tells 

EI Estudiante, whom he classifies as "un iluso. Pero sincero" (230), 

that "yo tengo una experiencia polrtica que ustedes no tienen. 

Podrra explicaxte por que unas cosas son posibles y otras no" (240). 

His conduct is governed only Qy his obsessive desire to remain in 

power, but he disguises tHis=from himself, masking his moti v as with 

patriotic verbiage. Just as V:lctor claimed that the most flagrant 
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contradict ions were justified by poll tical necessity, rather than 

admit to his personal weakness and lust for power, so too the Primer 

Magistrado disguises - even from himself - his true motivation, 

claiming that the good. of the country is his only goal, rather 

than admitting that his own personal power is his first priority. 

It is the self-deception with which he conceals from himself his 

own moti vatiom that I wish to examine now. 

The Primer Magistrado conceives of himself as having brought 

peace and stability to his country : 

me jactaba - eso s{ - de que, para mi pals, tras de un siglo 
de bochinches y cuartelazos, se habra cerrado el cicIo de las 
revoluciones - revoluciones que no pasaban de ser, en America, 
unas crisis de adolescencia, escarlatinas y sarampiones de 
pueblos jovenes, impetuosos, apasionados, de sangre caliente, 
a los que era preciso, a veces, imponer una cierta disciplina (26). 

Mu~ o~the novel is dedicated to showing the emptiness of this 

claim, as military revolts and civilian uprisings and strikes follow 

hard on each other's heels. The Primer Magistrado declares himself 

the defender of the state, but he is, more aCcurately, the 

defender of the status quo - a status quo which is, manifestly, 

unacceptable to the majority of his people. As we have seen in 

our discussion of the Other, the Primer Magistrado's objectification 

of all others leads him to the firm conviction that his rule is 

all that can save the country from disaster, and that his motives 

are of a pure and patriotic nature. He has no true knowledge of 

himself, and, as a result, he cannot find his "authentic self", or 

function with integrity. His ever-increasing lust for power means 
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that his role-playing becomes obsessive : he is nothing more nor 

less than the Primer Magistrado. Concomitant upon this obsessive 

role-playing is the confusing chain of deception and self-deception, 

bluff and double bluff which characterises the Primer Magistrado. 

Now, Caws reminds us that 

bad faith is a form of faith (foi), not just a cynical 
deception practised by the self upon itself, but a genuine 
belief that it entertains about itself. And yet, in some 
sense or other it knows this belief to be mistaken, and it 
knows that it knows this, so that holding the belief does 
inv'olve the maintenance of the deception. 35 

The convoluted nature of bad faith is expressed with clarity, wit 

and humour by Carpentier : the Primer Magistrado's reaction to 

the unrest following Ataulfo Galvan's revolt is a perfect example. 

Estaba resuelto a abandonar el poder, a confiar sus 
responsabilidades al Presidente del Senado en espera de que 
se celebraran elecciones por las cuales algUn varon ejemplar, 
cualquier ciudadano virtuoso, mas capaci tado que el para regir 
los destinos de la Nacion, pudiese ser elevado a la presidencia, 
a menos - a menos, digo, que un plebiscito determinara 10 
contrario. Y el plebiscito fue organizado prestamente, 
mientras el Primer Magistrado segura despachando los asuntos 
corrientes con la noble y serena melancol!a - por no decir 
dolor padecido con dignidad - de quien ya no cree en nada ni 
en nadie, herido a 10 hondo, despues de tanto haberse 
desvelado por el bien de los demas. i Miserias del Poder ! 
i Clasico drama de la corona y de la pUrpura: i Amarga 
vejez del Prwcipe : (83-4). 

In this passage, we see the Primer Magistrado dedicate himself 

to a course of selfless altruism, in the sincerity of which he 

truly believes : he plays the part of the statesman who has 

sacrificed all for his ungrateful country with great conviction, 

and only Carpentier's ironic jibes about the melodrama of the 

situation remind us, by ridiculing his tragic posturings, that 

this is not in keeping with what we have learned of the Primer 
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Magistrado. At the same time, however, as the Primer Magistrado 

is presenting himself - both to the country and to himself - in 

the light of self-abnegating national hero, he is aware that this 

is all a deception, because he is involved in making certain qy 

bribery, corruption and coercion, that he wins the plebiscite : 

el plebiscito arrojo un enorme y multitudinario 's!', tan 
enorme y multitudinario que eil Primer Magistrado se sintio 
obligado a aceptar 4781 votos negativos - cifra conseguida 
a tiro de dad os por el Doctor Peralta - para mostrar la 
imparcialidad con que hab!an trabajado las comisiones 
escrutadoras (85). 

This incident is a perfect example of bad faith as analysed above 

by Caws : the Primer Magistrado genuinely believes that his rule 

is beneficial to the country, and he is genuinely wounded that 

anyone could doubt his integrity. Within the bounds of this 

misguided conviction, his offer of abdication is. sincere; however, 

he is aware that his analysis of himself as national benefactor 

is incorrect, and. so he acts to ensure his continuance in power, 

thus maintaining an elaborate system of contradictory beliefs. The 

Primer Magistrado's character is in constant contradiction between 

what he knows tobethe case, and what he believes, by dint of 

self-deception, to be true. This is a very complex paradox, but 

it is basic to the nature of bad faith, and nowhere in Cazpentier's 

fiction, I would maintain, do we find such a powerful expression 

of this virtually schizophrenic state of mind as in the 

characterisation of the Primer Magistra.do. The Primer Magistra.do 

knows what he is, and how his people regard him : 

habra visto su prestigio menguado, con alarmante deterioro 
de autoridad, tras de cada tracala, por el inventada, para 
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Pf!rmaneder en el pcxler. Se sabra cxliado. aborrecido por los 
mas, y la conciencia de ella Ie acrec!a, por reacci5n contra 
10 exterior, las satisfacciones y gozos que hallaba en el 
ser~ilismo, la solicitud, las adulancias de quiems dependlan 
de el, consustanciando sus intereses, su prosperidad, con 
el mayor alargamiento posible de un mandato olvidado de cuanto 
fuese legalidad y Consti tucion (122, my italics). 

And yet, although he knows this, he believes, sincerely, that he 

has done his best for his country, and sighs nostalgically to 

Cholo Mendoza, .. i Ay hermano ! • • • i Que diflcil es servir la 

patria : " (305). Although he is aware of his true motivation 

in everything he does, the Primer Magistrado always attributes 

his acts to another motive - and, which is the crux of the matter -

believes in that different motive : he has become adept at 

disguising his true motivation from everyone else, but he cannot 

wholly disguise i t from himself. A good example of this arises 

with the sinking of the Vigilentia : 

con este magnlfico hundimiento del Vigilentia entrarlan en la 
guerra los Estados Unidos, entrar!amos en la guerra nosotros, 
se galvanizar!a el sentimiento patriotico, y como el estado 
de guerra implica, de hecho, un permanente estado de emrgencia, 
organiza.r!a.mos, a compas del Himno Nacional, 'La Marsellesa', 
'God Save the King', 'Dios salve al Zar' y el 'Star and 
Spangled Banner', la mas formidable redada de oposicionistas 
conspiradores,ideologos sospechosos - germanofilos todos, 
en este caso - que se hubiese visto nunca en el pais (162, 
my italics). 

Here, the Primer Magistrado's true motivation, to which he admits, 

is "la mas formidable redada de oposicionistas ••• ", but this 

motive is disguised as "sentimiento patriotico", with the result 

that the "oposicionistas" become, as a matter of course, 

"germanofilos todos". The Primer Magistrado is well aware of his 

reasons for acting as he does, but by the time the plan has been 
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fully formulated in his mind, he accepts as his only motivation 

the Republic's desire to aid "su Gran Hermana del Norte en estos 

dias de prueba" (162). 

There is one incident in the novel in which the Primer 

Magistrado comes very close to facing up to his self-deception, and 

honestly accepting himself for what he is without escaping through 

the comforting loopholes of bad faith. The incident in question 

arises out of Hoffmann's revolt; while his subordinates fulfil 

the practical tasks concomitant upon the retwrn to South America, 

the Primer Magistrado, as so often before, seeks refuge from 

thought in alcohol : 

pero, a pesar del mucho licor bebido, el Primer Magistrado 
tenia una borrachera lucida y triste. Un enorme cansancio 
10 invadia ante el genero de esfuerzo que habra tenido qUEr 
desplegar cuatro veces desde los inicios de su gobierno (120, 
my italics). 

Here we have two of the elements of the now familiar formula of 

the attainment of understanding in Carpentier's novels : "lucidez" 

and "cansancio". The Primer Magistrado's attempt to escape from 

the facts in drunkenness fails, just as Ti Noel's attempt to 

escape through metamorphosis failed, and the Primer Magistrado 

is forced to look squarely at his life and actions. The thought 

of what he has endured to date, and what he must endure again if 

he is to maintain his power, inspires "un enorme cansancio" in 

him,and it is in this state of exhausted self-comprehension that 

he reviews his own actions. In particular, he analyses the wholly 

selfish and deceptive nature of his rhetoric, which has resulted 
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in him having nothing left to say for himself : 

cien veces sontrariadas por sus aetos, esas palabras hab1an 
pasado del agora al diccionaxio, de la encendida catilinaria 
al rE!Pertorlo de las retoricas, de la elocuencia oportuna al 
desvan de los trastos - vacia.d.as de sentido, yermas, secas, 
inutilizables (122). 

The Primer Magistrad.o confronts the reality of his government, 

expressed in the ghastly gap betwen his words and deeds : 

y sobre todo, nada de Libertad - con las carceles llenas de 
presos po11ticos. Nada de Honor Nacional, ni de Deberes-para
con-la-Patria - pues tales conceptos eran los que uaaban 
siempre los milita.res alza.d.os. Nada de Mision HistOrica, ni 
de Cenizas de Heroes, por la misma razon. Nada de Independencia, 
que en su caso rimaba con dependencia. Nada de Virtudes -
cuando se 10 sabra dueno de las mejores empresas del pa1s. 
Nada de Legrtimos Derechos - puesto que los ignoraba cuando 
chocaban con su personal jurisprudencia. El vocabulario, 
decididamente, se Ie angostaba (123). 

The Primer Magistrado recognises himself as a grabbing, brutal 

dictator, jumped up from the ranks to suppress the people for his 

own material benefit : almost, in this moment, he attains to good 

faith. However, the defeated despair which provoked this self-

analysis is, unfortunately for the Primer Magistrado and for the 

country, lightened by a new idea: presented with a practical 

way in which to stay in power, the Primer Magistrado turns back 

from self-analysis to self-deception. 

Clara se Ie mostraba, por 10 tanto, la base ideologica 
- tactica - de su inmediata lucha contra el traidor Hoffmann. 
No habra mas que considerar su apellido; recordar su formacion 
alemana, su aran de alardear de ario puro, aunque tuviese a 
su abuela, bastante negra, relegada a las habitaciones 
ultimas de su vasta morada colonial.[ ••• J Decir Latinidad. 
era decir mestizaje, y todos eramos mestizos en America Latina 
[ .•• J Y ahora S1 que Ie ven1an ideas de adentro, Ie renac:lan 
las palabras al Primer Magistrado, repentinamente dueno 
de un vocabulario nuevo (125-6). 

We see the Primer Magistrado take those first few familiar steps 
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towards self-knowledge, good faith and the assumption of responsibility, 

and then we see him turn away, seduced on to the easier paths 

of bad. faith; his tragedy lies in the fact that by succumbing once 

again to bad. faith, he condemns himself to leave "esta calma de 

regazo materno" and return to South America, "lejos de todo 10 que 

realmente 10 MCra feliz" (127). Ironically, even when he returns 

to Paris for good, in exile, he is not content, for, having lost 

his country, he wants nothing more than to be there again, and 

Paris loses its enchantment for him. 

"No quiero mi tos. Nada camina tanto en este continente como 

un mito" (232). The Primer Magistrado is well aware of the danger 

of allowing a mythology to build up around any member of the 

opposition, because a mythology imparts an aura of power and 

predetermined triumph to a character; Carpentier, too, is aware 

of the Latin American tendency to see life in terms of myths, and 

by painting the Primer Magistrado in very prosaic colours, he does 

as much as he can to demythify the almost sacredly profane figure 

of the dictator. The Primer Magistrado is not presented as godlike, 

omniscient or omnipotent : he is a man like any other man, and his 

histrionic flights of melodramatic fancy are swiftly curtailed by 

Carpentier's use of wit and humour in the novel. By demythifying 

the Primer Magistrado, Carpentier removes his invincible aura, 

thus putting him into a position of vulnerability : there is 

nothing intrinsically evil or superior about the Primer Magistrado, 
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and Carpentier shows us that the threat that such dictators 

present to society is both lessened and increased by the very 

ordinariness of the man. It is lessened, because there is no 

mythical, superhuman aura protecting such a man, but it is increased, 

because such a man is not a rare phenomenon - any man and every 

man is potentially a dictator. The Primer Magistrado and El 

Estudiante "hab!an salido de 10 mismo" (2J5) - they shared the 

same youthful socialist dreams : the Primer Magistrado is what he 

is not because of some abstract psychological defect or rare 

genetic malfunction, but because of his own interpretation of 

himself and of his role in life. The Primer Magistrado defined 

his life in terms of the attainment and maintenance of power : 

by his choice of goals, he chose his life and defined himself, and 

any man could do the same. An attitude such as the Primer Magistra.<lo' s 

is only possible in bad faith: the genEral determinism that rules 

his actions, his role-playing and his concomitant self-deception 

are all symptoms of bad faith. Even in death, the Primer Magistrado 

subordinates himself to another, objectifying himself once again, 

this time to the abstract gaze of History : "de toclos moclos, para 

que quede en la Historia, debo pronunciar una frase a la hora en 

que me lleve. la chingada" (JJ8). Even this final, pathetic 

gesture is excised of sentimentality by the incomprehension with 

which it meets, as his dignified "Acta est fabula" is interpreted 

as a request that "no 10 vayan a enterrcax sin acta de defuncion. 

t 1 . " La ca a eps~a ••• (JJ8) • 
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The Primer Magistrado never attains to good fai th : he never 

accepts himself as the creator of his own acts and moral values, 

and he never claims responsibility for his own acts and deeds. 

Everything he has done, as he sees it, was the result of political 

necessity : if only it had been pracical or possible, he would have 

acted otherwise, or so, at least, he believes. However, even this 

final attempt to escape into self-exculpatory bad faith is 

inadmissible : such a conditional attiude has no place or value in 

a philosophy of action, responsibility and commitment -

il n'y a de realite que dans I 'action; [ ••• ] l'homme n'est 
rien d'autre que son projet, il n'existe que dans Ie mesure 
ou il se realise, il n'est donc rien d'autre que l'ensemble 36 
de ses aetes, rien d'autre que sa vie (my italics). 

Finally, just as the last image created of vlctor was of his 

empty uniform, which 

parec!a una reliquia de familia de las que hablan par sus 
formas vaclas de osamenta y carne, de la estampa de un hombre 
desaparecido que, en un tiempo, hubiese desempena.do un gran 
papel (J29, my italics), 

so too the last image of the Primer Magistrado is of an empty suit: 

sobre el espaldar de una silla esperaba el iiltimo frac que 
se hubiera mandado a hacer en nsperas de su enfermedad, ya 
demasiado ancho para su cue£Po enflaquecido. Pero esto 
facilitarla la tare a de ponerselo - con la ancha banda encarnada 
que, por tan largos anos, hubiese sido el emblema de su 
Investidura y Peder (JJ9, my italics). 

The abuse of power for its own sake, rather than the use of power 

for the good of all, has made of Vlctor and the Primer Magistrado 

"hombres desapa:recidos", whose shrunken figures echo their moral 

degradation. They have blighted their own potential by their 
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refusal to admit that they were free to choose, that they are what 

they have made of themselves, and that they can blame noone else 

for their errors and failings. The idealism of their youth has 

been negated by the cynical self-seeking and determinism of their 

later years : their refusal to take up the burdens of responsibility 

and self-knowledge means that V!ctor and the Primer Magistrado 

are among the few characters in the Carpenterian canon who do not 

advance at all in the course of the action of their respective 

novels. The reason for this is, I think, that Carpentier wants 

to alert us to the soul-destroying potential of power : if a man 

chooses to regard power as a goal in itself, he may find that his 

choice destroys him morally. All historical evidence seems to be 

in favour of Lord Acton's dictum that "power tends to corrupt, and 

absolute power corrupts absolutely"; 37 Carpentier, in his role as 

chronicler and analyst of reality, paints a picture of the 

corrupting nature of power, and attempts an analysis of the reasons 

behind any particular individual's succumbing to that corruption. 

The abuse of others and oneself inherent in the abuse of power is 

so morally repugnant to the democratic ethos of Carpentier that 

he seems to believe that an individual .. "ho has succumbed to the 

lure of authoritarian power is past redemption : in EI siglo and 

EI recurso, he makes it very clear that such abuses are the result 

of choices and decisions made by the individuals in question, and 

that there is no escape from their total responsibility. The 

social comment inherent in both of these novels depends on the 

fact that both are based upon actual events - Carpentier is not 
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interested in philosophising about things that never happened : 

contenido social puede tener La novela, desde luego. Pero 
a part~r del momento en que hay un contexto-epico verdadero; 
a part~r d:l mome~to e~ que el suceso h~ sido. Hoy, ~or 
tomar un eJemplo 1nmed~ato, la Revolucion Cubana, la epica 
de Playa Giron, ofrecen al escritor cubano un contenido social , , 
epico-social, que puede eximirse de toda predica personal por 
la veracidad y elocuencia de los hechos presentados. Ahl 
hay denuncia de hechos que ocurrieron de verdad y de-slas 
razones por que de verdad ocurrieron los hechos. ) 

In El siglo and El recurso, Carpentier presents his own analysis 

of "las razones por que de verdad. ocurrieron los hechos" : he 

offers us the individual human motivations of two characters, 

Vlctor Hugues and the Primer Magistrado, who have it in their 

power to alter the destiny of hundreds of thousands of people, 

and he leaves us to draw our own conclusions about the social and 

moral questions raised. In these novels, as in all his works, he 

fulfils to perfection Benedetti's requirement that 

la novela que lleva impllcita una ~opuesta polltica, debe 
cumplir primero con las leyes novellsticas. Debe existir 
primero como novela, a fin de que ese nivel cualitativo sirva 
de trampol!n 12ara el saIto ideologico. De 10 contrario, la 
propuesta pOIItic~~e vOlvera frustracion 0 saIto en el vaclo 
(my italics). 

The "propuesta pol!tica" that the abuse of power is morally wrong, 

that it stems from a lack of self-knowledge and integrity in the 

individual, and that it leads to moral degradation and social 

corruption on an enormous scale, is made very clear in both 

El siglo and El recurso. In these novels, Carpentier brings 

further evidence to bear on his theory that the self-knowledge 

and concomitant aeceptance of responsibility of the individual 

play a vital part in bringing about the process of social change 
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and improvement, and that 

el gran trabajo del hombre sobre esta tierra consiste en 
querer me~orar 10 que es. Sus medios son limitados, pero 
su ambicion es grande. Pero es en esta tarea en el Reino de 
este Mundo donde podra

4
encontrar su verdadera dimension y 

quizas su grandeza. 0 

There is no hope in the rigid, stagnant characters of the Primer 

Magistrado and V!ctor Hugues : in our search for individual 

responsibility and social change, we must turn to their opponents, 

and to their conviction that, learning from the mistakes of the 

past, the individual can bring about social change and prod ucti ve 

revolution. 
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Chapter Three. The lesson of experience : the acosado and Sofra. 

Although it is undoubtedly true that all the characters in 

Carpentier's novels pass through the hard school of experience, 

and either profit or fail to profit from what they have learned 

there, the case of the acosado (El acoso) and Sofra (El siglo) is 

slightly different. It is given to both characters actively to 

participate in a social struggle, and their fates, as we shall see, 

hang in the balance of their reactions to that one key experience. 

The acosado makes a fatal mistake at the very beginning of his 

political career, and is sucked into the vortex of corruption 

generated by the attempted revolution in Cuba of 1933; Sofra, 

although initially blind and biassed, has a firm conception of 

what is right and desirable, and uses this as a means of self-

defense against the destruction and decay of the French Revolution 

in Guyana. By their reaction to their own personal experience of 
, 

the chaos of social reform and rebellion, the acosado and Sof1a 

define themselves, in almost opposing terms : the acosado remains 

in terrified bad faith, while Sofra attains to the exhilaration 

of self-fulfilment and good faith, even in death. 

i) The acosado eEl acoso). 

In response to an enquiry as to whether or not all of his 

novels are based on actual events, Carpentier has explained that 
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"no estan todas basadas en hechos reales, pero sl parten de un 
1 

hecho real." The example which he uses to illustrate his 

answer is the well-known story of the birth in his mind of 

El acoso, which occurred while he was working as sound technician 

on a University production of the Choephori : 

el dla del estreno, en el momento exacto en que Orestes va a 
matar a Clitemnestra y entra en el palacio y se oye en grito 
terrible en el palacio, suena detras del publico un tiroteo. 
Habra un personaje perseguido por una pandilla que fue matado 
justo detras del publico. 2 

El acoso, then, like all of Carpentier's fiction, has a solid 

foundation of fact, upon which Carpentier has constructed his 

edifice of fiction. It is set in Cuba, in the turbulent years of 

the 1930s and 1940s, during which time politically motivated 

assassinations were common occurences; 3 the protagonist is an 

anonymous young man who has defected from the Communist Party in 

order to wage a more immediate war on the forces of oppression 

and corruption, and who gradually finds that his misguided idealism 

is being used as a tool for the political advancement of a new 

generation of corrupt oppressors. His betrayal, under threat of 

torture, of his comrades, has made him the acosado : throughout 

the novel, we watch his ultimately abortive attempt to escape the 

sentence of death which his acts have brought upon him. This 

seemingly simple plot is complicated by the novel's format: by a 

process which is explained in detail in Encuentro con Alejo 

c,¥pentier (ppZo-22), Carpentier decided to write the novel in 

musical form, and to fit the action into the forty-six minutes 
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required to play Beethoven's Eroica Symphony. The result of this 

is a novel of great complexity and density : as in musical 

compositions, fleeting themes weave in and out of the main body 

of the action, and the lives of the three characters - the acosado, 

the taquillero and Estrella - are linked and intertwined throughout 

the novel. However, the complexities of style, and the masterly 

way in which Carpentier has embodied his initial concept are not 

of central importance to the question of social and moral 

responsibility in Carpentier's work : our guide to this question 

lies in the acosado's character, and it is to him that we turn our 

attention now. 

We learn of the acosado's past and background only after we 

have been made aware of his present situation. In accordance with 

an Existentialist analysis, Carpentier shows us, through flashback, 

the choices and actions which have made of the acosado the vomiting, 

abject fugitive in the Mirador. The first thing that becomes 

immediately apparent is that the acosado has a very selfish and 

superficial attitude to life, and that he has no real concept of 

moral duty or social responsibility. On the eve of his departure 

for Havana and the University, his mind is wholly preoccupied with 

such selfish andtri vial considerations as 

no tendra que rendir cuenta de sus actos : hal lara la Ii bertad 
Y acaso, muy pronto, una amante [ ••• ] Entrara en un cafe y 
pedira un Martini. Sabra por fin a que sabe esa mezcla que 
sirven con una acei tuna en la copa (54). 

The acosado's vision of liberty comes very close to license he 
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has no commitment to anything, but thinks only of the various ways 

in which he can indulge himself, once free from parental restraint. 

This liberty is th~atened by the attitude of his old black nurse 

se barrunto, por el tono decididamente maternal de la negra 
# , , 

que esta pondr1a trabas a sus ansias de libertad, vigilando 
sus entradas y salidas, rezongando y fastidiando - impidiendo, 
por 10 menos, que traJera mujeres al Mirador (55). 

The welcome and care of the old woman are rejected because they 

constitute an intolerable demand upon the acosado and his desire 

for self-indulgence. It is subtly ironic that his death arises 

from his relationship with one of the women - Estrella - whom he 

was so keen to encounter. 

On his arrival at the University, the acosado joins the 

Communist Party; now, in the novel we are given no guide to his 

feelings at this point, but it is clear that he is capable of moral 

outrage, which gives birth to a desire for reform, and it is this 

aspect of his character, ironically, which leads to his downfall. 

He'_-renegues on his Communist affiliation, led on by others who 

tell him that progress will never be achieved by study and theory 

later, in hiding in the Mirador, he finds his Party membership card, 

and recognises it as "la ultima barrera que hubiera podido 

preservarle de 10 abominable" (.56). He seeks to deny his 

responsibility for his defection, by attributing it to the 

persuasive activists around him. 

Hab1aestaclo demasiado rodeado, en aquel10s dlas, de impacientes 
por actuar. Le dec1an que no perdiese el tiempo en reuniones 
de celula, ni en leer opusculos marxistas [ ••• ] cuando los 
mejores de su generacion calan bajo el plomo de la po1icla 
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rep~siva •. ,Y uan manana ~e vio arrastrado por una 
man~festac~on C ••• ] Penso que, en efecto, se vivIan tiempos 
que reclamaban una accion inmediata, y no las cautelas y 
aplazamientos de una disciplina que pretend1a ignorar la 
exasperacion (.56-7). 

The acosado tends to think of himself as a passive pawn, m.oved by 

other people:' swill, or by the inexorable force of "History", or, 

latterly, divinity. It is interesting to note that the "bando de 

los impacientes·t (57) to whom he allies himself, disdaining the 

preparation and doctrine of the Communists, are the very people 

whom, twenty years later, Carpentier criticises through Enrique 

in La consagracion, for their failure to understand the practicalities 

of social reform. He characterises the two tendencies in Cuba as 

la de 'Machado primero, 10 demas despues'. Y la de quienes, 
de formacion marxista, eran partidarios de llevar la lucha en 
profundidad, combatiendo la dictadura, y, a la vez, los factores 
que la habran hecho posible y que bien podr!an traernos otra 
dictadura - y otras muchas, tras de la presente - cuando la 
de ahora hubiese cardo. En la fOrmula, 'Machado primero, 10 , , , , 
demas despues', me desagradaba el '10 demas despues', porque 
'10 demas' quedaba en nebulosa (79). 

The wisdom of the Communist approach has been made manifest by the 

events of later years : although El acoso was written before the 

triumph of the Cuban Revolution, it was written from the viewpoint 

of yet another dictatorship - Batista had followed Machado, and 

almost nothing had been changed by the sufferings and sacrifices of 

the 193 Os , because these sufferings and sacrifices had not been 

based on an organised, creative doctrine of social re-birth, but, 

rather, were, almost in their entirety, destructive in character. 

The acosado's desire for social reform and moral justice is both 

natural and worthy : however, it is a major factor in his downfall, 
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because he unites it wit.h a lazy, slipshod attitude, and a hatred 

of any form of organised commitment - the disciplines of the 

Communist Party are, therefore, intolerable to him, and he changes 

his allegaince, under the pretext of social necessity. Moreover, 

he claims that he is not wholly to blame for his choice of actions 

"toda la culpa, ademas, no era suya. Era Q,bra de la epoca, de las 

contingencias, de la ilusion heroica : operacion de las deslumbrantes 

palabras con que 10 hubieran acogido" (58-9). 

It is clear already from his continual attempts to shift 

responsibility for his actions on to some other agent - political 

activists, the epoch, the "failure" of Communism, and, finally, God _ 

that the acosado is in bad faith : 

si nous avons defini la situation de l'homme comme un choix 
libre, sans excuses et sans secours, tout homme qui se refugie 
derriere l'excuse de ses passions, tout homme

4
qui invente un 

determinisme est un homme de mauvaise foi. 

Carpentier is highly critical of the acosado, and has made it 

clear that his defection from the Communist Party is an important 

marker as to his positive or negative significance within Carpentier's 

work as a whole. 

Mi personaje es un descrerdo completo, es incluso un,renegado 
del partido comunista. Pero hay un momento, cuando el pasa 
por la calle Carlos III y ve encendidas de noche para una 
reunion de celula las ventanas del que era entonces la sede 
del partido comunista de Cuba. Se queda mirando, piens~ en 
su tar jeta de miembro que ha dejado abandonado en el baul y 
dice : 'Y esto podra haberme librado del horror.' Es decir, 
si el, en vez de haberse metido en pandillas de politiqueros 
sin importancia, hubiera seguido Una 11nea polltica concreta 
y logica y cient!fica, que es la que quiso hacer al comienzo ••• 
Pero no; es un profugo, es un renegado, es un transfuga. 5 

The acosado sees himself as a heroic saviour of society, and 
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visualises his anarchic acts of murder and destruction in terms of 

altruistic heroism. 

Todo habra sido justo, heroico, sublime, en el comienzo : las 
casas que estallaban en la noche; los Dignatorios acribillados 
en las avenidas; los automoviles que desaparecran como sorbidos 
por la tierra [ ••• ] Eran los tiempos de la sentencia pronunciada 
a distancia, del valor sin alarde, del juego a vida 0 muerte. 
Eran los tiempos de la ejecucion deslumbrante, camplida por 
un emisario de sonrisa implacable (108). 

The acosado and his comrades are characterised by an utterly callous 

attitude to death: they celebrate their victims' demise with the 

insulting remark, "bien muerto, el perro" (125). Their concept 

of the other is wholly subjective : the other exists only as an 

object in their world view, and is to be judged by values whose 

parameters they have set; he has no subjective existence of his 

own which m~ght arouse their compassion. The acosado's attitude 

to his old nurse is similarly subjective : it is significant that 

he sees her only in terms of how she affects him, rather than as 

an entity in her own right. She is 

la que calmo mi hambre primera [ ••• ] la que me hizo conocer 
la gula [ ••• ] la q ue ~us 0 en mi #I lengua e 1 sabor de una carne 
[ ••• ] la que me nutrio con la mas ~ura savia de su cuerpo, 
dandome el calo:E de su regazo [ ••• J la que me acogio cuando 
todos me echaban (78, my italics). 

The old woman only exists as a function of the acosado's existence 

when she lies sick and in need of a doctor, he sees himself as 

"sin poder avisar al doctor" (45). There is no question in his 

mind of threatening his own safety for her sake, for she is only 

an object in his field, and as such, is subordinated to his own 

needs. This attitude of subjectivity is carried to extremes 

when the acosado causes the old woman to starve to death, by 
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devouring the meagre diet of her convalescence : her life and needs 

are to be subordinated to his own. In death, however, the old 

woman forces the acosado to look at himself in a differeBt light, 

by making him aware of himself as a possible object through her 

fixed stare : 

en la cara de la negra, sorprendentemente desarrugada dos 
ojos se abr!an, mirando con vidriosa fijeza - con lej~a e 
inexpresiva intensidad - a quien dejaba el plato entre dos 
pomos de medicina, sin atreverse a sorber sus grasas(74). 

The acosado suddenly sees himself as the old woman sees him - a man 

who has sunk so low that he will steal food from a dying woman. 

This incident is an expression of the Sartrean concept of Ie regard, 

which states that 

in perceiving an eye as looking, I perceive myself as a possible 
object for that look: I lose my transparency, as it were, and 
become opaque, even for myself. The transformation in 
perception in which an eye becomes a thing that looks goes 
together with a transformation in self-perception as well. 6 

It is significant that the acosado is terrified of the gaze of 

others : from the moment of his first political assassination, he 

becomes aware of the condemnatory power of the eyes of others. His 

victim undergoes a transformation : from being, at a distance, a 

mere object,"el emplazado" (124), he suddenly becomes a subject 

in whose horrified eyes the acosado sees himself reflected -

"luego fue un perfil; una cara empavorecida, dos ojos suplicantes, 

un aullido y una descarga" (125, my italics). There is more in 

his fear of others' eyes than the threat of being found by his 

former associates : the eyes of others make him aware of himself 

in a different way, and he is terrified when he realises that 
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"habr!a que entregarse a la Ii bertad - a la calle, . a las miradas II 

(76, my italics). He is unable to go into a cafe and eat, because 

"las fondas, en esa temprano h d 1 h t b d . ad ora e a noc e, es a an emaS1 0 

llenas de gente que miraba - y nada Ie resultaba tan temible, ahora 

que se habra arrojado a la ciudad, como una mirada" (84,my italics). 

The acosado is terrified of the reflection of himself that he sees 

in others' eyes : the gaze of others forces an objective self

analys~s upon him - a self-analysis which he is unwilling to 

undertake. Now, according to sartre, self-consciousness is a 

social concept, for my awareness of my own consciousness arises 

only from my awareness of others' consciousness of me. sartre 

expresses the basic tenets of this concept in the catchy phrase, 

"je me vois parce qu'on me voit" 7 - self-scrutiny arises out of 

the scrutiny of others. It is in the acosado's perception of 

himself, both as subject and as object, that the moral and social 

theme of El acoso is to be found. 

At the very beginning of the novel, before we have even 

encountered the acosado, Carpentier presents us with a strong 

expression of the power of man for self-determination. The 

taquillero, enraged by the supercilious attitude of the Cuban 

aristocracy at the concert, takes pleasure in the thought of 

Beethoven's insult to the bust of some equally undeserving and 

undistinguished dignitary: fti Pr!ncipe : 10 que sois, 10 sois 
, 

por la casualidad del nacimiento; pero 10 que soy, 10 soy por nu ! " 

(12). The taquillero comforts himself with the reflection that he, 
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by his own studious efforts, has made himself worthy of listening 

to the performance of the Eroica : 

ad o , odr' · t ' n ~e, aqu~, p ~a Jac arse de haberse acercado a la Sinfon~a 
con mayor devocion que el, a cabo de semanas de estudio 
partitura en mano, ante los discos viejos que todavra s~naban 
bien (16). 

Thus, before the action of the novel has really begun,Carpentier 

installs in the reader the concept of self-determination as morally 

desirable, and subtly reminds the reader of the Sartrean ethic 

that existence precedes essence, and that 

l'homme est responsable de ce qu'il est. Ainsi, la premiere 
demarche de l'existentialisme est de mettre tout homme en 
possession de ce qu'il est et de faire reposer sur lui la 
responsibilite totale de son existence (my italics). 8 

Forearmed, as it were, with this reminder of man's existential 

responsibility, the reader is immediately aware of the negative 

significance of the acosado's attitude. Freedom, as we have seen, 

is the origin and source of responsibility, in Existentialist 

terms : the acosado, however, sees it in terms of the complete 

rejection of responsibility. "Libertad", to him, means an escape 

from parental restraint, the taking of a lover, and, in general, 

an existence of unbridled self-indulgence. The reader is aware 

from an early stage in the novel that the acosado, like the 

protagonist of Los Easos, is an unreliable witness, and that what 

he says of'himself and his situation must be examined with some care. 

Thus, we treat the self-examination in which he indulges during 

his enforced incarceration in the Mirador with some caution; the 

"ni vel de lucidez desconocido" to which he claims to attain is only 
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superficial : he does not come to any real self-knowledge, because 

that is not the goal of his examination. His goal is to find 

relief and self-exculpation in tiel examen detallado de una trabazon 

de hechos" (57-8) - i. e. he seeks a causal explanation of his 

situation which will relieve him of blame as it denies his 

responsibility. Now, as we know, "tout homme qui se refugie 

derriere l'excuse de ses passions, tout homme qui invente un 

determinisme est un homme de mauvaise foi". The acosado is clearly 

in bad faith, as his attitu~\.throughout the novel is characterised 

by determinsim of one form or another; while wanting the spurious 

glory attached to his political activities -tttodo habra sido arrojo, 

olvido de S1 mismo, sagrada furia, en los terribles trabajos del 

escuadron" (123) - he also seeks to deny his complicity in 

corruption, by claiming that he made the transition from idealistic 

revolutionary struggle to hired gangsterism "arrastrado por manos 

cada vez mas activas" (125, my italics). Even his mistaken decision 

to leave the Communist party and join "el bando de los impacientes" 

is not his fault : "era obra de la epoca, de las contingencias, 

de la ilusion heroica : operacion de las deslumbrantes palabras 

con que 10 hubieran acogido" (5~9). What the acosado seeks to 

deny with his weak determinism and his attempted self-exculpations, 

is what Sartre calls his original choice. Now, Danto has made a 

very lucid analysis of this concept in sartrean thought, and if 

we examine it carefully, we shall find, I would maintain, that 

not only the acosado, but also the majority of Carpenterlan 

characters in bad faith, seek to deny their original choice. The 
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first element of the analysis states that, according to Sartre, 

a reason denotes the situation or object which I intend to 

influence or change with my action. However, that sitation or 

object cannot be regarded as a cause in itself : it is only a 

cause if the subject chooses to regard it as a reason for action. 

The result of this is that "I determine which circumstances and 

events are going to explain my actions". 9 Thus, even although 

the acosado may forge a causal chain to explain and excuse his 

actions, he is still ultimately responsible for what he has done, 

because it is he who has constituted those causes as reasons for 

action. Carpentier sees the acosado's choice in terms of a 

responsible ori@inal choice, as defined by Sartre : there is no 

escape into the comforting philosophy of determinism, for even 

the choiice of a deterministic attitude is one for which the acosado . .:... . 

must be held responsible. A man's original choice is the self-

de:fi.nil:1ion with which he endows himself : tll'homme est seulement, 

non seulement tel qu'il se con90it, mais tel qu'il se veut, et 

comme il se con90it apres 1 'existence, comme il se veut apres cet 

elan vers l'existence". 10 There is, therefore, no cause which 

has not been constituted as such by the original choice of the 

individual, and no escape from total responsibility. As Sartre 

puts it, 

les pires inconvenients ou les pires menaces qui risquent 
d'atteindre rna personne n'ont de sense que par mon projet; et 
c 'est sur Ie fond de L':e~ement que je suis qu'ils paraissent. 
II est donc insense de songer a se plaindre, puisque rien 
d'etranger n'a decide de ce que nous ressentons, de ce que 
nous vivons ou de ce que nous sommes. 11 
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The acosado seeks to hide not only from his original choice, 

but also from the result of various actions which he has undertaken 

"as a result of pressure" from other members of his group. Like 

so many Carpenterian characters in bad faith, he turns to alcohol 

to e:s::ape from his conscience : he succumbs to Itel constante beber 

de los dras sin faena, cuando trataba de olvidarse de la faena 

cumplida" (81). As his doubts about the validity of what he is doing 

grow, so does his need for drunken oblivion : 

todav1a se afirmaba que aquello era justo y necesario; pero 
cuando Cel acosado] regresaba de una empresa, tenfa que beber 
hasta desplomarse para seguir creyendo que 10 hecho hubiera 
sido justo y necesario. Se habra puesto precio a la sangre 
derramada, aunque ese precio se fijara en terminos de 
revolucion (117-8, my italics). 

The acoaado is yet another perfect example of bad faith in the 

Carpenterian canon : he knows that what he is doing is no longer 

motivated by idealism, but by material gain and political corruption, 

but he does not try to tUDn aside from the path that he has chosen; 

rather, he drinks himself into a state of acceptance of what he 

knows to be a lie. He is torn between belief in what he is told 

by "los que a su alrededor manejaban diestramente las Palabras 

que todo 10 justificabann (125), and his nagging suspicion that 

there is no justification for what they are doing. His continued 

allegiance to the group of degraded revolutionaries expresses his 

complete bad faith : 

bad faith is a form of faith (foi), not just a cynical 
deception practised by the self on itself but a genuine belief 
that it entertains about itself. And yet, in some sense or 
other it knows this belief to be mistaken, and it knows that 
it knows this, so that holding the belief does involve the 
maintenance of the deception. 12 
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The acpsado strives to hide from himself, and from his own 

awareness of the self-deceptLon he practises; he tries to ignore 

certain facts that distress him, but he fails, for he is always 

aware, on a subliminal level, of their existence. His part in the 

kangaroo court trial of a former comrade is a case in point : as 

he re~embers the incident, his mind tries, in revulsion, to 

escape from the recognition of his own part in it, but he finds 

that this is impossible : "aunque haya tratado de encubrirlo, de 

callarI 0 , 10 tengo presente, siempre presente" (109). This 

admission is strongly reminiscent of the epigraph which opens the 

second section of the novel; taken from Job 10, xiii, it reads 
." , 

"aunque cubras estas cosas en tu corazon, yo se que de todas te 

has ac ord ad 0" • The theme is the same - the failed attempt to hide 

frOm that which we have done and of which we are now ashamed. The 

epigraph appliesto~the summarised version of the acosado's life 

presented in the second section of the novel, and it gives further 

credence to the notion that the acosado is in bad faith : his 

whole lif$, it says, is an example of self-deception and subliminal 

awareness of that deception. 

Having sought release from responsibility in a historicist 

attitude ("era obra de la epoca", 58), in a passive attitude ("ee 

vio arrastrado" ,57), and in a causal philosophy ("una trabazon 

de hechos", 58), the acosado turns finally to the refuge of 

religious determinism for release. His conversion from atheism 

to fanatical catholioism is inspired by the sight of his old 
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nurse lifting a burning ember to light her cigarette : 

la mano tra1a, al sacaI' la lumbre, un ;euego venido de 10 muy 
remoto, fuego anterior a la materia que por el fuego se 
consum!a y modificaba - materia que solo ser!a una posibilidad 
de fuego sin una mano que la encendiera. Pero, si ese fuego 
presente era una finalidad en sr, necesitaba de una accion 
anterior para alcanzarla. Y esa accion, de otra y de otras 

t . ~ , 
an erl. ore s , que no podl.an deri var sino de una Voluntad 
Inicial (69). 

By this curious method of reasoning, the acosado concludes that 

God exists, as "un Propulsor primero, causa inicial de todo" (70). 

Carpentier explains this strange conversion thus : 

ese personaje, que no tiene fe religiosa, cae en una especie 
de crisis m!stica terrible, empieza a invocar a los santos, 
empieza a besarlos, a rezar. Se agarra de 10 ultimo que Ie 
queda, que es 10 sobrenatural y 10 religioso(my italics). 13 

A mystical crisis,then, presents the acosado with the ultimate 

escape from responsibility : everything that happens to him can 

be explained, not in terms of his own free choice and actions, 

but "porque Dios quiso que as:f fuera" (24). Wi thin the parameters 

of Catholicism, the acosado is able not only to attribute everything 

that he has done to Goo, t1la inexorable Voluntad" (25), but also 

to liberate himself from any remaining sensation of guilt through 

the convention o:t "!;he confess ional. By repetition of "las mismas 

ideas de culpa y de abominacion de S1 mismo" (137), the acosado 

is able to relieve his conscience, without in any way having to 

alter his conduct : Carpentier's denial of the value of such 

self-indulgent emotional catharsis is made clear by the trivial 

reaction of the priest, whose primary concern is to remind the 

acosado to fast until he has confessed himself. The acosado 

accepts this as just, and Carpentier indulges in a lovely piece 
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of irony at the expense of the acosado in particular, and of the 

rigid institutions of the Catholic Church in general : the acosado 

tries to get something to eat, because it is not yet midnight, 

when his fast must begin : "querra demostrar a Alguien, mirando 

a un reloj, que no infringra la regIa impuesta a quienes gem!an 

por acercarse al Incruento Sacrificio" (142). By reducing the 

Almighty to the level of a timekeeper, Carpentier shows both the 

ridiculous nature of certain Church rituals, and the extreme 

fanaticism into which the acosado has ~allen, that he accepts such 

rituals. His mindless, terrified repetition of the Creed ("creo, 

creo, creo", 21) shows clearly that religion has no transcendent 

meaning for him : it is just another buf;fer between himself and 

the horror that he has made of his life, and his frantic prayers 

and recitations serve only to numb his brain, as alcohol did 

before. 

The acosado sees his body as a liability : he is "cargando 

con el peso de un cuerpo acosado, que era necesario ocultar en 

alguna parte" (57). Ironically, it is precisely because he 

succumbed to the demands of his now inconvenient body that he is 

in his present situation : if he had not given way to his hunger, 

and caused the old woman to starve to death, he would still be 

safely hidden in the Mirador. It is interesting to note that 

whenever the acosado is vaguely ashamed of something that he has 

done, he describes it in terms of bodily actions, rather than in 

terms of dynamic, subjective decisions. For example, the theft 
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of the old woman's food is described entirely in terms of physical 

acts, as if the acosado's mind had no connection with it at all 

un~ mano crisp~a se hundio en la masa resquebrejada por 
azucares derretJ.dos. Y fue luego la lengua, ansiosa, pre suros a, 
asust~a de comer robando la que limpio el plato [ ••. J 
Levantose luego el cuerpo sobre sus rodillas y fue la mano 
t ," o ra vez, en el envase del Cuaquero escarbando con las unas 

en la avena cruda (66-7, my italics). 

The acosado distances himself from the actions of his body, so that 

he may deny his responsibility for those actions; similarly, at 

the trial of his former comrade, he seeks to avoid committing 

himself to a decision, but, when forced into commitment, sees that 

decision in terms of an act of his body, not of his mind: 

y hay que levantar la mano y sentenciar. Son dos, cinco, no 
se cuantas manos. La. mra permanece inene, colgante, buscando 
un pretexto para no alzarse en el lomo de un perro que mece 
la cola al pie de mi silla [ ••• J Yes, en la espera de todos, 
mi codo que al fin se mueve, e1evando dedos co bardes al ni ve 1 
de otros muchos (113-4, my italics). 

In both of these examples, the subject of every major verb is an 

individual part ofthe acosado's body: he seeks to deny his 

responsilbility by thus distancing himself from the acts of his 

own body. Ironically, it is because, in the last analysis, he 

could not distance himself from his body, that that body: is now 

"un cuerpo acosado" : if he had not succumbed to.'the threat of 

torture, he would not now be on the run. The acosado's attitude 

to his body, then, is paradoxical: firstly, it is something 

removed from him, for which he has no responsibility, and secondly, 

it is so integral a part of himse lf that he sacrifices and betrays 

his comrades to maintain its safety. Carpentier makes the acosado' s 

betrayal of his friends even more shameful than such treachery 
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would normally be by causing the acosado to break down at the mere 

threat of torture, before anything has actually happened to him. 

The threat of castration is more than he can bear : 

abriendo las manos sobre 10 suyo, con gesto de recabrarlo 
de atraerlo a sr, de reintegrarl0 a su carne, empezo a hablar. 
Dijo 10 que quisieron; explico la perpetracion de atentados 
re~i:ntes, y, para meggyar sus propias culpas, poniendose de 
aco11to, de comparsa, pronuncio los nombres de ·quienes, a 
estas horas, dorm!an en los divanes de cierta villa de 
suburbios, 0 beb!an y tallaban cartas en la larga mesa del 
comedor, con las armas colgadas del espaldar de las sillas 
(128, my italics). 

Now, the acosado would claim that he had no choice but to 

bet:cay his comrades, and that their deaths, therefore, are not his 

fault. From a Sartrian point of view, however, the situation can 

be seen in terms of choice of both a major and a minor nature 

the minor choice lies in the fact that "one chooses the moment 

at which one yields and.the body is rendered wholly flesh and-the 

previously resisting self an incarnated agony. II 14 One could 

always have resisted for another moment, and then another, according 

to'Sartre : in the acosado's case, his responsibility is 

exacerbated by the fact that he made no attempt to resist at all. 

By succumbing to the demands of his body, by limiting his infinite 

and transcendent potential to the parameters described by his 

finite body, he reinforces his bad faith. 

The major choice involved in this surrender of self to body 

is that of our original choice, discussed above : if we accept that 

the moment of surrendering to torture might have been postponed 

for another moment, and then another, as we have suggested, we 

cannot avoid the question, "why did I surrender then, or, indeed, 
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at all ?". My total freedom and my total control of my own choices 

and actions must mean that I chose the moment to surrender and , 
that I could, therefore, have chosen not to do so. This is where 

the question of original choice arises, putting the responsibility 

for my actions on to a different plane : my original choice has 

made of me what I am - the sort of person who resists until death, 

or succumbs at once - and it is at that fundamental level that my 

responsibility lies. Thus, the acosado's immediate surrender 

under the threat of personal suffering stems from the sort of 

self-indulgent, uncommitted person that he has made of himself -

from the essence with which he has chosen to endow himself, after 

that initial leap into existence. He is, therefore, in every sense, 

wholly responsible for his decision to betray his comrades. 

It is important to remember, in the passing, that although 

the acosado adopts a critical position towards the corruption of 

his former comrades, he does so only once he has put himself 

beyond the pale by betraying them. This criticism functions 

on two levels: firstly, as an expression of the acosado's 

character, it shows how he seeks to justify his treachery further 

by implying that his comrades deserved to die anyway; secondly, it 

serves as a direct expression by the author of the rampant 

corruption and degrad,~tion of Cuban society at the time in question. 

It is not, in any way, a sign of high moral tone in the acosado : 

the righteous ind~nation which he expresses was not strong enough 

to lead him to turn away from his career as hired assassin, until 

he was caught. 
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EI acoso is, I think, the most pessimistic of Carpentier's 

novels. All three of the characters whom we encounter are guilty 

of betrayal of one kind or another - the acosado, of his family, 

party and comrades; Estrella, of the acosado; and the taquillero, 

of his musacal ambitions and ideals. At the end of the novel, no 

real hope for the future is given : indeed, we are presented, 

ratper , with the continuance of the corrupt status quo in the person 

of the policeman who pockets the supposedly counterfeit note, 

knowing it to be valid. 

The acosado~s failure in the political arena stems from his 

failure as a person : because he has a deterministic attitude to 

life, he is, in Existentialist terms, in bad faith, and, therefore, 

incapable of authentic action in the social arena. He is right 

to hate corruption, and to want change, but he falls into the trap 

of which Esteban warns Sofra : "ustedes saben 10 que aborrecen. 

Nada mas. Y por saberlo ponen su confianza, sus esperanzas, en 

cualquier otra cosa" (El siglo, 257). His initial good intentions 

are warped by what Enrique sees as the dangerous abstraction of 

"10 demas depues" (La consagracion, 79), and although he himself 

sees tHe- "fisura" in his political career as occuring when his group 

moves towards political gangsterism, the really crucial moment of 

decision occured much earlier, when he chose to leave the Communist 

Party. The slow and disciplined approach and the reliance on 

doctrine of the Party seem to him unsuited to times of bloody 

corruption such as those in which he lives, but they prove to be 

infinitely more practical than the destructive anarchy of other 
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opposition groups. This is a point to which Carpentier returns 

again and again : in El recurso, itt is the socialist Estudiante 

who carries the hope for the future, not the anarchic followers 

of Luis Leoncio Martinez, who, when he comes to power, proves to 

be as politically inept as the Primer Magistrado; in La consagracion, 

the characters whose significance throughout the novel is positive 

- Jean-Claude and Gaspar Blanco - abe both committed, active 

Communists. 

The acosado never attains to a moment of understanding and 

self-knowledge : he is still hiding behind excuses and self-deception 

when his assassins find him. What meagre hope for the future that 

there is in the novel does not lie in him, but - prophetically, 

in view of_the fact that the novel was completed in 1955 - in "las 

hoces del Partido, cuya Central permanecia iluminada para alguna 

reunion de celul~' (84, my italics). 

ii) Sofia eEl siglo). 

The character of Sofia is altogether more positive than that 

of the acosado, and an analysis of her life can be· .di vided into 

four phases. The first of these covers her departure from the 

convent to care for Esteban, the irruption into her life of victor 

Hugues, her growing social and sexual awareness, and the beginning 

of her affaire with victor; the second covers her marriage to 

Jorge, and the third, her continued relationship with victor; in 
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the fourth and final phase, she casts off'the burden of dominating 

masculine attachments, and gives full expression to herself, firstly 

in an equal relationship with Esteban, and secondly, in self

sacrifice on the streets of Madrid. Running through all these 

phases, and giving the character of Sofra great cohesion and impact, 

is her constant need to commit herself in action to the improvement 

of a given sitation. "Hay que hacer algo" is a cry which is heard 

on her lips throughout the novel, and Carpentier says of her that 

"ella representa, en cierto mcxio, la praxis". 16 He also claims 

that in spite of the more obvious claims to protagonic stature 

of vrctor, or even of Esteban, Sofra is meant to be the strong 

character in El siglo, and explains that 

Las mujeres, hasta que una revolucion como la sovietica, como 
la nuestra, las hubiese sacado de una condicion casi ancilar 
padecida durante siglos, se han visto marginadas, en cierto 
modo, del espiritu generacional del hombre. Pero no resignadas 
a e110, las mas inteligentes se han liberado por el esfuerzo 
propio, 10 que, a menudo, ha venido a desarrollar fuertemente 
su personalidad. Para romper con su ambiente familiar, con 
una cadena de prejuicios, de tradiciones, de tawes absurd os , 
las mujeres han tenido que romper sus propios amarres y luchar 
valientemente - a veces, casi solas. De ahr que ciertos 
personajes femeninos de mis novelas [ ••• ] resulten mas 
energicas, mas conscientes de 10 que hacen y quieren, que los 
personajes masculinos, beneficiarios de un arden que en todo 
los favorece. 17 

When we first meet sofra, she has not yet begun to fight the 

social taboos and conventions that regulate her existence, and our 

first mental image of her shows clearly that she is stifled and 

unhappy in her mandatory social role : 

en el Gran Salon, ojerosa, desfigurada, - envuelta en ,ropas de 
luto que, por ser de talla mayor que la suya, la ten~an como 
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presa entre tapas de carton - esperaba Sofra, rodeada de monjas 
clarisas (13, my italics). 

The conventions of mourning, the cloistered life of the convent _ 

these suffocate Sofra, because they relegate her to a role of 

passive inertia, and such a role is wholly alien to Sofra's active, 

passionate nature. Even in the face of apparently impossible odds, 

she places all her faith in action : she does not despair over 

Esteban's asthmatic crises, but, rather, does what she can for 

him - "Sofra, impotente ante un mal que desafiaba las pocimas y 

sinapismos, pasaba un pano mojado en agua fresca por la frente 

y las mejillas del enfermo" (14). Her sense of duty and 

responsibility finds its expression in commitment and action, and 

in this, she is a perfect example of the Existentialist belief 

that lila seule chose qui permet a l'homme de vivre, c'est l'acte. 

Par consequent, sur ce plan, nous avons affaire a une morale 

d'action et d 'engagement" (my italics). 18 At this stage in the 

novel, however, she has not tried to break with convention, and 

her action and commitment are all on a personal, traditionally 

acceptable level, such as nursing Esteban. However, there is 

something in her soul that yearns for change, as is revealed by 
, 

her reaction to the apocalyptic painting, "Explosion en una Catedral" 

she is "extranamente fascinada [ ••• J por el terremoto estatico, 

tumulto silencioso, ilustracion del fin de los tiempos, puesto 

ah!, al alcance de las manos, en terrible suspenso" (17). Her 

urge to break out of the chains of convention first finds expression 

in the chaotic lifestyle that the young people adopt, after the 
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death of her father, and later, in the destruction of her father's 

portti t, and her hysterical outburst, "estoy cansada de Dios; 

cansada de las monjas; cansada de tutores y albaceas, de notarios 

y papeles, de robos y porquerras" (63). However, this self

liberation from the constraints of tradition and social convention 

does not put Sofra in possession of herself as a free, authentic 

character in good faith, for although she has shuffled off the coil 

of social domination of the individual, she has unwittingly 

allowed herself to succumb to domination of another kind - that 

of one individual by another. The other individual is, of course, 

vrctor, and because Sofra accepts his definition of her.'.sbe loses 

sovereignty over herself; in accordance with Sartre's concept of 

the other, she becomes an~lobject for herself : "r am an object for 

my own consciousness only through my having becomes conscious of 

others' consciousness of me". 19 Sofra becomes aware of vrctor's 

consciousness of her on the night of the hurricane, when he tries 

to seduce her : 

tratando de disculparse, invocaba razones que dejaban atonita 
a quien, doblemente victariosa, las escuchaba sin haber pensado 
nunca que aquel ser, tan hecho y madura, tan ajetreado y 
dueno de un pasado, pod!a otorgarle nunca una estatura de 
mujer - a ella que se sentia tan proxima a su propia ninez (55, 
my italics). 

Although ~he rejects v!ctor at this point, she is influenced by 

his vision of her, and begins to gro~ away from her own definition 

of herself, to fit into his mould. Thus, when he comes to her 

again on the boat, she acquiesces, because she now sees herself 

through his eyes, and associates herself with his desires. 
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We lose touch with Sofra, as the action of the novel moves 

to France, and then to Guade loupe, but with Esteban's return to 

Cuba, she moves back into the centre of the stage, and we find her 

in the second phase of her life, married to Jorge, and apparently 

content with her conventional existence. 

Y se dio a hablar de su contento presente, de la dicha que se 
hallaba en hacer la felicidad de un hombre, de la seguridad 
y reposo de la mujer que se sabra acompanada. Y como si 
quisiera hacerse perdonar una traicion : 'Ustedes son varones. 
Ustedes fundaran sus hogares. No me mires as!. Te digo que 
todo esut igual que antes' (246). 

Esteban is shocked and distressed to hear Sofra utter such bourgeois 

banalities : it seems that she has succumbed once again to the 

demands of convention and tradition, and Esteban feels upset and 

betry.yed. 

Era pavoroso pensar que un segundo cere bro, si tuada en la 
matriz, emitra ahora sus ideas por boca de Sof!a - aquella, 
cuyo nombre defin!a a la mujer que 10 llevara como poseedora 
de 'sonriente sabidurra', de gay saber. Siempre se habra 
pintado el nombre de Sof!a, en la imaginacion de Esteban, 
como sombreado por la gran cupula de Bizancio; algo envuelts 
en ramas del Arbol de la Vida, y circundado de Arcontes, en 
el gran misterio de la Mujer Intacta (246). 

Esteban's idealised vision of Sofra is not merely the romantic 

fantasy of an untopian dreamer: Carpentier himself has explained 

that a character's name is an important marker in his system of 

thought -

escojo cuidadosamente los nombres de los personajes, que 
responden siempre a una simbolica que me ayuda a verlos. 
Sofra, par ejemplo, habra de responder, segUn la etimolQgra 
griega de su nombre, al conocimiento, al 'gay' saber. "20 

Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that Sofra's basic nature is 

intended by the author to be as Esteban has described it, and that 
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her present expression of blissful domesticity is not a true 

expression of herself. However, it is not, as Esteban thinks, 

Jorge's fault that Sofla has become so app~Dtly conventional and 

submissive : this is a legacy of her relationship with V1ctor, and 

of her own desire to commit herself in action. When Vlctor left 

for France, Sof!a's dreams of action in a social struggle went 

with him : obsessed by his charisma and physical appeal, she is 

unable to imagine true revolutionary action anywhere other than at 

his side. In order to tolerate the empty expanse of her life 

without him and the glorious commitment that he symbolises, she, 

already alienated from herself, sinks further into bad faith, 

taking on the role of submissive wife, which, as we have seen, 

is wholly uncharacteristic. NOW, Caws explains that 

for Sartre, there can be nothing of the self that is not 
far-itself, and nothing of the for-itself that has not been 
won actively by the negation of the in-itself. The for-itself 
having made itself in this way, it is, as it were, wholly 
responsible for itself and can hide neither behind prior and 
independent determining forces nor behind a pretended 
ignorance of.the state of affairs. It knows itself, and 
knows all there is to know about itself; and if it fails to 
acknowledge something about itself, or acts out of character 
with itself, this can only be because it is knowingly 
deceiving itself. It is this deception that Sartre names 
mauvaise foi, 'bad faith', 'faith' having here the sense of 
something one keeps (with anothe~yerson, or with oneself) 
as well as something one has. 

sof!a, in her attempt to escape from the disappointment concomitant 

upon V1ctor's departure, tries to build a new life, in which she 

plays the part of adoring wife; this is, however, a betrayal of 

her basic nature, and because her whole life at this point is 

based on a premise of bad faith, what she has to say on such 
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topics as political reform and revolutionary violence have a 

hollow ring and a s our tone in the reader's ear. Even her voice 

is described as "una vocecilla agridulce que era, en ella, anuncio 

de discusion" (2.54), and Carpentier is, I would claim, critical 

of the self-satisfied way in which she dismisses Esteban's experiences 

in the revolutionary arena as of no account. Although her 

attitude to social reform was, formerly, eminently practical -

poco llevada hacia las especulaciones transcendentales, Sof!a 
ha~!a regresar los demas a la tierra, interesandose 
concretamente por la condicion de la mujer y la educacion de 
los ninos en la sociedad nueva (69, my italics) -

the theories which she expresses on the night of Esteban's return 

are predominantly abstract : the material good of the SOlid, finite 

individual has bean forgotten. The tone of her speech, which is 

delivered in indirect form, is of condescending self-assurance : 

it has none of the fire and vigour that characterise the expression 

of positive social doctrine in Carpentier's work. 

No pod!a vivirse sin un ideal pol!tico; la dicha de los 
pueblos no pod{a alcanzarse de primer intento; se hab!an 
cometido graves errores, ciertamente, pero esos errores 
serv{an de util ensenanza para el futuro; ella comprend{a que 
Esteban habra pasado par ciertas experiencias dolorosas - y 
mucho 10 compadecra por ello - pero acaso fuese vrctima de 
un idealismo exagerado; ella admit{a que los excesos de la 
Revolucion eran deplorables, pero las grandes conquistas 
humanas solo se lograban con dolor y sacrificio. En suma : 
que nada grande se hacra en la Tierra sin derramientos de 
'sangre ( 2.54 ) • 

Although there is in this much sense, there is also much insensitivity, 

and a failure to understand practicalities. It is true that the 

failures and mistakes of the Revolution will stand as an object 

lesson for all future social reformers, but it is also true that 
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, 
Sof~a herself is denying the validity of this lesson, by her 

contemptuous dismissal of Esteban's experiences. The cost of the 

"excesos" and "errores" which she deplores is to be counted in 

human lives, and although it is to a certain extent true that 

social struggle and reform almost invariably involve bloodshed and 

sacrifice, there is no justification for a glib and blase attitude, 

such as that which Sofra expresses here. She claims to be better 

informed than Esteban, and sets the value of his experiences 

at naught : 

ella esta enterada de todo 10 que su primo Ie habra contado -
tocando a 10 polrtico, desde luego - y acaso mejor que el, que 
solo habra podido tener una vision parcial y limitada de los 
hechos, vision alterada a veces por la proximidad de nimias 
ridiculeces, de ingenuidades inevitables, que en nada menguaban 
la grandeza de un sobrehumana intento [ ••• J Ella solo quer{a 
decir que a distancia se podra tener una impresion mas 
objetiva de los acontecimientos - menos apasionada (254, my 
italics) • 

What Sofi:a is unable to accept is that the "nimias ridiculeces" 

and "ingenuidades inevitables" can have a detrimental effect upon 

the overall sublimity of the Revolution; her insistence on 

objectivity and abstraction leads her to ignore the fact that it 

is solid, finite individuals who must embody the conceptions of 

the Revolution, and that, although the Revolution may be sublime, 

its propagators may debase"'it. This - which is the sum of Esteban's 

experiences - she refuses to consider; Esteban loses his temper 
, 

with the self-satisfied trio - Carlos, Jorge and Sof~a - and cries, 

"i Cuidado! Son los beatos creyentes como ustedes; los ilusos, 

los devoradores de escritos humanitarios, los calvinistas de la 

Idea, quienes levantan las guillotinas" (255). The calm claim 
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that a few guillotinings would be a very go~ thing serves both to 

enrage Esteban more, and to show the reader how sunk in alienation 

Sofra is : everything that she says can be attributed directly to 

V!ctor Hugues. To emphasise the ghastly irony of the situation, 

Carpentier reveals that the revolutionary trio owe theirkncwledge 

of current political events and doctrine to the very translations 

which Esteban made in Guadeloupe of various decrees and declarations. 

They base their extremist and fanatical attitudes upon the probity 

of decrees whose daily betrayal Esteban has witnessed. 

lt is important to understand here that Carpentier is not 

denigrating the value of Revolution; what he is expressing is the 

danger inherent in an abstract attitude to a very practical problem, 

that of social reform. A Revolution, like Existentialist man, 

must be judged on what it does, not on what it might have done, 

meant to do, or says that it has done. Esteban has seen the results 

of the Revolution, and is horrified by the concrete embodiment of 

the abstraction; Sofra believes in the abstraction, and denies 

any possibility of failure or corruption in its concretisation. 

She has submerged her practical humanitarian attitude in the waves 

of propaganda which pour, through Esteban's translations, from 

v!ctor Hugues. Esteban warns her of the dangers inherent in her 

attitude : 
, , 

la fe en algo que cambia de aspecto cada d1a les dara grandes 
y terribles decepciones [ ••• ] Ustedes saben 10 que aborrecen. 
Nada mas. Y por saberlo ponen su confianza, sus esperanzas, 
en cualquier otra cosa (257). 

It would be mistaken to give the impression that Esteban is 
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presented as being in the right, and Sof1a in the wrong here : 

Esteban's declaration that, even although the next revolution may 

be pure and successful, "para agarrarme cuando estalle, tendran 

que buscarme con linternas a mediod!a" (253), shows us clearly 

where he stands in Carpentier's scheme of things. It is Sof1a, 

who responds to Esteban's cynical comment, "sigan jugando a la 

Revolucion" with the pithy rejoinder, "mas vale jugar a algo que 

no jugar a nada" (278), who expresses Carpentier's belief in the 

need for, and the value of individual struggle : 

el hombre nunca sabe para qUien padece y espera. Padece y 
espera y trabaja para gentes que nunca conocera, y que a su 
vez padeceran y esperaran y trabajaran para otros que tampoco 
seran felices, pues el hombre ansia siempre una felicidad 
situaaa mas alIa de la porcion que Ie es otorgada. Pero la 
grandeza del hombre esta precisamente en querer mejorar 10 
que es. En imponerse Tareas (El reino, 143-4). 

Sof1a's basic beliefs and attitudes are positive in the Carpenterian 

canon; it is only because she has allowed herself to be dominated 

by another, and has succumbed to the easy option of bad faith that 

she has, temporarily, taken on a negative significance. 

The second phase of Sof!a's life closes with Jorge's death; 

even as he lies dying, the lure of V1ctor is operating on her, and 

once her submissive duty has been done by nursing her husband, she 

becomes again the forceful, decisive Sof!a of old. She discards 

the role of submissive wife, and utterly rejects convention and 

tradition, qy making the decision to join V!ctor 

durante la cena permanecio en silencio, esquivando las 
miradas de quien 10 interrogaba demasiado con los ojos. Pero 
no 10 hacra con la confusion de quien se siente descubierto 
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en un intento censurable, sino con e1 a1tanero ademan de la 
mujer resue1ta a no dar razones (279). 

However, although she has once again cast aside the trappings of 

convention, and has asserted herself, she is still in bad faith, 

because she is asserting herself as vrctor's mistress, rather than 

as her own woman : 

iba hacia quien Ie habra dado una conciencia de sr misma y 
que, en carta trarda por aquel gimiente que abajo quedaba, Ie 
hubiese hablado de su soledad, en medio de los triunfos. AlIa, 
donde el estaba, habra mucho que hacer; no podra un hombre 
de su temple sino estar madurando grandes empresas; proyectos, 
en los cuales pudiese cada cual hallar su cabal medida (282, 
my italics). 

Sofra accepts the role that vrctor has given her, and sees herself 

only as he sees her: she accepts herself as an object in his world, 

and in so doing, accepts his subjectivity, and his own view of 

himself. Although motivated by high ideals, her attempt to 

participate in the "grandes empresas" of the age is doomed to 

failure, because the basic premises of her actions - the analysis 

of herself and of vrctor in vrctor's terms - are faulty and 

self·-deceiving. The tragic potential for disillusion is made 

clear by her confident assertion that, "muy madurada por su 

decision, iba hacia algo que no podra ser sino como ella se 10 

imaginaba" (29.3, my italics). The reader, who has followed 

Esteban along vrctor's tortuous trajectory, is well aware that 

all is not as Sofra believes it to be, and that her belief that 

"pronto empezarfa el gran quehacer, esperado durante cmos, de 

realizarse en dimension escogida" (29.3) is likely to be thwarted. 

Her vision is that 
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V1ctor, ante la reaccion termidoriana, estaba penetrando, 
con sus Constituciones traducidas al espanol, con sus 
Carmanolas AIllericanas, en esta Tierra Firme de America, 
llevando a ella, como antes, las luces que en el Viejo Mundo 
se apagaban (296). 

She sees herself as destined for..;great deeds at his side, and takes 

her discovery 'of the tomb of the last owner of Santa Sophia as an omen : 

era una casualidad demasiado extraordin.aria para no tomarse 
como un anuncio, un aviso, una premonicion. La esperaba un 
prodigioso destino. El futuro se venIa gestando secretamente 
desde que un Voluntad atronara, cierta noche, las aldabas de 
la casa. Habra palabras que no brotaban al azar. Un misterioso 
poder las modelaba en las bocas de los oraculos. Sophia (299). 

This passage of thought, written in the indirect form which seems 

to lend great authority to SofIa's subjective musings, is the only 

moment in the novel in which Sofra actively expresses a deterministic 

attitude. She, who rejected religious determinism at an early age, 

now turns to superstition and the concept of fate and destiny to 

bolster her ambitions for the future : she is no longer self-sufficient, 

and muet have external justification for what she does, as she 

sinks further into bad faith. 

The first blow to Sofra's vision of her future comes when she 

arrives in Cayenne, and receives, instead. of an ecstatic welcome, 

the same form of brusque, peremptory treatment that greeted 

Esteban, years before, in La Rochelle : "bienvenida. Manana ira 
un coche a buscarla. V" (JOO). By stating the terms of their 

relationship thus starkly - he dominant, she subordinate - vrctor 

once again puts the stamp of his own vision on Sofra, and she 

accepts this. She allows him to order her behaviour amd appearance, 
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and accepts his own analysis of himself so wholeheartedly that, 

by contrast, hew own life seems to her a catalogue of mediocrity : 

tenla un hermano tendero, un primo negado a la valentla cuyas 
abjuraciones Ie pareclan tan vanas, ahora que vislumbraba 
la grandeza, que las hubiera encubierto con piedad : la misma 
historia de su matrimonio era lamentable. Habia oficiado de 
ama de casa. Habla esperado. Nada mas (304). 

The reader, unlike Sofia, is not overwhelmed by the charisma of 

victor's immediate presence, and, having gone through similar 

situations with Esteban, is alerted to the fact that victor is not 

as he would seem. Sofla, however, is not aware of the superficiality 

of "una formula harto reiterada" (303), or of:'the emptiness behind 

Vlctor's incessant need to talk. She can only see victor in terms 

of the image he promotes, and her own embroidery upon that image : 

she can no longer see the reality. The overwhelming success of her 

physical relationship with him, and the concomitant sense of 

well-being tha.t she enjoys, give her a feeling of fulfilment 

which results in an almost passive attitude to life : 

Ie parec!a que su ser se habia tornado utili que su vida, 
por fin, tenia un rumbo y un sentido. Era cierlo que dejaba 
transcurrir les dlas, las semanas, en funcion del presente, 
enteramente feliz, sin pensar en el manana. Pero no por ello 
dejaba de sonar con realizar grandes cosas, un dia, junto al 
hombre a quien se habra atado (307, my italics). 

Various points arise here : firstly, there is the importance of the 

satisfaction to be derived from a sense of usefulness : Carpentier 

has said that "nada puede dar mayor satisfaccion a un hombre que 

la conciencia de que su labor, por modesta que sea, resulta una 

labor util, en funcion de una colectividad en marcha", 22 and it 

is clear that usefulness to the community is an integral part of 

the notion of soci~l responsibility. Sofia, however, is contributing 
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nothing : her feeling of usefulness derives from a combination 

of physical satisfaction and the euphoria aroused by her idealistic 

visions, which have no practical reality outside her imagination. 

The woman whose constant cry was "hay que hacer algo" has lapsed 

into an almost ataraxic state, in which "dejaba transcurrir los 

dras [ ••• J sin pensar en el manana". Although she tries to salve 

the almost imperceptible twinges of her conscience with the, claim 

that "no por ello dejaba de sonar con realizar grandes cosas", this 

is not enough : dreaming of future achievements achieves exactly 

nothing, as Sartre points out with some acerbity -

un homme s'engage dans sa vie, dessine sa figure, et en dehors 
de cette figure il n'y a rien. Evidemment, cette pensee peut 
parattre dure a quelqu 'un qui n' a pas reussi sa vie. Mais 
d'autre part, elle dispose les gens a comprendre que seule 
compte la realite, que les reves, les attentes, les espoirs 
permettent seulement de definir un homme comme reve detu, 
comme espoirs avortes, comme attentes inutiles; c'est a dire 
que ~a les de~init en negatif et non en positif (my italics). 23 

Judged by this order of things, Sofia's attitude is wholly 

negative, and it is only when her intrinsic sense of moral justice 

is outraged that she begins to take a more realistic view of the 

situation, and, gradually, to come to grips with herself as her 

own woman. 

This outrage to Sofia's sense of justice arises out of the 

predicament of jurant priests after the Concordat between Rome and 

Paris. With the restoration of Catholicism throughout France and 

her colonies, the situation of those priests who swore allegiance 

to the Revolution becomes quite intolerable, and SofIa witnesses 

the crue 1 treatment meted out to two jurant Sulpicians, who are 
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attacked and daubed in fresh blood. When she speaks to vrctor of 

what she has seen, his response is not at all what she expects : 

'mandare que los embarquen de nuevo : aqur les haran la vida 
imposible.' 'Me parece que tu deber estar!a en protegerlos -
dijo Sofra -. Tienen que serte mas gratos que los demas.' , , 
v~ctor se encogio de hombros. 'En la msrna Francia, nadie 
uiere saber a de curas juramentados.' 'Hueles a incienso', 

dijo ella 309-10; my italics). 

In that brief, cutting comment, Sofra expresses all her hatred 

of the hypocrisy of the religious establishment, which she now .. 

finds mirrored in vIctor. The affront to her sense of justice 

makes her think once more about concepts like duty : her innate 

honesty forces her to question the morality of her situation. 

vrctor's lack of interest in the fate of the jurant priests opens 

the door to enlightenment : Sofra realises that vrctor's primary 

concern is his own pOllical success, not social justice or moral 

rectitude. This revelation is emphasised with intolerable clarity 

by his submission to the law of 30th Floreal, Year X, requiring 

the restitution of slavery : 

Todo 10 que habra esperado hallar aqur, en esta avanzado 
reductQ de las ideas nuevas, se traducra en decepciones 
intolerables. Habla sonado con hacerse util entre hombres 
arrojados, justos y duros, olvidados de los di06es porque 
ya no necesitaban de Alianzas para saberse capaces de regir 

, b' 'd el mundo que les pertenec~a; ha ~a cre~ 0 asomarse a un 
trabajo de titanes, sin miedo a la sangre que en los grandes 
empenos podla ser derramada, y solo asistra al restablecimiento 
gradual de cud.nto parec!a abolido - de cuanto Ie habran 
ensenado los libros maximos de la epoca que debra ser abolido. 
Despues de la Reconstruccion de los Templos volvrase al 
Encierro de los Encadenados. Y quienes ten1an el poder de 
impedirlo, en un continente donde aUn pod1a saivarse 10 que 
del otro lado del Oceano se perdra, nada hacian por ser 
consecuentes con sus propios destinos [ ••• ] Asombrabase la 
mujer ante las distintas enterezas de un hombre capaz de hacer 
el Bien o,el Mal con la misma frialdad de animo (314, my 
italics). 
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Sofra's ambition to fulfil herself as a free individual in 

the service of the community is thwarted by the opposing ambition 

of vfctor, to maintain himself in po~r, regardless of. the moral 

or ideological cost. She becomes aware, at last, of vrctor's true 

motivations, and this disillusionment loosens his hold over her. 

At first, she withdraws into a world of the imagination, immersing 

herself in books to seek temporary refuge from her disappointment. 

She realises that "sus pasos, llevados por un anhelo de accion, 

de vida util y plena, la habran conducido a una reclusion entre 

arboles, en el mas vano e ignorado lugar del p1aneta" (319), and 

she becomes increasingly discontented with her situation, and 

critical of vfctor. Her desire for positive action reawakens, and 

she is exhilarated by the presence of veterans from the Egyptian 

campaign, whose company she hequents to such an extent that 

" te has metido a cantinera ?' pregunto vrctor, asperamente, 
cuando la vio regresar. 'AI menos las cantineras hacen algol, 
dijo ella. 'i Hacer algo ! i Hacer algo ! Siempre estas con 
la misma monserga. i Como si el hombre pudiese hacer algo 
mas de 10 que puede hacer ! ' (321-2). 

In her commitment to continuous action, and her refusal to be 

satisfied with either the status quo or her own achievements to 

date, Soffa gives clear expression to Carpentier's belief that 

1a grandeza del hombre esta en 'no dormirse sobre sus laure1es' 
- para emplear la expresion popular. Cada dra, al salir del 
sueno, debe entrar en la vida con animo prometeico, diciendose : 
'Hasta abora, nada hice', por much os que hayan sido sus exitos 
aparentes. 'Hay que mejorar 10 que es', dicen a menudo 
mis,personajes, aunque240 ya hecho, 10 ya visto por ellos, no 
este del todo mal. 

Sofra's relationship with vrctor gradually deteriorates, until 
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only their bodies are in harmony. When he is stricken by the 

Egyptian plague, she risks infection to remain at his side, just 

as she did with Jorge, but she is not motivated qy devotion 

"arrostraba el peligro para ofrecerse, a S1 misma, el espectaculo 

de una lealtad de la cual no estaba ya muy segura" (325). The 

fretful complaints and self-exculpatory remarks made by vIctor 

when he is in fear of dying, prove to be the last straw for Sofra, 

and as soon as he is, unexpectedly, cured, she tells him of her 

decision to leave. She is, at last, in full control of herself, 

no longer dominated by convention or by the alienating effect of 
, 

V~ctor's charisma. She no longer sees commitment and action only 

in terms of Vlctor, and is prepared to go out into the world on 

her own ': "estoy cansada de vi vir entre muertos. Poco importa 

que la peste haya salido de la ciudad. Desde antes llevaban 

ustedes las huellas de la muerte en las caras" (327). With this 

declaration of independence, Sofra closes the third phase of her 

life; she looks forward, not back, and declares that "jamas vOlvere 

a una casa de donde me haya ido en busca de otra mejor [ •.• l 

Quiero volver al mundo de los vivos; de los que creen en algo. Nada 

esperode quienes nada esperan" (328). 

Vlctor's attempt to shame sofra into retaTning to the mould 

he has made for her, by implying that it is her revolutionary 

spirit that has died, fails completely : the new sofia, secure in 

self-knowledge, cannot be undermined by such tactics : 
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'la Revolucion ha trastornado a mas de uno', dijo vlctor. 
'Es esto, acas~, 10 magnrfico que hizo la Revolucion : 
trastornar a mas de ~o - dijo Sofra, empezando a descolgar 
sus ropas -. Ahora se 10 que debe rechazarse y 10 que debe 
aceptarse' (328). 

Sofla, like Carpentier, is aware of the value of something that 

will stir up those who "permanecen sentados al borde del camino, 

inertes, esperando no se que, 0 quizas nada, pero que tienen, sin 

embargo, necesidad de que se les diga algo para removerlos". 25 

She has moved beyond the reach of Vlctor and his empty rhetoric, 

and to emphasise her new-found sense of selfhood, she gives her 

body to de Saint-Affrique, indulging in a liaison on her terms, 

thus closing, "con un acto a su voluntad debido, el cicIo de una 

larga enajenacion" (329, my italics). 

What little more we know of Sofia comes from a variety of 

sources, investigated by Carlos after the disappearance of Sofla 

and Esteban. It iji: clear that S ofla has maintained her independent 

spirit : she makes no concessions to the expectations of convention, 

and, although apparently grieved in some way, much to the surprise 

of her neighbours, nno buscaba el consuelo de la religion"(335). 

Once she has succeeded in obtaining Esteban's release from prison 

in Ceuta, she enters into a platonic, harmonious relationship with 

the cousin whom she so misunderstood in her self-satisfied 

self-deception. Finally, on "el Dla sin Termino" (338), she and 

Esteban disappear, lost in the wave of independent fervour that 

sweeps through Madrid. S ofra, at last, finds the means to commit 

herself in action to the cause of social reform, and in spite of 
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the danger, she knows no hesitation : 

'i Hay que hacer algo !' 'l Que ?' 'i Algo !' Y Esteban la 
vio salir de la casa, impetuosa, enardecida, con un hombro 
en claro y un acero en alto, jamas vista en tal fuerza y en tal 
entrega. 'Esperame', grito. Y armandose con un fusil de 
caza, bajo las escaleras a todo correr (339) 

- thus, Sofla's instinct for action and commitment draws even 

Esteban, the reluctant utopian, into the fray. 

It is intersting to note that Sofra does not have an obvious 

moment of illumination and understanding in her progress from bad 

faith to good. In her case, the development is altogether more 

gradual, proceeding from Vlctor's repeated failure to act as she 

thinks he should, through a slow period of readjustment, and 

culminating in her decision to leave, and to start her life afresh. 

The moment of her final decision - to join the rioting crowds -

is narrated by an external witness, who can only describe deeds, 

not thoughts, but I would maintain that here, in her moment of 

sacrifice, is the final blaze of "lucidez" which finds surcease 

in the endless sleep of death. 

Sofla, unlike all the other characters in bad faith in 

Carpentier's novels, is always ready to accept or claim 

responsibility, and she has, from the beginning, a strong sense 

of social and moral duty. It is because she allows herself to 

succumb to the vision of another, rather than forge her own 

vision and future, that she falls into bad faith and suffers the 

concomitant setbacks and failures. However, she does come to an 

honest understanding of herself, and of how she has come to be in 
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the situation in which she finds herself, and acts positively in 

order to rectify the situation. By acting, she defines herself in 

her own terms, and does as much as she can to ensure the continuance 

of the revolutionary spirit. Although it might seem that her act 

has had no lasting value, as the uprising of the second of May 

resulted immediately in the reprisals of the third, in Existentialist 

terms, Sofra's action is an expression of fulfilment. It is a 

rejection of passivity, and an assertion of the power and duty of 

the individual : 

La doctrine que je vous propose est justement a I'oppose du 
quietisme, puisqu'elle declare: il n'y a de realite que dans 
l'action; elle va plus loin d'aiIIeurs, puisqu'elle ajoute : 
l'homme n'est rien d'autre que son projet, il n'existe que 
dans Ie mesure ou il se realise, il n'est donc rien d'autre

26 que l'ensemble de ses actes, rien d'autre que sa vie. 

Sofra's death, therefore, is not a sign of her own personal 

failure : she dies because society is not yet ready for the 

:revolution that she seeks to promote - "Sofla es la praxis. 
, 

Sof1a 

es la mujer que intuitivamente siente 10 que hay que hacer y hacia 

donde hay que ire No Ie toca, desgraciadamente, vivir en un momento 

en que ella pueda dar su medida." 27 Although Sof!a herself dies, 

the ideas for which she sacrificed herself live on, to flourish in 

the Latin American wars of independence, and in the Cuban Revolution 

the words of the epigraph that will not fall into the void might 

well be Sofla's cry of "Hay que hacer algo". 
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Chapter Four. The committed individual. 

In the course of the last three chapters, we have charted the 

development of various characters, and their progression - or lack 

of it - from bad faith to good. In this chapter, I intend to 

examine those characters who, throughout their respective novels, 

are in a constant state of good faith and social commitment. 

These characters are El Estudiante in EI recurso, and Jean-Claude 

and Gaspar Blanco, both in La. consagracion, and although they 

represent the goal of social commitment and moral responsibility 

at which we must aim, they are, paradoxically, less interesting 

than their less admirable fellows. Carpentier, as we have seen, 

is a master of the art of displaying the inner torments, doubts 

and deceptions of the individual, and it is in following his frail 

and very human characters on their arduous journey towards 

authenticity and fulfi,lment that much of the emotional and intellectual 

enjoyment of his work is to be found. It is in their relationships 

with characters in bad faith that much of the force of these 

characters in good faith lies ~ By their example, the characters 

in good faith function both as catalyst and as opposition to the 

status quo : having attained self-knowledge and fulfilment, they 

employ these gifts in the service of the community, thus showing 

others the way to go, and spotlighting the deficiencies of both 

individual and society. 
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Good faith may be briefly summed up as total self-knowledge, 

and an acceptance of full responsibility for that which is known. 

It is the rejection of any comforting deterministic philosophies, 

and the acceptance of the burden of the total responsibility and 

commitment of the individual. In our examination of the three 

characters under discussion in this chapter, we shall be looking 

at how they behave as a result of being in good faith, rather 

than, as previously, how they attained that state : the tortuous 

soul-searchings of bad faith do not afflict El Estudiante, Gaspar 

Blanco or Jean-Claude. 

i) El Estudiante (El recurso). 

Carpentier has explained that the character of El Estudiante 

fiesta calcado sobre algunos de los jovenes que abrieron la epoca 

de las grandes luchas contra las dictaduras del continente", and 

has defined him as flel hombre que no acepta ese orden de cosas 

1 y avanza hacia el futuro". He is, like so many Carpenterian 

characters, nameless : 

un joven de apellido Alvarez, 0 Alvaro 0 Alvarado - Peralta 
no se acordaba bien - mas conocido por El Estudiante desde 
que, en un discurso particularmente agresivo, hubiese dicho 
'No vean en mi sino un estudiante mas, cualquier estudiante, 
El Estudiante' (186-7). 

The effect of this anonymity is twofold : firstly, it demonstrates 

that El Estudiante is not interested in personal power or glory, 

and secondly, it helps to create a political myth around his 
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character and actions. The Primer Magistrado is we 11 aware of 

the danger of allowing such a myth to flourish unchecked : "estan 

creando, aqur, el Mito del Estudiante,reg~nerador y puro, 

espartaquiano y onmipresente. Hay que desinflar el Mi to del 

Estudiante" (233). Carpentier, too, is keen to destroy the myth, 

and this may seem paradoxical, as he is its ultimate creator. 

However, the explanation is quite simple : Carpentier is aware of 

the Latin American tendency to create and adhere to myths which 

endow various characters with superhuman qualities, and he is also 

aware that these myths, while generating a certain amount of 

social action and commitment, tend to prove counterproductive in 

the final analysis, because they are based on the assumption that 

it is some quality intrinsic to the person in question which allows 

him to act as he does, thus removing his acts from any possibility 

of emUlation. By creating the myth of El Estudiante, and then 

destroying it, without destroying El Estudiante's power or potential, 

he shows that El Estudiante is not an isolated case, and that his 

actions are within the scope of anyone. It is this desire to 

make an example of El Estudiante, rather than an impossible hero, 

that has contributed to his anonymity : Carpentier is not interested 

in writing .the story of, for example, "Che Guevara, revolutionary 

hero" - rather, he wants to awake any man, and Everyman, to his 

own social potential. Thus, during the interview with the Primer 

Magistrado, we discover that El Estudiante is a man like any other 

man : he is afraid of torture, and of what he might reveal, and 

he sweats helplessly without the prosaic relief of a handkerchief 
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to restore his dignity. By showing us his humanity, Carpentier 

shows us that El Estudiante is accessible and repeatable : a myth 

or legend about El Estudiante is of no use if it blurs the fact 

that he is just a man like any other, and what he can do, anyone 

of us can do. It is more important that he should inspire emulation 

than awe, and it is for this reason that Carpentier keeps him so 

far removed from the heroic mould, even going so far as to describe 

him scuttling down the Primer Magistrado's private staircase 

"con presteza de ardilla"(24J), an image little in keeping with 

the heroic myth. By demythifying El Estudiante, Carpentier 

removes him from the limitations of the pedestal that popular 

opinion has created for him, and sets him free to function 

unrestricted in society. 

El Estudiante is a perfect example of the Existentialist 

ethic of moral choice and commitment, as described by sartre : 

l'homme se fait; il n'est pas tout fait d'abord, il se fait 
en choisissant sa morale, et la pression de circonstances est 
telle qu'il ne peut pas ne pas en choisir une. Nous ne2 definissons l'homme que par rapport a un engagement. 

El Estudiante has defined himself and his goals, and acts in 

accordance with that self-definition, accepting full responsibility 

for the consequences of his choices. What, then, are these goals 

to which he adheres so closely? Clearly, they are the bringing 

about of a socialist state, through the education and social 

actions of the people. To this end, firstly through pamphlets, 

and then through Liberacion, El Estudiante spreads socialist 
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doctrine and political criticism amongst the people, to the 

infuriated consternation of the Primer Magistrado. However, 

irritated though he is by El Estudiante's activities, the Primer 

Magistrado does not believe that there is any future for his 

socialist dreams in Latin America, attributing his early success 
, 

to the fact that "eramos gente tremendamente novelera, como 10 

eran todos los latinoamericanos. Bastaba que una cosa se echara 

a rodar por el mundo [ ••• J para que la acogieramos con entusiasmo" 

(186). The regime constantly underestimates El Estudiante, because 

the selflessness of his motivations is beyond its comprehension, 

and because it believes that his message is too complicated to 

interest mere "gente de alpargatal1 (240). The Primer Magistrado 

does not doubt El Estudiante's sincerity - "es un iluso. Pero 

sincero" (230), but he does doubt his ability to succeed, and, 

therefore, fails to take the threat that he represents seriously 

enough. 

El Estudiante draws upon the very power that the Primer 

Magistrado has rejected in favour of military force - the people. 

He tells the Primer Magistrado that his aim is "que sea usted 

derribado por-un-lev-an-ta-miento-po-pu-lar" (239) brought about 

by the gradual process of eduction, and by such social weapons as 

strikes. He scornfully rejects the anarchy of Alpha Omega as 

unproductive : "demasiado hemos visto que los atentados anarquistas 

nada cambian en el mundo" (238). and approaches the question of 

social reform in an eminently practical, rational and logical way. 

He rejects the rhetorical excesses of Luis Leoncio Martrnez as the 
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empty propaganda they are, and later, he refuses to associate 

himself in any way with the American-backed puppet government set 

up by Luis Leoncio Mart1nez. Politically clear-sighted, he accepts 

that his attempts to introduce socialism into the country will 

create new problems, which may not be resolved in his own life-time, 

but he does not turn away from his goal : learning from the 

mistakes of other revolutions, thus drawing something positive out 

of failure, he carries on the struggle regardless. 

El Estudiante is accorded quite a full description by 

Carpentier, and since, as we have seen, this is quite unusual in 

his works, it will be worthwhile to examine that description and 

what it suggests. The Primer Magistrado describes him as 

un joven delgado, endeble, a medio camino entre la adolescencia 
y la madurez, algo despeinado, de rostro palido, que 10 
miraba de frente, eso si, casi sin parpadear, con ojoS-muy 
claros, acaso verdegrises, acaso verdeazules, que, a pesar 
de una casi feminina sensibilidad, expresaban la fuerza de 
caracter y la determinacion de quien pod1a actuar, si 10 
creyera necesario, con la dureza de los creyentes y los 
convencidos (2)4, my italics). 

Two very important points arise out of this description; firstly, 

El Estudiante does not conform in any way to the defiant macho 

image of rebellion which the Primer Magistrado had formulated in 

his mind's eye. Emphasis is laid on his sensitivity, and his puny, 

gangly body: the Primer Magistrado cannot conceive of such a pers:on 

as a threat, accustomed as he is to the armed revolts of such 

.- .-
thugs as Ataulfo Galvan and Walter Hoffmann. In a regime in which 
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force equals superiority, it is difficult to understand how an 

apparently effeminate weakling might pose a threat, and in his 

blank incomprehension, the Primer Magistrado sows the seeds of 

his own defeat. The second point of importance is El Estudiante's 

ability to look the Primer Magistrado in the eye without flinching; 

now, as we have seen, the concept of the look is an important one 

in Sartrian Existentialism, revealing as it does the problem of 

other minds, and this example of it is no exception. El Estudiante's 

eyes function in two ways in this example : firstly, they are 

active - "miraba [ ••• ] casi sin parpadear" - and secondly, they are -

or the Primer Magistrado tries to make them - passive, mere pools 

of colour, with no threatening purpose behind their existence. 

Just as the protagonist of Los pasos tried to liberate himself 

from a sense of shame by objectifying the eyes of Fray Pedro de 

Henestrosa, so too the Primer Magistrado tries to deny his own 

potential objectivity by concentrating on the physical reality of 

El Estudiante's eyes, "muy claros, acaso verdegrises, acaso 

verdeazules". However, El Estudiante refuses to submit himself to 

such objectification, and with the strength of his character, 

forces the Primer Magistrado to admit that behind those ideas lies 

an individual subjectivity, capable of acting with complete 

ruthlessness in the furtherance of his beliefs. He refuses to 

back down and accept the subordinate role, defined by the Primer 

Magistrado's subjectivity : "no me mires asi, que yo no bajare 

la mirada" (236). However, the Primer Magistrado still tries to 

force his own evaluation upon El Estudiante : because he refuses 
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to accept it, El Estudiante is unaffected by it, but the Primer 

Magistrado becomes trapped by his own creation, accepting his 

illusion of El Estudiante as the reality, and losing forever any 

chance to understand him. Judging by appearances only, the Primer 

Magistrado concludes that El Estudiante is 

otro personaje folklorico, a quban medra, pesaba, dividra, 
sorprendido por la necesidad de prestar alguna atencion a 
personaje de tan poca monta. ~se, que tenra delante, era 
algo asr - en version nuestra - como e 1 clasico estudiante 
de novela rusa, sonador y doctrinario, mas nihilista que 
polrtico, proletario por deber, habitante de buhardillas, 
mal comido, mal vestido, durmiendo entre libros, de rencores 
atizados por las frustraciones de una existencia mediocre 
(235, my italics). 

In his attempt to objectify El Estudiante, to slot him into an 

easily definable mould, the Primer Magistrado completely fails 

to understand El Estudiante's motivation. El Estudiante may, indeed, 

have the appearance of an archetype, but the Primer Magistrado' s 

analysis of him in terms of that archetype is completely mistaken. 

He may be "proletario por deber", but that "deber" is not 

adherence to any social trend, but, rather, his own finely 

developed sense of moral outrage and social justice; he is by 

no stretch of the imagination a nihilist, as his positive actions 

and willingness to carry on in the face of appalling odds show 

clearly, and although he may rely heavily on the doctrinal 

teachings of Marx, he is no utopian dreamer, as his eminently 

practical and logical approach to sooial change makes clear. 

The Primer Magistrado's failure to understand him is another 

weapon in El Estudiante's arsenal : ttmejor es que no nos entiendan 

a que nos entiendan a medias. Quienes nos entienden a medias 
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nos combaten mejor que quienes nos tienen por ilusos" (239). In 

the course of their discussion, which, according to Carpentier, 

t
~ , 

es a enteramente basada en art~culos, conversaciones, 
hechos que mostraron en palabras, en escritos, la toma de 
conciencia de una nueva juventud latinoamericana frente al 
arrastre de las anacronicas y absurda~ dictaduras que todav1a 
se prosiguen en nuestro continente, J 

the Primer Magistrado gradually begins to realise that El Estudiante 

is not reacting in the way that his objectivity would imply, and 

is forced to accept that El Estudiante functions as a subject, 

just as he himself does. It is this acceptance that causes him 

to offer El Estudiante the opportunity to go to Paris : he cannot 

kill him in cold blood, now that he sees nim as an entity in his 

own right. As we saw in Chapter Two, tyranny depends on a total 

inability to accept the subjectivity of others : having accepted 

El Estudiante' s subjectivity, the Primer Magistrado cannot summarily 

dispose of him, as.he has so many of his opponents who remained 

mere objects in his mind. 

Although its immediate positive effects are short-lived, El 

Estudiante does see his dream fulfilled, as the Primer Magistrado 

is deposed by a popular uprising, in the form of a general strike, 

which he himself masterminded. The Primer Magistrado is informed 

that en realidad, fue El Estudiante quien te tumbo [ ••• J Las 
bombitas, las bromas macabras, los falsos rumores, eran 
cosas del Alfa Omega. Pero la huelga general fue obra del 
Estudiante. Magn!fico trabajo, por cierto. Yo no 10 crela 
capaz de eso (270). 

In the fulfilment of his dream, El Estudiante acts with self-control 
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and calm responsibility, keeping a tight grip on a potentially 

explosive situation, and denying the U.S.A. any excuse for 

interventionist tactics : as the American Consul wryly points out 

to the Primer Magistra.cio, "afirma que el placer de colgarlo a 

usted de un poste telegrarico no vale el riesgo de una intervencion 

que bien podra transformarse en una ocupacion [ ••• J i Inteligente, 

el muchacho :" (280-1). However, in spite of the fact that the 

Primer Magistrado's downfall and the prevention of intervention 

are due to him, El Estudiante is well aware that this is a brief 

triumph only, and that the cause of socialism will move forward 

only slowly through what he has done. By refusing to support the 

American-backed puppet government of Luis Leoncio Mart{nez, he 

remains a thorn in the flesh of authority : his politics are 

unacceptable to the capitalists and imperialists who support Luis 

Leoncio Martrnez, and his integrity makes him a danger which they 

are quick to recognise ~ tIes hombre de nueva raza dentro de su 

raza. De esos estan naciendo much os en el continente, aunque 

vuestros generales y doctores se empenan en ignorarlos" (282). He 

sees his defeat of the Primer Magistrado as the winning of a battle, 

not of the war, and he is willing to continue that war ad infinitum, 

if need be. 

It is in the continuance of that war that he finally comes to 

Paris, en route for the "Primera Conferencia Mundial contra la 

Pol!tica Colonial Imperialista" in Brussels. It is in Paris that 

we are given final proof of his humanity, his sensitivity, and his 
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utter commitment and dedication to the future fulfilment of his 

ideals. Sitting in Notre Dame, he contemplates the basic questions 

of existence, as exemplified in that soaring mass of stonework : 

todo el misterio del nacer, del morir,del eterno renacer de 
la vida, del paso de las estaciones, se encontraba en la linea 
recta, imaginaria, tendida entre los dos circulos centrales 
de las inmensas luminarias (325). 

In spite of his own atheism, he is able to recognise that 

Christianity once played the kind of role that he now sees socialism 

playing, and that it had 

el merito de promover una estruendosa devaluacion de totems 
y genios inexorables, presencias obscuras, amenazas zodiacales, 
cayados de augures, sometimientos a idus de marzo e inapelables 
designios (325). 

Just as Christianity once liberated man from the primordial terrors 

and domination of unknown and vengeful pagan deities, so now 

atheistic, socialism seeks to remove the restrictions and limitations 

upon freedom inherent in the concept of any deity, and of secular 

capitalism and imperialism. El Estudiante places himself firmly 

on the side of those who seek to build this new world, and thinks 

hopefully that 

proximos estaban acaso los dias en que habrian de sonar las 
trompetas de un Apocalipsis, pero esta vez tocadas por los 
comparecientes y no por los angeles del Juicio Final. Tiempo 
era ya de fijar los protocolos del futuro y de ir instalando 
el Tribunal de Reparticiones (325-6). 

His final thought on leaving Notre Dame links El Estudiante closely 

with Carpentier's own moral code : just as Carpentier claims that 

"nada puede dar mayor satisfaccion a un hombre que la conciencia 

de que su labor, por Modesta que sea, resulta una labor util, en 

funcion de una colectividad en marcha", 4 so too does El Estudiante 
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find true satisfaction and fulfilment only in commitment and 

contribution to society, commenting that time siento de mas donde 

todo esta hecho" (326). 

This identification of El Estudiante's ideas with Carpentier's 

is given further force by the accord between El Estudiante and 

the Cuban political martyr, Julio Antonio Mella, a man for whom 

Carpentier has frequently expressed enormous respect,5 and who 

symbolises the Cuban revolutionary spirit. He was born in Havana 

in March 1903, and died at the hands of Machado's assassins in 

Mexico City in 1929. He dedicated his short life to the struggle 

against imperialism and social oppression, and was deeply committed 

to the spreading of communism throughout Latin America. He is seen 

by the Cuban people as the revolutionary heir to their national 

hero, Jose Mart! - the logical stepping-stone between Mart! and 

Mella's own successor, Fidel Castro. He symbolises the awakening 

of the student population to the need for social reform, and his 

is the figure around which each new generation of revolutionaries 

has rallied. His aborted attempts to bring about social reform 

in Cuba were finally fulfilled by the 1959 Revolution - the words 

of Ru~n Mart!nez Villena spoken over his ashes come to fruition 

at last : .. ") estamos aqu! camradas, para rendirle de esta manera 

a Mella el unico homenaje que Ie hubiera sido grato : el de hacer 

buena su carda por la redencion de los oprimidos con nuestro 

proposito de caer tambien si fuese necesario." 6 It is his 

wholehearted commitment and dedication to the cause of social 

reform that has made Mella a figure of such positive significance, 
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both in the context of recent Cuban history, and in the framework 

of Carpentier's thought. Mella is "el ejemplo de una vida dedicada 

.1ntegramente a la revolucion", 7 and, as a result, the links which 

Carpentier forges between Mella and the fictional revolutionary, 

EI Estudiante, increase EI Estudiante's revolutionary stature, 

and endow him, by association, with all the emotional impact 

and social commitment of Mella's martyrdom. In addition, the 

introduction of Mella allows direct comparison to be made between 

the fictional Primer Magistrado and the factual Gerardo Machado, 

and emphasises the depressing omnipresence of the dictator. The 

mood, however, is one of optimism, not despair : 

'Cae uno aqu1, se levanta otro alIa' - dijo EI Estudiante. _'Y 
hace cien anos que se repite el espectaculo.' -'Hasta que el 
publico se canse de ver 10 mismo.' - 'Hay que esperarlo' (327). 

The onus is on tie I publico", as it always is in Carpentier's 

novels : both individually and as a unit, man must aim for the 

self-knowledge and responsible commitment attained by EI Estudiante 

- and, by extrapolation, by Julio Antonio Mella - in order to 

"mejorar 10 que es" 8 in the Kingdom of this,World. 

At the beginning of this chapter, it was noted that the 

characters in good faith, while standing as examples of what we 

should aim for, function in two ways. Firstly, the character may 

stand in direct opposition to the status quo and its representative, 

and this is clearly the case with El Estudiante and the Primer 

Magistrado; secondly, the character may have a close, positive 

relationship with the representative of the status quo, and function 
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as a catalyst, leading that representative towards fulfilment and 

good faith, and this is clearly the case with Jean-Claude and Gaspar, 

and their relationships with Vera and Enrique. It is interesting 

to note the duality of the situation : each character in good faith~ 

assumes responsibility, as it were, for the conversion of a 

character in bad faith. Although the novel is not as strictly 

schematic as this might suggest, it is true that Jean~Claude 

functions primarily with reference to Vera, and that Gaspar functions 

primarily with reference to Enrique, with a certin amount of mixed 

influence outside these pairings throughout the novel. Inevitably, 

because of the closeness of the links within the pairings, we have 

already touched on some of the issues to be raised in this chapter 

in our analysis of Vera and Enrique in Chapter One, but we shall 

be able to examine them in greater depth here. 

ii) Gaspar Blanco (La consagracion). 

Like EI Estudiante and Jean-Claude, Gaspar Blanco is characterised 

by a sense of commitment, and a willingness to sacrifice himself, 

if necessary, to a cause whose triumph he may never see. He is a 

dedicated Marxist, and one who believes that actions speak louder 

than words : unlike the cafe revolutionaries of Montparnasse, rather 

than talk about his beliefs, he acts on them. His motto is "hay 

que trabajar donde hay que trabajar" (88), and he explains that 

his decision to go and fight in Spain is tlporque creo que ha llegado 
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e 1 momento de trabajar donde hay que trabajar" (114). His 

attitude is, like ·El Estudiante's, eminently practical: while 

Enrique theorises about the possible creation of a communist society 

in Spain after the war, he comments, II ganar la primero : veremos 

despues" (166). That he has great strength of character is made 

abundantly clear Qy his attitude to his experiences in the 

concentration camp at Argeles-sur-Mer : in spite of the appalling 

conditions, "habra encontrado Gaspar el animo necesario para 

componer un son" (252). Unlike Enrique, he does not regard the 

betrayal of the International Brigades as a personal affront : 

because his attitude is that of a true revolutionary, he sees it 

merely as a temporary setback in the continuing struggle of socialism. 

In his analysis of the possible motivations of communist sympathisers, 

he gives a clear expression both of the potential for bad faith, and 

for good, in the revolutionary arena: 

los que ven!an a la lucha revolucionaria por impulso lirico, 
por embullo del momento, sin entender que se asociaban a una 
accion dificil, prolongada, tenaz, que no siempre se ajustarra 
a trayectorias previsibles; los que, porque 'les do11a la epoca', 
o porque hab!an padecido una injusticia en carne propia, 
cretan conseguirse un pronto alivio - entre hostia y pastilla 
de aspirina - con un Caxnet del Partido, eran quienes siempre 
resultaban decepcionados, perd!an el sueno por pendejadas, 
cuando se hallaban ante algo que no entendian - y no entendran 
porque las cosas no ocurrieron como ellos hubiesen deseado 
o esperado (253-4). 

Those who, like Enrique, join the revolutionary struggle for the 

wrong reasons, and without any real self-knowledge or discipline 

to support them, collapse at the first setback; those who know 

themselves and their motivations, and who claim full responsibility 

and commitment in the social arena find that 
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como los adversarios, al fin y al cabo, siempre eran los . , 
m~smos, volv~an las fuerzas en pugna a ocupar sus posiciones 
y el tiempo acababa siempre dando la razon a los que se ' 
hubiesen mostrado fieles a ciertos principios (254). 

Gaspar is an excellent example of the positiva hope for the 

future, in the face of all odds, that Carpentier preaches throughout 

his work. Just as El Estudiante refutes the Primer Mag istrad0 's 

comment that the Russian Revolution has failed with the declaration 

that "todavia no esta demostraclo" (241),so too does Gaspar refute 

Enrique's defeatist statement that "los nazis estan ya en Leningrado" 

with the optimistic rejoinder, "todav!a no han tomado la ciudad" 

(254). Of course, this particular example has been chosen by 

Carpentier precisely because, with hindsight, we know that 

Gaspar's optimistic prognostication proves to be correct : thus, 

Carpentier goves historical credibility to the positive philosophy 

that he seeks to promote. Gaspar willingly fulfils the requirements 

set out, thirty years previously in El reino, for human greatness 

e 1 hombre nunca sabe para quien padece y espera. Padece y 
espera y trabaja para gentes que nunca conocera, y que a su 
vez padeceran y esperaran y trabajaran para otros que tampoco 
seran felices. Pero la grandeza del hombre esta precisamente 
en querer mejorar 10 que es. En imponerse Tareas. En el 
Reino de los Cielos no hay grandeza que con~uistar, puesto 
que alJ.a todo es jerarqu!a establecida, incognita despejada, 
existir sin termino, imposibilidad de sacrificio, reposo y 
deliete. Por ello, agobiado de penas y de Tareas, hennoso 
dentro de su miseria, capaz de amar en medio de las plagas, 
el hombre solo puede hallar su grandeza, su maxima medida, 
en el Reino de este Mundo (143-4). 

Gaspar is one of thase true revolutionaries who "aguantaron el 

batacazo y siguieron luchando" (254) : the ethical problem 

generated by the social situation can be simplified, according to 

him, to a question of whether one is far or against democracy 
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and human rights - "todo esta en saber si estas con el perro 0 

quieres acabar con el perro" (25+). Enrique discovers in himself 

a need for Gaspar's company, and comments that "su solidez me era 

necesaria" (255, my italics). Gaspar has the palpable three

dimensionality of a character in good faith who has found his 

authentic self and who finds total fulfilment in a committed 

social attitude. As we have seen above, Carpentier increases 

his positive effect by endowing him with a certain measure of 

political foresight : just as he refuses to accept the inevitability 

of the fall of Leningrad, so too he correctly suggests to Vera 

that "si Cuba fuese un pars socialista, nada se opondr!a a que 

formases un ballet de moros y cristianos" (314). Although Vera 

rejects this analysis, complaining that "tu 10 reduces todo a un 

problema potltico" (314), she is, in the end, forced to admit that 

Gaspar isrxight, as, with the triumph of the Revolution, she is 

able to fulfil her dream of staging "La consagracion de la primavera" 

with a racially-mixed company. 

Gaspar's approval or disapproval is an important marker as 

to the positive or negative polarity of a person or action in the 

novel, and it is, therefore, significant that he utterly rejects 

Jose Antonio, and, when Vera and Enrique presist in their 

friendship with the latter, that they gradually lose contact with 

Gaspar. Gaspar's rejection of the superficial and selfish lives 

they are leading is a potent criticism, just as his renewed 

acceptance of Enrique at Playa Giron , with the symbolic cry of 
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"i mi hermano !" (565), expresses clearly the progress that Enrique 

has made towards good faith. Gaspar, for all his willingness to 

fight on unrewarded, is one of the fortunate few throughout 

history who do indeed see the triumph of that which they have 

worked for, in the form of the Cuban Revolution. Although he is, 

naturally, delighted, he does not look upon this success as a 

closed event, complete in itself, but, rather, sees it in the 

perspective of the worldwide struggle for social justice. 

Speaking to Enrique of Playa Giron, he says, "en la guerra 

revolucionaria, que es una y sola en el mundo, 10 importante esta 

en ganar batallas en alguna parte It (569, my italics). In this 

conviction, he echoes Jean-Claude's belief that "todo sirve para 

algo en una guerra revolucionaria [ ••• J Incluso, perder una batalla" 

(139) : the fight must go on, regardless of success or apparent 

failure, for it is only in the fight for social justice that 

fulfilment can be found. Gaspar, like El Estudiante, has chosen 

to define himself in terms of that struggle, and, through his 

commitment, finds fulfilment. Jean-Claud~ too, as we shall now 

see, finds fulfilment, although he dies without knowing of the 

triumph of socialism in Cuba : as we have seen again and again 

in Carpentier's work, it is not necessary for the particular 

individual to be touched by a triumph - it is enough for him to 

have participated, in however small or obscure a way, in the 

gen'eration of that triumph. 
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iii) Jean-Claude (La consagracion). 

Jean-Claude is a perfect example of the committed intellectual, 

and this alone is enough to assure us of his positive significance 

within the novel, given our knowledge of Carpentier's belief in 

the need for the intellectual to be committed to the functioning 

and progress of society. The intellectual must define himself and 

his goals in terms of moral principles, and act accordingly : 

Alguien ha escrito ~ue el intelectual es un hombre que dice 
'no'. Esa afirmacion, harto facil, ha cobrado el ef!mero 
relumbre de todo lugar comtin - de 10 que Flaubert llamaba 
'la idea recibida' -. Porque el 'no' sistematico, por manra 
de resistencia, por el prurito orgulloso de 'no dejarse 
arrastrar' se vuelve tan absurdo, en ciertos casos, como el 
's!- erigido en sistema [ ••• J El 'Sri y el 'No' dependen 
de Principios. 10 importante esta en no equivocarse en materia 
de Principios. Del mantenimiento de esos Principios, dependen 
nuestros anos futuros - los de quienes nos acompanan en 
nuestras tareas en los Reinos de este Mundo. 9 

Jean-Claude's principles are just as Carpentier would wish: he 

epitomises the committed intellectual, who rejects the self-

gratificatory excesses of surrealism with the biting criticism that 

en una epoca de terribles realidades, como la nuestra, era 
grotesco el ~ntento de hallar remedios en 10 imaginario. La 
huida hacia el mundo de los suenos era tan vana [ •.• J como 
una huida en la inercia del quietismo, 0 la pasividad de 
ciertas filosof!as orientales que, segUn Hegel, jamas se 
hab!an alzado al plano de una verdadera filosofra, 
permaneciendo en el caD¥>o elemental y gnomico de una sabidurra 
de proverbios, llamados al renunciamiento 0 normas d~ vida 
recta - que era 10 mismo que decir conformista - agnostica 
y resignada, de mirada puesta en el ombligo, reacia a cualquier 
lucha tenida, de ante man 0 , por inutil (73). 

Jean-Claude's willingness to discuss the philosophical 

background and implications of his beliefs shows us two things : 

firstly, that his actions have a firm grounding in critical 
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thought and considered commitment, in total contrast, for example, 

to Enrique; and secondly, that it is impossible for him to separate 

his "intellectual" self from his active self. He does not, as 

Vera does, see the intellectual as an entity separated from reality 

by an invisible barrier called "culture". His intellectual 

attitudes and preoccupations are a function of his moral and 

political outlook, and he has no wish - indeed, is unable - to 

compartmentalise his life, as Vera would have him do. He rejects 

utterly her belief that tttu no eras hombre hecho para una guerra" 

(130), and points out that an intellectual is just as effective 

a soldier as any other man. Jean-Claude knows that it is impossible 

to separate a true conviction from the action concomitant upon 

it, and in this, he echoes the beliefs of Ludwig Renn, the German 

novelist whom Carpentier has represented as the epitome of the 

committed intellectual. It is worth looking at the encounter 

between Carpentier and Renn during the Civil War again : 

- Ludwig Renn, - Ie dije -, no sabe usted cuanto 10 admiro. 
10 admiro porque es usted uno de los pocos escri tores de nuestros 
tiempos que haJan sabido realizar paralelamente su vida y su 
obra, haciendo de la vida obra, y de la obra, vida. 
Una sonrisa de niOo ilumino el rostro curtido del novelista : 
- Vida y obra tienen que estar !ntimamente unidas. Realizar 
la una sin realizar la otra es cosa esteril ••• Es aqu!, en 
el suelo de Espana, donde mejor he sentido que mi vida y milO 
obra pod!an constituirun todo indivisible (my italics). 

Jean-Glaude, like Gaspar, is aware that the struggle for his 

beliefs may be a long one, but that does not discourage him. Indeed, 

he seems rather to find it invigorating that he is part of a larger 

whole, of revolutionary "spirit" which carries on fighting through 

the ages. Speaking to Vera, he compares her more selfish concept 
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of transcendence with his own : 

alma es palabra que poco uso. Pero, si hago una excepcion, 
es para decirte que si tu ves el alma como algo personal, 
prolongacion de tl misma, yo verla el alma mas bien como algo 
transferible y que puede ser compartida por muchos. Llamemos 
el alma, espfritu [ ••• ] Existe un espfritu revolucionario 
tremendamente proliferante desde la Toma de la Bastilla, que 
pasa de Robespierre y Saint Just a Lenin (135). 

The social system, manipulated for personal gain by unscrupulous 

individuals and organisations, has reached a stage at which conflict 

between those who are, in Gaspar's teminology, "con el perro" 

and those who want to "acabar con el perro" has become an inevitable 

feature of life. The choice of the ruling classes to oppress 

and exploit their subordinates has resulted in those subordinates 

choosing to rebel, regardless of the consequences. As Jean-Claude 

explains to Vera, the Russian Revolution is a direct result of 

actions and choices made by the old regime; he explains, too, that 

it is the long-awaited answer to the dreams of many intellectuals 

la Revolucion Rusa es una resultante logica, inevitable, de 
vuestra propia historia, historia que se expreso mas de una 
vez en terminos de Ii teratura. La literatura revolucionaria 
no tiene por que ser una literatura de Apocalipsis. Se puede 
expresar con la mayor elocuencia en tono menor. Casi todos 
vuestros escritores del siglo pasado viv!an en espera de algoa 
Y ese algo llego un buen :.d!a (504 ). 

In this analysis, Jean-Claude is describing almost exactly 

Carpentier's own experience : for the first fifty-five years of 

his life, he lived and wrote "en espera de algo", and on the first 

of January, 1959, his waiting was finally rewarded. 

Jean-Claude sees his mission as liberating mankind from the 

chains of capitalism, imperialism and the alienation concomitant 
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upon them. His declaration in this regard is a direct response 

to the conclusions drawn by El Estudiante in Notre Dame : 

hoy no se lucha por desagraviar a Dios de la corrupcion y 
simonfa de sus dignatorios, del uso torcido de las Escrituras, 
sino por desagraviar al Hombre de los milenarios sufrimientos 
padecidos por la instauracion de un Orden que empezo a 
viciarse el d!a en que una comunidad primitva se hizo villorio, 
los hechiceros se constituyeron en cuerpo legislativo, y 
hubo un aStuto trepador que paso de cacique a Pr!ncipe (127). 

si una nueva toma de conciencia de sf mismo - el drama de la 
existencia puesto dentro y no fuera de s! mismo - habia llevado 
el hombre a analizarse en funcion de valores que 10 sustra!an 
a los terrares primordiales, segura, gigante extraviado, 
tiranizado por quienes t semejantes a el, infieles a sus 
promesas primeras, habran creado nuevos totems, nuevos hados, 
templos sin altares, cultos sin sacralidad, que era necesario 
echar abajo (325, my italics). 

It would seem from the directly parallel views expressed here 

that one individual in good faith reaches the same conclusions 

of social commitment and the need for change as another, and this, 

l' woUld suggest, is due to the over-riding importance of social 

responsibility and commitment in Carpentier's thought. It is 

inconceivable to him that an individual who has grasped the concept 

of his own freedom and responsibility should not then move towards 

a committed role in society, and this is why El Estudiante, 

Jean-Claude and Gaspar Blanco, although each is different and unique 

in his own way, have the same basic response to a given question -

that of the exact nature of man's relationship with society. They 

are all committed to the need for change - either gradual or 

cataclysmic - and to the destruction of any absolute set of values, 

whether religious or secular, which limit man's freedom and stunt 
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his potential. The possibility of their own death or failure does 

not discourage them from their self-appointed Tasks : Jean-Claude 

speaks for them all when he says that, in the event of failure, 

"nos quedara el consuelo de haber permanecido fieles a una idea [ ••• ] 

Lo importante para un hombre es estar en paz consigo mismo" ( 166) . 

Good faith is not an easy attitude to live with : in the preceding 

chapters, we have seen the struggle required to attain it, but that 

struggle does not end with the now-familiar blinding flash of 

illumination. Good faith is morally demanding: although it offers 

fulfilment, it often presents the individual with unbearable 

decisions or choices. A typical case is that of Jean-Claude and 

his decision to go and fight in Spain : this decision is a 

natural result of his original choice, and of the person that he 

has made of himself, but it is in direct conflict with the emotional 

side of his life, personified by Vera. Vera accuses him of finding 

his own fulfilment at the cost of sacrificing her happiness (166), 

and, on a superficial examination, her accusation appears to be 

justified. However, further consideration will show that if 

Jean-Claude were to deny his own nature, which is what he would 

have to do, and fit in with Vera's plan for his future, he would 

be lapsing into bad faith, allowing someone else to define him, 

and becoming an object, rather than a subject. Such a choice would 

be both emotionally peaceful (no arguments with Vera), and 

physically secure (no risk of death), and yet Jean-Claude rejects 

it, because he recognises it for what it is : a denial of his own 

responsibility and individuality. This is the only incident in 
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which we are shown a measure of the continuing struggle of the 

individual, even once good faith has been attained : we are reminded 

that, in the Carpenterian canon, effort and commitment must be 

unremitting. 

El hombre totalmente satisfecho de 10 alcanzado, y que no 
busca algo mas alIa, se inmoviliza. Es decir : deja de vivir, 
en el pleno sentido del termino. La grandeza del hombre esta 
en 'no ~ormirse sobre sus laureles' [ ••• J Cada dra, al salir 
del sueno, debe entrar en la vida con animo prometeico, 
diciendose 'Hasta ahara, nada hice', por much os que hayan 
sido sus exitos aparentes. 'Hay que mejorar 10 que es', 
dicen a menudo mis personajes, aunque l~la hecho, 10 ya 
visto par ellos, no este del todo mal. 

In conclusion, it must be remembered that we have been dealing 

in this chapter with characters who are presented to us, as it 

were, as faits accomplis. The Existential questionings, and the 

intense moral doubts to which we have become accustomed in our 

examination of other characters do not apply here, and it must be 

admitted that these characters are, as a result, rather less 

interes~tbaDtheir more frail counterparts. Although we might 

like to identify ourselves with El Estudiante, Jean-Claude and 

Gaspar Blanco, most of us would have to admit that our experience 

has more in common with the characters in bad faith - that admission 

itself is the first step on the road to freedom and responsibility 

through self-knowledge. In creating his characters in good faith, 

Carpentier has, perhaps, indulged in more polemic than usual, but 

the overall result is a positive one, in that the picture which 

he presents to us of commitment, responsibility and fulfilment is 
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one that awakens faint murmurings of desire and emulation within 

us. As literary creations, El Estudiante, Jean-Claude and Gaspar 
, 

Blanco do not have the stature of Sof~a, Vera, Enrique, Esteban 

and the protagonist of Los pasos, but as moral and social exemplars, 

they fulfil their roles to perfection. 
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Conclusion. 

I set out to demonstrate in this thesis that the works of 

Alejo Carpentier are motivated by a hi@hly moral ethic of social 

duty and responsibility, and that Carpentier believes intensely 

in the importance of the responsibility of the individual, and in 

his potential for social good. Having analysed the central 

characters in the novels against the philosophical background 

of Sartrian Existentialism, we have seen that this ethic of social 

duty and responsibility finds its expression in the concepts 

of good and bad faith, and in the struggle of the individual t 0 

attain self-knowledge and integrity. However, individual 

fulfilment is not the ultimate goal of Carpentier's moral theory 

it is only the first, necessary step towards commitment in the 

social arena. Although, as we have seen, Carpentier deals with 

the psychology of the individual in great depth, his novels are 

not mere psychological analyses, sufficient in themselves as 

expressions of a particular person's response to a given simnation. 

In his novels, Carpentier sets out to explain the way in which 

man - any man -tries to evade his responsibility and social duty, 

and, in so doing, he portrays the psychological motivations of 

a variety of characters, whose attempted determinism covers all 

the aspects of human evasion in which we, the readers, might 

indulge. Thus, he sets before us a mirror, in which he demonstrates 

and explains our human frailties and strengths, hoping thus to 

lead us to honest self-analysis and self-knowledge, so that we, too, 
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can take up our social duties and moral responsibility. 

Commitment is one of the most important concepts in Carpentier's 

work : the individual in good faith who has attained to self-

knowledge and has accepted responsibility, must commit himself to 

some cause or course of action. Failure to do so is, in itself, 

a choice of commitment : as Sartre has it, "je peux toujors choisir, 

mais je dois savoir que si je ne choisis pas, je choisis encore". 1 

Carpentier, while concurring with Sartre, explains that this 

realisation of the inevitability of commitment predates Sartre's 

formalisation of it 

mucho antes de que Sartre transformara esta preocupacion en 
formula [ ••• J habra quedado formulado ya ese principio que 
habr1a de regir en el futuro el pensamiento de la mayor1a 
de nuestros contemporaneos : de todos modos queda uno comprometido, 
porque quien no se compromete se compromete. No comprometerse 
es una forma de comprometimiento. Por 10 tanto, hay que saber 
con que se compromete uno y al hacerlo, hacerlo con las 
principios, con las ideolog!as que pueden ser consideradas 
como las de una buena causa. 2 

A laissez-faire attitude, such as Enrique's after the Spanish Civil 

War, such as the acceptance of Buchenwald by the citizens of Weimar, 

is, in spite of its apparent passivity, a positive act of choice 

which aligns the subject of the act with a given position or 

principle. Failure to reject what is wrong amounts to tacit 

acceptance thereof : there can be no middle ground. The:re jection 

of revolutionary change expressed by Esteban and Enrique is 

tantamount to an endorsement of the status quo although they 

seek to avoid choosing a principle, their very avoidance is, in 

itself, a choice. Commitment is, therefore, an unavoidable function 
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of life: man is free, however, to choose the object of his 

commitment, and whether that commitment is active or passive. As 

we have seen, it is Carpentier's goal that each individual should 

choose active commitment to the furthering of the social struggle, 

and this goal is by no means limited to the fictional creations 

of his imagination. Carpentier's work is not denunciatory : it 

is, rather, "a critical mirror. If literature is to be engaged, 

it must reveal, demonstrate, represent [ ••. J writers can no 

longer describe. They must take sides." 3 Both reader and nove list 

are drawn into the moral questions raised by literature, according 

to this belief, shared by Sartre and Carpentier: the reader, 

because he sees himself reflected in the fictional characters, and 

is forced to draw conclusions about himself therefrom, and the 

novelist, because the very act of writing is his form of commitment, 

and by it, he defines himself and his principles. The political 

realities of life in Latin America make the choice of a passive 

attitude unforgivable : 
.. 

el novelista latinoamericano, en este nuevo fin de siglo, sera 
un novelista pol!ticamente comprometido por fuerza de circunstancias. 
Era todavla posible para un escritor latinoamericano ser 
apol!tico en tiempos de Ru~n Darlo. Pero a partir de la 
Revolucion Mexicana [ ••• J a partir del general despertar 
universitario de los an~s 20, ser apolftico es imposible para 
un escri too:' nuestro. . 

To ignore political questions is not to be apolitical - it is, 

rather, to take up a position, however passively, behind the 

agents of oppression. 

A responsible, committed attitude to society is the goal 

which Carpentier sets for his characters, his readers, and himself. 
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His basically optimistic attitude is revealed by the frequency 

with which this goal is attained by his creations : even apparent 

failures, such as the deaths of Esteban and Sofia, are transformed 

into triumphs by the passage of time and by Carpentier's belief 

in the transcendent effect of individual human effort. It is 

significant that the nevels _hose conclusions are most optimistic 

are those which post-date the Cuban Revolution : El siglo, 

El recurso, and La consagracion have a more positive tone than 

El reino, Los pasos and El acoso, but this does not imply a break 

in the unity of Carpentier's production. Rather, the three later 

novels give fuller rein to the positive hopes expressed in the 

three earleir works : the triumph of the Revolution gave added 

force to Carpentier's moral theories and increased his optimism. 

Through the Cuban Revolution, Carpentier was able to participate 

in exactly the sort of political and social situation the desirability 

of which he had always preached. The Revolution represented both 

the cUlmination of his dreams, and a new beginning : the fulfilment 

found by Enrique in caring for his nation's architectural heritage 

echoes Carpentier's own delight in commitment to the .Revolution, 

expressed thus : 

los intelectuales se vieron llamados a todos los frentes 
y se sintieron utiles, utiles en tareas l

, que aunque eran tareas 
intensivas (dictar cursos, preparar clases etc) les dejaban, 
sin embargo, un tiempo para la creacion propia. l Y que 
mas puede sonar, que mas puede desear un artista, un escritor, 
que ser util en esa dimension sin tener que abdicar de sus 
tareas intimas, personales, de creacion? Eso te explica 
por que los intelectuales [ ••• ] nos sumamos con entusiasmo 
a la labor de construccion, renovacion y afirmacion de nuestra 
nacionalidad que fue la Revolucion Cubana. 5 
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The unity of theme which we have seen throughout Carpentier's 

works arises from the strong moral ethic which motivates the works 

and the life of this extraordinarily cultured man. His rejection 

of all forms of hypocrisy, self-deceit and bad faith, and his 

insistence upon self-knowledge and a free acceptance of social 

responsibility are expressed with clarity and vigour throughout 

his creative life. The sincerity of his work, and its importance 

both as a social record, and as a catalyst in the lives of his 

readers cannot be denied : he reminds us of our own potential for 

transcendence and of our duty, as part of a social unit, to take 

up the burden of our responsibility in the Kingdom of this World. 

We must face the facts around us, and act in accordance with the 

principles we have formulated for ourselves : there is no escape 

from responsibility and commitment, either in determinism or in 

the intellectual's ivory tower. 

Tiene el escritor que dar 10 mejor de sl mismo, tratando, a 
la vez, como queria Montaigne, de 'desempenar 10 mejor posible 
su oficio de Hombre' - valga decir : de ciudadano. 
Y no hay modo, hoy, de ser novelista y ciudadano, volviendo 
la espalda a una Histaria que ante los ojos de todos se esta 
elaborando, afectando directamente 0 indirectamente a cada 
cual, en una epoca de grandes cambios y mutaciones alentadas 
en las masas - y no puede ser de otro modo - por e;b incontenible 
y humano anhelo de mejorar 10 que es (author's italics). 6 

It is in that "incontenible y humano anhelo de mejorar 10 que es" 

that Carpentier's optimism finds its roots, and it is there that 

our hope for the future lies. The question of man's role in 

society, and of his duties and responsibilities in the social arena, 

far transcends the purely literary level of investig~tion : in 

studying Carpentier's work, and the moral ethic that motivates it, 
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we have come, I would contend, to a deeper understanding of our 

own social roles and duties, and in this much have fulfilled 

Carpentier's aspirations for his work. 
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Notes to the Conclusion. 

J-P.Sartre, L'existentialisme ••• p.73. 

A.Carpentier, "Un camino de medio siglo" in Razon ••• pp.39-40. 

J-P.Sartre, Between ••• p.25. 

A.Carpentier, "La novela latinoameri"Cana en vlsperas de 

un nuevo siglo" in La novela latinoamericana en vrsperas de un nuevo 

siglo y otros ensayos (Mexico City 1981), pp.30-1. 

5 A.Carpentier, "Conversacion con Alejo Carpentier" in 

-Razon ••• p.lll. 

6 ,. 
A.Carpentier, "La novela latinoamericana en vl.speras de 

un nuevo siglo" in La novela latinoamericana ..• p.32. 
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